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This thesis re-evaluates the case for business disinvestment from South Africa during the tenure of 
P.W. Botha (1978-1989). Using neglected corporate archives as well as oral testimony by former 
directors, the thesis scrutinizes the decision-making processes employed by the outlier on 
disinvestment – German business. Through seven case studies, the thesis illustrates how Apartheid 
policies, rather than being the foundation for business success, were the originators of enduring 
financial and operational woes. By continuing operations, management faced enduring uncertainty 
whilst grappling with the fallout from Botha’s reform and security measures. This research 
highlights that not only was international business entangled to an unprecedented degree with 
Botha’s policy agenda, but also that established narratives presented by anti-apartheid stakeholders 
on disinvestment require more critical evaluation. Most importantly, it illustrates that the ‘last 
decade of apartheid’ deserves a wider interdisciplinary approach that includes an engagement with 
the voice of management. For, these foreign corporate responses go beyond the historic South 
African context by having spearheaded several institutions, processes and interlinkages that define 
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NOTE ON QUOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
• On grounds of brevity, the bilingual author has translated all applicable quotations from 
German into English and only includes the translation in the thesis. The respectively fewer 
quotations from Afrikaans reflect the fact that South African government ministers and 
officials nearly exclusively communicated with German corporates in German due to their 
fluency in the shared language. However, any existing quotations expressed in Afrikaans, 
also include the Afrikaans original in the main text alongside the English translation. 
 
• The terms German/FRG (Federal Republic of Germany) are used interchangeably 
throughout this dissertation to refer to West Germany. The GDR did not have any political 
or economic relations with SA after the 1960s (instead the socialist regime supported the 
liberation struggle outside SA’s borders) and only resumed talks in 1989/90.1 
 
• The thesis contains terminology and abbreviations that are commonplace in historical 
analysis and literature on Modern South African history, especially as regards apartheid-era 
SA. Specifically, as regards the employment of wording to denote racial categories, such as 
Black/White/Coloured/Indian, their usage serves to maintain accuracy and clarity within 
the narrative. As with all scholars constituting the cadre of historians, I use these terms 
solely as tools of analysis - not judgement. 
 
• Following the introduction, the term AAM is used to refer to the German anti-apartheid 













1 Ulrich van der Heyden, Zwischen Solidarität und Wirtschaftsinteressen: die “geheimen” Beziehungen der DDR zum südafrikanischen 
Apartheidregime (Münster: LIT, 2005), 79. 
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investment into SA 
1985  – Second recession, regional state of emergency, Botha’s Rubicon speech, revision of 
EEC codex 
1986 – U.S. Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act, second, now SA-wide, state of emergency, 
EEC ban on iron and steel imports, oil exports plus minor, partially voluntary, measures 
1987  – General Motors exits SA, Helderberg crash 
1988     – IG Metall publishes Minimum Standards for German corporate behaviour in SA 
1989  – F.W. de Klerk succeeds Botha as State President 
 
This chronology is deliberately kept brief and non-exhaustive. It merely serves to highlight key dates/events 












The whole political situation in the Republic of South Africa has become fluid and let there be no mistake, South 













2 Ernst Blohm (Chairman VWoSA), Opening address Beacon Island seminar for VWAG and VWoSA management, 




South Africa on the eve of the 1980s 
Modern South African history could be aptly summarised as the interplay amongst several cultural, 
linguistic, ethnic, and racial groups that by the 1980s resulted in white political dominance finding 
its pinnacle and its demise. Contrary to the desire of the National Party (‘NP’) Government, by the 
closing years of the 1980s, divergent trends had become ingrained amongst the white and black 
demographic thereby reversing historic white, albeit Afrikaner, cohesion and government espoused 
black disunity – the latter most prominently via the propagation of individual Homelands. The 
country’s policies with respect to racial segregation, collectively termed apartheid politics, had been 
formalised and subsequently institutionalised after the 1948 election victory of the Afrikaner-
dominated NP. Though discriminatory racist practices had existed prior to 1948 and could be 
traced back to the earliest days of Dutch and British colonisation, they regretfully became an 
integral, systematic part of South African life under the NP’s stewardship of government. The 
ideological underpinnings and development of apartheid policy as the dogmatic framework for the 
future make-up and structure of South African society were then developed by Prime Minister 
(‘PM’) Hendrik Frensch Verwoerd between 1958 and 1966. Under Verwoerd’s leadership, South 
Africa (‘SA’) became a republic in 1961 whilst continuing its pivot to disenfranchise the non-white 
population, thereby throwing off all earlier practices of even partial, albeit regionally limited, 
enfranchisement under the earlier United Party (‘UP’) Government.3 
B.J. Vorster, the next Afrikaner PM, oversaw the increasing pace of his country’s isolation amongst 
the global community of nations. The Republic’s policies ran countercyclical to prevailing trends 
of racial integration, including American desegregation.4 A justified rise in the volume of 
condemnation particularly in terms of resolutions by the UN was mirrored by a groundswell of 
 
3 Verwoerd upheld the disenfranchisement of the Cape Coloureds initiated by his predecessors, Malan and Strydom. 
See David Harrison, The White Tribe of Africa (London: BBC, 1981), 145-148. 
4 Consider the comparative approach of racist practices in capitalist economies explored in Stanley B. Greenberg, 
Race and State in Capitalist Development: Comparative Perspectives (New Haven: Yale, 1980). 
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public protest in multiple Western countries against apartheid. Collectively termed the anti-
apartheid movement (‘AAM’), its disparate constituents were united in their opposition to not only 
morally indefensible apartheid policies but also the endurance of white minority rule in SA.  
Pressure to boycott trade with SA and to impose sanctions was complemented by calls for Western 
company disinvestment from the country. In part to address these concerns, Codes of Conduct on 
corporate behaviour were introduced in 1977 with limited success. When Vorster left the 
mainstream political arena in disgrace due to the Information Scandal, Pieter Willem Botha, the 
former Minister of Defence, unexpectedly took on the mantle of leadership. 
Botha presided over the ‘last decade of apartheid’ until F.W. de Klerk, his successor, began an 
accelerated reform process in 1989/90.5 The prior ten years under Botha had seen apartheid 
stripped back to its core policies and in part due to dithering and misplaced reforms, had exposed 
its true nature as an instrument to maintain white control of political might. Ostensibly a member 
of the verligte, i.e. reform-minded, faction of the NP, Botha progressively manoeuvred himself into 
a corner with his legislative and constitutional adjustments. His policy rectifications included 
recognition of black labour unions, the creation of a Tricameral parliamentary system that excluded 
the black population, and the abolishment of ‘peripheral apartheid’. Concurrently, the Botha 
government undermined the credibility of its own willingness to reform by excesses in state 
violence both at home and abroad, particularly during the state of emergency post-1985.6 
Towards the end of the 1980s, Botha had succeeded in only one prominent aspect. He split the 
Afrikaner electorate, adding to an existing historic dichotomy between the Afrikaner and 
Anglophone white communities. Furthermore, the Homelands policy designed to entrench the 
division of the black population along tribal lines met only limited success, if any, and the 
designated ‘Bantustans’ received no international recognition.7 The black demographic increasingly 
 
5 Apartheid officially ended in 1994. however, the process of earnestly dismantling grand apartheid was initiated in 
1989/90. Botha, therefore, in my view unofficially presided over the last decade of apartheid.  
6 Hanns W. Maull, ‘Neo-Apartheid: Eine Bilanz der Ära Botha,’ in Südafrika Politik-Gesellschaft-Wirtschaft vor dem Ende 
der Apartheid, ed. Hanns W. Maull (Opladen: Leske+Budrich, 1990), 75-127, 108. 
7 Anthony Sampson, Black & Gold (Bury St. Edmunds: Hodder and Stoughton, 1987), 86. 
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unified, irrespective of tribal affiliation, behind national movements and unions. Indeed, the only 
demonstration of tribal division was overt Zulu support for the Inkatha Freedom Party (‘Inkatha’), 
however coerced by violence and tradition, rather than the African National Congress (‘ANC’).8 
Economic difficulties compounded inherent challenges caused by apartheid policies. This was 
particularly the case for black and other non-white labour which had endured decades of forced 
resettlement, discrimination in wages and education levels and a myriad of social and workplace 
practices that stifled many a path to prosperity whilst undermining basic human dignity.9 The 1980s 
therefore were the decade when all movements, actors and political elements in the apartheid and 
anti-apartheid saga, whether in government or outside it, whether in SA or abroad, came to a head. 
For business, particularly foreign business subsidiaries, SA in the 1980s, with all eyes on it, became 
the toughest, most challenging market to remain and operate in.  
The following thesis, whilst focused on the Botha years, can for reasons of succinctness not provide 
a lengthy history of apartheid and the political to and fro minutiae of 1980s SA.10 Instead, where 
applicable, relevant instruments and aspects of apartheid policy during the Botha-era as well as key 
events are introduced and explained in greater detail in the individual case studies on the foreign 
corporate sector, a stakeholder that remains neglected in scholarship. Nevertheless, the above 
summary of post-war South African history is intended to serve as a brief introduction to the socio-
political context, both at home and abroad, that the management of German subsidiaries found 
themselves in. For them, just as for most South Africans and international observers, on the eve 
of the 1980s, SA’s future and the Botha government’s path towards reform remained uncertain.  
 
8 Notwithstanding the United Democratic Front (‘UDF’), the ANC proved the most unitary of all resistance 
movements. Consider Saul Dubow, The African National Congress (Johannesburg: Jonathan Ball, 2000) for a high-level 
introduction or Thula Simpson, ed. The ANC and the Liberation Struggle in South Africa: Essential Writings (London: 
Routledge, 2019) for more recent work. 
9 On the trauma of living under apartheid, consider Cosmas Desmond, The Discarded People (Hardmondsworth: 
Penguin, 1971); Trevor Noah, Born a Crime (London: John Murray, 2017). On labour affairs specifically up to the 
1980s, consider Darcy du Toit, Capital and Labour in South Africa: Class struggle in the 1970s (London: Keegan Paul, 
1981). 
10 For an introduction to apartheid politics, consider P. Eric Louw, The Rise, Fall, and Legacy of Apartheid (Westport, 
Conn.: Praeger, 2004); Sampson, op. cit.; Maull, op. cit.; Dan O’Meara, Forty lost years: The Apartheid State and the 





Apartheid scholarship, a research discipline with now more than half a century’s worth of track 
record, continues to not only evolve but to provide novel insights into the period of NP rule and 
its legacies. Alongside recent comprehensive histories which synthesize previously divergent 
approaches, most remarkable has been the growth in comparative analysis and bottom-up micro-
studies.11 In addition, contemporary South African issues have provided the impetus behind 
scrutiny of the apartheid history of institutions so far underrepresented in the literature, such as 
universities.12 Declassification of government documents has enabled recent output on the Botha 
years, especially in terms of highlighting the cost of sanctions as well as the methods employed by 
the state and the private sector to overcome them.13 Yet, whilst the passage of time has allowed for 
additional experiences of the 1980s by under-represented actors to come to light, for the victims 
of state policies of that decade, the historic injustices cannot be reversed alas – only alleviated.  
For one such group of victims, a thirteen-year long legal saga was ended by the American judiciary 
in 2015. The plaintiffs had alleged that foreign companies, including the German Daimler-Benz 
(‘DB’) and Rheinmetall, were liable for human rights violations by operating in SA during the 
respective tenures of Vorster and Botha. Dismissal of the case rested in part due to the inability of 
the accusers to establish a link between corporate board level decisions to human rights violations 
in SA. By making assumptions about company behaviour and management conduct, the plaintiffs 
had posited an opinion on ‘corporate involvement’ without ascertaining the validity of such a 
position. This failure to either engage with or try to understand the position of management and 
company decision-making, however, is not confined to those South Africans seeking reparations. 
 
11 Saul Dubow, Apartheid, 1948-1994 (Oxford: OUP, 2014); Nicholas Grant, Winning Our Freedoms Together: African 
Americans and Apartheid, 1945-1960 (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2017); Michael O’Loughlin, ed. And we forgave them: 
Stories from the struggle against apartheid in Venda, South Africa (Pretoria: UNISA Press, 2018). 
12 Teresa Barnes, Uprooting University Apartheid in South Africa: From Liberalism to Decolonization (London: Routledge, 
2019). 
13 Hennie van Vuuren et al., Apartheid guns and money: a tale of profit (London: Hurst, 2019). 
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Indeed, it only exposed a gap in South African and business history that has persisted for thirty 
years. 
For historians, political scientists and the majority of South Africans, business is regarded as a 
willing participant in the apartheid system, or if it ever was unwilling, did too little, too late. Views 
to the contrary are few and far between. These consist primarily of in-house commissioned 
company histories which, given their nature, are treated with suspicion given they curtail socio-
political self-reflective analyses of their operations and conduct. This is a pity, since companies are, 
as noted by Kobach (1990), not simply another category of ‘interest group’.14 Rather, they control 
wealth, investment stock and employ a critical part of the labour force. Moreover, foreign business 
can present a single interface, that is ‘on the ground’ in the domestic market to voice not only the 
concerns and wishes of its employees, management, and shareholders but also that of local 
stakeholders, such as municipalities, suppliers, and employee families as well as those of the 
international community at large. The scholarly neglect of business by historians of SA has led to 
a treasure trove of written and oral testimony being ignored, despite the insights these hold into 
enduring political and social debates on apartheid as well as a provision of leadership case studies 
for management research. 
This thesis intends to overcome the neglect of business in scholarship via three approaches. First 
it investigates the perspective of foreign companies and their subsidiaries on political policies and 
events during the Botha-era, as well as the impact thereof on company operations. Second it 
examines their rationale behind forsaking calls to disinvest. Finally, the dissertation analyses the 
managerial response and employed strategies in the face of the ongoing challenges of remaining in 
SA as a foreign business during the ‘last decade of apartheid’.  
 
 




The thesis focuses on German industry not solely on grounds of commerce but also due to aspects 
of culture, history, and domestic circumstance. Firstly, German firms by and large did not withdraw 
from SA in the 1980s, as opposed to notable U.S. companies such as Ford and IBM or British 
corporates, such as Barclays. Market withdrawals, when they did occur, were primarily restricted to 
German SMEs and driven by business concerns, primarily a lack of profitability. The sole exception 
was a case, where the city of New York made the award of a municipal contract conditional on the 
German KHD not having any business in SA.15 With disinvestment the exception rather than the 
rule, expatriate and local managers of German subsidiaries experienced political issues first-hand. 
This enabled their companies to strategize based on self-gathered ‘objective’ information 
synthesized with third-party reports, such as those of the media and party-political foundations, as 
well as the regular ‘song and dance’ briefings provided to them by Pretoria’s ambassadors.16 
Secondly, German companies, unlike most of their British and American counterparts, were not 
portfolio investors. They had tangible fixed capital stock in the Republic rather than paper 
investments.17 This made potential exits not only costly and time-consuming but also exceedingly 
complex versus a straightforward equity disposal. At the same time, such actions indicated their 
long-term commitment to SA, as well as the Republic forming a critical anchor in their overall 
structure and strategy. Compared to many U.S. banks, for example, for whom SA was simply 
another international minor market with negligible economic importance, German industry had 
rolled adhesive dice onto the playing field of international expansion.18  
 
15 Illustrating how the American AAM had spread to both public and private institutions. See A1 to Bierich, 
11.9.1989 in Robert Bosch GmbH, Historische Kommunikation (‘RB’), 1 022 360. 
16 See Bosch, VW, and BMW chapters. 
17 Jan C. Cron, Deutsche Unternehmen Im Entwicklungsprozess Südafrikas (Wiesbaden: DUV, 1997), 149; Jonathan Leape, 
Bo Baskin and Stefan Underhill, eds. Business in the Shadow of Apartheid, U.S. Firms in South Africa (Lexington: D.C. 
Heath and Company, 1985), 211; UK exceptions include Dunlop, BP, British Leyland, and Plessey, see Ann Willcox 
Seidman and Neva Makgetla, Outposts of Monopoly Capitalism: Southern Africa in the Changing Global Economy, (Westport, 
Conn.: Hill; London: Zed, 1980) 169, 178, 194. 
18 South African assets constituted less than 0.5% of Chase Manhattan’s total of US$87bn when it initiated its 1985 
disinvestment. See Sampson, op. cit., 38-39. 
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Thirdly, apart from constituting the largest foreign fixed capital investor as evidenced by multiple 
local production plants, German businesses were also the leading exporters to SA and overtook 
British MNCs by the mid-1980s to become the biggest foreign employer of the country’s labour 
force.19 They provided over 45.000 direct jobs plus many hundreds of thousands of additional 
opportunities at local suppliers.20 The above figure marked a 22% increase over the direct 
employment numbers of the late 1970s, indicating the continued commitment by German 
companies to expand their South African operations.21 Whilst employment data for American and 
British subsidiaries have been published, they are inconsistent and certainly inaccurate.22 Even 
prestigious sources such as the New York Times (‘NYT’) and Wall Street Journal (‘WSJ’) drew the 
bulk of their numbers not from information requests to business but by estimations from the 
AAM.23 Unfortunately, these numbers do not take into account that American and British 
investments were generally not in wholly-owned subsidiaries but simply equity stakes, thereby 
ignoring attributable proportions. Furthermore, they often included family dependents and indirect 
employment to direct job figures attributed to these subsidiaries. Finally, there exists a lingering 
suspicion that historical figures, particularly for US corporates, were artificially inflated by the AAM 
towards the media to heighten the impact of any American disinvestment; the latter event being 
described at the time by scholars of enterprise as ‘a limited effort that will have very little direct 
impact’.24 South African business press figures put total foreign MNC employment at 250,000 in 
the early 1980s, which, given individual company data, appears more credible.25 
Placing German business therefore in context, especially versus peers from the United States and 
Britain and in terms of importance to the South African economy, allows for each to be 
 
19 ‘Die großen deutschen Unternehmen denken nicht an Rückzug,’ Handelsblatt, 22.10.1986. 
20 John Tagliabue, ‘Germans Stay in South Africa,’ Special to NYT, 19.1.1987, section D, 6. 
21 ‘Südafrika’ in Monatsberichte der Deutschen Bundesbank, January 1981. 
22 Unverified US subsidiary employment data ranges from 60,000 to 120,000, whilst verified data has the largest 
fifteen companies employing only 9694 workers by 1985 – equivalent to a single major German subsidiary. See data 
from the Investor Responsibility Research Center in Alan Cowell, ‘The Ambiguity of South African Disinvestment,’ 
Special to NYT, 31.12.1986, A, 1. 
23 WSJ, 3.12.1986, 26; Steve Lohr, ‘Barclays Pullout: The Pressure grew,’ Special to NYT, 25.11.86, Section D, 1. 
24 Paul Lansing and Sarosh Kuruvilla, ‘Business divestment in South Africa: In who's best interest?,’ Journal of Business 
Ethics 7, no. 8 (1988), 561-574, 566. 
25 Multinationals Survey, supplement to Financial Mail, Johannesburg, 27.6. 1980, 3. 
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characterized in the following general terms: the Americans provided the high-technology exports 
and expertise (e.g. amongst US IT subsidiaries IBM alone paid over US$33m annually to the South 
African Treasury in taxes), the British were responsible for the largest country-specific sums of 
investment capital (representing over a quarter of all capital inflows at DM10bn) and the Germans 
acted as long-term wealth creators within the Republic as well as partners in job creation whilst 
continuing to scale their operations.26  
Compared to the three nations contextualized above, Japanese interests in SA were of secondary 
significance. Japan’s Seikei Bunri policy meant trade was divorced from political considerations.27 
This resulted in unilateral Japanese rejection of disinvestment by both business and government, 
thereby providing SA continued access to high-tech incl. coal to liquids technology (‘CTL’) via the 
Far East.28 Whilst Japanese investment in the local motor industry was significant, in terms of 
employment it was not. For even by 1986, the top twenty foreign enterprises measured by employee 
numbers included not a single Japanese company.29 That Japan became SA’s 2nd largest trading 
partner after Germany in 1987, is primarily a factor of competitor disinvestment and the reliance 
of the Japanese manufacturing sector on mineral imports from the Cape. Verheugen (1986) noted 
that the AAM often overlooked this hunger of OECD economies for South African minerals; a 
trade which provided Pretoria with vital foreign exchange throughout the apartheid-period.30 In 
summary, German investment in large factories and workshops meant exposure to not only global 
scrutiny, economic palpitations at the macro-level within SA but also facing down micro-level 
challenges, especially union agitation, when contrasted with other foreign investors.  
 
26 Thomas Conrad, ‘Computers Programmed for Racism,’ Business and Society Review, 42 (1982), 61-64, 61; ‘Wir 
Schwarze werden als erste leiden,’ DER SPIEGEL Nr 9/1979, 149.  
27 Richard J. Payne, ‘Japan's South Africa Policy: Political Rhetoric and Economic Realities,’ African Affairs 86, no. 
343 (1987), 167-178, 167. 
28 Ibid, 170. 
29 ‘Top 20 foreign employers,’ WSJ, 3.12.1986, 3. 




Fourthly, SA and apartheid were niche issues on the German political circuit, a reflection of the 
paramountcy of ‘Ostpolitk/Neue Ostpolitik’; an understandable policy priority given the country’s 
division and its role within the European theatre of the Cold War. In 1968 Willy Brandt, FRG 
Foreign Minister and future Chancellor, set down the principle that trade should not be tied to 
foreign policy unless absolutely necessitated in specific cases.31 This maxim found its application in 
a burgeoning commercial relationship with SA, despite Brandt’s personal opposition to its racist 
policies.32 As a result, the significance of import-export flows to the Cape shaped German South 
African policy and in effect meant that, contrary to fellow European governments, particularly 
those of the Nordic countries, the German state consistently (and deliberately) remained in stalwart 
opposition to sanctions on SA.33 This stance only underwent modification when Hans-Dietrich 
Genscher, leader of the liberal FDP party, became Foreign Minister in 1974 and began to introduce 
a moral component to German Africa policy. However, the subsequent Kohl Government was a 
construct of coalition politics and reliant on the backing of the conservative CSU party whose 
chairman Franz-Josef Strauss was an apartheid apologist and frequent visitor to the Cape.34 Indeed, 
he is best characterized via his own words ‘Truly, not once when I was in Africa did I feel the need 
that my horizon required expansion’.35 Between Genscher and Strauss, foreign policy on SA 
stagnated in order to maintain governmental stability and Germany only went along with measures 
at an EEC level - even then watering down community proposals.  
With German business solely taking its cues from domestic peers and the framework established 
by the state, the national AAM as well as wider European state and non-state measures against SA 
had a limited impact on German company decision-making. This is unsurprising. The 1970 Cabora 
Bassa case had proven that despite international controversy, the German government could not 
 
31 BPA Bulletin 63, 17.05.1968, 535. 
32 Hans Ginsburg, ‘Ich bin sehr unzufrieden mit Ihnen,’ Die Zeit, 25.4.1986.  
33 See Philip Rock, Macht, Märkte und Moral (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 2010), 120-181. 
34 P.W. Botha’s and Pik Botha’s attendance at his funeral a testament to this relationship. See James Mates, ‘Franz 
Josef Strauss funeral,’ ITN, 7.10.1988, video, 1:33, https://www.gettyimages.de/detail/video/franz-josef-strauss-
funeral-a-west-germany-nachrichtenfilmmaterial/1171719978?adppopup=true. 
35 Cited in ‘Aktien, jawohl,’ DER SPIEGEL, 16.5.1966, 134. 
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be pressurised to waver in its support of business.36 According to Middlemas (1975) ‘the fight 
against Cabora Bassa was a response to a particular phenomenon in Germany, the confluence of 
distinct pressure groups on a single, fashionable cause’.37 A similar characterisation could be applied 
to describe the rapid formation of the heterogenous German AAM. However, in contrast to 
widespread boycott movements and protests found in North America and Western Europe, the 
German AAM was vocal but comparatively small.38 For example, in America, pension funds and 
university investment managers engaged in proactive divestment of shareholdings in U.S. firms 
with South African business irrespective of their implementation of the Sullivan principles.39 
Likewise, in Britain, student-led activism resulted in disinvestment by companies. In Germany it 
was the labour union IG Metall (‘IGM’) and the clergy that formed the vanguard of activism. This 
unique facet of German anti-apartheid activity resulted in a German labour union not only helping 
South African black labour unions form and negotiate with German subsidiaries but also shaming 
companies in the press for non-compliance and finally prescribing its own code of conduct and 
standards to be implemented in addition to the EEC Code of Conduct. Therefore, German 
businesses exposed to SA and their respective local managing directors (‘MDs’) had to not only 
work with a counterparty that none of their foreign peers had to face but one that had also 
unilaterally decided to issue regulatory prescriptions on the operations of their foreign subsidiaries.  
The German AAM, outside of limited boycott actions, expressed itself primarily through exercises 
of public shaming via lecture tours and targeted protest such as gate-crashing AGMs by purchasing 
shares, especially those of German banks that held South African debt. Nonetheless, even at such 
shareholder meetings, the activists were booed by the attendees whilst the executives on stage 
 
36 A hydroelectric dam project in Portuguese Mozambique where Siemens AG acted as a contractor. It was 
ostensibly criticised for ‘consolidating a unified White Africa’ by providing power to apartheid-SA  
37 Keith Middlemas, Cabora Bassa: Engineering and politics in Southern Africa (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholas, 1975), 
168. 
38 Henrik Brendel, Die transnationale Anti-Apartheid-Bewegung und ihre Mobilisierung in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 
(Norderstedt: GRIN, 2012). 
39 See historiography section (vi). 
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earned applause for calling for an end to apartheid, such as at the 1986 DB AGM.40 By not 
following due process of filing a shareholders’ motion, the disruptive behaviour of the German 
AAM disregarded the inherent importance of rules and structure for Germans, whether in business 
or outside it, thereby undermining the moral case they were making. Despite recent publications 
espousing the effectiveness of the German AAM via teleological approaches, it was neither 
comparable in size nor in prominence to its peers, especially to those in the UK and the USA.41 
Solely the activities by the Protestant and Catholic Churches as well as labour unions could be 
described as concerted mass-opposition movements against apartheid at a national level. Going 
into the 1980s, this governmental and domestic context enabled a unique flexibility and 
independence in corporate decision-making for FRG businesses with regards to their South 
African subsidiaries, particularly so when it came to disinvestment.  
Last but by no means least, an amicable relationship has existed between Germans and Afrikaners 
that can be tied back to the 19th century.42 Notwithstanding, aspects of history such as the Kruger 
telegram, cordial relations continued to manifest themselves between the two peoples throughout 
the 20th century. Indeed, Verwoerd had not only been fluent in German but had studied at several 
German universities.43 Even in the 1980s, a significant number of Afrikaners could trace their 
German lineage, and a multitude of NP senior politicians and associates remained fluent German-
speakers. Beyond Afrikanerdom, 25% of white South Africans had German roots and 80.000 still 
held German passports in 1985/6.44 P.W. Botha too was of German stock.45 Emigration, cultural 
factors such as linguistic proximity, and shared experiences, such as respective trauma from the 
 
40 Klaus Heidel, ‘Kein guter Stern für die Schwarzen,’ in Das Daimler-Benz-Buch. Ein Rüstungskonzern im “Tausendjährigen 
Reich”, ed. Hamburger Stiftung für Sozialgeschichte des 20. Jahrhunderts (Nördlingen: GRENO, 1987) 707-744, 720. 
41 Even NYT described the German AAM as ‘relatively muted’. See Tagliabue, loc.cit. 
42 See Hildemarie Grünewald, Die Geschichten der Deutschen in Südafrika (Cape Town: Ulrich Naumann Verlag, 1998); 
Lantern Special Edition: The German Contribution to the Development of SA, Lantern: Journal of Knowledge and 
Culture (Pretoria: Foundation for Education, Science and Technology), February 1992; the intrinsic ties were 
memorialised, see Gary Gerber, ‘German Settlers Memorial Unveiling 1961 - East London, South Africa,’ YouTube 
video, 3:55, 10.4.2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QXehps0U0A.  
43 Christoph Marx, ‘Hendrik Verwoerd and the Leipzig School of Psychology in 1926,’ Historia 58, no. 2 (2013), 91-
118.  
44 ‘Europese Herkoms van blanke Suid-Afrikaners,’ 1986 in Archive for Contemporary Affairs, University of the 
Free State (‘UFS’) PV 203 – PS 12/88/1; Niels Von Ekesparre (MD DSA), e-mail to author, 22.10.2020 
45 ‘Gesprek tussen Staatspresident en Mnr Willy Brandt,’ April 1986, 4 in UFS PV 203 – PS 12/71/1. 
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Boer and World Wars, had solidified the bond that existed between Afrikaners and Germans.46 
Such intimacy provided a background to business relations, with many German managers coming 
to view the Boer descendants as a like-minded people, thereby underlining the ‘familiarity 
parameter’ expressed in Wilkins (1994).47 In addition, intrinsic antagonism towards an Anglophile 
global and local elite, certainly played a role in the unique closeness of Pretoria’s relationship with 
Germany and, in the following case studies, with German companies. Within the corporate sector, 
two brief examples from the second half of the 20th century illustrate the multitude of interlacing 
strands linking German business to SA. The Cologne-based Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie 
(‘BDI’), a German umbrella organization of industry, played an instrumental role in steering and 
co-ordinating the response of German corporates to meddling by the German government, clergy, 
and IGM into their South African affairs. Dr Liesel Quambusch, a BDI Director, subsequently 
became the new MD of the Johannesburg-based South-African-German Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (‘the Chamber’) in 1987.48 Twenty years earlier, South African Airways had welcomed 
Degussa’s head of inorganic chemistry, Dr Wolf, together with other senior German executives 
from Bayer, BMW, Hoechst and Krupp on its inaugural flight to Australia.49 These examples serve 
to highlight ‘the love affair’ that existed between German business and South African parastatals 
as well as their partner organisations.  
The enabler for such deep and lasting relationships, however, was race. Shared ‘whiteness’ was a 
prerequisite to treat as an equal with South African entities. Indeed, when Pretoria courted Iran it 
bestowed honourary white status on Iranian businessmen and officials.50 Nonetheless, just as SA 
of the 1980s is not the SA of high apartheid, so too do German managers of this time no longer 
 
46 See Patrick J. Furlong, ‘The National Party of South Africa: A Transnational Perspective,’ in New Perspectives on the 
Transnational Right, ed. Margaret Power and M. Durham (New York: Palgrave, 2011), 67-84, 68-72. 
47 Mira Wilkins, ‘Comparative Hosts,’ Business History 36, no. 1 (1994), 18-50, 26. 
48 Minutes of UNICE (Union of Industrial and Employers’ Confederations of Europe) meeting 14.9.1978, 3.10.1978, 
copy in RB, 1 022 57; Cable AA Bonn (Gerz) to Embassy Pretoria 15.7.1986 in Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen 
Amts (‘PA AA’), PRET 26695. 
49 OJ von Abo (SAA Director for Germany) to Dr. H. Wolf, 17.5.1967 in Konzernarchiv Evonik Industries AG 
Hanau, Bestand Degussa (‘EICA’) AC 02 337. 
50 DER SPIEGEL Nr 9/1979, op. cit., 152. 
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represent those that emigrated in the aftermath of WWII; an eclectic group that included ex-Nazis 
just as much as it did empire builders who, however imagined, regarded SA as a playground for 
fantasies of power and racial dominance stymied in Europe.51 By the time of Botha, race is the 
shared platform for but not the driver of the strengthening bond between Afrikaners and Germans, 
as non-German managers from the EEC and North America were also majority white.  
German companies, therefore, with respect to the above, represent an unparalleled and unique 
opportunity for critical examination within a wider context of 1980s apartheid-SA. Their history, 
their size and type of investment, their multitude of relationships into the South African and 
German political and economic environment, as well as the challenges they faced at home and in 
the Republic, make them the prime set of case studies when investigating the management view in the 
Botha era. Furthermore, as the historiographical survey reveals, this focus also addresses some of 
the shortcomings in the existing historiography both in methodology and content. 
Historiography 
When Verhoef examined the situation within African business history in 2014, she noted that the 
scant attention devoted to businesses operating in post-colonial Africa was not primarily concerned 
with the operations of the company but rather with the composition of the corporate actor – be it 
as a multinational or state-owned enterprise (‘SOE’).52 That statement, repeated in her 2017 survey 
of that same historiography, remains only partly accurate. Her conclusion that operational matters 
have not been at the forefront in studies of business in Africa is correct. However, studies are not 
as scant as the literature asserts, they are simply not in English. Most Anglophile historians do not 
read output in other European languages, let alone engage in debate with or cite non-English 
sources, a complaint reiterated by Drayton and Motadel.53 That the economic history discipline 
 
51 Such mentalities did pervade in certain cases into the 1960s/1970s. See Knud Andresen, ‘Moralische Ökonomie. 
Bundesdeutsche Automobilunternehmen und Apartheid,’ Zeithistorische Forschungen 13, no. 2 (2016), 231-253, 239. 
52 Grietjie Verhoef, ‘Business history in Africa: the state of the art,’ South African Economic History Annual 3 (2014), 10-
20, 14. 
53 Richard Drayton and David Motadel, ‘Discussion: the Futures of Global History,’ Journal of Global History 13, no. 1 
(2018), 1-21, 13. 
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calls for more global history but simultaneously side-lines decades of valid non-English language 
research is ironic.54 Verhoef’s 2017 historiography of business in Africa is presently regarded as a 
starting off point for economic and business historians with research interests concerning the 
African continent.55 Yet it contains not a single reference to key German journals covering business 
history. These include Zeitschrift für Unternehmensgeschichte, a leading journal on business history since 
1956 which has also published English-language articles by eminent Anglophone business 
historians, as well as Zeithistorische Forschungen, a contemporary journal that has been favoured for 
recent output on German business history concerning Africa, such as the Andresen essay discussed 
below. So too are continental monographs overlooked, Nieke’s 2010 Volkswagen am Kap being one 
of many.56 
This distorted presentation of the existing historiography further extends to insightful non-
academic based research conducted by journalists. In the context of this dissertation, Deutsches 
Kapital am Kap by German AAM journalists Morgenrath and Wellmer (2003) immediately comes 
to mind.57  Whilst the authors make their anti-business bias clear from the outset, it remains a 
history of business worthy of inclusion. Even confined to the niche subject area of SA, this brief 
excursion into German language research on business history reveals a wealth of notable 
scholarship that one hopes will find its way, together with that in other languages, into future 
historiographical updates.  
Having established that business history in the context of Africa is not a well run dry; the next 
section examines the background to prior research with respect to foreign business in SA and 
whether this fundamentally engaged with the ‘managerial perspective’. I categorise existing 
historiography in this regard as having seven distinct Foci. Each will be dealt with in turn below, 
 
54 Verhoef, op. cit., 19-20; Mariusz Lukasiewicz, ‘On travels, teaching, and the next chapter,’ South African Economic 
History Annual 3 (2014), 21-23, 21. 
55 Grietjie Verhoef, The History of Business in Africa: Complex Discontinuity to Emerging Markets (Cham, Switzerland: 
Springer, 2017), 9-20. 
56 Claudia Nieke, Volkswagen am Kap: Internationalisierung und Netzwerk in Südafrika 1950 bis 1966 (Wolfsburg: 
Historische Kommunikation der Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft, 2010). 
57 Birgit Morgenrath and Gottfried Wellmer, Deutsches Kapital am Kap (Hamburg: Lutz Schulenburg, 2003). 
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but the research clusters are broadly speaking: The economic historians, the business historians, 
researchers studying the roles and risk management techniques of MNCs, scholars evaluating the 
pros and cons as well as impact of sanctions and disinvestment, academics engaged in the 
examination of the AAM as well as writers examining corporate governance and corporate social 
responsibility. Finally, most applicable, and relevant, are those select few that engaged with the 
voice of management of companies that stayed the course.58 
(i) The economic historians 
Perhaps the oldest and most-well known debate has been that of the economic historians with 
respect to apartheid. Positing apartheid as an economic paradox that necessitated explanation, two 
schools of thought have developed in the previous century with both incurring minor revisions to 
account for political and socio-economic phenomena occurring in the final two decades of the ‘old 
SA’. The to and fro between the Neo-Marxist explanation and the Neoclassical liberal model was 
joined by the so-called Pluralist perspective in the 1970s and 1980s.59 Often described as liberal vs 
radical contention, the prevailing two frameworks fundamentally differed in their treatment of 
racial discrimination within a market economy.60 For proponents of the liberal faction, perhaps 
most appropriately represented through Lipton (1985/6), apartheid impeded a system of voluntary 
exchange of labour and was not compatible in the long-term with a capitalist system of economic 
organisation.61 Lipton, however, recognised that certain economic segments remained in favour of 
 
58 For a good introduction to these issues, albeit tainted by party politics, consider Verheugen, op. cit. 
59 As a primer consider Scott Timcke, ‘The ‘Liberal-Radical’ Debate in South African Economic Historiography, 
28.1.2016. http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2724196; Martine Mariotti and Johan Fourie, ‘The economics of 
apartheid: An introduction,’ Economic History of Developing Regions 29, no. 2 (2018), 113-125; Nicoli Nattrass, 
‘Controversies about Capitalism and Apartheid in South Africa: An Economic Perspective,’ Journal of Southern African 
Studies 17, no. 4 (1991), 654-677; Kirk Helliker, ‘South African marxist state theory — a critical overview,’ Politikon: 
South African Journal of Political Studies 15, no. 1 (1988), 3-14; Daiva K. Stasiulis, ‘Pluralist and Marxist Perspectives on 
Racial Discrimination in South Africa,’ The British Journal of Sociology 31, no. 4 (1980), 463-490; Geoffrey Schneider, 
‘Economists and the problem of South Africa,’ (PhD diss., University of North Carolina, 1997). 
https://search.proquest.com/docview/304366850/?pq-origsite=primo.  
60 I partially agree with the Marxist argument that SA, given its governmental prescriptions, was not a full market 
driven economy. The NP, despite its vociferous statements against the rooi gevaar (red peril), was remarkably socialist 
in its actions (SOEs, regulation, planning etc.). 
61 Merle Lipton, Capitalism and Apartheid: South Africa, 1910-1986 (London: Wildwood House, 1986), 180, 369, 372. 
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apartheid, notably agriculture, white trade unionism and the state bureaucracy.62 Marxist 
revisionists, in contrast, regarded the South African system of institutionalised racial discrimination 
and political economy as still exhibiting all the features of class conflict, albeit organised on racial 
lines. As the argument goes - white labour, in conjunction with government, repressed a black 
underclass to maintain its living standards. Finally, the Pluralist argument elaborates on an analytical 
structure where multiple actors within the socio-economic framework of SA pursue their own 
interests - flexibly allying across entities, class, race, and borders where necessary.  
Across time and circumstance, all three perspectives are both valid and unsatisfactory. The liberal 
position is the only one that, in my view, gives at least partial credit to the role Afrikaner nationalism 
played in developing racial antagonism into a systematic, entrenched, and institutionalised form of 
governance. Afrikaner consciousness, history and culture were significant factors that ensured 
labour market tensions between the white and black populace, as well as the Anglophone business 
sector at the turn of the century, were not simply symptoms of another class struggle that could be 
explained through Marxist thought. Hazlett’s (1988) analysis is sound on two counts. Firstly, that 
equating the low cost of black labour to indicate economic exploitation is an enduring fallacy, and 
secondly that:  
The integration that Afrikaners feared specifically was that promoted by economic development, and 
apartheid is a policy necessitated because the pre-capitalist autonomy of Boer racism is inherently 
incompatible with the economic realities of a modern industrial machine.63 
Furthermore, Doxey (1961) and Harrison (1981), both point out that the mining sector, the 
preferred if not only example used by Marxist economic historians, is on record of having opposed 
the Colour Bar, a legislatively enforced system of job reservation for white workers to the detriment 
of black unskilled and semi-skilled labour, as far back as the early 1920s.64 Where the liberal thesis 
flounders, rightly identified by revisionists such as Johnstone (1976), is that in SA’s boom decade 
 
62 Ibid, 369, 372. 
63 Thomas W. Hazlett, ‘Economic Origins of apartheid,’ Contemporary Policy Issues 6 (October 1988), 85-103, 96, 99. 
64 See Opposition by Sir Ernest Oppenheimer, cited in G. V. Doxey, The Industrial Colour Bar in South Africa (Cape 
Town: Oxford University Press, 1961), 160; Harrison, op. cit., 76-77. 
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following the republic referendum in 1960, the unfettered economic forces of capitalism utterly 
failed to make a mark in dismantling racial discrimination.65 PM Verwoerd’s ideologically-driven 
tenure, built on a foundation of Afrikaner nationalism, had triumphed over economic 
fundamentals.66 This victory, however, was only possible because the economy’s growth rate 
allowed the Anglophone business community to suffer the ‘apartheid tax’. By the 1980s, when SA’s 
economy entered recession on multiple occasions, the corporate sector became increasingly vocal 
in its call for the end to apartheid legislation. Had this occurred in the 1960s, the liberal theory 
might have gone unchallenged.  
At the time, the neo-Marxist school provided a more convincing explanation for the reticence of 
the private sector in challenging the status quo in the 1960s and early 1970s. Paradoxically, the 
Afrikaans language newspaper Die Burger, cited by Lipton of the liberal camp, put it most succinctly 
that the Anglo community ‘joined the Progressives, voted for the UP, and thanked God for the 
Nationalists’.67 Whilst providing valid criticism of failings within liberal thought, such revisionism 
cannot provide a comprehensive framework for nearly a century of racial discrimination that can 
survive stress-testing. Its examples tended to be hand-picked to support its argument, notably the 
gold mining industry - and it drew on virtually no examples from the secondary and tertiary sectors. 
Marxist economic historians, in the case of SA, were adept at analysing the micro and laying out 
the symptoms but failed to reveal a credible underlying cause and an enduring macro trend.  
It is the Pluralist camp that best explains the period under examination of this dissertation. In the 
P.W. Botha era, MNCs were subject to scrutiny and under pressure by multiple stakeholders. 
Similarly, executives and labour had to manage a multitude of oft conflicting challenges originating 
in SA and from abroad. Obligations were no longer simply to shareholders but to communities; to 
 
65 F. Johnstone, Class, Race and Gold (London: Routledge, 1976), 211-212. 
66 Consider Verwoerd’s rebuke of business calling for reform in Hendrik Frensch Verwoerd, Toesprake in die 
Volksraad in verband met die Republikeinse Grondwet (Repliek op Tweede Lesing, Ontwerp-grondwet), 9.2.1961, in 
Verwoerd aan die woord. Toesprake 1948–1962, ed. A.N. Pelzer (Johannesburg: Afrikaanse Pers-Boekhandel 1963), 424-
449, 442. 
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fellow corporates; to standards of social responsibility taken for granted in home markets; to codes 
of conduct and other previously unconsidered parties. Black labour learned methods and tactics 
from both communist doctrine and norms of industrial relations established by social democratic 
labour unions in Europe. Events, actors and socio-political elements defied country and 
classification by existing framework. In the context of company behaviour, Leape et al. (1985) 
effectively demonstrate that it is only the Pluralist perspective that can account for adjustments in 
U.S. company investment and thereby disinvestment into and from SA.68 Pluralism is the only 
analytical tool that considers management, rather than the company, as an actor exposed to 
conflicting demands. Unfortunately, Pluralism remains a catch-all, self-defeating explanation. With 
ever increasing granularity it identifies an endless kaleidoscope of stakeholders and their respective 
obligations. At the level of the individual rather than the firm, state or class, an unending number 
of strands and interlinkages between stakeholders can be thereby established to account for 
virtually every motivation and action.  
However, by asking the scholar to consider the interests of every stakeholder, thereby laudably 
encouraging wider research, Pluralism at its core does not provide a macro level framework as the 
classical theories have done to slot phenomena into long-term, global schools of thought that are 
not country specific. Accordingly, the statement at the beginning of this brief excursion into the 
economic historiography on the role of the capitalist firm in SA continues to stand - across time 
and circumstance, all three perspectives are both valid and unsatisfactory. Similarly, pulled between 
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(ii) The business historians 
The transition to majority rule in SA may be regarded as the end of the last bastion of white 
minority rule.69 Such a narrative ties into existing scholarship within imperial and colonial history. 
Yet, as far as business history is concerned, SA remains relatively underrepresented. Indeed, 
existing treatises are focused on other parts of Africa, primarily West and Central Africa, certain 
sectors, often mining, single companies, such as Unilever or Ashanti Goldfields, or restricted to 
the period of decolonization and its immediate aftermath.70 Moreover, these studies are often not 
true business histories. Rather they are economic or political histories which contain a business 
aspect. Furthermore, South African business histories are often only histories of South African 
businesses, rather than foreign enterprise in the country. The exception is the motor industry. This 
was covered, amongst others, by Duncan (1997).71 However these treatises are economic rather 
than business histories. 
Three critical problems affect business histories set within apartheid-SA. First, the few that do exist 
have been written without access to company archives. This includes the above mentioned Deutsches 
Kapital am Kap and Anglo American and the Rise of Modern South Africa by Duncan Innes.72 Relying on 
secondary sources, both works also reflect their respective authors’ anti-business prejudices, for 
example due a Marxist academic background in the latter work. Moreover, there has been little 
consideration given to the inner workings of large corporations apart from that information which 
is publicly available. This includes statements, speeches, and correspondence by larger-than-life 
businessmen, such as Sir Ernest Oppenheimer. In addition, literature solely highlighting the actions 
of these individuals props up the ‘great man theory’, albeit as commercial giants that created the 
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foundations for a country’s economic success rather than epoch-defining statesmen.73 The 
historiography thereby leans more towards the sphere of biography rather than insightful business 
history. Finally, company commissioned histories, often considered bland and perhaps white-
washed of controversy, focus on stories of expansion, the minutiae of business, such as contracts, 
pricing, forecasts, production highlights, facility improvements and suchlike. By not engaging with 
the political sub-text, they make for dry reading.  
In relation to the focus of this thesis, business history covering specific subsidiaries or markets is 
rare. Usually, these form part of a chapter on internationalisation of the MNC. Yet for the 
automotive sector, for whom the South African market also represented a strategic pillar in their 
organisational and geographic set-up, qualitatively succinct and well-written work exists. Namely, 
the previously cited Volkswagen am Kap by Nieke as well as BMW in Südafrika (1967–1985) by 
Annika Biss, which is an article based on her book on the international expansion of BMW, 
qualifying the above generalized statement.74 Both reveal gaps due to their company-commissioned 
nature. Being more concerned with questions of marketing, production and shareholding structure, 
the political aspect is merely covered in a brief introduction. More notable is that Nieke ends her 
examination with the year 1966, whilst Biss for all intents and purposes in her article describes 
German political developments against SA up to the 1980s whilst then perplexingly going on to 
spend the bulk of her chapter describing BMW’s operations in the 1960s and 1970s.  
The preceding case studies represent the exception to the rule with their focus on SA. Chronologies 
of other large multinationals featured in this dissertation, such as Siemens or Henkel, have quite 
literally centuries and a world of material to cover – it is therefore understandable that apartheid-
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SA is simply listed as another market the company was active in.75 In summary, the business 
historians without access to primary evidence have tended to push an agenda with their writing, 
whilst those that have had the grace and favour of companies have had little cause to engage with 
the management view of SA in the 1980s choosing instead to focus on issues of internationalisation 
or internal affairs prior to the decade scrutinised by this thesis. Compared to the position of the 
above surveyed Anglophone literature, German business history too has its share of shortcomings, 
yet of a differing nature. 
Post-war German language business history has primarily taken the shape of company-
commissioned histories in form of a Festschrift or as biographies of entrepreneurs.76 As a rule these 
tended not to include descriptions of their mistakes or analyses of the consequences of managerial 
decision-making, resulting in one scholar describing them as ‘ethical failures’.77 By the 1970s, the 
German economy began a period of structural transformation, notably visible through the decline 
of historically prominent heavy industry. With companies of the present rapidly becoming part of 
the business tapestry of the past, their internal records were often collected in private or state 
archives as well as museums.78 Independent researchers now had access to formerly hidden sources 
resulting in business histories on former titans in the steel and mining sectors, amongst other 
publications. Over the subsequent decades, two trends marked the eclectic range of research of 
German language business history beyond the classical company history.  
First, German corporates, partially driven by public pressure, displayed an increasing propensity to 
deal with their involvement in the Third Reich.79 The result of this exercise, often a monograph 
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prepared for public consumption to ‘come clean’, was a product of an in-house commission if not 
a direct engagement of an independent scholar. Corporate scholarship on the intertwining 
relationship between the Nazi government and business was complemented by publications 
emanating directly from academia. Second, with business history gaining recognition as a stand-
alone school of research, it began to analyse contemporary corporate activity – albeit with an 
understandable lag. With international expansion of German business accelerating in the 1980s, 
new research foci sprung up that analysed internationalisation strategies and management across 
continents. This research, however, maintained a mother company perspective. Studies 
emphasising specific subsidiaries, similar to scholarship on sectors or multiple companies via case 
studies, has remained an outlier in German language academic output.80 As academia catches up 
with present corporate activity and business challenges, it is likely to move beyond the purely 
international aspect and become increasingly interdisciplinary in its approaches and methods. With 
subsequent discourse becoming unavoidably skewed towards topics involving questions of culture, 
gender, human rights, social identity, and sustainability it is highly unlikely that German business 
history will remain untouched. Indeed, it is a process that is already well underway.81 In its transition 
to this new landscape framed by divergent perspectives, a stopover in the analysis of historic 
management processes in subsidiaries is improbable. 
This thesis, whilst not a business history in the strictest sense nevertheless seeks to be classified as 
one. Given the above survey of Anglophone and German language literature in this regard, such 
categorisation and usage would be more than apt; for it would overcome the contemporary and 
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(iii) The MNC cluster 
Turning to analyses of MNC behaviour, their impact on host countries, prescriptions on their 
conduct and recommendations for their organisational set-up are just a few of the facets explored 
in the vast body of literature on international corporations.82 As with the charting of the existing 
historiography in terms of economic and business history, this study will focus on that of European 
subsidiaries in SA. Moreover, I also briefly investigate in what sense literature on managing political 
risk affecting international operations refers to apartheid-era SA. 
Perhaps the most well-known reports and studies on the role of transnational enterprise originate 
from the UN. Specifically the United Nations Commission on Transnational Corporations 
established in 1974 took the lead in co-ordinating a global study in the activities of MNCs in SA.83 
German firms as a rule, however, like those of many other European nations, did not provide 
company data when requested.84 Their reasoning of institutionalised bias against business was 
justifiable considering the Commission reflected the UN General Assembly: a bastion of the non-
aligned movement and Black African states antagonistic towards SA. Indeed, when the AAM took 
advantage of the ample opportunities of the permanent speaking platform provided to it by the 
UN, it preached to those already converted in favour of moral activism against Western corporates, 
thereby doing little to dispel business’s initial reluctance.85 The German government expected the 
corporate sector to ignore the annual questionnaires sent to them by the UN TNC Commission, 
and via the BDI all but apologised to business for not being able to stop the creation of yearly 
reports listing companies active in SA.86 As the Federal Republic of Germany’s (‘FRG’) government 
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had been one of the notable abstentions on UN ECOSOC resolution 1982/69 that sought to 
curtail FDI to SA, this advice ensured no cracks could appear in the united front that existed 
between the German state and business interests.87 The critical tone emanating from the UN is 
mirrored in the secondary literature on MNCs and apartheid. At times, this scholarship is barely 
distinguishable from the bitter criticism put forward by GDR academia. Positing German business 
involvement in SA as part of an imperialist-capitalist conspiracy steered via Bonn in conjunction 
with German big business, the GDR critique is eminently readable but for all the wrong reasons. 
The below cover page and title of one such publication summarizes much of this output, where 
the representative claws of the German Bundesadler are grasping for the apartheid pot of gold as 
part of a Bonn-based axis, hinting at continued post-WWII corporate complicity with a ‘fascist-
imperialist’ government. Nonetheless, to their credit, the GDR scholars were the founders of 
German anti-apartheid, revealing substantial FRG-SA trade links over a decade before their West 
German counterparts. 
Scan 1: (Domestic) cover page of Czaya’s Achse zum Kap (1964)88 
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Whilst the backdrop of the liberal-radical debate and abhorrence for apartheid certainly contributed 
to heated emotions that were reflected in academic expression and output of the time, now is an 
opportune time to move forward and let facts not political bias determine conclusions. In the MNC 
historiography on SA, evidence-led scholars such as Bates (1983) remain the exception.89 Too 
often, personal dogma has trounced data, as in Seidman (1979).90 Contemporary analysis on MNCs 
has moved beyond the apartheid-era, focusing rather on facets such as soft power, transfer pricing, 
income inequalities and other pressing issues with global connotations.  
A more practice-based viewpoint can be found in the literature comprising output both by 
academia and the private sector, on how MNCs can manage their exposure to political risk.91 This 
can include threats of nationalisation, local ownership requirements, such as Nigerianisation, 
divestment pressure and other scenarios. Much of the research within this context only gained 
increased traction by the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, in line with vigorous international 
expansion by Western companies, and has been primarily focused on empirical studies of U.S. 
firms, including the seminal text by Baysinger (1984).92 Apartheid-era SA therefore only tends to 
feature as a case-study of business response and then only in superficial terms given that the 
response in question was for the bulk of U.S. firms to disinvest, thereby providing little impetus 
for mainly American researchers to compare theory and practice.93  A notable exception, is the 
exploration of how Anglo-Dutch Unilever justified its decision not to disinvest from SA, primarily 
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on grounds of profitability, and managed its exposure to reputational risk, in a company history by 
Jones (2005).94 
Furthermore, the question arises how far the risk experienced by subsidiaries in SA was political 
risk. The NP Government never posed a threat to foreign business, aside from the National 
Supplies Procurement Act, 1970 and its 1982 Amendment as well as any discomfort that arose 
from meeting the provisions of the National Key Points Act, 1980.95 Endangerment of 
infrastructure and employee safety from terrorism and sabotage was low for German subsidiaries, 
unlike South African parastatals. Instead, any physical threat may have been from militant trade 
union activity and even that tended to be restricted mainly to townships, as described in the case 
studies of this dissertation.96 I posit that risks faced by companies were primarily twofold, 
reputational risk at home and in SA, and risks to profitability as well as operations from industrial 
disputes and the market environment caused by socio-political factors. Many macro political risks 
as identified by Alon and Martin (1998) such as social unrest, riots, strikes, and interest rate 
fluctuations did exist in SA during the Botha years. These issues exhibited pronounced symptoms 
in the realm of business, for example lack of currency convertibility due to imposition of the 
financial rand and disinvestment pressure to name but a few.97 Nonetheless, this ‘live environment’ 
at the time provides an example worth studying, given its absence in the historiography, regarding 
the risk management processes of businesses that chose not to disinvest. 
(iv) Literature on sanctions and disinvestment 
The historiography of sanctions and disinvestment research is best described as touching on 
business but not being of business. Applicable discourse has tended to occur at the macro-level 
along political guidelines, pressure on Pretoria being the most notable, where business is only an 
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element of a larger narrative. Broadly speaking, literature on sanctions with respect to companies 
can be placed into three categories. First, the evaluation of statements by business leaders, such as 
Harry Oppenheimer, during the 1970s and 1980s that support the liberal argument of sanctions 
being unsuitable tools to force change upon the NP Government.98 Second, the post-facto 
assessment of their effectiveness in being a decisive element in the transition to majority rule.99 
Finally, there are the case studies of U.S. firms that disinvested, output on this topic often 
overlapping with the school of research on the anti-apartheid and boycott movements.100 
The sanctions debate is relevant to this dissertation because it was an enduring factor that 
permeated the decision-making of German executives. Indeed, averting the implementation of 
sanctions is simply another aspect of pre-emptive crisis-management as will be shown in more 
detail later. In their reasoning, FRG managers mirrored their foreign peers, namely that any 
curtailment of South African involvement would negate the signalling effect of their own internal 
dismantling of racial discrimination as well as provision of social benefits and exacerbate 
unemployment.101 This stance, as has been shown in the existing historiography, was shared by 
prominent South African critics of apartheid. Helen Suzman, for example, saw the call for sanctions 
as folly driven by the uninformed and radical opponents of apartheid.102 In addition, influential 
voices, including Lipton and John Kane-Berman, Executive Director of the South African Institute 
for Race Relations, warned at the time that economic pressure would not directly translate into 
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political change – if at all.103 Even at a Congressional hearing to consider further sanctions following 
on from US disinvestment, one US Diplomat elucidated: ‘Apartheid will not go away, just because 
we do.’104 
This author sympathizes with the above-mentioned statements in their dismissal of trade censures 
but rather on the grounds that sanctions were not going to sway Pretoria, a fact Hazlett (1988) had 
already foreseen: 
History counters that Pretoria has only been too willing to tax the South African economy with the large 
welfare losses of apartheid. (…) In essence, by obstructing South African trade and growth, foreigners 
subsidize apartheid policies by lowering the tax that racial separation imposes.105 
The negligible impact sanctions had on SA was confirmed by Schwartzman (2001), thereby 
underlining my view that the final abandonment of apartheid policies by de Klerk, was driven 
primarily by the costs of maintaining the system of racial segregation, the increasing split of the 
white, including Afrikaner, electorate, the continuous unrest within the country, Soviet demise, and 
ongoing international isolation, of which sanctions were only a symptom – not a cause.106 
In the context of German business, the FRG government maintained its distaste for sanctions 
throughout the Botha era, only instituting those limited measures agreed to at a European level.107 
Nevertheless, this is a benefit of hindsight. During my period of investigation, as I will show, 
German corporates with South African subsidiaries closely monitored U.S. developments, aligned 
with industry associations to voice their anti-sanction position to government and felt the onset of 
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heart palpitations when Genscher pushed for additional limits on export credit guarantees to SA.108 
Though, this thesis does not have the benefit of scope to deep-dive into discussions between 
business and government with regard to the latter occurrence, it will shed new light where feasible 
on this aspect, including the internal managerial debate on disinvestment and other hitherto 
overlooked dilemmas corporate leadership faced with respect to the international sanctions 
movement. 
(v) Research on the AAM and boycott movement 
An outsider observer might remark that surely studies on the AAM could not ignore the role that 
business played as a target of these protests.109 The answer, as is often the case, is yes and no. Yes, 
because certain research has shown businesses did respond to pressure, especially upon the 
realisation that reputational risk had resulted in operational profitability metrics taking a dip. This 
has been demonstrated to be especially applicable where European companies are concerned, as 
in the case of Barclays.110 Yet the answer is also no because corporate activity was only one facet 
of the overall boycott campaign which included a negation of sporting and cultural exchanges to 
name just a few other measures. Existing literature that does present the side of business, apart 
from notably John (2000), is not distinguished by its complete reliance on secondary material.111 
Recent output reiterates that the AAM was prejudiced towards business, e.g. driven by ‘greed’ 
rather than ‘profits’, but underlines that scholastic examination of European relations with the 
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apartheid-state continue to set-off from the AAM perspective and thereby enriching a stakeholder 
viewpoint already overly prominent in the historiography.112 
The preference of researchers to rely on press clippings, think-tank reports and other media well-
removed from primary evidence in company archives can be accounted for by three reasons. First, 
their narrative is grounded in the perspective of a movement rather than individual business actors. 
Therefore, they tend to only be interested in business responses to political and consumer protest 
rather than corporate decision-making that drove those reactions. Second, due to the span of 
activities engaged by the AAM in its cause of solidarity with black South Africans, engaging in 
depth with the corporate sector outside pre-conceived prejudices would be unwarranted in terms 
of time, effort, and desire. The ingrained nature of this attitude can be illustrated by proceedings 
from the German Bundestag during the 1980s. When accusations bordering on libel were made 
against German industry, business responded with facts to the contrary which were validated by 
the German government. Left-wing movements and their associated political parties, however, 
were simply not interested in the response. Instead, they prepared the same parliamentary questions 
and accusations in a seemingly endless loop throughout the 1980s.113 Such ‘parliamentary paper 
pushing’ was even more pronounced in the areas of defence, for example in the supply of 
submarine blueprints, and alleged nuclear co-operation, which are not in scope of this dissertation. 
Third, archival access, when requested, might not have been granted. Even today, this scholar 
found that repeated requests for access to the company archives of Daimler were denied, resulting 
in their exclusion as a case study. Given that it was an enduring target for the AAM, defendant in 
the lawsuit highlighted in the introduction, and the only large German business cited in interviews 
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with black employees as having a culture of racism, the company’s position of overt caution 
suggests skeletons in the closet and is a disappointment to the research community.114  Therefore, 
in the context of no insight emanating from the existing historiography on what German company 
management thought of the AAM, which of its actions and actors it deemed worthy of a response 
and what changes in behaviour resulted from it, this thesis breaks new ground by sourcing primary 
evidence to present and understand the other side of the boycott movement. 
(vi) Historiography on corporate social responsibility and the Codes of Conduct 
In 1977 the American Sullivan principles governing US company behaviour in SA were 
introduced.115 The principles had been drafted by a General Motors (‘GM’) Board member and 
aimed to foster black integration as well as further the elimination of racial barriers within U.S. 
foreign enterprise operating in SA.116 They also served a secondary purpose by providing a rationale 
that could be employed to justify continued American business presence and stave off public 
criticism. In that respect they ultimately failed. Indeed, Leon Sullivan, their proponent would 
himself later call for U.S. disinvestment.117  
Following the American initiative, the EEC introduced its own Code of Conduct (hereafter ‘codex’) 
in the same year. It was further revised in 1985/86, and until the 1990s was the de jure, though not 
always the de facto institutionalised standard on European corporate behaviour in respect to 
activities in SA. Unlike the Sullivan principles, the codex was deliberately set-up by European 
governments, under British and German pressure, on a voluntary basis.118 German business was 
initially against the introduction of the codex as it feared the inclusion of sanctions and had 
recommended to the government to stick to existing OECD guidelines.119 Their initial recalcitrant 
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attitude was followed by plentiful writing on the codex’s shortcomings. Criticism included its 
voluntary nature, the lack of enforcement, the aggregation of company compliance reports by the 
FRG government, and its perception as a cop-out by European governments to avoid sanctions 
and corporate disinvestment.120 Despite the consensus on its negligible impact and complete 
dismissal as an effective policy instrument by black labour unions, in part due to it being drafted 
without their input, the codex is a critical part of understanding business thinking in this era.121 The 
public at large might have dismissed it, yet major German corporates took it seriously. As this thesis 
will show, significant resources were devoted to preparing annual reports demonstrating their 
efforts to improve the welfare of their black workforce. When these reports were challenged by 
the IGM, especially through the development of their own fourteen-point minimum standards for 
South African subsidiaries, FRG business found itself once again in the spotlight. Suffice to say, 
academic literature, either in German or English, on this challenge facing businesses active in SA 
is yet to be put to paper.122  
Where the historiography does consider the behaviour of corporate subsidiaries in SA, is in tracts 
on corporate social responsibility. In particular, the dissertation by Cron (1997) took on the burden 
of challenging the activities of German industry in fostering the training, education, and 
development of the black population.123 The thesis, however, is a disappointment. 211 of its 277 
pages recount South African history and activities of party-political foundations followed by a 
description of political measures. Only in the last 50-odd pages does the author get to the topic of 
business, evaluating its response to an author-drafted questionnaire, before putting the text to bed 
with a brief conclusion. Another German thesis, this one written by Mundorf (1993), ostensibly 
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focusing on the contribution of German corporates to the South African economy, makes a similar 
misstep. It consists of extensive retelling of history and existing facts ending with brief case studies 
on the social responsibility contributions of three German firms.124 Apart from both above theses 
missing their original objective, their greater failing is that their research resulted in a missed 
opportunity to engage with the voice of management and primary evidence.  
Any remaining academic interest into the codex faded once black labour unions were recognised 
and accepted as representative negotiation counterparties as these could now voice the concerns 
and needs of the workforce better than foreign-imposed standards on company behaviour.125 
Furthermore, apart from the above dissertation examples, upon majority-rule, output on subsidiary 
corporate social responsibility in SA became amalgamated within global research on corporate 
social responsibility standards.126 This thesis therefore also provides a missing business perspective, 
particularly on implementation of the codex and union criticism, which has so far escaped 
secondary literature. 
(vii) The voice of management in existing scholarly output 
Only four pieces of writing effectively engage with and air the voice of management during the Botha 
period. Three of these, are unfortunately not only outdated by over thirty years but primarily 
represent the viewpoint of South African business leaders rather than that of MNC executives. The 
works I refer to are the Bloom (1985) chapter referenced earlier in this historiography, Sampson’s 
(1987) seminal piece of journalism in novel form Black & Gold and the Kobach (1990) thesis.127 
The fourth publication is Andresen’s (2016) article on the ethical aspects of German automotive 
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engagement in apartheid-era SA.128  As Andresen worked at Volkswagen after receipt of his 
doctorate before returning to academia, he restricts himself to VW as his sole case study but does 
draw on archival primary evidence, unlike virtually all authors cited in this historiographical 
overview. The papers of former 1970s VWoSA Chairman Blohm are his main source of primary 
evidence and this is reflected in the article, the bulk of which concerns the period of market entry 
after WWII up to 1980. Post-1980, Andresen’s main personal research interest of industrial 
relations becomes overly prominent. These aspects should not detract from what is, overall, an 
excellent article that represents the sole academic contribution on the voice of management in 
German subsidiaries in the Republic. Given its focus on pre-1980s corporate decision-making, it 
is best read prior to and in conjunction with my case study chapter on Volkswagen. With voice of 
management literature not only outdated but restricted to South African business and a single 
German subsidiary prior to the Botha-era, this thesis marks the return of this analytical perspective 
by its application to both a wider period and number of stakeholders. 
Main argument 
This dissertation argues that the tenet established by Levitt, namely the pursuit of profits, always 
applied to German subsidiaries in SA. In accordance with this principle no ulterior political motive 
existed for business until it was necessitated by economic malaise caused by political factors, or to 
maintain solidarity with fellow FRG corporates.129 Furthermore, I posit that business did neither 
lobby nor plan political statements. In fact, it ignored repeated calls and provocations to do so. 
This stance only changed upon realisation that the root cause of the problems they faced lay outside 
management’s control to address – politics. The thesis argues that even when engaging in negligible 
political activity, German corporates were exceptionally careful in choosing which battles to fight, 
with a tendency to side with the South African government and they attempted to ensure at all 
costs a united front within the German bloc. The thesis further contends that although German 
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business had medium- to long-term scenarios and business plans drawn up for SA, of which an 
outlook on the political environment was a critical factor, companies were nonetheless caught off-
guard by developments.  
In addition, this dissertation broadly supports the arguments made by the liberal camp within South 
African economic history. The case studies support the assertion that FRG industrial businesses 
neither profited from apartheid nor consciously sought to prop it up via their investments. 
Furthermore, on the issue of racial discrimination, the argument is articulated that this was not 
fundamentally institutionalised within German corporates in the 1980s. Instead, it will be shown 
that management took steps to eliminate racial discrimination behind factory gates going to the 
limit of what was permissible under South African law and, in certain cases, beyond it. In terms of 
day-to-day operations, a hypothesis is set out that FRG subsidiaries orientated themselves primarily 
along their own standards of behaviour in Germany as well as large corporates peers when it came 
to black integration and development – rather than any outside pressure such as from unions, 
domestic or foreign.130 When labour issues with the non-white workforce arose, these will be 
revealed to have arisen from specific factors.  
In contrast to established public perception, the thesis posits that German subsidiary profits in SA 
were either negligible in terms of overall global revenues, abysmal or non-existent. Despite 
profitability metrics not being in their favour, disinvestment was never an option discussed at 
length within German corporates, with no serious withdrawal plan ever being prepared despite a 
barrage of ‘rainy days’. The paradox of maintaining an unprofitable subsidiary whilst being profit-
orientated is accounted for by the opportunity cost of selling (at a significant loss) or writing down 
the South African business compared to annual injections of capital. Furthermore, specific chapters 
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will illustrate how subjective influences, such as moral concerns, steadfast optimism for the future 
and the affinity of company leadership for SA stayed many a hand from considering a hasty 
disinvestment. Moreover, I assert that management was in favour of reform but preferred a power-
sharing system for reasons of stability without ever envisaging majority-rule until the closing years 
of the decade. Finally, the dissertation argues that contrary to Friedman’s argument that the offering 
of social benefits violates the profit-seeking mission of the firm; their provision to black employees 
was seen, albeit in specific instances, as a form of investment into a demographic segment of 
prospective consumers to enable future returns.131 The above premises form constituent parts of 
an overarching hypothesis that contends a decision not to disinvest, irrespective of case-specific 
motives, was the morally appropriate choice; especially so for those citizens most disadvantaged 
and least represented both within and without the kaleidoscopic cacophony of 1980s SA. 
Contribution 
This dissertation represents an attempt to begin redressing the historiographical gap whilst 
deliberately building on several new approaches that go against the established academic grain. 
With unprecedented access to company archives of major German firms that stayed the course 
during the turbulent 1980s and chose not to disinvest, this thesis represents several firsts. Not only 
is it the first foray into exploring the numerous challenges foreign subsidiaries faced by opting to 
remain in SA, the first to base its research into business on primary evidence rather than secondary 
literature and press clippings but also the first to analyse this history from the perspective of 
management. Furthermore, as written by a former manager with experience of corporate processes, 
it forensically investigates the road leading up to the key decisions management had to make during 
the Botha era as well as the power politics between the South African subsidiary and the German 
mother company.  
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In addition, by presenting several case studies, each focused on a different business and drawing 
attention to a major specific challenge, be it at home or in SA, by such an approach the German 
corporate sector does not fall victim to being presented as a monolithic bloc from which 
generalized macro-level inferences can be made, despite the tendency of economic historians to 
argue otherwise. In this way existing assumptions about relevant issues such as apartheid buoying 
company profitability, the degree of lobbying of and by Pretoria, in-company racial discrimination 
and pro-forma public statements of sentiment being at odds with internally held views, are not 
regarded as sacrosanct. Instead, they are challenged and judged against archival facts. 
Above and before all else, this dissertation provides a new picture of continuous, behind-the-scenes 
crisis-management by foreign subsidiaries in the ‘long decade’ of the 1980s, a period marked by 
ongoing economic, political, social, and labour challenges arising within and without SA. It 
questions existing opinions on the role of companies in the context of apartheid but is neither a 
thesis in classical economic history nor is it a history of business but is fundamentally a history of 
management. It examines whether any systematic decision-making process existed within the German 
corporate sector in SA in response to events and what drove these businesses to not only not 
pursue disinvestment given the myriad issues faced but in certain cases volte-face engage in borderline 
political activities. The thesis covers a multitude of companies via case studies, and by its nature 
touches upon all major developments in SA in the international context including those of a 
political and socio-economical nature, be it union agitation, UN and EEC sanctions, anti-apartheid 
campaigns, press attention and calls for disinvestment. But it is not a history of these movements. 
Rather it is a study of the missing factor of business and attempts to re-orientate existing historical 
discourse from a hitherto ignored perspective. 
Of course, during this period certain challenges to company activities in SA were to a degree shared 
by all firms. In Germany these included media scrutiny, public protests, critical studies by 
ecumenical and political organisations, investigations by the UN Commission on TNCs, the 
curtailing of export credit guarantees and, at the beginning and end of the decade under analysis, 
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the involvement of German labour unions with prescriptive recommendations on conduct for the 
South African subsidiaries. Likewise, in SA, all firms had to grapple with the implementation of the 
codex, an economy in turmoil, a government deliberately reforming at snail’s pace and the 
operation of a business in a declining market under the threat of sanctions. Notably, each firm in 
the following chapters had its own individual issues to tackle. This included a breakdown in labour 
relations, calls for product boycotts, a collapse in profitability, a troublesome geographical location 
near a Homeland border or fragile political relationships to Pretoria and/or the ANC. 
Sources & Methodology 
In terms of source material, the thesis presents the first analysis to chiefly draw on primary evidence 
located in company archives in Germany. The records in question are those held by Bosch, 
Siemens, Hoechst (Sanofi), Volkswagen, BMW, Henkel, BASF, and Degussa (Evonik). In addition 
to the material held by business, the archives of the German Economic Ministry, German Foreign 
Ministry and Chancellery were also consulted.  To ensure a holistic picture, German archival 
sources are supplemented by special collections held in the UK National Archives, as well as the 
University of the Free State, University of the Witwatersrand, University of Cape Town, and the 
University of South Africa (UNISA) in SA. The insights provided by these written document 
collections are complemented by interviews with former MDs, resident principally in Germany, 
the UK and SA. Records of parliamentary questions in the Bundestag and secondary sources such 
as press clippings, union, and church publications (which also contain extensive interviews with 
black workers) are used to supplement the dissertation where appropriate. 
The methodological approach taken in this dissertation reflects its stated objective in highlighting 
the voice of management. The internal records of a formal nature, such as minutes, memos and 
correspondence are often the result of a plethora of drafts, notes, scribblings, and peer commentary 
in the margins of memoranda. Together they provide a written record highlighting the perspective 
and experiences of executives in Germany as well as in SA. These archival collections also contain 
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correspondence with the NP’s functionaries as well as publications aimed at outside parties. Such 
missives are the gestation of a decision-making process that identified outside communication and 
lobbying as a necessity. Secondary sources, such as newspaper articles, only see and record this 
‘final’ output. An employment of such sources beyond a supporting role would allow for distortion 
to enter the narrative and undermine the thesis. These sources are therefore deliberately avoided, 
unless deemed necessary in the applicable context. Where possible, when events and policies 
originating outside the sphere of business are discussed, reference to the original document, such 
as from the UN, the EEC, or the NP and/or FRG government is made. If this is unavailable, 
citation is made to a discussion thereof in German government archives to maintain the primacy 
of primary source evidence. 
Whilst a surface reading of this thesis may present the impression of the author being sympathetic 
towards management from the outset and overly reliant on corporate sources, this would be the 
wrong conclusion to draw. The consulted business archives contain records not only of their 
respective enterprise but also the formal and informal publications of their detractors. From critical 
press and think tank analysis both in Germany and in SA, union publications, church studies, 
interviews with black labour, to boycott posters of local community movements. A wealth of 
material stemming from a multitude of stakeholders was sifted in German company archives, 
including non-corporate output that can no longer be found in any South African collections. In 
addition, the extensive records housed in German governmental archives of different, often 
conflicting, ministries, represented a sound springboard, notwithstanding the secondary literature, 
into achieving a modicum of distance to fairly evaluate a plethora of positions put forward by 
management, labour, the NP Government, the ANC and the AAM. Any subsequent agreement 
with managerial decision-making by this dissertation is, therefore, ultimately based on ascertained 
fact – not perspective. 
As a rule, MDs in SA, and senior executives in Germany in the 1980s were between the ages of 
thirty-five to sixty. The consequence has been that the great majority of these gentlemen, now forty 
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years later, are deceased. The author has taken all efforts to locate and contact the few that remain 
and are in sufficient health to provide oral testimony. Suffice to say, a journey involving the 
scouring of South African horse-breeding records, Western Cape Church magazines, Spanish avian 
charities, Home County residency associations, German obituary notices and liberal use of the 
phone book have proven fruitful. In addition, to providing the most accurate representation of the 
voice of management, these interviews with business leaders were complemented with those 
government officials formerly associated with the German Embassy in Pretoria. 
By covering a multitude of companies, the use of a case study framework ensures differences and 
commonalities between the respective companies are sufficiently illuminated. The companies 
differed in set-up, strategy, profitability, management, geographic location, size, and proximity to 
government. These underlying factors coupled with their product and the divergent infrastructure 
and labour requirements to create this product shaped their responses to the challenges of the 
1980s. Aspects of behavioural and cultural divergence can be best represented by the chosen 
approach. Furthermore, the case study method makes a significant contribution against ‘reading 
fatigue’ by presenting new perspectives on common challenges. 
The drawback of the selected framework is its introduction of a great number of names, events, 
abbreviations, and business terminology. Great effort has been made to make the text approachable 
to the layman in this regard. Moreover, a list of abbreviations, major figures and chronology has 
been provided to mitigate this drawback. The case study method also means reverting to the past 
between the ending of one case study and the beginning of the next. This remains a downside of 
the employed structure but one that also ensures each chapter is a self-standing, thematically driven 
tale of a subsidiary. 
Structure 
The following dissertation does not adhere to a chronological layout. Rather it is split into seven 
chapters of divergent size categorized into three sections. These are bookended by a brief 
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historiographical overview with respect to literature on foreign subsidiaries in SA and concluding 
remarks that explore the validity of the above hypotheses. The individual chapter length is 
determined not by company size and importance but by the state of archival primary evidence that 
can provide insight into the thinking and decision-making of management. The introductory 
chapter on Bosch touches upon many of the themes, issues and challenges that concerned South 
African affairs in the 1980s. As such, it represents the recommended first step in the reader’s 
journey. The subsequent chapters on Volkswagen and BMW within the section on the motor 
industry and its suppliers each highlight a different aspect in managerial thinking that completes 
the introductory picture painted by the initial case study but can be read in any order. The next 
section shifts the onus to the chemical sector. It comprises case studies on Hoechst, Degussa and 
Henkel that serve to illustrate the activities of a sector that was not in lockstep with the 
manufacturing corporates. Instead, it marched to its own tune regarding its South African 
subsidiaries. These middle chapters highlight that even smaller companies could not escape 
international and local scrutiny. The political shadow cast by operating in SA allowed for no escape 
into traditional corporate ambivalence and isolation whilst hoping only the large, and therefore 
prominent, conglomerates would be targeted by disinvestment and boycott pressure groups. The 
final section and chapter on the conglomerate of Siemens synthesises many of the issues raised in 
the preceding case studies. It places German foreign business in context within South African 
history up to the present day. By revealing the lasting impact of management’s historically 
controversial commitment to remaining in the country as the enabler for success stories in the ‘new 
SA’, it brings the thesis full circle to the fundamental question on whether disinvestment was 
morally appropriate. 
German business culture in context  
To aid in the understanding of managerial decision-making within the following case studies, a 
brief presentation of corporate culture is warranted at this stage before proceeding. Indeed, many 
of the processes elaborated on within the following chapters reflect a great number of the 
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established tenets ascertained with German business culture.132 Indeed, within business history the 
cultural facet remains understudied versus the economic one. However, it is a critical aspect 
necessary to understand company decision-making methodology as well as the subsequent 
decisions illustrated in the following chapters. Yet, the exceptions to this convention reflect two 
key points: first, the power of individual actors to defy and overrule established corporate 
reasoning, as will be shown, for example, by the actions of BMW AG’s Chairman in the applicable 
chapter, and second that SA was a ‘special case’ in subsidiary management where a multitude of 
characteristics attributed to UK/US company culture now applied to German business. 
Comparison of business culture often begins with the discredited Hofstede model, the criticisms 
of which I share. Using a single sample set of unverified data from IBM, Hofstede (1991) attempted 
to establish categories to measure culture at the nation state level in quantitative terms.133 Not only 
is a hard science approach to describe culture questionable, others such as Berghoff (2016) have 
correctly pointed out that in business, culture can hardly be measured at the national level.134 This 
is especially so when sector-specific businesses share far more commonalities with their foreign 
peers than differences. Rather, culture is specific to the firm and to its management. Nonetheless, 
at a general level, Diehl (2002) and Schmidt (2002) respectively established broad characteristics of 
German and American business culture.135  
Within German business culture, leadership is as much about privilege as it is about 
responsibility.136 Hereby, business culture reflects both on an inherent Protestant work ethic as it 
does a social responsibility towards society.137 Unlike British or French enterprises where career 
progression is defined as being subject to education at an elite institution or membership of the old 
 
132 Franco Amatori, ‘Business History: State of the art and controversies,’ Entreprises et Histoire 55, no. 2 (2009), 11-23, 
18. 
133 Geert Hofstede, Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind (London: McGraw-Hill, 1991). 
134 Berghoff, op. cit., 166. 
135 Oliver P. Diehl, Akkulturation, Führungsstil, Gruppenerfolg (Münster: Waxmann, 2002); Patrick LeMont Schmidt, Die 
amerikanische und die deutsche Wirtschaftskultur im Vergleich (Göttingen: Hainholz, 2002). 
136 Diehl, 44. 
137 Ibid, 45. 
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boys’ club, German companies operate on principles of ‘continuity and loyalty’. In other words, 
rising up the ranks is best achieved by avoiding changes in employer.138 Furthermore, German 
corporate culture is established on well-entrenched rules regarding structure, order and hierarchy 
whereby decision-making power remains at the top with subordinates having limited ability to 
influence top-down directives. Lastly, both Diehl and Schmidt agree that in terms of 
communication and interpersonal relationships, German managers rely on a large output of written 
missives, operate on principles of honesty, clarity, and directness but most of all base their 
reasoning on fact and extensive detail, not style, outside appearances or emotion.139 The latter 
conclusion is particularly important to correctly comprehend the thinking behind the managerial 
decisions analyzed in this thesis. 
In contrast, American managers ‘want to be liked’, shy a meticulous decision-making process, 
prefer to improvise and ‘act first, understand later’ with detail representing ‘information overkill’.140 
They are also attributed with a healthier risk appetite as compared to their German peers. In the 
case of South African disinvestment, however, such broad characteristics must be taken with a 
pinch of salt, especially considering the relatively swift exit by US corporates from the country 
upon being subject to public pressure. Finally, as this thesis will show, contemporary descriptions 
of German business culture portraying a slow decision-making process that is underpinned by an 
extensive data gathering process, management preferring a consensus rather than divergent 
opinions, and decisions once arrived at as being irreversible, all apply to the handling of German 
subsidiaries during Botha’s tenure.141 Whilst not a treatise on culture, this dissertation does illustrate 
how inherent German corporate values and processes were adapted to as well as challenged by the 
issues stemming out of their engagement with the apartheid-Republic. 
 
138 Ibid, 46. 
139 Ibid, 47-48; Schmidt, chapter 5. Compare with ‘Business Culture,’ Santander, June 2020, 
https://santandertrade.com/en/portal/establish-overseas/germany/business-practices. 
140 Schmidt, loc. cit. 


































- Chapter 1 - 
Robert Bosch South Africa: The spider’s web 
Introduction 
This is the first of seven case studies that examines the South African business component of 
German companies. Each of these subsidiaries was larger, older, better politically connected or 
more successful than that of Robert Bosch GmbH’s South African operation, RBSA. Yet, there is 
good reason for Bosch to constitute the first chapter. No German enterprise concerned itself with 
the complexities of operating in apartheid-SA to a greater degree than Robert Bosch (‘RB’). As 
with a spider sitting in the centre of its web, so RB and RBSA sensed any movement along the 
strands of the ‘South African issue’. Particularly during the tenure of Hans Merkle as CEO between 
1963 and 1984, Bosch monitored, examined, debated, and processed information from a vast array 
of sources. Whilst liaising with German business associations as well as peers and major clients, RB 
nevertheless took care to develop its own strategic position on major issues of contention in the 
FRG. Concurrently, RBSA had touchpoints with applied apartheid policy in SA, be it race-based 
resettlement or Homeland labour sourcing. Both operated within a wider socio-political context of 
disinvestment, newly assertive unionism, and increased international NGO co-operation as well as 
challenging economic conditions. Such challenges required an unprecedented level of engagement 
by management with concerns outside the realm of business.  
 
This first chapter introduces many of the major difficulties faced by all companies examined in this 
thesis, especially those issues arising out of FRG public debate. Whilst at first glance appearing to 
merely be an automotive supplier that had grown in SA together with its clients, such a 
simplification of RBSA would be a disservice to the disproportionate strategizing the South African 
operation ultimately warranted. This strategizing provides exceptional insight into the management 
of externally driven, socio-political challenges for the operative business of German subsidiaries in 
SA as well as into the process of formulating evidence-based counterarguments against the 
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emotionally charged pronouncements of the AAM. The argumentative thread of this case study 
adheres to a similar duality. 
 
The following chapter underpins many of the core thesis hypotheses. In terms of management 
processes, it shows that apart from disinvestment never being an option for German companies, 
their handling of inquiries into their South African business rested on pronounced information 
sharing and co-ordinated, unified crisis-management. Furthermore, any differences in the aligned 
approach arose primarily from divergences in size and profitability, rather than in marked 
discrepancies in executive behaviour. Similar shared traits were a reticence to engage in politically 
tinged debate and to allow for the influence of non-corporate actors into their South African 
conduct. As the following case study shows, it was the internal standards of behaviour and 
precedents set by peers and clients that held sway in managerial decision-making. Moreover, the 
chapter also serves to critically oppose much of the AAM position as regards business. It questions 
the AAM rhetoric that apartheid-induced supernormal profits motivated market entry and 
expansion, that economic surplus propped up systemic racial separation and finally, that racial 
discrimination was institutionalised within the local operations of German business. 
1. Follow your customer 
In South African history, 1976 is rightly associated with the Soweto uprising and the subsequent 
turning point in the ANC’s growth. For RB’s operation in the country, the year too was highly 
significant. It marked the date when the German company first gained majority-ownership and 
thereby managerial control of a South African production business. Conscious of the implications 
of entering the South African market, management set out the guiding principle of ‘non-
discrimination’ to be at the heart of any characterization of its new subsidiary.142 Indeed, Merkle, 
as CEO, clarified to the Board that RB’s behaviour upon entry into SA had to be exemplary. 
 
142 Minutes of RB Board meeting 22.11.1976, 29.11.976 in RB, 1 022 568. 
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Despite this, little work has been undertaken on the subsequent years concerning the company’s 
history in the Republic. For apart from a high-level blog post by RB’s corporate history department, 
SA only features as a bullet point in chronologies of the company’s international expansion.143 
Elsewhere, the market is not considered worthy of even a passing mention. Given the prominence 
of the company’s founder, its diverse business interests, and its global operations, it is unsurprising 
that historians have ignored a minor overseas subsidiary. Had they not done so; they would have 
discovered that the business was a challenge from day one. 
 
Bosch’s South African position preceded the Union of SA, the company’s products having been 
available for purchase since 1906. Yet, apart from a distributive sales organisation and a 30% 
shareholding in the automotive supplier Diesel-Electric Holdings (‘DEH’), RB had a negligible 
local presence. Enter Pietro Carlo Spinazze - Italian émigré, firm believer in marriage by post, 
ironclad prenuptials, and founder of Auto Electrical & Engineering (‘AESA’) in Johannesburg in 
1951.144 He relocated his company to Brits on the border to Bophuthatswana in 1971 after Alfa 
Romeo concentrated right-hand drive production in a new factory there.145 When VW and BMW 
affirmed their long-term commitment to SA by establishing full control over their local subsidiaries 
in 1974, the way forward for RB was clear. As an automotive supplier, Bosch, with its pre-existing 
client relationships in the FRG, had to follow its customers and seek to initiate local production. 
An initial 40% stake in AESA was soon followed by a DM15m payment for the remaining 60%.146 
This was the largest sum RB had ever invested in SA, surpassing even the DM11m paid for the 
 
143 E.g. Dietrich Kuhlgatz, ‘Bosch in Africa,’ Bosch. https://www.bosch.com/stories/bosch-history-in-africa/; Vera 
Dendler et al., ‘Der Weg zum Global Player: Die Internationalisierung der Bosch-Gruppe,’ Magazin zur Bosch-
Geschichte Sonderheft 3 (Stuttgart: Robert Bosch GmbH, 2008). https://amicale-citroen.de/wp-
content/uploads/2012/09/journal-bosch-geschichte-teil-2.pdf. 
144 ‘Ex Parte Spinazze and another NNO 1985 (3) SA 650 (A), 24.5.1985,’ Juta & Company, 
http://gimmenotes.co.za/wp-content/uploads/filebase/conflict_of_laws_lju4804/Ex-parte-Spinazze.pdf. 
145 On Homelands, consider John Pickles and Jeff Woods, ‘South Africa's Homelands in the Age of Reform: The 
Case of QwaQwa,’ Annals of the Association of American Geographers 82, no. 4 (1992), 629-652; Mark Addleson and 
Richard Tomlinson, ‘Industrial Decentralisation Policy and the Prospects for the Development of South Africa's 
Homelands,’ The Journal of Modern African Studies 24, no. 1 (1986), 155-163; Michael Lawrence and Andrew Manson, 
‘The “Dog of the Boers”: The Rise and Fall of Mangope in Bophuthatswana,’ Journal of Southern African Studies 20, no. 
3 (1994), 447-461.  
146 Summary of RBSA, 23 6.1978 in RB, 1 022 568. 
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30% shareholding in DEH in 1973.147 However, upon becoming sole owner of AESA in 1976, RB 
realised the operation neither met the technical nor socio-political requirements the company 
expected of its constituent businesses.148 
 
AESA’s numerous problems posed the first, albeit internal, challenge for Bosch. Its Brits location 
meant it sourced low skilled rural black labour from Bophuthatswana. When it attempted to 
compensate by expanding apprenticeships offered to black workers, several white supervisors 
resisted.149 Concurrently, costs were not only uncompetitive but out of control leading to a hiring 
freeze for white candidates and salaried staff.150 AESA had been purchased to secure an existing 
market, including to FRG clients, overcome tariff barriers in SA, potential export controls to SA 
from Germany, as well as provide company control over local sales.151 By taking over an existing 
company, Bosch had saved time in comparison to establishing a local production business from 
the ground up. Yet, it also thereby exposed itself to fundamental weaknesses in AESA ranging 
from location to labour quality. In 1977, only a year later, as Bosch still grappled with bringing the 
operation up to the expected standard, the EEC introduced the Code of Conduct on the behaviour 
of European corporations in SA (‘codex’).152 
2. ‘Voluntary’ measures 
(…) you must excuse us if we tend to regard these “Codes of Conduct” as somewhat hypocritical and cynical. 
They are directed at our country exclusively while very evil practices are ignored and/or condoned in the 
Communist States and the numerous dictatorships, with which the world is unfortunately saddled! Morality 
is not divisible!! 153 
 
Fundamentally, the imposition of the codex laid bare that trade with SA could no longer be 
divorced from the country’s politics. Furthermore, within the FRG the BDI fought tooth and nail 
 
147 Loc. cit. 
148 RB to Otto Baxmann, 27.5.1981 in RB, 1 017 159. 
149 ‘Eine Chance für Schwarzafrikaner,’ Zünder (RB internal paper) 4, 11.4.1984, 12. 
150 Report on RBSA, 18.7.1978 in RB, 1 022 568. 
151 Dr Karl-Günther Borchers (RB Legal) to Friedericke Frech (Student), 3.5.1983 in RB, 1 022 567. 
152 See Appendix II. 
153 C. R. Tollemache (DEH) to Dr Fischer (Chamber), 7.10.1977. Copy in RB Archives. 
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to first oppose its adoption, then to secure favourable reporting terms.154 Concurrently, German 
industry concluded it could no longer rely on unanimous backing from the FRG government. The 
topic of SA became as much an issue for moral outrage as it did a subject to be leveraged for 
coalition politics and political self-promotion. That the codex rattled the status quo amongst 
German stakeholders is exemplified by the government’s prior conduct. For, only four years earlier, 
in 1973, Germany had concluded a double taxation agreement with SA with retrospective effect to 
1965, thereby implying politics would not interfere in commercial relations.155 Indeed, in 1975 the 
Secretary of State of the FRG Foreign Ministry (‘AA’) underlined that Germany was reliant on SA: 
‘As an export-orientated economy dependent on the import of raw materials, we cannot do without 
such a trading partner’.156 
 
The codex politicised trade relations by being solely issued for SA, yet it was an EEC-level measure. 
When German governmental export guarantees for South African trade were restricted despite 
Pretoria being an impeccable debtor, as well as tied to codex adherence, the prevailing wind running 
through the FRG government became unsettled. The restrictions were spun as a necessary measure 
to adjust to SA’s new risk profile. However, both business and the foreign press could not be 
fooled: ‘Whilst the wording draws on risk-based concerns, it should not belie that the decision for 
limitation was driven by purely political reasons’.157 
 
For the companies in the subsequent case studies, adoption of the codex was primarily a pro forma 
affair, given they already met the voluntary standards it requested. However, for AESA this was 
not the case. Not only was AESA unprofitable, but its agriculture-derived workforce lacked 
industrial experience.158 Paying 50% above minimum wage as stipulated in the codex was simply 
not possible for the subsidiary in the late 1970s. Albeit a voluntary behavioural code, the codex was 
 
154 Paul Broicher (DIHT) and Dr Siegfried Mann (BDI) to Lambsdorff, 22.11.1977 in RB, 1 021 047. 
155 Bundesgesetzblatt 53, 5.9.1974, 1185-1210. 
156 Karl Moersch (Secretary of State AA) 9.10.1975 in BPA Bulletin 122, 14.10.1975, 120. 
157 ‘Bürgschaftsbeschränkungen Bonns für Südafrika,’ Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 2.12.1977. 
158 Dr Kurt-Wilhelm Liedtke (RB Legal) report on AESA 13.11.1978 attached to RB to Dieter von Würzen 
(Secretary of State BMWi), 12.3.1979 in RB, 1 017 159. 
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nevertheless regarded by German industry as a de jure and de facto regulation to be complied with. 
AESA’s shortcomings would not be made public as the summary report would be aggregated by 
the state. This process would have given the subsidiary the time and privacy necessary to improve 
its performance were it not for Eugen Loderer. 
 
Loderer, Chairman of IGM, Germany’s largest union, operating under the banner of a co-ordinated 
International Metalworkers’ Federation (‘IMF’) initiative, presented the first major external crisis 
for Bosch resulting from its South African operation. In letters to German businesses with 
subsidiaries in SA, Loderer requested answers to seventeen questions on codex compliance and 
industrial relations, with Bosch receiving a corresponding letter in the summer of 1978.159 As a first 
step, RB made enquiries on what its peers were considering as regards entertaining the missive with 
a response; it received mixed responses.160 AESA was informed that RB most likely would not 
answer the letter, unhappy with its tone and fearing the consequences of an individual reply for it 
and other firms.161 Two weeks later Bosch began a draft response that questioned on what grounds 
German trade unionism had taken up the South African cause - only to shelve it following a 
subsequent BDI meeting.162 This was a clear case of the company curtailing its own activities to 
sound out the more preferable united response. 
 
Unions should talk to unions. Such was the mantra emanating from the business associations and 
the majority of Bosch’s peers.163 Yet, again two weeks later, Bosch’s management began drafting a 
letter.164 Following two days of debate on wording, which included Merkle clarifying whether an 
adjective or an adverb was appropriate and to what extent to write in a more localised form of 
 
159 See Appendix III; Eugen Loderer to RB, 31.7.1978 in RB, 1 021 047. 
160 VW responded whilst BMW and AEG considered ignoring the letter. See Fritz Schad (VW Audit) 28.11.1978, to 
Liedtke in RB, 1 022 567; Liedtke to Dr Paul Adolf Stein (RB Board Member responsible for legal affairs), 3.8.1978 
in RB, 1 021 047; Rose, note on call with Dr Jehmlich (Head of HR, AEG-Telefunken), 24.8.1978 in RB, 1 021 047. 
161 RB to Maas (AESA), 4.8.1978 in RB, 1 022 567. 
162 Letter draft, 18.8.1978 in RB, 1 021 047. 
163 Liedtke, Note on 30.8.1978 BDI meeting, 31.8.1978, 2 in RB, 1 021 047. 
164 Letter draft, 11.9.1978 in RB, 1 021 047. 
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German, Bosch finally responded to Loderer.165 Bosch toed the ‘party-line’ referring Loderer to the 
business associations but the company took pains to point out its 1976 principle of non-
discrimination.166 However, such acknowledgement by the parent also presented a threat, for it 
failed to nip interest into SA in the bud. With expectations shaped by Western European 
experiences, the actors so far had little touchpoints of their own with SA. Merely a day after RB 
sent its answer, AESA’s management highlighted the dangers of the path taken: ‘This has 
dangerous consequences, for the public, interested associations, and companies of the EEC 
orientate themselves on values that are simply not yet realistic’.167  
 
By treating the Loderer inquiry and thereby the codex as ever more obligatory rather than voluntary 
impositions, Bosch was opening itself up to undermining the impact of its own restructuring of 
AESA. For, were the company to raise wages to comply with the codex, it would have to lay off 
workers, thereby exacerbating local unemployment whilst making the path to profitability even 
more fraught. Outside stakeholders in the FRG interested in Bosch’s subsidiary may have then 
been appeased, but only at a cost detrimental to the black community of the Bophuthatswana 
border region. 
 
RB, unsatisfied with the stand-offish nature of the formal BDI response strategized into the 
autumn of 1978 as to how a more detailed answer could be constructed.168 One option was to send 
a copy of AESA’s codex report solely for Loderer’s personal consumption; another was to send a 
shortened version.169 By November, Loderer received the fruits of option two as Bosch joined VW, 
Siemens, and BMW, as the only companies to submit individual responses to the trade unionist. 
Even when stepping outside the unified front of German industry, the ‘rebels’ operated along the 
 
165 Hans Lutz Merkle (CEO RB 1963-84) to Loderer, 13.9.1978 in RB, 1 021 047. 
166 Ibid, 2. 
167 Maas to Borchers, 14.9.1978, 3 in RB, 1 021 047. 
168 BDI to Loderer, 27.9.1978 in RB, 1 021 047. 
169 RB Legal to CEO et al., 10.11.1978 in RB, 1 021 047. 
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principle of alignment, as VW and Bosch pre-emptively shared their responses with one another.170 
The veracity of their answers, however, would be verified and commented on in the press. For, 
prior to Loderer approaching businesses, he had led a fact-finding union delegation to SA in 
January 1978. 
 
Despite the codex’s voluntary nature, it forced German industry, in this case Bosch, to unwillingly 
dip their toes into political currents. Even the company’s Legal Department advised Merkle that it 
was not possible to ignore the request for a codex submission by the FRG government due to 
political reasons.171 However, the ineptitude of the bureaucrats in steering the submission process 
in a timely fashion coupled with BDI-led opposition to the entire enterprise provided Loderer the 
opportunity to publicise his concerns. Despite the codex being introduced in 1977, by 1979 not a 
single German report was available – in contrast to that of other EEC member states. Bosch itself 
was concerned in case of the BDI passing on its individual report to the BMWi. For once outside 
the control of business and its associations, it was all too easy for MPs and the press to 
sensationalize their contents or lack thereof.172 A proposal for the BDI, rather than the government, 
to aggregate the individual reports, was slapped down. Such were the misgivings and horse-trading 
amongst business, the BDI and the FRG government that a delay of the initial publication resulted. 
This enabled Loderer in 1978 to publish his own Zwischenbericht (interim report). 
 
Business may have been forewarned regarding the introduction of the codex, particularly by the 
BDI/DIHT, however the issuance of the Zwischenbericht caught them off-guard. It demonstrated 
that whilst industry may have been astute in matters of commerce, new developments arising out 
of politics remained unexpected. The Zwischenbericht incorporated information provided by Bosch 
but also included such details as obtained from worker interviews. Consequently, the next codex-
 
170 Schad to Liedtke, 15.11.1978 in RB, 1 021 047. 
171 RB Legal to Merkle, 30.1.1979 in RB, 1 022 567. 
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related crisis began for RB. Loderer criticised the company for stating no racial segregation existed 
in the workplace but thereby seemed to define the workplace to exclude the cantina, as this 
continued to serve differing cuisine in separate locations based on race.173 The company was 
flabbergasted as to how a German trade union could possibly know anything about disparities in 
food served.174 Moreover, the entire matter was overblown in their view. For upon further 
investigation, the subsidiary’s management felt they had valid reasons for uploading racial 
separation in the cantina.  
 
South African law obliged racial separation in workplace facilities.175 In addition, black workers had 
requested a different cuisine as that served to their white colleagues. Furthermore, local staff took 
objection to not only the table manners but also the treatment of cantina infrastructure by black 
employees.176 However, rather than educating the workers to effect behavioural change and 
subsequently integrate the cantina, the German ex-patriate MD had preserved the status quo. 
Outside of the local context, the MD’s lack of action may in part have been driven by racialised 
thinking imparted to him before he even set foot in SA. Indeed, the German institute for tropical 
medicine instructed him, on reasons of hygiene, to avoid toilets used by black labour under all 
circumstances.177 The MD argued he had pragmatically killed multiple birds with one stone. By 
keeping the edifice in in one building but split into two rooms, he was convinced he was satisfying 
Bosch’s principle of non-discrimination, meeting the concerns of local white cantina management, 
and complying with current legislation.178  
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However, not only was subsidiary management in the wrong, but the entire issue also exposed 
multiple failings by both mother-company and AESA’s leadership. Racial separation in the cantina 
was not in accordance with Merkle’s 1976 directive and whilst it can be argued that the subsidiary 
wished to comply with local law at all costs, the cantina was on factory grounds behind closed 
doors and not open to outside scrutiny. AESA, therefore, had the option as other foreign 
businesses, including German, had done or were in the process of, of discarding all trappings of 
apartheid on company property. Instead, it hid behind the law and statements of cultural difference 
to shield itself from accusations of racial discrimination. Given that some of its white employees 
were confirmed to have a racist mindset (discussed below), the German ex-patriate subsidiary 
manager appears to have opted for a policy of convenience that reminded the black workforce 
every workday at lunchtime of the existence of apartheid. RB itself had failed to police the 
subsidiary’s compliance with Bosch’s values and Merkle’s directive. Were the IGM not to have 
taken an interest in labour relations at German subsidiaries in SA and made the effort to visit the 
country to interview the black workforce, the question arises of for how long ‘lunchtime apartheid’ 
could have continued to slip under the radar. To its credit, RB’s Legal Department in Germany, 
upon becoming aware of the matter, immediately cracked down and recommended a change in the 
status quo, pointing out that other FRG businesses had already eliminated separate cantinas to 
stymie any protest by the subsidiary.179 As a consequence, the cantina was integrated, and black 
workers subsidised to eat at half price.180  
 
The cantina example illustrates that de facto racial discrimination could arise out of localised 
expedience, contrary to the desires of senior leadership in Germany. Considering Bosch had only 
owned the company for two years and it had a pre-history and culture under South African 
management of adhering to apartheid policies, the union report also illustrated that outside the 
bastion of the cantina, AESA had abolished all other discriminatory workplace practices. It was, 
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however, a problem that if not addressed quickly would have invited further embarrassment and 
politically tinged scrutiny into Bosch’s South African affairs. A scenario where the subsidiary 
became even more politicised was to be avoided at all costs. Yet, it was only the final aspect that 
led to fundamental change. For, the fact that its peers had already abolished separate lunchrooms 
drove RB to institute the same (rather than entertaining any thoughts of defending the practice 
based on the arguments made by the subsidiary’s management), thereby pointing out the only 
external party outside of government that could affect managerial decision-making. 
 
Nevertheless, whilst RB was inspired by its peers, it also drew their condemnation. Following press 
reports that Bosch had answered the IGM questionnaire (which it had not, for it had simply sent 
a shortened version of its codex report) DB demanded an explanation.181 Despite the Legal 
Department’s proposal to answer that RB had not in fact responded to the questionnaire, it was 
overruled by senior management. Instead, it was instructed to pretend to have forgotten about 
calling DB back. Should DB call again, the lawyers were to state their initial proposal. After all: ‘We 
do not have to justify ourselves towards DB. We have acted quite correctly’.182 
 
Even Loderer approached Bosch requesting the company use its positive mentions in the 
Zwischenbericht and press to influence its peers – a non-starter.183 A company press release to 
highlight the positive impact of RB in SA was halted to provide AESA another two to three years 
to achieve full codex compliance and exemplary standards as achieved at VW and Siemens.184 For 
the end result was that despite Bosch corporate policy in SA becoming part of FRG public debate 
without any impetus on its part, the Loderer inquiry had resulted in RB doing very well, especially 
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as opposed to its peers. As one RB lawyer put it to his boss, when AAM scrutiny results in rare 
AAM recognition then this was best dealt with in only one manner: ‘we should leave it at that’.185 
3. United in anonymity vs the Bosch ‘Sonderweg’ 
From the start of the 1980s, outside interest in Bosch’s South African affairs only increased. In its 
management of scrutiny, the company was co-operative, but ensured its name was kept off the 
record were it not already publicly connected to SA. Three examples illustrate this aversion to being 
further drawn into discussion of its subsidiary in a political context. 
 
First, Bosch declined to participate at the 1980 Bundestag codex hearings on German corporate 
activity in SA. Whilst peers such as BMW, Hoechst, Siemens, and VW took part in the public event, 
for Merkle, caution was the name of the game. This was especially so, when the company was still 
pulling up AESA by its bootstraps: ‘Remain cautious until our revenues in SA grow to such an 
extent that we are forced to enter the limelight’.186 This reluctance stemmed from AESA’s situation 
and the focus on SA, which advised against changing tack and adopting a more offensive approach. 
A motivation confirmed by Merkle having no qualms in representing the firm at a more general 
Bundestag hearing on development policy.187 Had the company opted in, it would have taken part 
in a preparatory meeting alongside the other participants with the BDI, thereby exemplifying the 
unified front amongst German industry when it had to account for itself towards political actors. 
 
In contrast, the second example reveals that, beginning in 1979 when the UN Centre on TNCs 
requested data from Bosch, the company’s solidarity with its peers kept it from pursuing its desired 
response of an individual answer.188 Whilst the reasoning of industry and the BDI had been that 
the codex submission was in aggregate and therefore any UN questionnaire should be answered in 
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a similar fashion, this had unintended consequences.189 Klaus Sahlgren, the Finnish Director of the 
Centre, displeased with the summary response, initiated a campaign against Gerd Tacke, the 
German representative to the UN’s Intergovernmental Working Group and a former CEO of 
Siemens.190 With Tacke attending the next alignment meeting at the BDI, Bosch began to document 
how it would have answered the UN’s questionnaire individually, had it not been peer-pressured 
out of solidarity. Similarly, it pondered whether other companies had paid lip-service to the 
aggregate report but clandestinely submitted individual answers.191 The net result was that senior 
management questioned whether a group response to outside information requests was appropriate 
for RB going forward: ‘This process always leaves us with a bad conscience, which is 
underserved’.192  
 
The final example reveals the synthesis of the above methods. To counteract the criticism of MNCs 
operating in SA within the International Labour Organisation (‘ILO’), where developing countries 
constituted the bulk of membership, the employer’s organisation Bundesvereinigung der deutschen 
Arbeitgeberverbände (‘BDA’) in 1982 reached out to German industry to put together a report 
elaborating on the positive impact of FRG business in SA.193 Whilst Bosch was happy to provide 
data, which would be shared with third parties via the BDA, it left explicit instructions for the 
company’s name not to be published.194 The mantra was simple, co-operation without attention. 
Yet precisely the opposite of such a stance was employed by RB upon the onset of the next major 
crisis. 
4. The German Inquisition 
The introduction of the codex had not only politicised German business on a single issue, but it 
had also provided a tool for left-wing elements of German society to discover and approach the 
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next topic du jour – SA. In the case of the union movement, the IGM used the codex to unilaterally 
expand its remit to cover the affairs of German subsidiaries abroad. Indeed, SA was the underlying 
issue throughout the 1980s that resulted in the establishment of many bilateral union 
relationships.195 Alongside more inherent motivations, the press attention devoted to Loderer 
inspired the German ecumenical establishment to take up the cause of apartheid opposition; 
expressed via policing of codex compliance.196 With regard to Bosch, the clerical assault can be 
categorized into three separate vectors. First, that of the German Lutheran Church; second, via the 
Lutheran Church in Baden, and finally through the South African echo of their actions expressed 
by Rev. Desmond Tutu.197 This section’s subsequent analysis serves to strengthen several thesis 
arguments. Namely, business was caught off-guard by developments, whether in SA or in the FRG, 
a co-operative attitude was possible if the counterparty displayed a level of objectivity and a lack of 
prejudice, and that when an individual strategy had the prospect of derailing, business retreated to 
the safety of anonymity under the aegis of the BDI. Finally, in the case of Bosch especially, a 
‘German Inquisition’ resulted in the company extending its engagement with South African 
political matters beyond prior historic concerns on industrial relations and social welfare. 
 
Whilst history records May 13th, 1981 as the day the Pope survived an assassination attempt, for 
Bosch it was the date when nine pages of text set off a damage control offensive regarding its South 
African affairs. The aforementioned section in ‘Das Dilemma mit dem Kodex (III)’ written by the 
German Lutheran Church heavily criticised the company’s non-compliance with the codex based 
on interviews with its black workers.198 Even more perplexing to Bosch than the out of the blue 
publication, was the inference that it, via its endowment of the Berghof-Foundation, had indirectly 
paid for the self-critical study.199 Whilst Loderer’s initiative had primarily been concerned with 
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codex compliance, the Church expanded upon this premise by questioning whether the codex 
could actually affect change in apartheid policy. Nevertheless, such considerations were secondary 
to the main angle of attack – the enforcement of a voluntary standard by public shaming. With the 
press picking up widely on the study with potential negative fallout for the company, SA became 
elevated to a Board-level problem. 
 
Despite the Legal Department describing the interview responses as inapplicable to AESA, the 
Board concluded that a multi-pronged, offensive damage control strategy was necessary to 
ascertain facts and set the record straight. The execution of such efforts would proceed via five 
concrete actions: A special audit of AESA; a reader’s letter to the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 
(‘FAZ’); a briefing to the Supervisory Board; confirmation by all regional and functional MDs of 
conformance to group-wide policy obligations; and finally a volley of letters to third-parties such 
as its peers, the FRG government, and various employers’ organisations informing them of RB’s 
complete rejection of the study.200 Whilst the latter three actions were straightforward, the first two 
are worthy of further analysis. 
 
The audit revealed that some of the study’s assertions were indeed valid; they were simply out of 
date. For example, Bosch’s non-compliance with the region-specific Minimum Living Level 
(‘MLL’), a South African think-tank developed floor for black labour wage rates, would have been 
accurate for the 1970s, especially in the early years after the purchase of AESA. By 1981, however, 
black workers’ wages were on average 38% above MLL, 61% if non-wage benefits were included.201 
Further disparities between white and black employee pay resulted from the former receiving 
monthly salaries, whereas the latter demanded weekly wages – often going so far as to refuse to 
take up employment if paid on a monthly basis.202 A superficial analysis would therefore compare 
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apples and oranges; for example, if a white and black worker were asked about pay, their answers 
would differ because they used different temporal measures. Had the Lutheran Church discussed 
its results with management or requested a comment by RB prior to publication, such laxities in 
analysis would have been clarified. Notwithstanding the ire the study’s authors earned by not 
verifying assertions prior to going public, the report at least drew attention to problems in 
behaviour within the subsidiary’s management. 
Graph 1: AESA Budgeted wages vs MLL203 
 
Precisely the ‘softer’, cultural aspects were the key lesson to be learned from the publication outside 
the immediate resulting crisis-management. Whilst the subsidiary may have adhered to the terms 
of the codex, black and white friction (particularly with an Afrikaner HR manager) had likely played 
a part in the critical responses by the black workers interviewed. Indeed, the headquarters-initiated 
audit highlighted once more that the majority of AESA’s white workforce had not accepted equality 
with black workers in the past nor did so in the present.204 Such a local mind-set impacted the pace 
of Bosch’s pace of reform of the subsidiary. Moreover, in the case of the HR manager, the German 
expatriate dispatched to lead the audit in SA remarked that the individual was neither gifted with 
diplomatic ability nor the right man to deliver on an HR strategy that met Bosch’s expectations.205 
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With the audit allaying the Board’s fears that there was any veracity to the study, the onus shifted 
to the PR exercise in the FRG. 
 
The gravitas of the situation is best exemplified by Bosch communicating publicly rather than 
seeking to form a unified response together with its peers under the umbrella of the German 
business associations. Nevertheless, its solitary effort received support from two outside sources. 
The first offer of assistance was provided by Dr Otto Baxmann, a lawyer and CDU member who 
had recently toured SA and seen first-hand the social welfare efforts by FRG industry.206 If Bosch 
were able to confirm the report’s accusations being without merit, then he would send a reader’s 
letter to the FAZ thereby pre-empting the company’s own missive. The second source of support 
came courtesy of the South African Embassy in Bonn which provided Bosch with advance copies 
of regional press articles on the study as well as the Bosch section itself – all this before the matter 
was picked up by national papers.207 Furthermore, even after the crisis had been addressed, 
Ambassador van Heerden promised SA’s unconditional support:  
…we completely support actions such as yours to defend the behaviour of your staff in SA. I am firmly 
convinced that we best address these initiatives by not passing up any opportunity to reveal their true 
intentions.208 
 
Precisely two weeks after the study’s publication, Bosch was able to submit its own reader’s letter 
to the FAZ disproving the claims made against it. Thus, by the end of the month, the public 
counteraction had seemingly ended.209  
 
Yet internally the tale was far from over. The Legal Department continued to fret over whether a 
more comprehensive answer beyond a mere reader’s letter was necessary. And if such a response 
was to be prepared, multiple hows, whos and whats needed to be clarified. After all, RB in theory 
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could prepare a detailed response alone, together with peers, via the BDI or through the AEU 
(Protestant Businessmen Assoc.). Even if that point was settled, then the question remained of 
who the recipient was to be. From the study’s authors, the press, the public via a seminar, or the 
FRG government, a complete spectrum of options lay on the table. Moreover, the most important 
issue was the ‘what’. The company could simply present its codex submission, discuss the codex’s 
political implications, or present its general view on the South African problem. Such a wealth of 
options ultimately shows how unprecedented the case was. Whilst business had had previous run-
ins with public interest in foreign operations in countries with questionable politics, no standardised 
methodology existed when such scrutiny morphed into full reports circulated to the press, shaming 
companies based on data supposedly provided by its own employees. Apartheid-era SA thereby 
provided the platform for external stakeholders, particularly on the Left, to investigate FRG 
business in novel ways – and the codex had provided them the introductory toolset to do so.210 
Ultimately, RB leadership decreed that whatever shape a possible response might take, it was to 
abide by three principles: Be objective; reference the company’s long-standing policy of non-
discrimination (now termed in positive tones as ‘equal opportunities’); and put its political position 
as advocating evolutionary reform in SA. 211 
 
Management may have been caught by surprise by the study, yet it was quick to recognise its 
potential reputational impact. It speedily escalated the matter to the Board, obtained a decision, 
initiated a response strategy and following internal verification was able to swiftly submit a 
‘correction’ to the press. This pace in handling the case can be attributed to two specific aspects of 
its corporate culture: going it alone and the potential reputational blowback, especially in the FRG, 
of Bosch not being true to its word. Such efficacy also meant that when the study’s authors got in 
touch in the following month to discuss the results, the company could point to substantiated facts 
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as a basis to decline their meeting request.212 Moreover, it kept its response brief fearing any further 
comment may be spun into a legitimisation of the study’s results.213 The dismissive tone was 
warranted, for the report’s authors themselves had pre-emptively stated in their work that a 
meaningful discussion with business could not be had, thereby confirming their prejudices.214  
 
In contrast, the Evangelische Landeskirche in Baden, a Protestant Regional Church, received a far 
warmer response by the company. Indeed, it went so far as to participate in a joint conference on 
SA between its peers and the Church. The dissimilar treatment was based primarily on the persona 
of the respective Bishop, Heidland, and thereby a difference in tone as opposed to the national 
Protestant Church: 
(…) he does not let himself be influenced by the presumptuous rabble-rousing conducted by the European 
churches against the country you are currently in, SA. He is a proponent of free markets and open towards 
the concerns of business.215 
 
The Bishop would go on a Bosch-facilitated visit to Brits and returned to the FRG duly 
impressed.216 Whereas the study had only interviewed employees outside the plant, the Bishop had 
complete access to the site, labour, and management.217 When the report therefore broke the news 
in the following year, the Landeskirche instigated its own conference on the application of the 
codex by German industry; a meeting attended not only by RB but also BASF, Siemens, and DB. 
Moreover, the latter particularly recommended RB engage with the regional Churches rather than 
the national synod.218 Such advice was unsurprising given that the synod had attacked DB in the 
prior year for shipping Unimog trucks to SA.219 The subsequent meeting might have been convivial, 
but it had the danger of setting a precedent. If every regional Church association took it upon 
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themselves to discuss the application of the codex, and thereby further drive politicised outside 
interference into business affairs, then it was feared such a co-operative spirit would only backfire.  
 
Consequently, the ponderings on a more formalised response to the study and a public statement 
on Bosch’s position on South African politics immediately ceased. The company shifted strategy 
by abstaining from any further individual responses. Responsibility would be abdicated to the 
aggregate codex report of the government and to the BDI for all other SA-related matters.220 It was 
one thing to refrain from politically tinged debate when the counterparty was biased towards 
business, as was the case with the study’s authors. It was quite another to cease continued 
engagement with more neutral, perhaps even supportive parties. Yet ultimately the consequences 
would have been the same, an explosion of further interest and business having to stand and deliver 
answers to inquiry, never knowing who the next interrogator would be. Within such a context, it 
was impossible for industry to get ahead of public scrutiny, influence the terms of public discussion 
and most importantly have any possibility of avoiding tarnish in some way. Simply put, their 
pragmatic strategy was: If one cannot win – do not play, unless forced. 
One-sided abdication, however, did not end this story of the clergy and the codex. In the following 
year, AESA was approached by Rev. Tutu who was now in possession of an English translation of 
‘Das Dilemma’ and had questions of his own.221 The company’s response underlines two further 
aspects of the main thesis argument. First, any external inquiry into their South African business 
was now a concern for headquarters. The political dimension allowed for practically no space for 
subsidiaries to respond on their own, unless willing to face reprimands. Second, German corporates 
collaborated to an unprecedented degree. Escalation to Germany was virtually always followed by 
calls to multiple peers to discuss new or unfamiliar matters concerning SA. In addressing Tutu’s 
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letter, Bosch not only made immediate inquiries to BMW and Siemens, but it also dismissed 
AESA’s draft response as not being constructive enough.222  
Not only had Tutu discerned the heart of the issue by closing his letter with the fundamental 
question of whether the codex could bring meaningful change, his query had also been picked up 
by the South African Sunday Tribune which made a call of its own to Bosch informing them of their 
intentions to issue a report on the matter.223 The company’s response was yet again marked by 
speed. Indeed, the subsidiary had urged management in Stuttgart to act with all haste before Tutu 
‘prods them once again’.224 Only two weeks later, the clergyman received his answer.225 The 
response deliberately ignored the bait of answering his final question; it merely highlighted the 
company’s full compliance with the codex. Whether contacted by German, transnational or South 
African bodies, the implicit guidelines that were forming were clear – avoid politics and any 
communication that could trigger a subsequent contact. Typical of Bosch was its internal ex post 
facto request to AESA to provide it with information on the SACC’s composition.226 If there is 
one skill the company was exceptionally good at, then it was gathering information from multiple 
sources on SA and its critics whomever and wherever they may have been - confirming the spider’s 
web adage. 
The entire ecumenical saga ultimately illustrates two opposing trends. First, German business 
attempted to mitigate any possible escalation of outside interest into its South African operations. 
Irrespective of the political context and its implications, the goal was to preserve normal 
commercial relations with SA as it was considered a reliable trading partner. Therefore, taking the 
case of Bosch as an example, German industry did not prop up apartheid through supernormal 
profits (AESA barely achieved break-even), but it did proactively work to normalise interactions 
with the apartheid-state. A valid argument can be made that by treating SA as just another country 
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with distasteful politics, FRG business provided the NP Government with a level of credibility and 
international legitimacy that it lacked within the wider socio-political global order. Second, the 
prevailing trend in public discourse was moving in precisely the opposite direction of what business 
desired. Here the argument went that apartheid, and therefore SA, was a special case. This implied 
that normal dealings, whether political or otherwise, were not possible. As a result, increased 
scrutiny was inevitable. In short, the Church and all its offshoots were to be just one crisis of 
many.227 The codex, ostensibly a tool to avert sanctions and halt further prominence of the South 
African issue had at least in part backfired. For both German industry and its ‘monitors’ now 
educated themselves to a hitherto unprecedented degree on the NP’s SA.  
5. Understand but avoid politics 
That the business community was not only better informed on the matter of apartheid-SA but had 
been so for far longer than its critics gave it credit for, is best exemplified by the persona of Merkle 
himself. For, if there was one individual that defined Bosch’s political position, it was Merkle. Even 
after stepping down from the CEO position in 1984 to take up the role of Chairman of the 
Supervisory Board, little got done without his approval. Indeed, the company’s positioning on SA 
bore his stamp throughout the 1980s. The following section briefly explores his role, persona, and 
the company’s touchpoints with South African stakeholders to ascertain Bosch’s perspective on 
disinvestment. 
 
Whilst the BDI and RB were not always in alignment on initiatives to take on the South African 
problem, its 1981 commissioned report mirrored the company’s own viewpoint of the role German 
industry had in SA: 
Given the circumstances, economic co-operation between the South African and German economy is decreed 
by economic reason…but therein we do not see any justification that due to special political reasons to be 
subject to virtually continuous behavioural control…It is not the role of German industry to provide the 
South African government recommendations on how to solve its complex domestic problems.228 
 
227 The Lutheran Church itself suffered from internal discord stemming from disagreements on the treatment of 
German industry and/or SA. See RB Legal/Press Office to Merkle, 9.2.1982 in RB, 1 021 047. 




Such sentiments found a receptive audience at Bosch. The company may have been 92% trust-
owned but it was not a charity on a mission to end apartheid in a country where via its business it 
was merely a guest:229 
Let me remark that on the fundamentals, regardless of the BDI’s position on them, that I am rather on 
the side of the white population of SA than of that of the FRG Foreign Minister. Abolition of racial 
discrimination is a catchphrase easily absorbed [by the masses].230 
 
That the company’s CEO had considered the South African situation in-depth would not have 
come as a surprise to Bosch’s employees. Merkle had relocated the executive offices away from 
production sites in Stuttgart to the local countryside, thereby not only creating an air of mystery of 
what went on at the new ‘Schillerhöhe’ complex but also resulting in the CEO hardly ever being 
glimpsed by the rank and file. Indeed, one was more likely to come across Merkle in hearing of his 
public activities, through missives in the Zünder, or via other forms of communication of his closed-
door socio-political musings.231 Upon his death in 2000, it was discovered that Merkle had not only 
been an adherent of Anthroposophy but had amassed a vast collection of 17.000 antique books, 
underlining the image of an unseen, scholarly patriarch able to comment on any issue.232 Merkle 
believed that managers had to have an interdisciplinary education that comprised not only business 
and social history but also rigorous study of the classics and modern literature. His philosophy was 
straightforward: Business was part of culture, so businessmen had to learn about the culture in 
which they operated. 
 
Whilst the CEO may have appeared remote, comparable distancing was also visible in the 
company’s rejection of BDI invitations to meet with Anglo-American Corporation (‘AAC’) as well 
as ANC representatives on their visits to the FRG in the early 1980s, despite the Board meticulously 
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reading any AAC’s Chairman’s Report sent to it by AESA.233  Bosch thereby followed BASF in a 
flat out refusal to meet with the ANC, fearing such an action would mean responding to their 
‘controversial positions’.234 When the ANC once again sought to meet with German business five 
years later in 1988, Bosch again abstained – the ANC’s revolutionary approach being in stark 
contrast to RB’s desire for evolutionary change. The meeting, however, did mark FRG industry 
responding to decade-long ANC criticism of apartheid collaboration in the most blunt and stark 
yet perhaps necessary terms so far. Simply put, the ANC was informed that if German industry 
disinvested then it would go to Asia where better conditions existed, and it was unlikely to return 
after the fall of apartheid. The message was this: It had not invested in SA for multiple decades for 
political reasons and it would not let future decision-making be guided by such considerations 
either.235 
 
Significantly, under Merkle’s tenure, even NP Cabinet Ministers were given the cold shoulder. 
When Bayer together with the BDI invited Bosch to meet with de Klerk in 1985, it was not the 
first such invitation.236 Pik Botha, the South African Foreign Minister, had been a guest of the BDI 
two years earlier.237 When Dr Wolfgang Hugo, Board member responsible for sales, declined stating 
that he had just met the NP Finance Minister, Barend du Plessis, which was ‘enough’ for him, no 
suitable replacement could be found.238 Paul Stein, the Board Member with the most insight and 
touchpoints with Bosch’s South African business, refused to step in, asserting he had little 
inclination to meet de Klerk.239 In contrast, the company went out of its way to maintain excellent 
relations with Pretoria’s man in Bonn, Ambassador van Heerden. Indeed, when van Heerden 
informed Bosch at short notice that he was considering stopping by in Stuttgart after a visit to the 
Frankfurt Opera Ball to discuss Bophuthatswana, the Legal Department informed catering to 
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prepare tea and snacks of a better quality as well as some Petits Fours.240 Such light-hearted details 
aside, the Ambassador sent regular briefings to Merkle covering a breadth of topics, from the 
Commission on mass media in SA to the status of discussions on constitutional reform.241 These 
memoranda clearly influenced Merkle and thereby Bosch as a whole. For example, the CEO 
paraphrased the below passage only a few months later: 
(…) Westminster system not a viable option in foreseeable future – majoritarianism, a single political 
system that includes Blacks cannot function as a successful democracy in current or foreseeable 
circumstances242 
 
Furthermore, Merkle also integrated political positions elaborated on in van Heerden’s letters into 
his own missives to wider industry. In a letter to the BDI, his views on universal enfranchisement, 
as evidenced by the second quote below, mirrored the written warnings he had received by van 
Heerden, as shown by the first quote:  
[T]he conclusion was reached that South African conditions are highly unsuitable to the successful 
operation of such a democracy 243 
 
If one thereby intends for ‘one man, one vote’, then the unconditional and radical application of said 
principle would mean the end of SA being part of the Western world 244 
 
Whereas the debate on FRG business in SA in the early 1980s had been marked by the codex and 
related questions on wages and employment (business clarified it was either to be the status quo or 
higher wages and therefore increased use of machinery and less employment), the mid-1980s saw 
a shift in outside pressure. The watershed was the 1986 US Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act, 
indicating that outside Far Eastern corporates, German industry was now increasingly going it 
alone with its commitment to SA. 
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That disinvestment was not an option considered is exemplified by RB drawing up a strategy plan 
within one month of the American bill being passed. Entitled ‘RBSA langfristige Sicherung der 
Interessen’, its objective was simple:  Ensure the continuation of South African operations in case 
of sanctions or a change in government.245 The company’s business had expanded in the interim, 
notably by taking full ownership of DESA in 1983, which had been the former DEH that had 
merged with another local business, before merging this with AESA in 1985 to create RBSA.246 
Any execution of the plan would kill two birds with one stone. By setting up a charity to promote 
a positive image of Bosch amongst the black population – fundamental was an ‘RB belongs to us 
feeling’ – the organisation could become the caretaker owner of RBSA in the case of sanctions. 
Also, Bosch products would continue to be available, jobs would be secured, and the company 
would have a buyback option once the situation normalised. The company could then hold its head 
up high whilst earning praise that ‘even in tough times RB did not abandon us’.247 Implicitly, 
however, such a premise would mean that a change in government or a transition would result in 
tough times and ergo be unwelcome. The charity would also resolve calls, including by peers such 
as Dr Walter Hasselkus of BMW, that urged: 
Due to the current political climate in SA and Germany, it is in addition necessary to execute social 
responsibility programmes in a manner that hastens the dismantling of apartheid and speeds up political 
reform, the recognition of human rights and the entrenchment of social justice in South Africa.248 
Concurrently, the EEC had updated the codex in 1985 but more importantly in September of 1986 
it decided to ban further investment into SA amongst other measures.249 Merkle, now Chairman of 
the Supervisory Board, hinted that RB would not comply with such a rule if it threatened the 
maintenance of its South African subsidiary’s productivity.250 Notwithstanding potential defiance 
by the business sector, the protagonist engaging in actual violation of regulations was in fact the 
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German government. For, at the government funded German school in Pretoria, black staff, such 
as gardeners, were paid between R1 to 1.5 per day – far below the R2.8 minimum stipulated by the 
MLL+50% provision in the codex that it pushed onto business.251 
 
Bosch adhered to a position of not entertaining any thought of disinvestment regardless of whether 
foreign businesses were pulling out or mild sanctions were being imposed by the EEC, a 
commitment entrenched by Merkle. In fact, the only news that could set alarm bells ringing in 
Stuttgart were reports during the time of his successor, Dr Marcus Bierich, that DB was considering 
abandoning shop because the labour situation had become untenable.252 With business only driven 
by economic viability rather than political interference in its disinvestment decision-making, the 
choice to remain meant exposure to increasingly assertive as well as globally connected South 
African unions. In the final years of P.W. Botha’s presidency, Bosch was confronted by precisely 
such a dilemma. Not only did union militancy become a problem, but it also had to simultaneously 
address the impact Botha’s backfiring attempts at shoring up the NP Government’s credibility was 
having on its workers. Both issues were exacerbated by the IGM inviting itself yet again into the 
debate as a regulator of German business’s South African affairs. 
6. Unionism near and far 
A decade after Loderer, the IGM, now under the leadership of Franz Steinkühler, became once 
more a thorn in the side of FRG business with South African interests. In 1988 Steinkühler 
prepared a list of fourteen terms that German industry was to adhere to when conducting business 
in SA.253 Objectively, the motivation was to create a set of ‘Minimum Standards’ for industrial 
relations in SA to overcome shortcomings in the codex – namely, its voluntary nature and that its 
drafting had occurred without any input from the South African labour movement. However, 
whilst the ‘14 points’, as they came to be known, primarily concerned industrial relations, the area 
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of expertise for unions, this, nevertheless, did not give unions a remit to apply ‘legislation by other 
means’ to overcome perceived shortcoming in German or South African law. Rather than lobbying 
government directly, the IGM initiated its actions on familiar territory, i.e. negotiating with German 
business. Yet, this meant taking up an extraterritorial cause, which clearly was not in the union’s 
own remit and was completely unprecedented in German industrial relations. Furthermore, outside 
the specific political aspects of the case, the initiative was, at heart, the first test run of whether a 
now internationally, co-ordinated union movement had the power to affect change across borders: 
another apartheid-derived first. 
 
In this crusade for ‘Minimum Standards’, Bosch as a German business with a South African 
subsidiary was not excluded. Commerce received a letter requesting them to sign a binding legal 
document to implement the ‘14 points’.254 Steinkühler’s warning that the German public would 
never comprehend the non-application of the provided terms mirrored the overwhelming tone of 
the AAM in the country in the late 1980s. Indeed, a month after the letters, the SPD, FDP, and 
Green parties were demanding stronger measures against SA including immediate economic 
sanctions in the Bundestag.255 The IGM’s self-proclaimed mission to provide the legal framework 
for the labour relations of South African subsidiaries could not have come at a more inopportune 
time for Bosch as RBSA was in the midst of negotiating a recognition agreement with local unions 
for the Brits site.256  
Furthermore, RBSA had its own set of challenges to contend with. At its Johannesburg site, threats 
were made against the families of workers that came in to work on the anniversary of the 1960 
Sharpeville massacre.257 Profitability meanwhile remained so low that the dividend had to be 
completely eliminated in order to fund necessary investment, earning it the ire of minority 
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shareholders.258 Moreover, the subsidiary had had some of its workers jailed by the police in 
response to agitation against Botha’s investment push into black housing and seen a recent German 
public-private social initiative to garner international goodwill flounder.259 These latter events, in 
particular, had illustrated that German business had been unable to unite outside a crisis, that Bosch 
was unable to influence the apartheid-government, even at a local level, and a growing disparity 
between advice from the subsidiary and mother-company decision-making. When local 
management was not busy firefighting, it was working on creating this recognition agreement at 
Brits. Steinkühler’s initiative, therefore, was regarded as more ‘trouble from Germany’ when SA 
was providing enough problems of its own. 
Whilst the trade unionist argued his foray was intended to stop any possibility of settling industrial 
disputes using opportunities provided by South African law that were not reflected in German 
legislation, it had wider consequences.260 Most notably, by instituting a legal agreement rather than 
a voluntary behavioural code, it not only created the possibility of liability but also attempted to set 
multiple precedents. For the first time German law would be applied abroad; it would only apply 
to German subsidiaries; and it was exclusively targeted at SA. Even after co-ordinating with its 
peers in industry, Bosch’s senior management was conflicted. Were it to sit back and apply the tried 
and tested method of letting the business federations handle the matter then this had the danger 
of setting a different precedent by allowing German employers’ associations to treat with regard to 
their members’ foreign subsidiaries.261 Furthermore, the German Chancellery urged against outside 
interference into a matter already covered by the codex and which should be the preserve of South 
African unions.262 Yet, the 14 points had been drawn up together with these unions precisely 
because the codex had not, which had resulted in its nigh-universal condemnation by them.  
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Therein, however, lay another danger for RB. Were Steinkühler to become aware via now 
strengthened bilateral trade union ties that RBSA was concluding a recognition agreement for Brits, 
he might indirectly force the incorporation of the Minimum Standards through the existing 
negotiation process. One consequence was that Richard Rau, Chairman of Bosch’s workers’ 
council (‘BR’), had to be clandestinely briefed by the CEO without the BR’s knowledge and obliged 
to keep silent towards the IGM on the existence and status of negotiations at Brits.263 Steinkühler 
himself was brushed off by Bierich with the remark that its subsidiary would never agree to be 
legally bound by terms that went above and beyond both German and South African law.264 The 
true motive, however, was simple to deduce. RB could not allow neither the employers’ federations 
nor the IGM to set precedent by treating on or imposing obligatory foreign regulations on its 
subsidiaries. Moreover, keeping South African matters localised (most importantly by concluding 
the recognition agreement) meant that industrial relations could become normalised, i.e. South 
African parties treating with each other based on South African law on South African ground. In 
summary, this meant the company could only protect its interests through an individual rather than 
a peer-aligned anonymous response. 
Yet, worse was to come. Having learnt of the 14 points, the German Ministry for Labour and Social 
Affairs joined a spearhead by the AA to push for integration of the union clauses into the codex at 
a European level.265 The AA in turn was driven by Genscher who had already ignored the interests 
of German business a decade earlier by tying export credit guarantees to codex compliance. The 
joint Ministerial proposal was vociferously objected to by the BMWi which sought support from 
the business associations for its position.266 The opposition of business in part rested on 
Steinkühler’s terms that allowed for free and unrestricted rights to take industrial action, including 
political and illegal strikes, pickets on company grounds and that all disputes had to be settled 
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exclusively through arbitration.267 Yet, the BMWi and industry were not alone in their opposition 
to governmental interference. The IGM too feared that the unilateral initiative by the AA would 
result in dilution of its terms to obtain EEC-wide buy-in.268 Particularly galling was that for all 
intents and purposes, this was a repeat of Genscher ignoring individual ministerial responsibilities 
to leverage an economic and labour matter to push his standing amongst European peers.  
Such discord as existed amongst the German Ministries was not to be found in the ingrained 
behaviour of industry. Yet, the muscle memory of solidarity, however, proved counterproductive. 
For it not only weakened Bosch’s initial position but sowed further discord between RB and RBSA. 
Concurrent to the governmental initiatives in the FRG, in SA the unions had hired a noted labour 
lawyer to explore how the 14 points could be adapted into legislation as a basis for wage 
negotiations.269 When RBSA concluded a recognition agreement for Brits which ignored the IGM 
demands in December 1988, it proceeded to throw its hard-fought victory away the next day.270 
Together with VW, Siemens, DB, BMW and Hella, RBSA agreed to the ‘broad principles 
behind/of the 14 points’ in a meeting with NUMSA and IMF representatives.271 Following a rebuke 
by Stuttgart, RBSA’s MD admitted he had felt pressured to sign given the company’s peers had 
already done so. Furthermore, an exception may have resulted in press and union scrutiny.272 
Perceived peer pressure and the fear of scrutiny, however, do not provide stable ground for sound 
decision-making. Whilst RBSA may have felt pressurized, its peers, especially VW and BMW, were 
subject to a war of attrition by the IGM, which dispatched one delegate after another to show up 
at their sites.273 The FAZ put it most succinctly: ‘The IGM has yet again successfully blindsided 
German business in SA’.274  
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Bosch had one trump card left – it had a recognition agreement. If the IGM could not be convinced 
that its terms were already contained in the existing agreement, then its expansion was to be kept 
to a minimum to satisfy all parties.275 Stuttgart took no chances; RBSA’s indiscretion had already 
resulted in one perceived setback. It dispatched RB’s head of corporate HR policies, a former 
labour lawyer, to supervise the negotiation.276 Still Bosch had been taken by surprise, resulting in it 
making the best of a bad situation rather than proactive crisis management. Whereas the push by 
the AA to expand the codex based on the 14 points stalled due to British opposition, Bosch’s peers 
nevertheless began to buckle and accept the principles as part of their own recognition 
agreements.277 VW, in particular, feared that not accepting the terms beyond their mere principle 
would see the IGM switch to calling for disinvestment and the company would run into trouble in 
the US.278 Shortly after P.W. Botha left office, Siemens and DB shared their own 14-points-
integrating recognition agreements with Bosch.279 It was now the only remaining holdout. An initial 
make-do strategy of hoping the IGM and its local partner, COSATU, would focus on Siemens and 
the car manufacturers only bought it time that was now up.280 Stuttgart continued to instruct RBSA 
not to engage in any discussion of the Minimum Standards beyond a mere amendment to the 
existing recognition agreement.281 Botha’s exit in 1989 and de Klerk’s subsequent course of reform 
not only saved SA but also RBSA from complete surrender. Once the dismantling of ‘core 
apartheid’ began in earnest, COSATU had greater priorities than the 14 points.282 
Conclusion 
Bosch exemplifies how the ownership of a South African subsidiary in the apartheid-era led to 
challenges that management could never have foreseen despite previous experience in operating in 
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politically questionable locations. The subject of union, Lutheran Church, and government 
attention – not to mention that of the press – the company could rely on few allies even when truth 
was on its side: the German business associations, the BMWi, its peers and clients as well as the 
South African Embassy. Even when positions differed, information and documents were freely 
exchanged, especially when external initiatives forced the company to reluctantly engage with 
politics publicly. It is important to understand that private political positions, such as those held by 
Merkle, are in the first instance precisely that - private. This chapter has indicated a recurring theme, 
returned to in Section III, namely to what extent the personal views espoused by corporate 
leadership are reflected in policy, actions, and external communications – often these can be in 
stark contrast. For example, Merkle desired evolutionary change with some form of white power-
sharing for reasons of economic stability but concurrently abhorred apartheid and would not 
tolerate racism within the company. The limited tolerance RB had for outside initiatives that sought 
to impose external checks and balances on its South African operations (going so far as to rebuke 
its subsidiary) must be contrasted with its disappointment at not being able to publicize its efforts 
at improving black welfare and stamping out the minutiae of racism to maintain PR unity with its 
compatriot peers. It was disinclined to meet with ANC representatives as was also the case with 
delegates from AAC or the NP. Such a position could easily be misread to infer that company 
executives had limited information at hand, this would be far from the truth. It was precisely 
because of the lengthy internal deliberations and files collected on SA that management was able 
to establish a position on whom it would treat with and whom it would not. 
Whilst the company at multiple points began to treat with outside FRG stakeholders, often on an 
individual basis, it could not guarantee that its name would not receive some tarnish and ceased 
the continuation of such efforts. Moreover, its unwavering stance on disinvestment, whilst driven 
by Merkle, benefited from its peers and clients sharing the same disinclination. Yet, it had in part 
expanded in SA precisely to serve these compatriot clients. Indeed, this inherent obligation to its 
customers resulted in a never-ending string of issues extending from the 1976 AESA takeover to 
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1989 union intransigence. However, with its purchase of AESA, RB enshrined a principle of non-
discrimination into the South African business (despite not being in favour of immediate majority 
rule); another Merkle initiative.  When towards the latter half of the 1980s, differences in opinion 
and alignment began to multiply between RB and RBSA, it was merely the icing (or corporate 
version of the ‘broedertwis’) on a cake constituted of multiple decades worth of red ink.283   
For fifteen years Bosch had tried to implement its standards of behaviour on a local acquisition 
whilst attempting to create a commercially viable entity. Whilst it might have succeeded in the 
former, with initial setbacks, it certainly failed in the latter. Even after Merkle was no longer CEO, 
disinvestment was not considered for RB to maintain its relationships (and therefore profits) in 
other markets where it served the same German clients it supplied in SA. In addition, just as Bosch 
achieved a change in the subsidiary’s culture over time, its executives remained enduring optimists 
regarding turning around RBSA and achieving sustainable local profitability. The multiple trolley 
load’s worth of archival material on this subsidiary and time period in the company archives are as 
much a testament to German business culture of intensive data-gathering prior to decision-making 
as to an internal convention stemming from Merkle ‘that one could never read enough from 
multiple sources’.284 Yet, the mountains of material belie the negligible importance of AESA/RBSA 
to RB as a whole, even more so in consideration of all the problems it created and management 
attention it required. Perhaps most lastingly has been the enshrinement of the principle that ‘Bosch 
is Bosch’ (e.g. regarding hiring policies, values) wherever it operates – a policy initiated and 
reinforced by entering apartheid-SA. 
When by the onset of the 1990s RBSA increased its market share by successfully attracting black 
entrepreneurs as Bosch dealers, it indicated the economic benefit that a welcome change was 
bringing to both country and company. A change that could not have come soon enough for its 
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client VW. For not only did the automaker dwarf Bosch in SA but so did its problems, as will be 
investigated next. 
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- Chapter 2 - 
Volkswagen of SA: No time left for day-to-day business 
Introduction 
In July 1979 P.W. Botha had been PM of SA for less than a year, yet a pessimistic sentiment had 
already begun to make the rounds amongst the gathered managers of Volkswagen of SA (‘VWoSA’) 
and VWAG. At a joint management seminar held in SA, Ernst Blohm, Chairman of VWoSA, 
deliberately began his keynote speech with a specific ‘van der Merwe’ joke, popular with many 
white South Africans at the time.286 However, it was not to humour the audience. Rather, the punch 
line highlighted that Western media would spin any positive endeavours by South Africans into 
counterfactual tales of racialised violence. For business, especially foreign business, the tale 
illustrated that the ‘South African narrative’ had become so politically charged with emotion that 
facts had become near irrelevant in global and domestic discourse. Within this quagmire, the 
management of foreign subsidiaries found themselves addressing problems not of their own 
making and outside their ability to control. In the case of VW, counteracting the impact of negative 
public attention, governmental whims and stubbornness, politically charged and militant unions, 
and a dismal economy with the limited means placed at their disposal proved a Sisyphean labour. 
The consequence was a dramatic shift in strategy and political affiliation for the company in SA. 
As such, the 1980s not only fundamentally altered the country but also VWoSA, the latter, 
VWAG’s first overseas subsidiary, to a degree unforeseen a decade earlier. 
The story of Volkswagen during Botha’s tenure provides some of the deepest insights into the daily 
trials and tribulations the MD of a local MNC subsidiary had to face. This can be primarily 
attributed to two factors. First, the size of VW’s investment in SA, primarily an extensive 
production plant in Uitenhage, a town near PE in the Eastern Cape. The high capital investment 
attracted and exposed it to national and international scrutiny, especially when dealing with labour 
unrest – a phenomena that was particularly endemic to the region in the 1980s. Together with DB 
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and Siemens, VW made up the three largest German manufacturing corporations with sizeable 
production capacities outside the chemical sector in the Republic. As a representative business of 
German industry, it set precedents in 1977 when it became one of the first companies in SA to 
recognise and negotiate with black trade unions.287 It set the lead on policy for local German SMEs. 
Concurrently, however, the company was also a target of agitation by newly legalized black unions 
and the UN Commission on TNC behaviour in SA.  
Second, its local MD during this period, Peter Searle, was, in contrast to other heads of German 
subsidiaries, a South African native rather than a German expatriate. As a member of the 
Anglophone rather than Afrikaner business community, he was both an outsider and an insider. 
An insider, because as a South African national he understood how the country had developed into 
its current state and was naturally inclined to be more concerned with its long-term future versus 
an expatriate manager that would eventually return to Germany. An outsider, because of his 
Anglophone background he could never be as close to the Afrikaner dominated government or 
other German subsidiaries as a German executive. This, however, allowed him a modicum of 
distance to analyse the situation at hand and make decisions, which did not seek to curry the favour 
of Pretoria or to grain traction for a future career at VWAG. Because of these factors, Searle was 
the most outspoken leader of a German subsidiary - forced to defend country and company whilst 
grappling with increasing disillusionment with Pretoria. 
In the historiography section of this thesis, the prior literature on VW’s activities in SA, namely 
Nieke (2010) and Andresen (2016) were discussed in depth. Within the context of the following 
case study, the Andresen article represents the more polished work, in part due to it drawing on 
the Blohm papers held by UNISA. Both texts analyse a period prior to that examined in this thesis. 
Though the early history of VW in SA is a tale of fascinating individuals, including ex-colonialists, 
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involving tales of bribery and far-right politics, it is not the subject of this case study and is therefore 
only covered briefly.  
1. Centre of attention  
The presence of Volkswagen in the Union of SA began, in similar fashion to that of many German 
automotive companies, via a general vehicle importer and assembler. The South African Motor 
Assemblers and Distributors Limited (‘SAMAD’) had originally been registered by the 
Johannesburg Industrial and Commercial Holding Group Ltd to import Studebaker cars into SA 
via a franchise agreement with the US parent in October 1946.288 SAMAD went on to add assembly 
of CKD Austin and VW models before VWAG acquired an equity stake of 38% in the business 
from its Anglophone managers-cum-owners in September 1956.289 In 1957, VWAG became the 
majority shareholder by increasing its shareholding to 57.6% and by November 1966 the German 
company had increased its ownership percentage to 63% and changed the company’s name to 
Volkswagen of SA.290 Its parent’s commitment to remain long-term in SA was confirmed in 1974 
when VWoSA become a wholly-owned subsidiary.291 
With increasing investment and presence in the Republic, relations between the VW Board and the 
NP Government were cordial. As a large foreign investor this was in VW’s interest. For Pretoria, 
keeping VW committed to SA was the paramount objective in their relations. VW was important 
to the state not solely on an economic basis, though this was formidable. It was the largest employer 
and taxpayer in the Eastern Cape with 7.587 workers on its payroll of which 71% were non-white.292 
Similar to VW’s relationship to Wolfsburg, VWoSA’s to Uitenhage can be described in a similar 
fashion – it was the town; the municipality being destitute without the company.293 VW also held an 
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implicit and explicit leadership role for its fellow European businesses on their long-term decision-
making to remain in the country and on how to engage with challenges arising thereof both at 
home and abroad. Any break between Pretoria and VW would have a signalling as well as trickle-
down impact on the disinvestment decisions of the wider German business community.  
Understanding the motivations and concerns of a major European investor often meant in practical 
terms going beyond a working accord with local MDs. The NP Government, particularly via its 
ambassadors and through ministerial visits to Germany, maintained close, indeed personal, 
relationships with the Chief Executive of VWAG. This relationship carried over from ambassador 
to ambassador and from one chief executive to the next. South African officials desired to maintain 
the impression that they were business-friendly and could be counted on to listen to the concerns 
of the leadership of large, foreign-owned MNCs; a rapport not shared with any consistency with 
the domestic Anglophone corporate sector. Pursuant in this fashion, the Ambassador to Germany, 
D.B. Sole, wrote in March 1977 to Toni Schmücker, Chief Executive of VWAG. Concurring with 
all the points raised in a prior discussion on VW’s concerns with regard to South African 
government policies, notably job reservation, he would push the matter further with Pretoria.294 
When Sole left to become the Republic’s man in Washington a month later, he wrote a farewell 
letter to Schmücker, thanking him for their time together, eager to leave the relationship on the 
best possible footing so the new ambassador to Bonn could pick up where he left off. 295 Pretoria’s 
new diplomat, Kurt Robert von Schirnding, a descendant of German nobility that had emigrated 
to SA, deepened the relationship further, visiting VW headquarters in Wolfsburg with his wife.296 
This visit would herald a cavalcade of Pretoria’s cabinet ministers passing through Wolfsburg whilst 
visiting Germany and/or Europe. The frequency of these visits indicated that in the face of the 
country’s increasing international isolation, maintaining good relations with those partners it still 
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had, in this case the Eastern Cape’s biggest business, became even more important to the NP 
Government. A visit by S.P. Botha, Minister for Labour and Mines, in 1978 was followed by his 
successor de Klerk in 1980, who, given the Republic’s scarcity of oil, was particularly interested in 
alternative fuel sources for passenger cars. 297  
Research into methanol-burning engines was judged by the AAM as buffeting SA from sanctions.298 
When the UN General Assembly agreed to a voluntary oil embargo in 1987 it marked the 
culmination of enduring NP Cabinet anxiety with regard to sourcing oil and managing the 
consumption thereof.299 Over the course of the 1980s, P.W. Botha estimated that SA paid a R22bn 
premium to import oil from the grey market, confirming the obscene economic losses Pretoria was 
willing to endure to maintain white political dominance.300 
In addition to the personal calls upon Wolfsburg, the volume of paperwork stemming from the 
Bonn Embassy suggests that if the world was ignoring Pretoria’s efforts at public relations, then it 
had to leverage its relationship with foreign business leaders as best as it could to shape opinion in 
its favour – with mixed success.301 Irrespective of its efforts finding resonance, the South African 
government continued to cultivate an open-door policy with VW. When Peter Searle, MD of 
VWoSA, sent a draft agenda to Schmücker, nine months in advance of his boss’s visit to SA in 
1981, he included a meeting with the South African PM as a standard item, noting that if he were 
unavailable then the Minister of Industries would have to suffice.302 No official in the Union 
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Buildings had yet been consulted prior to the drafting of the agenda. It was not necessary – they 
would be notified of VW’s wishes. The NP, particularly P.W. Botha, were renowned for their 
stubbornness and refusal to be dictated terms to, as typified in the below contemporary cartoon.303 
Here, however, was a case of them clearly being at the beck and call of another power, albeit an 
economic one. Neither was this a one-off occurrence. 
Cartoon 1: Botha defiant304 
 
The Afrikaner-dominated government would make itself available throughout the decade to 
visiting heads of VWAG. For example, on a 1982 visit by Hahn, Schmücker’s successor at the top 
of the automaker, Finance Minister Horwood and PM Botha both respectively held one and a half 
hour private meetings with the German executive.305 Local government in PE too would be of 
assistance. VWoSA flouted adherence to job reservation by hiring a great number of black South 
Africans. The subsidiary, however, was within a Coloured Labour Preference Area.306 Yet, there 
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were simply not enough local Coloured workers to staff all positions.307 By its acceptance of 
business ignoring apartheid-legislation, the municipality underlined that doing so was in the mutual 
economic self-interest of both it and the company. Blohm had once stated to VW managers that 
in the case of SA it was a matter of: ‘(…) when in Rome, do as the Romans do’.308 As it turns out, 
they need not have worried, for ‘the Romans’ had rolled out the red carpet. Meanwhile, the liberal 
business community discovered VW. 
Whilst Pretoria may have been distributing its propaganda via traditional diplomatic channels 
supplemented by a personal touch through one-on-one meetings, VW was not prejudiced against 
entertaining opposition voices, particularly when they emanated from peers in the world of 
business. As an Anglophone South African, Searle was able to act as a conduit to leadership in 
Germany and the progressive business sector in SA. As a result, liberal thought, whether in writing 
or in person, found its way to the Board room in Wolfsburg, even prior to the 1980s. 
In contrast to the asymmetrical relationship with the NP Government, VW and South African 
businessmen treated on a more equal footing, often pursuing similar goals of stability, reform, and 
progressive labour relations. Missives from SA by Searle attaching Oppenheimer speeches for 
distribution would be followed, upon the onset of the 1980s, by a myriad of visits of South African 
business leaders to Germany. 309 Two of these are of interest. 
The first concerns the 1980 visit by Messrs du Toit and Godsell of AAC.310 Wolfsburg is a 
provincial town. A visit from the only airport with direct flights to SA, Frankfurt, necessitates many 
hours travel time by rail or by road. The ostensible cause of the gentlemen’s visit was to obtain 
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VW’s buy-in on their proposal that the company join not only the South African Employer’s 
Association but also review the SACCOLA Code of Conduct. This Code had been prepared by 
the Urban Foundation (‘UF’), an institution that was as much a think-tank as it was a charitable 
organisation, a legacy of its co-founding by AAC leadership post-Soweto. The Foundation hoped 
that its new South African-created Code could in the long-run replace existing domestic and foreign 
regulations on company behaviour, particularly the Sullivan principles and EEC codex.311 Yet, a 
South African solution for South African problems required the approval and commitment by 
foreign businesses active in the country to ensure its effectiveness. One of the largest was VW. By 
making the long journey to its HQ, one corporate giant hoped to convince another in full 
knowledge of the signalling effect the automaker would have amongst German industry. The 
Germans, however, were cautious of being drawn into a seemingly never-ending, intertwining web 
of South African quasi-political responses by business, even when it had the might of AAC behind 
it; a corporation they historically admired. Dr Ehinger, VWAG’s legal head, in consultation with 
Karl-Heinz Briam, Director of Industrial Relations, pushed AAC’s proposal back down the 
hierarchy to VWoSA. A clear signal of VWAG leadership hoping to keep South African affairs 
‘localised’ to the subsidiary and a testament that they needed to revert to Searle’s expertise in 
handling the matter. Moreover, the South African was requested to verify whether VWoSA current 
membership of three employers’ associations already covered the additional request by AAC.312 A 
subtle wink implying Wolfsburg expected the issue to be nipped in the bud. 
The second notable call on VWAG’s leadership is that in the second half of 1980 by Bob Aldworth, 
MD of Barclays SA, and of Chris Ball, head of Barclays Western Bank. Aldworth sought to have 
talks at VW with executives dealing with SA whereas Ball, in charge of VWoSA’s local bank, sought 
a special private plant tour and discussion with Richard Berthold, VWAG Director of Outside 
 




Shareholdings and Corporate Planning, and representatives from credit and leasing.313 Both 
Aldworth and Ball were firm proponents of the reformist corporate elite in the Republic and 
became divisive figures due to their public and private activities, including opening negotiations 
with the ANC and the indirect funding of pro-ANC advertisements.314 In Wolfsburg they found a 
receptive audience for an appointment that mixed business, pleasure and political discussion.  
VW, therefore, was not ignorant to the troubles besetting SA on the eve of the 1980s. In addition 
to German domestic reporting, it had first-hand access to both ideologically opposed white camps 
of South African politics – the Afrikaner government and the Anglophone business leaders. In 
handling points raised by either faction, the company’s reliance on Searle was pivotal. It hoped he 
could smooth the way when necessary, contain problems locally and brief Wolfsburg regularly. 
Some matters, however, could not be relegated to SA. 
2. A new reporting standard 
VWAG’s history following the 1977 passing of the EEC codex epitomizes how German business 
reacted to rather than lobbied government when it came to South African affairs, an overarching 
thesis argument. With new reports on business involvement and behaviour being requested by the 
EEC, unions and the UN, VW responded with ease. Indeed, it saw these demands as opportunities 
to promote the progressiveness of its South African business. Perplexingly, this situation resulted 
in the only dilemma for the company – one of its own making and purely an internal matter but 
nonetheless one solely arising from having a presence in the apartheid-Republic. Concurrently, 
when the company did come under scrutiny it was given cover by the German government 
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internationally and by German politicians domestically; without having requested either. Its sheer 
size sufficed, negating any need to throw its weight around. 
In terms of obligatory reporting to government, VW went out of its way to go beyond the call of 
duty in fulfilling its requirements. It set up cross-functional teams to specifically answer ministerial 
enquiries and collate necessary data to meet the regulatory burden, beginning with those of the 
EEC codex. The codex had no operational impact on VWoSA, for the subsidiary already met its 
stipulated requirements.315 Neither did it find any fertile ground with the local unregistered black 
trade union, the National Automobile and Allied Workers’ Union (NAAWU); it was dismissed as 
being too focused on petty apartheid and lambasted for having been created without any 
consultation with black South African unions.316 The one stakeholder within VW that did discuss 
and debate the codex at length, however, was the VWAG Board.317 On the one hand compliance 
with it was purely voluntary. On the other hand, it was a new development, specific to SA, and a 
harbinger of potential legislative action, including sanctions. As such, the German executives were 
faced with a hitherto unprecedented policy instrument and proceeded to monitor all future VW 
codex submissions. For, if the company could demonstrate its presence was making a positive 
change in SA, it could perhaps assuage the FRG government from heeding the ever-louder 
transnational cry for proscriptive measures. 
That VW hoped to remain in the good graces of the German government and keep it as an ally in 
a wider debate on South African engagement, is illustrated by the company’s response to even 
simple enquiries. The FRG Minister of Finance, Hans Apel, requested VW to provide him with 
details of its practices within VWoSA in preparation of possible questions in the Bundestag.318 The 
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company’s Legal Department, Foreign Shareholdings Department, and the Board member 
responsible for HR pulled out all the stops to send a detailed nine-page report to the Minister 
highlighting the company’s progressive policies in the Republic.319 That the Minister in question 
belonged to the social democratic party, SPD, known for its intimacy with the trade unions and 
thereby to the wider solidarity movement with South African labour, cannot be discounted as an 
additional motivation in surpassing the Minister’s expectations.  
In a similar forthcoming fashion, the company addressed the Loderer questionnaire, representing 
the exception amongst its peers.320 Moreover, it earned accolades by both Loderer and the press 
for its progressive behaviour in SA, in particular stemming from its early recognition of a black 
trade union.321 In contrast, its competitor BMW was heaped with scorn by the trade unionist.322  
Despite outside praise, the situation inside the company was an entirely different matter. South 
African politics and a South African presence meant VW was forced to take a stand, thereby 
weighing up historic FRG business solidarity versus fostering positive public perception through 
proactive communication. The automaker’s halo position within German industry further 
complicated the issue. At the root of the problem lay the distribution of the government-imposed, 
voluntary codex submission to the public. Individual company submissions were submitted via the 
BDI to the Federal Government which amalgamated and anonymised it together with other reports 
to publish an overall paper on the adherence of German business to the codex. VW, however, 
wrestled with the pros and cons of making its report directly available to the public.323 The 
company’s senior functionaries were adamant that the company had nothing to hide and instead 
had performed exemplary work in SA; a fact to be shouted from the rooftops.324 VWAG’s Legal 
Department repeatedly urged the BDI-chaired inter-company codex taskforce to consider 
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discretionary individual publication.325 VW management expected public dissatisfaction with the 
overall government report, not only in terms of its anonymised contents but also with the 
submission and monitoring process, as well as the ministerial evaluation of business efforts.326 
At the heart of the issue was how to resolve historic responsibility towards unity within the German 
corporate bloc versus highlighting its progressive nature in SA to avoid being targeted by the AAM. 
Whilst its German peers were already breaking ranks and thinking of the public rather than the 
government when compiling their codex reports, VW, was being cautioned not to follow this 
lead.327 In the eyes of the BDI, if VW went it alone then it would result in the break-up of the 
unified German business front in the face of external inquiry.328 The BDI, however, would consider 
acceding to a separate publication on VWoSA, similar to offerings by Hoechst and Siemens. Be 
that as it may, the message simply increased the existing conflict within the corridors of Wolfsburg. 
A separate report only opened more questions for VWAG. Its form, its function, its credibility, 
and which part of the company should be responsible for it, were all subject to extensive debate 
between various group-level departments. A discretionary publication by VW of its compliance 
report as its social report, would, given its status as a guiding light for other corporates, potentially 
put other businesses, including SMEs, under pressure to create an individual report even though 
they may lack the capability to do so.329 Furthermore, an additional social report, separate of the 
compliance submission, would not only cost time, effort and money; it might be dismissed purely 
as a PR exercise, thereby backfiring.330 The annual BDI compilation was viewed solely as an 
accountability exercise and not part of VW’s official PR and communications strategy vis-à-vis its 
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South African involvement.331 In the end, VW settled on producing an objective paper for 
distribution in Germany.332 VWoSA in turn was instructed to work on its own publication for use 
in SA.333 The company had narrowly avoided a complete upset of German corporate unity by first, 
waiting for BDI approval before proceeding and second, creating its social report independently 
of the codex submission. Above all, when pressed on SA, the company desired to be as transparent 
as possible without making waves in the business world. 
Transparency in the face of public scrutiny and conformance to corporate standards of behaviour 
were not just one-off examples, as illustrated by subsequent developments. For example, VW 
skirted on the edges of the established position held by the German corporate bloc when it came 
to dealing with the UN. In 1982, the UN Centre on TNCs sent a request for confidential company 
data to German businesses. This was summarily dismissed by the BDI with reference to the FRG 
government’s summary codex report and verbiage on how German business had made a positive 
contribution to the South African situation and would co-operate whenever ‘objective’ reporting 
was guaranteed.334 Unwilling to break ranks but eager to be seen as forthcoming, VW, 
independently of the BDI, wrote to New York and pointed out that it had already sent its annual 
report pre-emptively to the UN.335 Similarly, adherence to voluntary codes on corporate behaviour 
was not simply a matter of lip-service for senior management. In a 1980 letter to Searle, VWAG 
made explicitly clear that OECD business guidelines and the ILO Tripartite Declaration of 
Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy would apply to the South African 
subsidiary and that he was responsible for their full implementation.336 The message, considering 
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its countersignature by the internal audit unit, was clear - there would be no exceptions in the way 
the company conducted business in SA, irrespective of apartheid. 
Within the FRG, public interest and the subsequent controversy of conducting business in SA 
reached a new crescendo, culminating in a 1980 Bundestag hearing on the subsidiaries of German 
business.337 Given the lethargic pace of bureaucracy, VW’s Legal Department required little effort 
in keeping abreast of upcoming inquiries and regulations that might affect its South African 
business; the hearings therefore came as no surprise. Nevertheless, the company found an 
unexpected ally. Joachim Angermeyer, a former Nazi party member now opposition FDP MP, 
informed VW that he would set up a preparatory meeting prior to the hearings.338 Present would 
be a member of his staff, the lawyer Achim Stracke, who was to become the new MD of the 
Chamber.339 Certain politicians therefore not only provided backing to VW, however desired or 
not, they also moved their associates into positions where their existing network to FRG 
government could benefit German subsidiaries on-site in SA. 
The company’s management culture had played a key role in successfully navigating outside 
scrutiny thus far. By holding the South African subsidiary to the same standards of behaviour as 
applied in Germany, including racial equality, and recognising an unregistered black trade union, 
the company had no skeletons in the closet to be discovered. Indeed, it had the luxury to ponder 
an offensive PR strategy rather than retreat behind the cover of the BDI when it came to discussing 
business engagement with apartheid-SA.  
3. The best laid plans 
The case that business was caught off-guard by South African developments can be seen in VW’s 
scrambling to regain its footing once political tensions began to affect VWoSA. By the end of the 
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1970s, with the AAM going from strength to strength, the prospect of sanctions arising anew and 
violent gestations by a militant, politically frustrated labour force, troubleshooting by VWAG’s 
CEO and VWoSA’s MD culminated to a hitherto unprecedented degree. The issues that South 
African involvement spawned had begun to multiply and take on substance, necessitating the need 
to escalate their handling beyond middle management before they could worsen. Leadership, 
however, would come to realise that soon matters, including the profitability of the subsidiary, were 
no longer going to be under its ability to control if the situation were to persist. 
The triumphant return of the NP Government in the 1977 general election was the first ripple in 
the pond of VW’s calm facade. Two months earlier the Board had expected the Westminster 
system of government to end by 1979 with Indian and Coloured South Africans to be represented 
in central government and racial discrimination largely abolished.340 VW leadership predicted the 
Homeland policy to continue but not be accepted, further growth in the number of ‘dissatisfied’ 
black youth, full black administrative control of townships, equality in labour law, the black 
demographic still barred from central power and sporadic but controlled unrest resulting in loss of 
trust at home and abroad.341 The Board was on the right track with its predictions but the 
subsequent resounding victory of the NP meant political reforms would not materialise until the 
1983 constitutional referendum and the predicted unrest would be anything but sporadic come the 
latter half of the 1980s. For the first time the company found itself in uncharted territory. 
With a middling track record of reform to show for his time in office, Vorster, post-election victory 
was not going to usher in a different SA, especially considering the divergent verkrampte and verligte 
camps within the Cabinet. For SA and thereby for VW, the existing discussion on potential 
sanctions would not disappear soon. With the world’s eyes now increasingly drawn to the Cape, 
the company could no longer depend on missives by the BDI to sway the pro-sanction factions 
 
340 VWAG Board minutes, 22.9.1977, Appendix 1, 6 in UVW Z 373, No. 199/1. 
341 Loc. cit.; see Appendix VIII for further details.  
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within the FRG government. The earnestness of the situation is highlighted by VW bringing in its 
CEO to lobby Bonn for the first time. 
Significantly, in a 1978 letter to Hans-Dietrich Genscher, Schmücker put a new spin on the classical 
argument against sanctions.342 Apart from underlining the size of VW’s investment, its local content 
of between 50 to 60%, which thereby fostered the development of South African businesses and 
jobs, abolishment of internal job reservation, and its social work, the CEO pointed out praise 
received in the press for institutionalizing equal pay irrespective of race.343 New was Schmücker’s 
stressing of German jobs that depended on a healthy South African business and economy – 
tactically a clever play, for the threat of job losses has historically always been the default method 
to convince German politicians. Indeed, it is often referred to as the Totschlagargument.344 The main 
objective of the letter, however, was to hold Genscher off from further exploring the prospect of 
sanctions by clarifying that these would create unemployment both for South African black labour 
resulting in increased confrontation and for German voters, with no description of the latter’s 
consequences being necessary. 
Whilst Schmücker took pains to state he was not writing to gain sympathy for Pretoria, he did let 
slip his interest in South African politics for he predicted the hard-line Mulder to succeed Vorster 
rather than P.W. Botha.345 The CEO was at pains to highlight that legislative reform in SA in the 
field of industrial relations would only make official a reality that German business had already 
established behind closed doors. Neither would sanctions lead to an improvement in the socio-
political situation in the Republic. Genscher’s FDP was conflicted on the issue, though the party 
agreed that a strong message was needed towards Pretoria.346 The Foreign Minister placated the 
CEO’s fears, stating that he did not regard sanctions as a tool and hoped existing business relations 
 
342 Schmücker to Genscher, 28.3.1978 in UVW Z 610, No. 582/1. 
343 The parts of a vehicle that were sourced within SA (% local content) was tied to the effective tax-rate imposed by 
the SA government. For example, in 1980, 0.5% in tax was added for every per cent below 50%. See VWAG Board 
minutes 21/79, 9.7.1979, 8 in UVW Z 1133, No. 256/1. 
344 The rhetorical knock-out blow. 
345 The Information Scandal, however, changed the political landscape and the outcome of this prediction.  
346 Wenzel, op. cit., 139-140. 
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via adherence to the codex would spread positive change across the entire domestic political 
spectrum.347 Only speedy compliance by German business could avert demands for economic 
sanctions.348  
Genscher’s stance is explained by his drive to gain the support of German industry for his 
‘Afrikapolitik’.349 He sacrificed business interests to further his own wider agenda, notably in the 
past tightening rules on government-provided export credit guarantees for companies trading with 
SA to better his credentials with European peers.350 Between the lines, Schmücker had highlighted 
that management’s political impact was solely restricted to factory grounds. That Genscher 
responded by employing the naïve, if not already discredited, argument of the codex having knock-
on effects outside the subsidiaries, accentuates the hypothesis of Genscher seeking to entangle 
commerce to foster his broader foreign policy goals. As for Schmücker, he informed the public 
that ‘as regards further investments in SA we shall continue to make them on merit without regard 
to any political pressures’.351 
Meanwhile, the South African and German labour unions had established an accord to put pressure 
on VWAG to take VWoSA on a tighter leash. Disputes in SA could be shared from union to union, 
thereby circumventing VW’s local management and had the potential to be leaked to the German 
press. Furthermore, via the Supervisory Board, the German workers’ council representatives could 
press VWAG executives on issues arising out of VWoSA’s handling of labour relations. The 
company subsequently had to engage in troubleshooting on two fronts: in Germany to avert 
legislative intervention, and in SA to address disagreements that became increasingly tainted by 
politics. 
 
347 Genscher to Schmücker, 28.4.1978 in UVW Z 610, No. 582/1. 
348 Loc. cit. 
349 Steeg, memo, 2.9.1977 in BArch B 102/149864. 
350 Steeg to Hans Friedrichs (BMWi BM), 13.9.1977 in BArch B 102/149864. 
351 Statement at VWAG press conference, April 1979, cited in Blohm, op. cit., 9. 
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The first such disagreement to arise was a labour dispute in Uitenhage that came to the attention 
of the IGM, the same union representing VW’s workers in Germany. It complained to VWAG’s 
Supervisory Board that dismissals were taking place in its South African subsidiary without union 
consultation.352 At a subsequent meeting with the VWAG workers’ council to which representatives 
of VWoSA were invited, the company agreed not to do so again and invest in further training for 
black staff as well as reduce the number of wage categories.353 VW made clear, however, that whilst 
its leadership standards also applied to its South African subsidiary it would neither impede on 
VWoSA’s South African identity nor its conformance to the ‘national and social realities of SA’.354 
Furthermore, the company promised to send a senior manager from Wolfsburg to ensure 
implementation of the new changes.355 The follow-up visit by Briam in 1979 to meet with local 
management, union representatives and State Secretary for Labour Celliers, was painted as a Board-
initiated fact-finding mission into the socio-political situation at VWoSA rather than a 
‘troubleshooting’ expedition.356 Yet, it was exactly that - a rebuke of the management of VWoSA’s 
handling of industrial relations.357 Upon Briam’s return, a proselytizing travel report entitled ‘A 
human being is a human being’ stressed that Uitenhage was now only a 30-40 second phone 
connection away and the need to be a neighbourly corporate citizen.358 The message was clear: 
VWoSA was under scrutiny and modern communications meant the South African subsidiary was 
‘closer’ to Germany than ever before; the same standard of management behaviour therefore was 
expected and required. 
By enforcing German standards in SA, Briam believed he had laid the foundation for labour peace. 
This was a hastily drawn conclusion, for the prime motivation behind worker agitation came to 
increasingly stem from lack of any form of political representation, not solely company conduct. 
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At the Bundestag hearing in the following year he believed that given the extensive information 
provided on the company’s socio-political measures, the training and education programme, the 
pay, the setting up of a technical school, the social climate and the acceptance by VWoSA 
management of employee representatives, VWAG had left a positive impression with all 
participants whilst enduring minimal criticism.359 Yet, even Briam must have become aware that 
the labour situation in SA was taking on a new dimension, for it was the main topic in a discussion 
held with the IMF.360 When reform in South African labour law finally permitted VWoSA’s local 
union, UAW, to apply for registration, a new era of industrial unrest began.361 With virtually no 
means of political representation and power, the South African black population had now via the 
unions a legal method of voicing their demands - de jure in the field of industrial relations, de facto 
as means of political expression.362 
Unlike Briam, Searle, as a South African and as MD of VWoSA, had already recognised the new 
status quo of ‘political creep’, one that the German had failed to spot on his sojourn from 
Wolfsburg. Caught between the regimented German corporate world that believed rules could be 
developed, applied, and enforced in an increasingly chaotic South African political environment, 
Searle became the man in the middle who saw the pending storm coming. The MD watched how 
his efforts to maintain a semblance of normality as well as labour peace were being undermined by 
Pretoria’s plodding pace of reform and ideologically driven detractors of SA in the international 
community. In regular letters to Wolfsburg, Searle began to explain the realities and consequences 
of the South African situation to his superiors. In part, they could be regarded as a concerted effort 
to deflect blame for poor operational results by shifting responsibility to the political arena in which 
VWoSA could only watch helplessly. Such a conclusion would be a disservice, for Searle’s 
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correspondence is balanced, rational and fact-based – a rarity for the time and executive leadership 
under examination. 
Initiator of VWoSA’s plight was the NP Government. P.W. Botha’s initial vigour for reforms that 
had represented a departure from prior NP PMs was turning out to be a case of plus ça change, plus 
c'est la même chose. Two years after the Groot Krokodil took office, Searle informed Wolfsburg that 
matters were only going to deteriorate: 
A serious situation is developing with the apparent inability of the Government to come close to meeting even 
moderate Non-White aspirations (…) whilst on the economic front, inflation is seen by Non-Whites to be 
eroding increased earning power (…) Having created a promise of change, the apparent lack of urgency in 
implementing reforms is serious and will have far reaching consequences… action must now be seen to 
happen… or frustration and violence will be the logical outcome…, Non-White youth must be trained, 
developed and motivated towards a future which holds promise or the current adverse trend amongst 
schoolchildren, and the youth generally, will accelerate.363 
Whereas Pretoria was placing obstacles in the path of SA returning to some semblance of 
normality, it was the ideologues with access to the levers of political power internationally that were 
presently sabotaging VWoSA’s efforts at running the business effectively:  
It is very apparent from recent events that outside influences (left wing members of the local and overseas 
trade unions and U.S. Government people in S.A.) are nullifying our attempts to develop good worker 
relationships in their efforts to attack the establishment in SA.364  
VWoSA was caught in the middle of a battle between those it criticised. According to Searle, the 
pervasive influence of international solidarity groups, left-wing organisations and the international 
union movement were resulting in increasing unrest within the local black population eliciting a 
reaction from the authorities. This in turn prompted the subsequent response by the left, a vicious 
cycle mirroring Newton’s third law of motion. The only way out of this predicament was for 
Pretoria to back-down and engage wholeheartedly in significant political reform, a sentiment shared 
by leadership in Wolfsburg.365 When the South African attributed the negative business 
development of VWoSA to socio-political rather than economic factors, he was in the right. For 
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VW, unlike BMW, was in the competitive vehicle mass market. Without a captive, price-inelastic 
corporate and government customer base it could not establish a cornerstone of above-average 
profitability. These non-existent profits could then be used to placate the unions – an option not 
available to the company. There was only the present bleak reality with limited options.  
Despite introduction and compliance with both the Sullivan and EEC codices as well as assisting 
organized labour to establish itself in Uitenhage, these efforts were proving counter-productive 
with positive international publicity spurring on left-wing interests ‘in their attempts to discredit 
SA’.366 As a native South African in SA, Searle and his local team had far greater insight into the 
domestic socio-political environment than many foreign critics, who much to his dismay were at 
heart not always concerned with his country at all: 
It seems that opponents of the South African system are not interested in positive developments in SA or 
even a chance to assess rationally and at first what the problems are and how they are being tackled. They 
are only interested in creating solidarity in their ranks through vitriolic attacks on SA.367 
 
To maintain peace within the plant, management had to demonstrate genuine willingness to invest 
into non-white living conditions via social programmes as well as offer training and development 
opportunities to build trust.368 In the long-term strategy plan, drafted in 1981, the MD identified 
the bottleneck in skills and capacity that was being exacerbated by socio-political factors and 
keeping the South African economy from achieving its growth potential but failed to mention the 
cost in time, manpower and resources that were being spent enforcing apartheid.369 Elaborating on 
the urban black demographic he foresaw them not being catered for by the ‘Constellation of States’ 
Homelands policy and expected them to remain the source of political strife to be expressed via 
union agitation.370 As the 1980s progressed, this prediction turned out too to be accurate. The 
precision of Searle’s pontification revealed an underlying quality as a cunning political analyst – a 
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niche vocation that had become a necessary competency to perform even rudimentary business 
planning during the Botha era. 
 
In SA, however, even when one can account for trends as Searle had done, events would continue 
to occur sooner and, in a magnitude, greater than expected: apart from political reform. In 1982, 
VWoSA was hit by the first tidal wave of unrest. A wildcat strike in Uitenhage resulted in 5.600 
non-white workers laying down their tools and riot units of the security forces taking up positions 
near the plant.371 That the stoppage was wholesale across the factory had its origins in union unity 
irrespective of race, a circumstance only achieved at VW according to Adler (1997), in part due to 
the intermixing of races outside of work in Uitenhage.372 Whilst labour struggles of the 1960s and 
1970s were concerned with achieving basic human dignity for non-white workers and breaking the 
power of foremen and supervisors to engage in arbitrary abusive practices, in the 1980s additional 
objectives came to the forefront. With existing methods of worker control increasingly broken, 
labour unrest centred on avoiding new forms of suspected control, such as job evaluation, 
entrenching shop floor power, democratising the selection process for worker representatives, and 
consolidating an economic base.373 In the case of VWoSA, John Gomomo, Chairman of 
UAW/NAAWU plant shop stewards, pointed out the strike was based on perceived ill-treatment 
of workers by supervisors and their scepticism of union shop stewards becoming a permanent 
fixture in collective bargaining.374 However, such statements must be treated with caution. 
Examining the specifics, reveals the union in fact demanded a 50% increase in both pay and in 
bonus levels, but also a 40% increase in the attendance allowance. 375  Not only were such rates far 
above any existing Industrial Council agreement in the Republic, but the union also immediately 
escalated the matter by simultaneously publishing their demands in local and international press as 
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they issued them to VWoSA management. Whilst not acting in a spirit of good faith, such tactics 
were nevertheless unrestrainable.   
 
In an article in the South African business paper Leadership, Searle reasoned that VW’s employees 
work in the First World but return home to the Third World with access to neither electricity nor 
transport and cannot effectively spend any higher wages the company pays them.376 Given marked 
rivalry between unions, capturing national attention and thereby membership and ‘political’ 
influence by confronting management meant that irrespective of VWoSA’s forthcoming stance, a 
strike was inevitable.377 Moreover, agitation at VW, compared to smaller companies such as Bosch, 
would also result in international exposure. By the following year, the economic situation in SA 
had deteriorated to such an extent that it was now management exercising its power by reducing 
production to four days a week and dismissing 200 workers.378 The anticipated, international left-
wing backlash, meanwhile, did not keep business waiting. 
4. Firefighting on the home front 
With the tone of the SA debate set by the media, VW, despite internal misgivings of lop-sided 
journalism, managed to establish a public relations strategy it would adhere to for the remainder of 
the 1980s. Blohm’s 1979 statement of trying to convince biased reporters as a hopeless cause was 
proving to be true. Nevertheless, in a war it ‘couldn’t win’, the company remained engaged with 
public discussion, notwithstanding efforts at damage control. Its entry into the political arena was 
hesitant and deliberate; the company chose its battles, in this case opportunities where company 
representatives were present, with care. Passive means of action such as position papers and 
representation via third parties constituted the bulk of its efforts. German business, simply, was 
not in the business of politics. Having a South African subsidiary forced companies to reticently 
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enter the fray. Even then, they preferred the employment of strategies whereby the political aspect 
could be ‘managed’ allowing for a return to affairs of business. 
 
Outside the Republic, the increasingly heated tone of public engagement with South African affairs 
was not going unmonitored by VW. A critical article by the left-leaning Frankfurter Rundschau (‘FR’) 
assigning blame to German industry for helping to prop up and modernise apartheid to replace 
jobs in Germany was responded to by a five-page repudiation from Wolfsburg.379 Internally, 
VWoSA was even more forthright in its disdain of the one-sided statements on SA, its response to 
the ILO declaration concerning apartheid of June 1981 being a prime example.380 The declaration 
listed a number of German firms, including Siemens, Hoechst and VW, as providing material 
support to the ‘apartheid system’.381 It recommended governments to halt export credit guarantees 
as well as the setting up of a permanent apartheid commission to monitor foreign companies active 
in SA.382 For VWoSA the declaration offered the ‘customary bias towards SWAPO’ and presented 
over-simplified solutions to ‘what (…) is a highly complex and involved problem which the 
eradication of apartheid and “one man one vote” would definitely not solve’.383 According to the 
local industrial relations director, Rademeyer, were the ILO to be serious about the rights of labour 
rather than politically motivated, then it would focus on Black Africa with its non-existent trade 
union and collective bargaining systems with no right of appeal.384 He, thereby, reflected a 
sentiment shared by many South Africans businessmen.385 These managers regarded SA as being 
unfairly singled out for moral posturing whereas the communist world and other quasi-dictatorial 
countries were being ignored. A valid point, despite its ‘whataboutism’, but SA was the only country 
where discrimination was enforced on grounds of legislation. For the South African, positive 
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engagement by foreign actors was needed – not moral grandstanding. Via increased business 
investment and mutual co-operation between Pretoria and outside bodies, change could be 
achieved; another case of the liberal argument being applied: 
 
I think the only way we will bring about changes in this country is through closer co-operation with overseas 
organisations and greater investment by multinationals (…) it is only against this background that positive 
changes have taken place and will continue to take place.386  
 
This liberal argument had failed in the 1960s and was not going to succeed in the 1980s. Neither 
economic growth nor continued exposure to progressive trends, both a result of reversing the 
increasing isolation of the country, would result in a different outcome to that of twenty years prior. 
Whilst P.W. Botha might have been more accommodating towards business than Verwoerd, as 
well as less driven by dogma, he remained a proponent of the Afrikaner Sonderweg. Working in 
industry, Rademeyer regarded the positive changes within labour relations of the past five years as 
setting the path for reform in SA’s employment of the majority demographic. Yet, it was precisely 
labour law reform that enabled black labour unions to gain ground and contribute to unrest. In 
that respect, this legislative change also had the side-effect of sharing responsibility for increased 
caution on the side of Pretoria for further reform. 
 
VWoSA’s fundamental scepticism of multinational organisations was shared but not driven by 
Pretoria’s underlings. N.P. van Heerden, Ambassador to Bonn, whilst keeping VWAG apprised of 
current shenanigans within international bodies with respect to SA, only had to let the facts speak 
for themselves to confirm shared beliefs. For example, in one missive to the company, he pointed 
out that German and Swiss academics providing balanced analysis of the activities of MNCs in 
southern Africa had been put under pressure to withdraw from a UN seminar as their research did 
not fit the negative tone of the presentation: ‘It seems there is no line they will not cross to 
systematically push their reckless, one-sided vendetta’.387 The Ambassador could speak plainly in 
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his private correspondence, for he knew that outside the public eye, management shared his, and 
thereby Pretoria’s, views with respect to the AAM in all its aberrations. The public battle, however, 
especially once it hit German television screens, was the one that counted. 
 
Whereas international organisations and the media had focused on business in general terms, the 
German political TV programme Monitor, with a viewing audience share of 25%, specifically 
criticised VW’s presence in Brazil and SA.388 This report resulted in a snowball effect with German 
journalists discovering their newfound interest in VW’s operations in these countries. Assembly 
line workers on their way to work in Wolfsburg were being questioned on what their company was 
doing in those markets. A subsequent article in the FR accused VW of insufficient racial integration 
and offering limited training in SA.389 VW’s PR department quickly came to two conclusions. First, 
that they could tell German journalists all they could on country specific circumstances as well as 
critical differences in the economic, social, and political structures but the press would always pass 
judgement based on yardsticks applicable in Germany.390 Second, that irrespective of the validity 
of a public statement by Schmücker that VW could not provide ‘socio-political pacemaker services’ 
in Third World countries; it was unlikely to be what journalists wished to hear.391  
 
The South African problem became an established topic of inquiry for the German public and 
media, one that would not go away anytime soon. Options available to the company were few. 
Disinvestment was off the table. Racial discrimination had been long abolished within VWoSA. 
The only choice therefore available was to revamp its communication strategy and thereby present 
its achievements as counterargument to disinvestment. Over the course of a few years, the key 
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tenets of this strategy came to be established. Handling VW’s public profile regarding SA would 
come to rest on five main pillars.  
 
First, it went on to monitor all major domestic and international reports concerning SA, the 
activities of foreign businesses in the Republic and its own image in this context. Second, it would 
maintain the long-standing German approach of aligning with the BDI and other major corporates 
regarding its communications, social activities, and collective bargaining processes both as VWAG 
and locally via VWoSA.392 Third, it would continue to publish a social report in SA as well as 
highlight its social and training schemes for its black staff in its annual report and discretionary 
publications. Fourth, it would engage with various lobby groups and business associations where 
possible, notably the Pretoria-funded ‘Deutsch-Südafrikanische Gesellschaft’ in Germany, which 
included plant tours of VW in Uitenhage as part of its study trips, and the Chamber, whose head 
was also Chairman of VWoSA.393 Finally, it would send representatives to express the company’s 
viewpoint and highlight its social work at select public events, but in line with other German 
companies would continuously decline hearing invitations by the UN Commission on TNCs.394 
 
The events open to the public, were the only visible form of active VW engagement with the South 
African issue. Other facets of the PR strategy represented themselves via third parties or self-
contained written publications. The company’s approach to attending public forums was dictated 
by their national profile, the make-up of the panel or audience and what its peers and competitors 
were doing. Preference was given to events attended or initiated by politicians.395 On occasion, 
proceedings of national church committees were honoured with a delegate from Wolfsburg, but 
local and regional church conferences were favoured.396 This is understandable as regional church 
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gatherings tended to be more balanced compared to national church organisations that had become 
politically charged and therefore biased. Finally, as regards acceptance of invitations to podium 
discussions by the AAM, VWAG’s company secretary, Dr Ekkehardt Wesner, summarised the 
company’s position: ‘I have grave concerns regarding such actions’; an understandable sentiment.397 
For the PR Team, the only vexing matter remained which events to send a management delegate 
to and who this should be. For example, when the deputy CEO of DB, Edzard Reuter, indicated 
he would attend a church discussion on apartheid, VW questioned if it were appropriate for it to 
only send a department head.398 The need for VW to establish its PR on a new, firmer footing that 
could be managed with minimal executive attention is easily discernible. Management had to 
address tangible issues, the most pressing being the abyss of economic and political despair that 
had completely engulfed VWoSA by the middle of the decade. 
5. Manager, Mediator, Salesman, South African 
The mid-1980s presented a quagmire for VWoSA and thereby VWAG. Commercial problems with 
political origins made the company susceptible to macroeconomic downturns, increased 
government regulation and union pressure. By categorically rejecting disinvestment, VW, however 
proved incapable of presenting an alternative strategy for VWoSA, even one that would see the 
subsidiary return to break-even. Instead, it struggled from one bad day to the next; careful of any 
action it took not to be misinterpreted as disinvestment. The following narrative illustrates above 
all else, VW, was not in apartheid-SA for above-average profits, let alone for the money; there was 
none to be had during the Botha years.  
 
Of course there are many people who will nevertheless find room for criticism but I just invite them to show 
me a single African country where the situation is half as good…and this makes us really enthusiastic399 
 
397 Anti-Apartheid Movement to VW, 13.3.1981 and Wesner to Berthold, 16.3.1987 in UVW Z 1184, No. 336/1. 
398 Reuter became CEO only three months later. See Weber (VW equity participation) to Hahn, 8.4.1987 in UVW Z 
610, No. 126/3. 
399 In reference to 1985 wages being comparable to 1955 German purchasing power, Carl Hahn, Interview, CAR 
Magazine, January 1985, 60-65, 60, copy in UVW Z 1006, No. 162/1. 
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In the above quote, Carl Hahn, head of VWAG, referred to SA’s economic and political stability 
as opposed to decolonised Black Africa. Speaking in January 1985, the CEO’s attempt at deflecting 
attention away from SA and thereby VW’s deep involvement with the country was exceptionally 
ill-timed, for the worst for VWoSA and the country was about to come. Through the course of 
1985 the economic environment in SA deteriorated significantly. Efforts of both VWAG and its 
subsidiary VWoSA, as a result, were primarily directed towards keeping abreast of political 
developments whilst managing a business that was being hampered by severe financial, economic, 
and labour difficulties often outside its direct control or influence. In addition to communication 
between Searle and Hahn increasing exponentially, heads of various centralised corporate functions 
would now travel directly to the Eastern Cape to prepare deep dive analytical reports based on 
first-hand accounts of the in-country situation. With a 40% increase in fuel prices, high interest 
rates, and new taxation on fringe benefits including company cars, VWoSA experienced a 
significant drop in demand for its vehicles.400 With economic indicators unlikely to improve in the 
near future and the plant now suffering from overcapacity, management grew concerned whether 
local banks would continue to roll-over and finance the company’s debt and considered obtaining 
guarantees from Germany.401 Furthermore, a debate began on whether to move tooling of Audi 
vehicles to China due to the collapse in domestic sales and profitability, a consideration vehemently 
opposed by Searle:  
(…) to even consider withdrawing Audi from SA will damage everything we have so painstakingly built 
up. It will be seen as disinvestment, lack of confidence and worst of all lack of integrity at a time when this 
is the whole thrust of our effort.402  
 
Disinvestment had been rejected five years earlier after FIAT’s exit from the market by Ford, GM 
as well as VW, the latter highlighting its R100m investment into the Uitenhage assembly line.403 
Ford would later go on to approach VW to explore options of disposing its stake in its local 
 
400 P.J. Weber, Minutes of VWoSA planning conference, 6.3.1985 in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1. 
401 Loc. cit. 
402 Searle to Hahn, 10.3.1985, 6 point 11 in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1; in the end Audi tooling was shipped to China 
whilst SA received new tooling for a new Audi model. Together with the export of semi-CKD Jettas, VWoSA 
indirectly provided the technical stimulus for the Chinese motor industry. See Searle, interview, loc. cit. 
403 ‘Big three car plants in SA here to stay,’ Evening Post, 24.9.1980, copy in UVW Z 1184, No. 364/1. 
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subsidiary Samcor before pulling out of SA altogether, applying the veneer of compliant 
disinvestment to a decision fundamentally based on its poor competitive profile in the market.404  
 
By opting to remain in SA, VW exposed itself to future developments in the country, whether 
negative or positive. One method, the company employed to mitigate the risk factor was to explore 
opportunities at co-operation with fellow German car-maker BMW. A dialogue began between 
their respective CEOs to examine options for securing their investments in SA under several 
possible future scenarios.405 BMW had a markedly different profile than VW in SA. Whereas VW 
held 17.4% of the market, faced permanent political unrest given its presence near PE and financial 
difficulties, BMW was a different case entirely. The luxury car company had a mere 7.5% market 
share but a far healthier bottom line. In addition, its Rosslyn plant was not only isolated from 
Eastern Cape militant unionism, but had the advantage of 70% of its customers being in nearby 
PWV.406 In confidence, Hahn informed his counterpart at BMW that VW regarded ‘the overall risk 
profile of SA as too high’.407 To protect against unforeseen political risk, the company’s legal team 
would subsequently push Hahn to leverage VWoSA’s Non-Executive Directors’ connections to 
Pretoria as well as approach the Federal Government.408 Inspired by its fellow German automaker, 
VW too initiated an employee share purchase scheme but was concerned this might be regarded 
as an indicator of pending disinvestment.409 The talks with BMW never progressed beyond the 
initial stage, too specific proved to be VWoSA’s burden and too self-evident that VW was 
beginning to grasp at straws. 
 
404 Confidentiality Agreement between VW and Ford, 23.9.1987 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/2; ‘Ford Completes 
Disinvestment in SA,’ NYT, 25.11.1987, section A, 10. 
405 Hahn, minutes on meeting with Eberhard von Kuenheim (BMW Chairman), 22.11.1986 in UVW Z 1184, No. 
500/1; see also record of phone call between Hahn and von Kuenheim 18.7.1986, 22.7.1986 in UVW Z 1184, No. 
477/2. 
406 VWAG Equity participations, Briefing paper on VWoSA for 1987 VWAG AGM, 30.6.1987, 96 in UVW Z 1184, 
No. 505/1; ‘Turmoil in Eastern Cape,’ FOSATU Worker News, September 1982, 1 in UW AG3307 4.5,1; Hahn, loc. 
cit. 
407 Hahn, loc. cit. 
408 VWAG Legal dept. to Hahn, memo, 29.8.1985 in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1. 
409 Bage (VWoSA) to Wolfsburg, 25.10.1987 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/1; multiple US companies would put part of 
their subsidiary’s equity into employee hands before subsequently disinvesting. See Hahn, memo of SA trip, 
15.10.1987 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/1. 
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The third German automaker in SA, DB, was not part of this round of ‘alignment’ discussions and 
processes, perhaps because over 2.000 of its black workers were not so much on strike but in open 
revolt by 1987, including carrying out violent attacks on foremen.410 Indeed, violence was so 
endemic at DB, partially due to the presence of two unions, one registered (NAAWU/NUMSA) 
and one unregistered with origins in the Black Consciousness Movement (SAAWU), that 
management deemed the plant ungovernable and no longer able to ensure the safety of its 
workforce, thereby threatening to disinvest.411 The strikers, violating an Industrial Council 
agreement that was valid until February 1988, demanded a 35% wage increase to R5 an hour 
compared to the existing R3.7.412 The present rate at MBSA equalled the one at VWoSA, and for 
Searle it meant any increase granted by DB would have to be met by VW as Uitenhage could ‘ill 
afford a strike’ given its economic predicament.413 In a note to Wolfsburg he highlighted that MBSA 
suspected the strike to be called for by COSATU with possible support by the German 
disinvestment lobby to discredit DB and thereby force disinvestment.414 In short, all three German 
car makers had their own burden to bear. For VW, however, the difficulties were greater and 
increasingly costly. 
 
VWoSA had had its own experiences with the caprice of black trade unions. In 1985 an illegal strike 
had occurred when a demand to pay out the employees’ contribution into the company’s pension 
fund was not acceded to.415 NAAWU, the representative black labour union, sought to build up 
cash reserves to tide them over for the next round of wage negotiations to afford a longer strike in 
future.416 Facing a multitude of business and market problems, VWoSA would be put in further 
difficulties had the strike, despite its illegal nature, continued. A month later the subsidiary acceded 
 
410 Hahn, note referencing VWoSA Board meeting of 6.10.1987, 15.10.1987 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/1. 
411 Sven Lünsche, ‘Mercedes threatens to pull out of SA,’ The Star, 16.6.1988; Dubow, ‘Apartheid’, op. cit. 162-186. 
412 Searle to Weber (VWAG Equity participations/business planning) 17.8.1987 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/1. 
413 Internal memo on MBSA strike by VWoSA, 6.10.1987 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/1; Searle, loc. cit. 
414 Loc. cit. 
415 Weber to Hahn referencing call with Searle on 18.7.1985, 19.7.1985 in UVW Z 610, No.12/1; ‘Pension money 
needed by workers,’ FOSATU Worker News no. 40, August 1985, 4 in UW AG3307 7.6.1. 
416 Loc. cit. 
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to the union’s request and paid out R10m.417 It had concluded that giving in to economic blackmail 
was the lesser evil. A choice, no matter how inevitable, that further tipped the balance of negotiating 
power in the union’s favour. Indeed, the union had already attained a degree of strength that not 
even VW’s unions in Germany had. Five years earlier it had already been able to successfully win 
influence on the production schedule – an operational matter that had previously been a managerial 
prerogative.418 For VWoSA, without profit, management was not in a position of strength. And 
without production, there would be no opportunity to achieve any profits and thereby return to 
historic strength. For NAAWU, VW must have resembled a confused giant. The company rejected 
disinvestment to remain in the country and continue piling up losses whilst tolerating an illegal 
union action resulting in it giving in to extortion to go on writing a profit and loss statement with 
red ink. Apartheid economics, it appeared, still had the capacity to provide the backdrop to ever 
more bizarre micro-tales. 
 
Under such conditions, it was perhaps not surprising that German news media was trying its very 
best to get a company boss before the cameras whilst TASS was stating the government in Pretoria 
would be overthrown but it would take at least another fifteen years.419 VW, based on its own fact-
finding missions, had by this time grown mistrustful of all key actors in SA. NAAWU was regarded 
as acting dishonestly, stating they could not influence their membership base but at the same time 
calling for wildcat strikes.420 In addition, management was under the impression that the black trade 
unions believed VWAG’s part-government ownership made them an easier target for wage 
demands.421 Concurrently, union representatives were also driving violence between employed and 
 
417 Searle to Hahn, 20.8.1985 in UVW Z 1184, No. 458/2. 
418 ‘Union forges ahead,’ FOSATU Worker News, October 1980, 4 in UW AG3307 3.2.1. 
419 Comment by Albert Schunk (Trade Union rep on VWAG Supervisory Board) on a TASS report dated 14.8.1985 
that a timespan of more than fifteen years seemed more realistic than German televised media hysteria. See ‘Schunk 
SA travel report’ attached in Frerk to Hahn, 30.8.1985 in UVW Z 610, No. 13/1. 
420 Ehinger, travel report of visit to SA in August 1985, [undated], 6 in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1. 
421 The German state of Lower Saxony holds 20% of voting rights in VWAG. See ‘Volkswagen AG, Wolfsburg,’ 
Niedersächsisches Finanzministerium, 5.2.2020, 
https://www.mf.niedersachsen.de/themen/beteiligungen/volkswagen-ag-wolfsburg-1590.html; Ehinger, travel 
report August 1985, op. cit., 5-6. 
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unemployed black South Africans in the local townships. The company’s scepticism also extended 
to statements by the South African government. 
  
When Pretoria’s man in Bonn personally wrote to VWAG in autumn 1985, elaborating on how 
Botha’s poorly-received Rubicon speech could not mention all reform plans due to fear of 
strengthening staunchly conservative forces whilst appearing to submit to black violence, it was 
taken with more than just a pinch of salt.422 For VW, the white population were in actual fact willing 
to accept reforms having grown increasingly fearful of the domestic situation; it was only the 
Afrikaner demographic that was regarded as being overly conservative and impeding speedy 
political changes; although the Anglophone Johannesburg business world and VWoSA’s Non-
Executive Directors were also noted as never accepting a black Head of State or PM.423 The 
disappointment of the Rubicon speech may have been a shock, but it illustrates VW and by it 
German business as a whole was not only politically conscious but well-versed in South African 
affairs and the risks of conducting business in the country. Indeed, political theorising increased at 
VWAG in correlation with worsening business metrics at VWoSA, underlining that politics was 
the only source from which a solution for the subsidiary’s predicament could be found. 
 
Politics continued to be behind many of the troubles besetting VWoSA’s management. A collapse 
in FX rates driven by political issues, rising inflation in part caused by increased government 
spending to improve the welfare of the black population as well as unsustainable interest rates were 
only a few of the macroeconomic factors impacting the subsidiary.424 With the rand falling to $0.36 
and below 1DM, the financial rand had been reintroduced by Pretoria.425 Compensatory price 
increases to maintain some modicum of profitability and positive dividend to the mother company 
 
422 See skepticism in Ehinger, travel report August 1985, op. cit., 7.  
423 Ibid, 4, 7. 
424 Searle to Hahn, 17.10.1985 in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1. 
425 Searle to Hahn, 16.9.1985 in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1. 
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were accurately predicted as having a ‘disastrous’ impact on vehicle sales.426  As a consequence, the 
business was further battered. It was already reeling from quality problems, Japanese competition 
that had only become more prevalent when the Yen weakened, and the DM strengthened and its 
inability to fund automated production which was the status quo in German plants. By the mid-
1980s, VWoSA’s market share, therefore, dropped to 14.4%.427 This in a period when it needed to 
sell ever more cars, as they became increasingly cheaper, to recoup a R44m tooling investment to 
introduce the Golf II to SA.428 Year-on-year vehicle sales fell by 20%.429 VWoSA had even kept the 
Golf I going as the Citi Golf in order to maintain some foothold in the market, despite objections 
from VWAG that this meant maintaining multiple vehicle platforms. With the Golf II being 20-
30% more expensive than its predecessor, the subsidiary had had little choice in the face of Japanese 
competition.430 
 
In September 1985 alone, VWoSA booked a R11.7m loss and adjusted the outlook of predicted 
1986 sales volume from 38.300 to only 33.500 vehicles, a figure equating to that of an internal 
planning scenario labelled ‘disaster’.431 In response, Hahn requested Searle to prepare a business 
plan for only 26.500 automobiles labelled ‘survival only’ – necessitating a production level that 
could not guarantee the full functioning of the Uitenhage plant.432 With South African interest rates 
at 25%, the crisis-management options of VWoSA were further restricted with additional capital 
expenditure being impossible.433 A capital injection from Germany too was off the table 
notwithstanding the pending EEC ban on new FDI into SA the following year.434 By the end of 
 
426 Hahn to Searle, 24.10.1985 in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1. 
427 VWAG Equity participations, Briefing paper for 1987 AGM, loc. cit. 
428 ‘It’s shrink or swim,’ Financial Mail, 8.2.1985, 32. Copy in UVW Z 1184, No. 458/2. 
429 ‘Autofirmen unterbrechen Produktion in Südafrika,’ Süddeutsche Zeitung, 16.9.1985. 
430 Searle, interview, loc. cit. 
431 Hahn to Searle, 24.10.1985 in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1. 
432 Considering car demand was a leading economic indicator, this is a notable expression in business terms of 
uncertainty on political developments. See also VWAG Board minutes 19/1986, 2.6.1986, Appendix 1, 2 in UVW Z 
1133, No. 130/3; telegram Hahn to Searle, 24.10.1985 in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1. 
433 Hahn, Speech to VWoSA management, 17.9.1984, 3 in UVW Z 610, No. 380/1. 
434 Utess and Dr. Bischoff (DB) to BMW (Kropf) and VW (Bauer, Ehinger, Weber), Telefax requesting agreement 
on a proposed automotive industry position on looming investment ban, 18.9.1986 in UVW Z 1184, No. 500/1; see 
also Meyer-Sebastian (BMWi) to the Head of the Federal Chancellery, 27.8.1987 in BArch B 102/379778. 
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the FY, the subsidiary had attempted to offset macroeconomic factors by a price increase of 29% 
but ended up posting another significant loss, this time of R58m.435 Its new ‘disaster’ plan estimated 
the impact of passing on a price increase of 38%, considered a potential collapse of the vehicle 
market and made provisions for ‘hibernating’ the plant - to be restarted once conditions improve.436 
In retrospect the company had no other option. Its size meant that any automaker that could afford 
to take on its factory, namely the Americans, had already disinvested. Writing off the entire capital 
investment and cumulative losses by disinvesting was a pill too bitter to swallow, yet the alternative 
appeared no better. Steering the off-course and rudderless Titanic that had become VWoSA, was 
a lone South African MD and his local team attempting to hold on to some semblance of sanity. 
 
1985 was the nadir of Volkswagen’s operations in SA so far. In an insightful, personal letter to 
Hahn, Searle gave his view on the political environment which he correctly identified as the cause 
of much of the subsidiary’s problems, and the difficulties of being MD of the operation in those 
trying times. Despite SA being the ‘media event of the year’, the foreign press, though distorting 
the picture, was, on the whole, not lying.437 Given the violence, lack of consumer and business 
confidence and foreign debt issues, it was ‘difficult to see how SA is to ultimately solve its political 
problems’ yet South African history was full of conflicts and declines so the future might be difficult 
but ‘by no means impossible’.438 Outside the plant, in the Uitenhage locality, the year had been 
marked by violence on both sides, most notably the Langa massacre.439 Within the plant, Searle was 
being told by black shop stewards that the removal of the security forces would lead to increased 
violence in the townships, given the strife between different black groups.440 He himself was finding 
 
435 The worsening exchange rate had added R100m in negative effects in 1985 alone, see Searle to Hahn, 8.11.1985, 4 
in UVW Z 610, No. 12/1; Minutes of VW SA 26.11.1985 planning conference, 28.11.85, 6 in UVW Z 610, No. 
12/1. 
436 Minutes of VW SA 26.11.1985, op. cit., Appendix 9.1. 
437 Searle, loc. cit. 
438 Loc. cit. 
439 In March 1985 security forces shot over 20 mourners, see Robert J. Thornton, ‘The Shooting at Uitenhage, SA, 
1985: The Context and Interpretation of Violence.’ American Ethnologist 17, no. 2 (1990), 217-236 or ‘The Langa Lies,’ 
FOSATU Workers NEWS no. 37, May 1985, 1 in UW AG3307 7.2. 
440 Searle, loc. cit. 
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running a business, let alone a vast manufacturing plant ‘extremely difficult’ due to almost daily 
visit requests by concerned overseas businessmen, politicians, foreign and domestic trade unionists, 
clergymen and journalists.441  
 
Given the economic struggles of VWoSA, the bulk of Searle’s time should have been spent being 
virtually involved at all levels of the factory and in marketing decisions, yet as MD of a Western 
business subsidiary he found it impossible not to be enmeshed in a myriad of activities to either 
improve black quality of life or navigate escalating political turbulence.442 Be it the funding of black 
housing, assisting in the development of black business, consulting with black groups on the 
government’s reform process or chairing the National Association of Automobile Manufacturers 
of South Africa (NAAMSA) and the Corporate Forum to foster government relations, Searle was 
spending the second half of the 1980s ‘managing’ far more than just a car assembly plant.443 Pressing 
operational matters, such as the plant’s thirty-year-old kitchen and cantina being condemned by 
the local health inspector and therefore requiring an unaffordable R5m refit, COSATU calling for 
a three-day stay-away and the Eastern Cape being one of the provinces most affected by the 1985 
State of Emergency must have seemed like the Uitenhage version of Murphy’s Law.444 When a 
business is running fairly decently, as was the case with competitor BMW, then these flights of 
fancy can be indulged in. Given that VWoSA was German-owned, and under scrutiny by 
Wolfsburg and the wider public, it had no leeway not to get involved in social and political affairs 
despite its losses, which should have been its main concern in normal circumstances. 
 
In such an environment, lapses of judgement occurred, such as VWoSA ill-advised provision of 
buses for the New Zealand rugby team, the All Blacks, to tour SA. Despite the tour being 
 
441 Loc. cit. 
442 Loc. cit. 
443 National Association of Auto Manufacturers of SA, loc. cit. 
444 Searle to Ehinger, 10.4.1986, 3 in UVW Z 1184, No. 477/2; Searle to Weber, 18.7.1986, 2 in UVW Z 1184, No. 
477/2; Searle to Hahn, 20.8.1985 in UVW Z 1184, No. 458/2. 
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subsequently called off by the All Blacks, the action nevertheless resulted in a strike, bad publicity 
internationally for the company, and a two-page passive-aggressive cable by the AA to VWAG, 
thereby triggering a warning letter by Wolfsburg to Searle.445   
 
Unlike management in Germany, all too willing to placate detractors of its South African 
engagement, Searle, as a South African, begged to differ. He felt the West was being impatient and 
did not ‘have to live with the consequences’ and that ‘much of what has happened in Africa bears 
testimony to this’, making the South African government and the white population very cautious.446 
The economic and political basket-cases that the decolonised African states had become is well-
known and not worth exploring in detail here. Nevertheless, Searle was correct in describing South 
African white public sentiment, exemplified by the below images of political parties hoping to tap 
into the fears of a repeat debacle à la Rhodesia/Zimbabwe.  
Posters 1 and 2: HNP political posters447 
 
To placate his superiors in Germany, the MD ensured VWoSA based its business planning 
assumptions on Pretoria submitting to domestic and foreign pressure to grant black participation 
 
445 Searle to Weber, 24.7.1985 in UVW Z 1184, No. 458/2; Weber to Searle, 16.7.1985 in UVW Z 1184, No. 458/2; 
AA (Schlingensiepen) to VWAG, telex, 15.7.1985 in UVW Z 1184, No. 458/2; ‘Tour Tussle at VW,’ FOSATU 
Worker News no. 40, August 1985, 4 in UW AG 3307 7.6.1. 
446 Searle, 8.11.1985, loc. cit. 




in political power but without resorting to a ‘one man one vote’ system.448 Incorporating wishful 
thinking from the political theorizers back in Wolfsburg did not affect the fundamental reality that 
the company had no way out for VWoSA from its predicament. Whilst Hahn included VWoSA in 
his roll-out of the ‘Excellence Programme’ aimed at improving operational performance and 
customer satisfaction, it would take another two costly years for a new game plan to finally 
emerge.449 
6. The strategy is dead. Long live the strategy 
When the financial year of 1987 began, VWoSA could point out a near continuous track record of 
losses since 1975, including a R32m loss in the prior business year.450 By then the company had 
been accused of having supplied military jeeps to Pretoria and its managers working in their time 
off as security force goons in the townships.451 Both accusations were without merit but that did 
not stop VW being included in the same sentence with the German banks as pillars of apartheid, 
even in its home town of Wolfsburg.452 Pointing out its history of losses, VW informed its critics 
that it was clearly not in SA for profit and that instead it was creating hope with no intention of 
leaving.453 In an address to South African dealers, Hahn not only confirmed that VW/Audi would 
remain in the country but was ‘positive that, if similar actions are taken throughout SA peaceful 
solutions will be found to our problems’ ending his speech with an appeal to the franchisees: 
‘Believe in the future of SA and Volkswagen in SA’.454 The strategy of ‘hope’ however meant 
dissatisfaction with the status quo and thereby of Pretoria, a pivot the company began to defend 
top-down. 
 
448 Minutes 26.11.1985 planning conference, op. cit., 3.  
449 Based off Tom Peters’ In Search of Excellence. See http://tompeterscompany.com/solutions/excellence-academy/.  
450 Summary of statement given by VW representatives at German Lutheran Church Day, 18.6.1987 included in part 
two of briefing papers for Hahn in UVW Z 1184, No. 453/1; the sole exception had been 1979-1980 which had 
been a boom year following the introduction of the Golf I. 
451 Wiest (BMWi) to Bauer (VW equity participation), note referring to the 21.5.1985 Kleine Anfrage in the 
Bundestag, 12.6.1985 in UVW Z 1006, No. 162/1; Ehinger to Frerk, 24.4.1985 in UVW Z 1006, No. 162/1; Hans-
Jürgen Uhl (SPD politician) to Karl-Heinz Mihr (VW BR), 23.4.1986 in UVW Z 947, No. 232/1; rebuttal in VWAG 
Board minutes 40/1985, 25.11.1985, 12 point 8.5 in UVW Z 1133, No. 119/3. 
452 Stallmeister to Bauer, briefing note regarding the Wolfsburg open forum, 9.9.1987 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/1. 
453 Briefing paper for Hahn, 18.6.1987 in UVW Z 1006, No. 162/1. 
454 Hahn, Speech at Sandton Sun Hotel, 7.10.1987, 1 point 3 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/1. 
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VWAG went on a PR offensive on the home front, issuing statements of an unmistakably political 
nature, though Searle had been doing so in SA for some time.455 In the 1986 AGM briefing, VW 
confirmed its apolitical management style, but Pretoria’s lack of progress had forced its hand. The 
reforms so far executed and announced simply would not lead to peaceful change.456 It was the 
role of German business, given its historic relationship to the Republic, to play a ‘special role’ in 
solving political tensions.457 Sanctions were dismissed as hitting the weakest members of the multi-
racial country, elaborated on as dangerous instruments in international trade and that disinvestment 
in any shape or form would affect the livelihood of 50-60.000 people.458 The car manufacturer’s 
shift in strategy to court the black demographic was helped by statistics emanating from VWoSA. 
44% of workers that had remained with VWoSA over twenty years were black.459 VW could now 
do more than simply point out its provision of social benefits. Rather, it could present a history of 
employing black South Africans and these workers choosing to remain with the company for its 
equitable treatment. Going forward, Searle was instructed to focus on intensive grass roots PR in 
SA and leave advertising in the foreign press to VWAG.460 
This PR blitz and the public confirmation that VW would remain in the country is surprising given 
not only a decade of losses, a bleak outlook, and the internal lack of faith in practically all elements 
of South African civil society. Given its large capital investment into plant and equipment, notably 
the R100m capital injection in three tranches between 1982 and 1985 to finance VWoSA and the 
roll-out of new Audi and Golf models, its position as supplying one-fifth of the South African car 
market, and use of spare capacity to produce vehicles for export and thereby generate at least some 
form of contribution margin, VW’s decision to stay is in some part understandable on business 
 
455 See Johan Swanepoel, ‘Searle calls on business to get into politics of reform,’ [Unknown South African paper], 
23.9.1985, copy in UVW Z 1184, No. 458/2; Ehlers and Hillers (both VWAG BR) to Searle, 10.10.1985 in UVW Z 
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grounds.461 The company also continuously explored further means of negating the financial drain 
that the South African subsidiary was causing, including arbitrage opportunities between the 
financial and commercial rand to finance VWoSA.462 
At the beginning of this chapter, reference was made to the close relations between Pretoria and 
VW. By the closing stages of the decade, the large volume of official correspondence from different 
parts of the hierarchy of the Bonn Embassy was being supplemented by letters from South African 
businessmen and Homeland representatives. For the contemporary scholar, reading these missives 
with the benefit of hindsight, the texts appear as death throes of a political system pointing out its 
change of clothes whilst standing on the edge of the abyss. Whether highlighting the viability and 
economic success of Bophuthatswana, elaborating on how Bill Cosby had done more for SA than 
the UN Anti-apartheid committee and WCC or sending a five-page letter explaining the 1987 
election result as not being a shift to the right in South African politics, these communiqués were 
becoming increasingly farcical.463 Apart from an acknowledgement receipt they were met by a wall 
of silence. The company’s loss of faith in the South African government and its supporters was 
absolute. A position not helped by ambassadorial notes to VW which supposed that just as other 
foreign businesses, the company ‘could hardly recognise SA due to the rapid change occurring’.464 
For Wolfsburg, the writing was on the wall, and the company’s strategy in SA now completed its 
shift towards building trust with the black population and their delayed but inevitable rise to the 
corridors of power.465  
In a strategy paper, the automaker outlined its leadership role for German business, its provision 
of employment for thousands of black workers, its social commitments to raise their living 
 
461 VWAG Equity participations, Briefing paper on VWoSA for 1987 AGM, op. cit., 103; Hahn, Speech to VWoSA 
17.9.1984, op. cit., 2; 21 per cent market share see Briam, loc. cit. 
462 VWAG Board minutes 38/1987, 3.11.1987, 22, point 6.9 in UVW Z 1133, No. 159/1. 
463 Jürgen Komischke (Bophuthatswana Delegate for economy and trade) to VW, 10.4.1986 in UVW Z 947, No. 
232/1; Sidney Borsook (Saficon Investments) to Hahn, 7.12.1987 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/1; the 1987 election was 
a definitive shift to the right with the strengthening of the KP on the fringe. Arguing to the contrary was G.J.Grobler 
(Chargé d’Affaires, SA Embassy, Bonn) to Hahn, 22.5.1987 in UVW Z 1184, No. 453/1. 
464 W. R. Retief to Hiller, 7.4.1986, 1 in UVW Z 947, No. 232/1. 
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standards and its responsibility for convincing the non-white demographic of the capitalist 
economic model as justification for having remained in the country.466 Whilst the above is certainly 
true, business is not driven by the provision of welfare; for then it would be a charity. At the 
beginning of the 1980s, the company perhaps hoped for the political situation to settle down and 
the subsidiary to achieve profitability. It thereby rejected the option of disinvestment. Indeed, the 
company continued to fund the tooling of new models in SA. With the economic downturn 
showing no signs of abatement whilst being supplemented and driven by ongoing political unrest, 
losses piled up and the company was rudderless and adrift on how best to proceed. Only following 
the 1987 South African election results with its rightward shift, did VW’s leadership identify a way 
to make the best out of a bad situation of having committed to the country. Through word and 
deed, it aspired to build goodwill with the black population. At heart, however, VW was artlessly 
paving the way to appeal to a demographic that it knew would represent VWoSA’s future 
customers, and thereby the subsidiary’s economic salvation.467  
Conclusion 
Today, VW occupies the top two positions in the South African car market with variants of the 
VW Polo and together with its subsidiary Audi has a market share of 22.9%.468 This primacy in the 
present can be misleading when looking at the past. During the 1980s, VW booked significant 
losses in SA, experienced questionable business growth with non-operational matters dominating 
the agenda of local management. In turn, given its revenues, the German head office was spending 
a disproportionate amount of time dealing with affairs concerning its presence in SA compared to 
its sizeable business operations in Europe and North America. Indeed, VWoSA made up only 2% 
 
466 Loc. cit. 
467 Loc. cit.; see also Winfried Wilhelm, ‘Deutsche Firmen in Südafrika „Strategie der kleinen Schritte“,’ manager 
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of VW’s business and, apart from unconditional support by Hahn, Searle felt that VWAG had 
‘given up on SA’.469  
Despite the company’s economic misfortunes and the lack of a clear ‘win’ whether on the home 
front in Germany in counter-acting negative reports, in SA in managing semi-militant unions or in 
lobbying Pretoria for change, VW never seriously considered disinvestment. Its worst planning 
scenario was centred on running the plant at the minimum capacity to keep it at functional levels. 
Management correctly predicted change and volatility early on but was itself taken aback by the 
South African government’s slow pace of reform and the chaotic, often violent nature of 
opposition forces. Caught in a maelstrom stemming from the political situation in the country, 
Searle’s correspondence provides a unique insight into the challenges an MD of a foreign subsidiary 
faced in the 1980s, including near-daily negative developments outside his ability to control. With 
profit metrics turning an increasingly deeper shade of red due to the socio-political environment, 
Searle engaged in political PR – whether in forums between industry and government or by 
approaching the press directly. Prior to this, VW had stringently pursued a policy of minimal 
political interference.  
That a single decade, the 1980s, sufficed for VW to abandon its historically close ties to Pretoria, 
the culprit in its eyes for the dire straits its subsidiary found itself in, is exemplified by its pivot in 
South African strategy. Via doubling down on remaining in the country, VW discovered a way 
forward precisely due to VWoSA’s economic predicament. By arguing that it rejected calls for 
disinvestment and endured losses to improve the lives of its black workers, the company hoped to 
spin its misfortune into an appeal to a new rising demographic segment of consumer purchasing 
power. Whilst a valid argument can be made that SA’s black population benefited from VW staying, 
presenting this as the main rationale was obvious pandering to the moralist lobby and disguised the 
opportunity cost of a disinvestment decision.  
 
469 Searle, interview, loc. cit. 
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Critics, accusing German big business of propping up the apartheid system to benefit their own 
profit motive would, however, be well advised to objectively examine the figures.470 In the case of 
VW, investment in SA was to their detriment – the light at the end of the tunnel only appearing 
when it committed to focusing its efforts on courting the rising black middle class with its 
respective purchasing power. A clear case of business adapting to survive with neither loyalty nor 
love lost for the apartheid system of the NP Government, which had confirmed that it remained 
its own worst enemy. Only when political reform began in earnest in the 1990s and with it the 
lifting of sanctions, which allowed for exports to resume, did the long-awaited turnaround of 
VWoSA succeed. 
By scrutinizing the response of VWAG and VWoSA’s management to the multiple crises the 
company faced stemming from its sizeable South African operation, this case study supports 
multiple key thesis arguments. First, the South African business was not profitable. Second, despite 
continuous loss-making, disinvestment was never considered. Third, racial discrimination was not 
institutionalised within the subsidiary. Fourth, whilst VWoSA was proactive in the provision of 
social benefits for the non-white community, these can be regarded in-part as an investment into 
a future customer demographic, in effect reaffirming the Friedman doctrine. Fifth, the subsidiary’s 
size meant a level of visibility, both locally and internationally, that resulted in it being targeted by 
local unions and foreign politicians. Sixth, business was caught off-guard by political, social, and 
economic developments. Finally, spill over from the political arena forced VWoSA, to reluctantly 
enter the policy debate whilst VWAG still desired to retain some semblance of German corporate 
unity. In summary, this chapter underlines two overarching objectives. On the one hand it reveals 
the thankless task of managing a foreign business in 1980s SA. On the other hand, it exemplifies 
how the AAM got its position on business wrong. It argued that apartheid-SA presented a unique 
business opportunity that foreign companies were profiteering from. On moral grounds, they 
 
470 E.g. UN Commission on Transnational Corporations in South Africa and Namibia, 7th session, 19.4.1985, agenda 
item 6(a), Appendix 1, 2 point 3. Copy in BArch, B136/23447.  
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argued for disinvestment. Yet, it was precisely the opposite. SA in the 1980s was an unattractive 
basket case, especially compared to Asian markets, and the only reason left to remain was, as this 
case study reveals, the moral one. 
Considering the ordeal that the ‘South African problem’ became for VW during the Botha years, it 
should have come as no surprise that Searle’s first response on discussing the past with this author 
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- Chapter 3 - 
BMW South Africa: Pretoria’s darling? 
Introduction 
In this regard I should like to draw your attention to BMW’s forthrightness about its involvement in South 
Africa. Many foreign companies often endeavour to conceal their involvement in South Africa but not so 
BMW. It makes no effort to conceal its involvement in South Africa; it says in public that is has confidence 
in the country’s political and economic future, and its investments have been made accordingly.472 
With the above words P.W. Botha marked the occasion of BMW’s 1983 R100m expansion of its 
plant in Rosslyn, an outer suburb of the capital Pretoria. Following the successful ‘Yes’ vote in the 
constitutional referendum six days earlier, Botha may have felt events in SA were finally heading 
in the government’s favour. Yet the tone and wording of the speech hinted at the difficulties the 
country and particularly its economy were facing. Local business confidence had initially grown 
after he took office in 1978 with the promise of reform. By 1983, the earlier positive spirits had 
imploded to a level not seen since the aftermath of Soweto.473 Domestic gloom was complemented 
by reticence in the international business community whether to continue doing business with the 
country. Indeed, many companies, particularly American, were busy distinguishing themselves by 
setting out or executing upon individual disinvestment strategies. The trigger for the renewed 
malaise had been the details of the announced constitutional reform - the subject of the above 
referendum. By obtaining support for the creation of a tricameral parliamentary system based on 
enfranchisement of the Coloured and Indian population only, Botha’s NP was fundamentally co-
opting SA’s other racial minorities into preserving white control over the instruments of power. As 
the black majority demographic was deliberately excluded, public and international opinion was 
mixed, tending towards the negative.474 On the one hand, it could be regarded as a step in the right 
direction. On the other hand, by creating a powerful State Presidency and excluding the black 
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population, the underlying goal of the reform proposal was easily sussed out. Overall, the South 
African business community supported the ‘Yes’ vote despite reservations.475 It had already been 
scarred by its own experience with Botha’s policies of co-optation, namely that of the South African 
corporate sector. Initial faith in the government, pronounced after the 1979 Carlton Conference, 
had turned, latest by the 1981 Good Hope Conference, into disappointment.476  Anglophone 
business leaders had concluded that Botha’s reform path would visually alter but fundamentally 
not change the status quo on apartheid and with it the racial composition of South African political 
power. However, foreign companies and their subsidiaries, including BMW, were still on the fence. 
The PM’s attendance at the opening of the car maker’s plant expansion was therefore not simply 
an honorary gesture given the size of the investment. Rather it represented an effort to politicise a 
rare occasion of increased foreign investment into the South African economy. More importantly, 
it was an instrument to further Botha’s own credibility as a reformer with international cachet. As 
this chapter reveals, the choice of BMW to validate Botha’s desired self-image was not one of mere 
circumstance.  
The case study is split into two parts to contrast how late 1970s managerial surety in investing in 
SA (Part A) was put to the ultimate test by the crises of the 1980s under Botha (Part B). 
PART A 
1. Context 
The only preceding work on BMW in SA has been the Biss (2018) chapter in an edited volume.477 
As an employee of the company’s archival department, therefore naturally inclined to engage with 
on-site primary evidence, she aims to cover the period 1967 up to 1985. Whilst providing a solid 
overview of German foreign relations and company operations within the framework of apartheid, 
 
475 By supporting the reform, South African business practically wiped out their remaining support amongst the 
black population. See Kobach op. cit., 46-47. 
476 Deon Geldenhuys, The Diplomacy of Isolation: South African Foreign Policy Making, (Johannesburg: Macmillan, 1984), 
162.  
477 Biss, ‘BMW in Südafrika’, loc. cit. 
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30% of her brief article is solely focused on the international political context, with the remainder 
being devoted primarily to corporate minutiae whilst still telling a story of the 1970s. In addition, 
her essay fails to mention the human element, a flaw characteristic of in-house company histories. 
By not identifying key personnel, BMW comes across as a faceless company where the interested 
reader, who does not identify as closely with the firm as Biss does as an employee, cannot find an 
anchor to guide them through the company’s history in SA. This thesis, however, is in partial 
agreement with her argument: Both American and German companies reasoned on grounds of 
morality to explain their implementation or refusal of disinvestment but behind the veil, economics 
remained the driving factor in decision-making.478 
BMW AG took full control of its subsidiary, BMWSA, in 1974 and as a first step introduced the 
BMW ‘3 litre’ model into the South African market. At a price of R9000, it was the most expensive 
car available in the country and signalled the company’s intention of serving the top-end of the 
vehicle market.479 Apart from corporate clients and the well-heeled, government business 
represented the third main segment of BMW’s customer base. This was not an unprecedented 
development. In the past the company’s motorcycles had been the two-wheeler of choice for 80% 
of the nation’s traffic enforcement units.480 Despite the high price of the company’s vehicles, 
demand had historically outstripped supply. A former importer and subsequent dealer of BMWs, 
Siegie Ludwig, remarked on the previous decade of the 1960s: ‘For every one BMW we shipped to 
SA we could have sold three or four’.481 These stories of sales success should not detract from the 
fact that despite its strong brand, the nature of its premium products made BMW a niche player in 
South Africa. In 1974, it represented less than 1% of the total market and averaged only about 180 
sales a month.482 
 
478 Ibid, 188. 
479 A Brief History of BMW in South Africa, press release by BMWSA, 9.11.1983, 4. 
480 Ibid, 1. 
481 Ibid, 2. 
482 Ibid, 8. 
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However, the establishment of a local plant was a historical milestone for the company and 
described as ‘a commitment to SA’.483 It was the first factory outside Germany, and though strict 
local content regulations and illiquidity of the local assembler played a part in establishing a 
permanent physical presence in the Republic, it was not the only factor.484 BMW AG reasoned that 
the plant’s establishment rested on two further grounds. First, management expected disposable 
incomes of South Africans to continue to increase and therefore sales volumes to develop 
positively.485 In particular, BMW targeted the white demographic that was expected to gravitate to 
more expensive vehicles to distinguish itself from those driven by the increasingly affluent black 
majority population. This ‘vehicular demonstration of apartheid’ was explained by the local MD, 
Dr Eberhard von Koerber in a 1981 retrospective: 
But the prime consideration at that time was that black purchasing power, over the years and decades, would 
grow in this country to such an extent that more and more people – certainly whites – to differentiate 
themselves, would be pushed up in the car range to drive something exclusive. At the same time more and 
more blacks, forming a medium-sized capitalistic society, would try and copy that and would also buy this 
sort of car.486  
Whether the latter imitation effect kicked in is questionable. In 1984, ten years after BMW took 
full control of the South African subsidiary, black buyers made up less than 2% of purchases across 
all model ranges.487 White buyers drove the bulk of sales; on average they constituted 94% of 
volume for any given model.488 
Second, the factory was a cornerstone of an international organisational structure and strategy that 
went beyond SA and its neighbouring markets. Practically, this meant that spare capacity in the 
South African plant would be used to fulfil export orders that its home factories in Bavaria could 
not meet due to already running at full tilt. Significant shipments in this respect began in 1978 from 
Durban, following a dip in the South African domestic vehicle market in 1977; the single largest 
 
483 Dr. Eberhard von Koeber (MD BMWSA 1977-1984) in ibid, 6. 
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export market being Iran with an approximately 25% share of consignments.489 Although von 
Koerber was concerned with the political risk of Iran being the major offtaker of South African 
BMWs, the domestic environment was solely remarked upon in business terms when making public 
statements. In an article for a business publication, he pointed out:  
The South African market cannot provide us with the sort of growth we want. We have achieved greater 
market penetration in South Africa than BMW has achieved anywhere else and any further increase in 
our market share would involve extremely high marketing costs. Therefore, for BMW SA future significance 
[sic] growth lies in exports.490 
Apart from its contribution to the bottom-line, the South African business also served as a testing 
ground for rising stars within the company. Leaders-in-waiting were expected to cut their teeth at 
the sole non-German production site before progressing to group-level executive positions. This 
would apply to von Koerber, his predecessor Rudolf Graf von der Schulenburg-Wolfsburg, as well 
as his peers and successors including Bernd Pischetsrieder and Walter Hasselkus. Thus, the South 
African operation was not simply a case of another international subsidiary for BMW. The business 
was a linchpin to not only manage its plants in Germany, foster its international expansion, serve 
the profitable domestic market but also to develop its human capital. Moreover, continued success, 
would require increasing its engagement with the socio-political environment as well as the NP 
Government and its racial policies; a process which would begin in earnest in the late 1970s. 
2. The late 1970s: Initial problems meet pragmatic solutions 
Economic rather than political considerations were at the forefront of BMW’s executives’ minds 
upon gaining control of the South African business. Indeed, as a first step the company decided to 
sharpen its competitive profile in the country at the top of the vehicle market, especially as an 
alternative to DB. In 1976, management decided to introduce the flagship model range, the 7 series, 
into SA in the latter half of the decade.491 The model was deliberately launched in Pretoria in 1978, 
to court the government market. Von Koerber stated that the decision, although made shortly 
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before the Soweto uprising, could still have been reversed but was not.492 For better or worse, the 
company had sunk capital into the country. He believed a write-off would be not only financially 
costly but also a blow to BMW’s reputation of following sound business strategy. 
Details on the BMWSA MD’s reasoning survive, revealing the commercial rather than political 
rationale behind the decision. Citing full utilisation of German plants and that the firm exported 
20% of production compared to the competitor average of 5%, head office required its South 
African factory to contribute on all fronts.493 Yet, despite these elaborations, the company and its 
management were not operating in a political vacuum. Koerber’s remark at the launch: ‘We are 
here to stay – not only to continue operating but to grow’, became the headline topic for South 
African nightly news, displacing all political developments.494 Coming two years after Soweto and 
its fallout, BMW’s decision to stay the course is controversial – especially since management 
confirmed that it had ample opportunity to change its plans. It is abundantly clear that BMW, first 
and foremost strove for maximum efficiency. With the South African plant being the only plant 
outside its home country of Germany, it was natural for it to contribute to fulfilling customer 
orders via the production of another model range. Whilst this meant committing whole-heartedly 
to SA, the negative political fallout remained a secondary concern.  
Yet even prior to the launch of the 7 series, the company was coming up with its own solutions to 
the challenges posed by operating in apartheid-era SA. Despite the NP Government’s commitment 
to free enterprise, it continued to exhibit characteristics of a command economy on occasion. Price 
controls on vehicles were only lifted in 1976 but were followed by a ministerial decree stating that 
there were too many different car models in SA(!)495 The Secretary of Industries was tasked with 
informing NAAMSA members that they needed to examine methods of significantly reducing the 
number of model types in the South African market. This ministerial ‘suggestion’ is perhaps 
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understandable given that the South African vehicle market was described in one report as ‘being 
one of the most demanding in the world when it comes to range of models and choice of trims 
and accessories’.496 Indeed, if one could succeed in such a highly competitive market and 
concurrently make a South African customer happy, one could succeed in any other market. 
The interference by the South African government was only one part of the equation of political 
pressure. In a 1977 informal meeting of the BMWSA Board, one member, K. Baudert, noted that 
the company ‘had a huge task in attempting to overcome the lack of overseas confidence and 
increasing political pressures’.497 For example, exports to Australia were proving difficult as the 
importer had ‘an anti-South African attitude’.498 Von Koerber informed the Directors not to worry; 
BMW would take over Australian distribution itself.499 The next motion emanating from Pretoria 
was that in addition to prescribing a local content component by weight of 66%, differing tax rates 
would now apply depending on the size and value of the vehicle. Von Koerber lamented: ‘Via 
drastic taxation measures they are attempting to interfere in our planned product mix’.500 The 
company would have to expand without selling individual model ranges whilst thereby enduring 
massive increases in per unit costs. The MD would not tolerate this and got his way by successfully 
lobbying the Minister of Finance, Owen Horwood. Whilst Horwood provided given verbal 
assurance this would now not be implemented, other taxes might reduce the disposable income of 
BMWSA’s customers.501 For Steyn, an Afrikaner Board member, the government’s interference 
into the financial and business sector was  
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a remedy to an ill-conceived system. What the Government should do is change the system completely as this 
kind of action is contrary to the capitalistic ideology on which our economy is based.502  
He had touched a nerve. Despite Botha’s administration being the most pro-business government 
SA had ever seen, it continued to meddle in the economy.503 Whilst BMW’s managers were not 
proactive in political dealings, they were forced to react and did so successfully by approaching and 
lobbying the executive branch directly. This attitude of tackling the bull by the horns and of hiring 
and promoting ‘hands-on’ talent exemplified the leadership cadre and culture within BMWSA. The 
issues, however, would keep coming. 
The South African Treasury was a repeat offender when it came to intruding into the affairs of 
foreign companies. For example, solely profits could be withdrawn from the country, share capital 
would not usually be permitted and this was monitored by the government. By 1977 profits in SA 
could only be repatriated if the company had been profitable for the past two years. Prior to this 
any amount accrued in profits since January 1st, 1960 could be remitted without issue. This 
regulation, however, was self-defeating. Companies fearing further restrictions simply accelerated 
existing capital flight.504 
BMWSA yet again demonstrated its effective leadership in tackling another issue it faced, one 
encountered by many of its German corporate peers, namely the poor skill and educational level 
of black labour. Verwoerd’s Bantu Education Act, 1953 was bearing its rotten fruit.505 Many black 
workers, especially from the Homelands, had no experience with the industrial sector. A majority 
had never seen a factory, let alone from the inside. One German HR manager remarked to a 
compatriot business publication: ‘They first need to be taught how to wear shoes’.506 Companies 
such as Hoechst and Siemens introduced aptitude tests to save themselves from negative 
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surprises.507 For BMWSA, the major issue was illiteracy as the company was drawing from 
Bophuthatswana’s labour pool.508 The need to address the poor or non-existent education of its 
workforce and introduce a more rigorous hiring process was illustrated by the case of a company 
mail clerk turning out to be illiterate.509 What was simply another facet of operating in the NP’s SA, 
was not taken by the company in its stride. It founded a training centre, primarily to make up the 
shortfall in black education with a stipend of half a million DM per year.510 By 1979 the company 
had also taken steps to overcome apartheid on factory premises, integrating the cantina.511 Three 
years earlier the subsidiary had already proposed setting up black workers in a company pension 
scheme on the same terms as white staff members.512 It noted that whilst many migrant workers 
were not permitted to join unions, these could be represented by the liaison committee.513 
Furthermore, a relaxation in regulations meant that black apprentices could now be trained in white 
areas – a development the company immediately took up with in-dealership training at a national 
Service Centre.514  
For Biss, training was also driven by an economic rationale.515 Undisputed is that company-
provided education did allow black workers to take on roles of increasing responsibility, raise their 
underlying productivity and increase the quality of their output. At heart, however, training must 
be seen as establishing a common educational baseline without which it becomes impossible to 
trust any hire to fulfil their job requirements let alone operate within a company when even the 
simplest of technical terms are not understood. The training of black labour therefore had its 
commercial and moral benefits but importantly was simply necessary. 
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The company continued to operate at the limits of what was permissible under apartheid legislation 
– a deliberate management policy. ‘We also have Indian dealers and the community sees that we 
are prepared to appoint black dealers whenever the opportunities and the financial circumstances 
allow’, von Koeber remarked in an interview.516 Indeed, the company would help establish a black 
independent dealership in the Soweto CBD in 1982. Despite appearances, this was no altruistic act. 
It was regarded as a contribution to the Black Small Business concept and an instrument ‘of major 
political and marketing importance’.517 Yet, when five SPD MPs visited in 1978, they showed no 
interest in BMWSA’s integrated training centre and the fact that it had black quality inspectors.518 
Such policies did not fit the business-critical narrative of the party in Germany.   
Photograph 2: BMWSA CSR advert in SA business press, 1980519 
 
Paradoxically, BMW with its high-priced offerings began its targeted courting of the black 
demographic nearly a decade before Volkswagen did with its mass-market offerings. In an 
interview with the South African business press, von Koerber put it bluntly:  
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(…) white incomes are already stagnating and decreasing (…) We are convinced that a company that 
cannot participate in that (the black sector) growth of disposable income will not have any growth potential 
in this country. It’s that simple! (…) if it is not the basis of our current success, then it is certainly the basis 
for our future success.520 
Von Koerber was all business in the interview; after all he was talking to a domestic publication 
focused on commercial affairs. Nevertheless, the MD had begun to deliberate on the moral aspect 
of running a successful business in the apartheid economy. The outcome of his ponderings 
culminated in a speech to his peers only eight months later, analysed in further detail in a later 
section. 
3. Personnel: Non-executive directors with bite 
Effective management cannot be executed without first staffing leadership positions with 
personnel of talent or other qualities. In this aspect, BMW was a master of its trade. Strategic 
staffing was a cornerstone of the success of its South African subsidiary. This capability 
encompassed all senior functions, even those without direct leadership responsibility, such as non-
executive director positions. Appointments to BMWSA’s Board were based on both strategic as 
well as political considerations. 
BMWSA’s hiring practices illustrate that it possessed an understanding of the dynamic underlying 
White South African socio-economic and socio-political society. Indeed, expatriate management 
acquired such knowledge quickly even when thrown in at the deep end. In 1978, following a visit 
to the country, BMW Group Chief Executive and Chairman, Eberhard von Kuenheim, offered a 
direct glimpse of his thoughts in a draft letter requesting the resignation of Brian Gilfillan, Board 
member of BMWSA and partner in the Johannesburg legal juggernaut of Bowman Gilfillan & 
Blacklock: 
I must say that, having visited South Africa and once again confirmed for myself that the political situation 
there is nothing like as bad as depicted in our news media, my confidence has been renewed in your country’s 
ability to overcome its present difficulties and enjoy future economic prosperity. (…) Although the current 
economic climate is unhappily depressed, I am very pleased that BMW (South Africa) is doing relatively 
well, which is a credit not only to the company’s management, but also to its outside directors, such as 
 
520 Executive Car Survey, loc. cit. 
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yourself, and (following) the (…) BMW 100 per cent take over, (we wish to) reduce holding company 
boards solely to (their) statutory purpose.521 
It reveals that the Chairman and therefore headquarters preferred to make up their own mind, 
preferably first-hand, on the actual state of SA. A sceptical position towards outside reports on the 
country’s situation, as seen in the letter, ingrained itself top-down into BMW’s hierarchy. Second, 
von Kuenheim did have his doubts about the country returning to some degree of normality. 
These, likely to have stemmed from the fallout post-Soweto, were only placated two years later 
following his in-person visit.  
Von Koerber disagreed with his boss’s proposal to dismiss Gilfillan from the Board, recognising 
that the company needed an Anglophone representative. No other candidate came to mind that 
was as ‘harmless’ as the lawyer and he was regarded as having good economic and social contacts.522 
The subsequent U-turn on the retirement of Gilfillan demonstrates that both hiring and firing 
decisions were considered within a commercial and political context. In this case, the subsidiary 
reversed a mother company decision to reduce the size of the Board by stressing the need to 
maintain a representative link to the Anglophone business and political community. Von Koerber 
had only been in SA for a year, but the MD had obviously quickly grasped the key elements required 
to steer a business, let alone a foreign business, through the South African political and economic 
scene. 
A firm grasp on the professional and personal requirements necessary in a candidate to grow and 
manage BMWSA’s business appeared to be von Koerber’s forte. For in the selection of who to 
nominate as Director to the Board of BMWSA, the great care taken by both BMWSA and BMW 
AG proved to be time well-spent and a labour worthwhile. The appointees not only proved of 
great assistance in navigating the South African political landscape but also in running its domestic 
business. To replace the departing Board member, Baudert, von Koerber nominated Professor 
 
521 Unsent draft letter by Eberhard von Kuenheim to Brian Gillfillan, drafted by Schulenburg in BMW UA 1987/1. 
522 Von Koerber to von Kuenheim, 23.3.1978, 1 in BMW UA 1987/1. 
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Wiehahn – known for the Wiehahn Commission tasked with proposing reforms to South African 
labour legislation.523 
Wiehahn was put forward by the MD for being a powerful personality. He was in the right age 
bracket of between 45 to 50, part of the progressive wing of the NP, from German stock (he also 
spoke German), internationally experienced, an avid BMW client and an established figure in South 
African political and economic life. Additionally, ‘one cannot rule out that he will later go on to 
hold a prominent position within government’.524 Wiehahn had already been of use to BMW by 
facilitating a meeting between the head of BMW AG workers’ council, Kurt Golda, the BMW AG 
Board member responsible for HR, Dr Sarfert, and Stephanus Botha, Minister for Manpower 
Utilisation.525  
Von Koerber also proposed G.J.J.F. Steyn as a replacement for Johannes Hermanus Pretorius, a 
Board member who had headed the previous constellation of the subsidiary before BMW gained 
majority control.526 Steyn had been Secretary of Commerce and chairman of the South African 
Shipping Board. More importantly he was part of the conservative wing of the NP and regarded 
as a good counterweight to Wiehahn. As BMWSA’s MD elaborated to von Kuenheim: ‘In any 
event it cannot hurt to have another Afrikaner on our Board’.527 Von Koerber’s suggestions were 
a masterstroke of management showing remarkable political astuteness for a German expatriate 
manager. By including representatives of not only the verkrampte and verligte wing of the NP but also 
retaining an Anglophone non-executive director in Gilfillan, he prepared the foundations for 
BMWSA to retain access to the corridors of power, regardless of who would succeed Vorster, as 
well as the Anglophone and Afrikaner business communities.528 
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528 In brief: The verkrampte faction opposed reforms to the apartheid system whilst the verligte group was open to   
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Von Kuenheim, acting on von Koerber’s advice, met Steyn in SA and confirmed BMW’s 
commitment to the country: 
With your statements you have given me a number of valuable hints, and I would like to assure you that 
we on our part shall do everything possible to further extend our activities in South Africa, as long as we 
shall not be facing unsurmountable difficulties from the part of the governments. Your convincing comments 
have reaffirmed that our decision is the right one.529 
BMW AG’s CEO chose his words carefully, anticipating detrimental political developments not 
only arising from Pretoria’s conduct but also from the FRG government if it chose to join the call 
for sanctions. Wiehahn, similar to Steyn, accepted an invitation to join the Board with von 
Kuenheim stressing he expected a significant contribution in the field of BMWSA’s industrial 
relations from the Professor.530 Von Kuenheim had thereby given both South Africans explicit 
counsel on what BMW expected of them – assistance in treating with government and in managing 
labour.  
The hiring process was conducted against the backdrop of a decline in the rand/DM exchange 
rate. Indeed, in 1978 alone the rand dropped nearly 20% in value against its German counterpart.531 
Whilst BMW’s German peers were put under further pressure by this macroeconomic 
development, for BMWSA in the late 1970s, it only affected executive compensation due to the 
company’s financial health and high local content percentage.532  
Both new Non-Executive Directors immediately harnessed their expertise and personal network 
to further BMWSA’s goals. Steyn, for example, lobbied Pretoria multiple times to introduce 
incentives for vehicle exports.533 As BMW was considering introducing a unique car model solely 
for export purposes in the South African plant, it leveraged its connection to the Afrikaner 
government via Steyn to ensure the profitability of the proposed venture. Steyn would go on to 
propose lobbying efforts that did not stem from BMW’s corporate planning. For example, in 1981 
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he informed the Board that he was lobbying the government on behalf of another company to 
grant tax concessions given its housing scheme for black workers and whether similar efforts could 
be made on behalf of BMWSA.534  
Wiehahn, meanwhile, before going on to assist BMWSA in further developing its apprentice 
training scheme, delivered a lecture to all senior managers of the BMW Group on the future of 
industrial relations in SA.535 Given his international renown, as well as expertise in this field and 
BMW’s success in winning him to the subsidiary’s board, such a lecture is unsurprising. The 
Professor, however, had already been connected to the German corporate sector prior to his Board 
appointment at BMWSA. A 1980 supplement on MNCs in the South African Financial Mail 
outlined that: ‘A number of German subsidiaries (…) have been (…) a positive influence on the 
Wiehahn Commission’.536 It is therefore unsurprising that the Professor closed with the remark 
that German MNCs would continue to play a significant role in SA’s development outside of 
business:  
We appreciate the engagement by German MNCs because these companies, just as us South Africans, 
believe in our country, our people and our future. We welcome the fine relations between our countries (though 
there might be some friction between our respective politicians.537 
However, behind the façade of praise for BMW and the German business sector, Wiehahn comes 
across as an apologist. The reforms, accepted by the NP Government, especially in the case of 
those proposed by his Commission simply formalised what was already happening behind a vast 
number of factory gates.538 Given the increased levels of agitation and the continued involvement 
of foreign companies in SA, international scrutiny was warranted. He, however, repeated the 
mantra of South African solutions to South African problems without outside interference. By 
attempting to speak for the views of the black population, the academic comes across as patronising 
 
534 Minutes of a meeting of the directors of B.M.W. (South Africa), 25.2.1981, 3 in BMW UA 2018-1 Guard Book 
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and mirrors the pronouncements of the NP – knowing what is best without fundamentally 
engaging with the majority demographic. Nevertheless, his warnings on likely labour trouble and 
praise for BMWSA’s behaviour to the black workforce were warranted.  
4. The early 1980s: Profitability and the political mandate 
The company’s performance in the early years of the 1980s confirmed management’s decision to 
commit to SA whilst simultaneously providing a funding source for welfare programmes. Towards 
the end of 1981, BMWSA continued to fire on all cylinders. Revenues were up 55% over the prior 
year at R177m and not a single vehicle remained in the company’s inventory.539 BMW had a global 
market share of only 1.5%, but in SA it had a record 4.5% and this nearly doubled towards the end 
of the decade.540 By 1984, SA had the highest density of BMW dealerships in the world.541 Given 
that its vehicles were sold at premium prices and 94% of its customer base was white, BMW’s 
relatively high market penetration validated its financial commitment to continue to operate in 
SA.542 Von Koerber bluntly elucidated on the firm’s target market: 
The Company has no intention of being everything to everybody, and it is in the nature of the philosophy of 
BMW that to be anything other than exclusive would not guarantee excellence (…) The marketing strategy 
in South Africa during the past 10 years has been based on entrenching BMW at the top of its market 
sector.543 
High profitability meant the subsidiary could also continue to invest into the provision of training, 
education, and social benefits for its black workforce. These were expenditures not driven solely 
based on altruism. The lack of skilled labour amongst the black population was an ongoing issue 
for BMWSA. Of fifteen apprentices trained in 1981, fourteen were black.544  
 
539 Minutes of a meeting of the directors of B.M.W. (South Africa), 18.10.1981, 1 in BMW UA 2018-1 Guard Book 
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Furthermore, the company instituted a housing assistance scheme whereby it would provide up to 
20% of the collateral to purchase property. If unavailable, the subsidiary would commission 
architects to design and under their supervision construct accommodation in Bophuthatswana.545 
On the sales front, similar efforts were being expended. Vic Doolan, Marketing Director of 
BMWSA, assured the subsidiary’s Board in February 1981 that the business would have six non-
white dealers within the next two months.546 Within the framework of Pretoria’s decentralisation 
strategy, BMWSA leased a site from the Bophuthatswana National Development Corporation and 
set up a seat and upholstery factory in the Homeland.547  
Photograph 3: BMWSA-built housing for black workers, Bophuthatswana548 
 
The founding of a small plant in Bophuthatswana killed three birds with one stone, exemplifying 
the adeptness of the company’s management. First, BMWSA raised its credibility with Pretoria by 
taking physical and financial steps to support government policy with respect to identified growth 
regions. Second, it created employment in a semi-rural area with few, if any, existing employment 
opportunities. In von Koerber’s words: ‘we believe we are making a general contribution to 
standards of education and living in a relatively underdeveloped community’.549 Third, to ensure its 
adherence to the local content requirement, BMW had already been planning to source automobile 
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upholstery domestically. In its eyes, a new smaller plant would be easier to manage in terms of 
labour relations than an expansion to the existing factory to enable upholstery fabrication. Sound 
business reasoning therefore underpinned any managerial decision, no matter how moral or socially 
appealing the outcome may appear to be at first glance. The MD had simply been canny enough 
to concurrently please a great number of outside stakeholders in addition to the internal 
expectations placed on him by Munich. 
Photograph 4: Cutting of interior trim and seats, BMW plant, Ga-Rankuwa, 
Bophuthatswana550 
 
Whether BMWSA thereby legitimised the implementation and pursuit of the Homelands policy is 
a valid question. For the unemployed labour force with limited prospects in the Homeland, 
however, BMW’s investment represented a lifeline.  
The Bophuthatswana case proved that BMWSA’s management understood and leveraged the 
factors it could affect by its presence in SA within a predetermined political and economic 
framework. Whilst elements of society outside the world of business both in Germany and SA 
misguidedly believed the corporate sector could fundamentally sway Pretoria, von Koerber 
operated on facts rather than belief. The introduction to this thesis highlighted that the South 
African Government had a history of willingly tolerating the apartheid tax on the economy to the 
consternation of the business community. One vocal anti-apartheid figure, Winne Mandela, wife 
 
550 The BMW Story, op. cit., 54. 
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of the imprisoned Nelson Mandela, stated: ‘There can be no real change until business takes the 
side of freedom’.551 Yet a headline in the domestic papers best summed up the limits of corporate 
influence: ‘PW Tells Business to Leave Politics’.552 Botha thereby reiterated a view held by Afrikaner 
PMs since Verwoerd.553 For BMWSA, the roles and responsibilities of business vis-à-vis politics 
were already clear by 1981.  
Video still 1: BMWSA plant, Ga-Rankuwa, Bophuthatswana554 
 
The new-found reciprocity between South African business leaders and the Botha government that 
resulted from the 1981 Cape Conference provided the impetus for von Koerber to clarify the 
company’s own position with respect to politics. At the annual banquet of the Chamber, the MD 
was the keynote speaker. The topic of the speech could not have been timelier – the political 
mandate of foreign subsidiaries. Nominating BMWSA’s top executive as the headline act, indicated 
two truths: One, BMWSA’s activities and stance had a significant signalling effect amongst its peers 
and the expatriate community. Two, recognition of von Koerber as the driving force behind the 
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subsidiary’s success as well as his status as a fellow German manager that ‘understood SA’. He had 
demonstrated astuteness in handling political matters, both domestic and foreign. Indeed, recently 
declassified documents reveal political links even his colleagues at BMW were unaware of. For the 
MD was not only successfully used by Kohl, the German Chancellor, on repeat occasions as a 
personal emissary to P.W. Botha to circumvent Genscher, he was also in consideration to act on a 
similar behalf for Thatcher.555 The close relationship to Pretoria is best expressed by the MD being 
invited to big game hunts with Botha and half the NP Cabinet.556 In his speech, he explored three 
questions:  
1. Did a mandate exist for political involvement for foreign investors?  
2. Does international business have the power to directly influence political developments?  
3. Or, do MNCs have an opportunity and even responsibility to indirectly influence political 
developments by their conduct and behaviour?557 
The first question was summarily dismissed on the grounds that neither a legislative nor 
government-endowed mandate existed for foreign business to engage in political affairs.558 In 
addition, Rev. Tutu’s call for disinvestment was invalidated because the clergyman himself had no 
political mandate either.559 Tutu had been a vocal opponent of continued foreign engagement with 
the country, advancing the position that MNCs, simply by being in SA, made not only apartheid 
‘more comfortable’ but thereby, also presented a political statement in favour of Pretoria.560 It could 
be argued that Tutu represented the voice of millions of South Africans without access to the 
franchise but in the same vein BMWSA regarded itself as representing the voices of thousands of 
black workers who had voted with their feet. Furthermore, managerial due diligence on Tutu 
revealed that as General Secretary of SACC, he only spoke for twenty-one churches, when Soweto 
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alone had 911 black churches.561 For von Koerber, Tutu, at the time, neither had a political mandate 
by South African law nor spoke for the majority of the black population.562 Yet, the MD’s attempt 
at delegitimization did not confront the argument of whether disinvestment was truly best for all 
South Africans or not. 
Video stills 2 and 3: Anti-Tutu Protests - ‘White’ protest, Johannesburg 14.5.1985 and 
‘Mixed race’ protest, PE, June 1988563 
   
 
For von Koerber even if business had a mandate to get actively involved in political affairs, it was 
no simple matter. As the South African Anglophone corporate leaders had discovered money 
means nothing when a government is run according to dogma. After all, Oppenheimer had been 
making speeches for the past twenty years advocating for an end to racial discrimination with no 
effect.564. Instead, the MD turned his attention to foreign critics of business: ‘The communist 
theory of so-called monopoly capitalism is based on this very fallacy, and provides the ideological 
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platform from where free enterprise gets attacked’.565 Given the ideological influence of Marxist 
theory on the ANC, the German was concerned that the perpetuation of communist thought 
would widen an existing gulf between business leaders and employees as well as the public.566  
Indeed, on the matter of the controversial German Lutheran Church’s ‘Das Dilemma’ that had 
caused waves in Germany upon its 1979 publication, von Koerber was even more candid. The 
publication had been vocal in its criticism of BMW based on an unverified interview with a BMW 
worker and called for German companies to threaten Botha with disinvestment to achieve policy 
changes.  Whilst the Lutheran Church was a major figure in the German AAM, it was biased from 
the outset against business and the South African government. Its credibility with enterprise 
therefore was non-existent. Still, the Lutherans represented a force that had to be taken seriously 
given their ability to shape public opinion in Germany which in turn could lead to actual pressure 
on BMW via the German government. For von Koerber, however, ‘politically knowledgeable 
people who publish such statements overseas as part of a political strategy, are agitators, not 
reporters of facts’.567 Yet, apart from the Loderer report, the German public had little access to 
information on what their country’s companies were doing in SA and how. By not being proactive 
in communicating the benefits the subsidiaries were bringing to disadvantaged South Africans, 
business provided a space and platform for precisely such publications; a failing recognised by the 
MD. He encouraged his peers to communicate both at home and abroad on their efforts to that 
respect.568 In addition, proactive disclosure would help in spreading the de facto non-racialized 
working environment to wider corporate and political society that existed behind the closed doors 
of German subsidiaries. 
Foreign business, however, could not escape responsibility for operating in SA. It had an 
opportunity and a prerogative to act for positive change as far as South African law and economic 
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reason permitted. A principle the MD recognised and promoted given the size and impact of 
German industry in the country.569 Within company premises, business could control the ‘racial 
aspect’ and thereby promote evolutionary change.570 That such a statement was not simply blue-
sky thinking, but ingrained corporate culture can be demonstrated by one anecdote. When 
BMWSA introduced black secretarial staff, existing white secretaries were perturbed. In time, they 
accepted both their black colleagues and that this was the ‘BMW way’ of running a business.571 The 
signalling effect German subsidiaries had within SA was reiterated by BMWSA’s MD and with the 
preceding example he illustrated how even staunchly conservative members of South African 
society could have their attitudes ‘softened’.572 In the German’s eyes, the moral question of 
operating a business in apartheid-era SA was settled with a clear conscience. For, he concluded, ‘by 
staying here and by making the unprecedented policy of today the accepted norm of tomorrow, we 
are working in the interests of all the peoples of Southern Africa’. The attendees left with the 
impression, that here was an articulate advocate on their side but they had to make exemplary 
strides in labour relations, wage rates and decentralizing their business as promoted by BMWSA’s 
managerial activities. 
Institutionalising racial non-discrimination was one thing, reversing decades of discrimination in 
practice was another matter entirely. With respect to managerial positions, the firm had decreed 
that it was an equal opportunities employer and would fill positions based solely on the candidate’s 
qualifications irrespective of race. However, the company acknowledged it was operating in an 
environment with Third World levels of education for most of its workforce.573 This meant that 
the bulk of its black staff entered into positions at the lower end of the employment ladder. 
Nevertheless, BMW ensured that even these positions were remunerated well, for management 
regarded its activities as setting the benchmark for both foreign and domestic business: 
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BMW’s contribution to the quality of life of the people who are employed in their works and factories could 
become a model for the rest of South African industry. BMW pays the highest rates in the industry and 
among the highest wages in the manufacturing industry.574  
Even the South African business press was heaping praise on the company’s management, drawing 
comparisons to the West German reconstruction miracle in the process.575 In an internal newsletter, 
von Koerber declared, with one eye on in-house detractors who saw the company’s future growth 
plans in SA as too ambitious and overblown: ‘One has to desire the extraordinary to achieve the 
extraordinary’.576 When quality issues, alongside a healthy risk appetite and a capacity to innovate 
were identified in 1982 by the MD as key hurdles for success over the next decade in SA, the 
company did not hesitate to tackle these threats.577 Within nine months it had set up a workshop 
programme focused on quality, primarily for black workers, backed by expertise from Munich.578 
It would retain this progressive attitude for the remainder of the apartheid-era.  
Indeed, the company’s entire activities on this front can be regarded as a pre-emptive action to the 
benefit of its workforce, bottom line, and image abroad. In 1983, BMW cemented its commitment 
to the South African market by investing R100m into doubling production capacity at Rosslyn.579 
This expansion enabled the firm to introduce its 3 series model, which was the volume leader in 
other markets, to the country.580 The company now employed 2.600 staff and indirectly contributed 
to another 10.000 jobs. Hence, not only was the PM in attendance but also Germany’s unshakeable 
supporter of engagement with SA, CSU Chairman Strauss.581 BMW AG’s Chairman, consistent 
with the firm’s prior strategy of tackling issues head on, explained at the inauguration of the 
expansion: 
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An investment decision is also political, considering the faith that an investor places in the future of a 
country. Especially in your country our original investment decision has not been without political 
implications: It did not go along with the politics of the dis-investment faction. 582 
It is one thing to commit to a pariah state when your local subsidiary is unprofitable, as was the 
case with VW. It becomes a far easier task when BMWSA was booming. Von Kuenheim stressed, 
however, that an investment in SA by a German business was of mutual benefit: 
(…) it is good for (…) South Africa in general, to retain and strengthen its trade ties with the industrial 
sector in Germany. The Federal Republic still leads the world in terms of its infrastructure, its industrial 
versatility, its highly-developed training systems, the general level of efficiency achieved in industry, and its 
advanced labour relations structure. All of these factors serve as sources of know-how which, I hope, will 
continue to be transferred to South Africa in the interest of progress and prosperity. (…) When we, the 
guests, leave these premises, the planning of our future investments will already begin. We are embarking 
on those plans with confidence in the future of this country.583  
 
The company continued to be on a roll in terms of sales, launching a new 5 series in the South 
African market only two years later.584 The company’s increases in sales volume not only outpaced 
its main competitor DB but the entire South African vehicle market (see Graph 2). That BMWSA 
displaced MBSA in the premium segment was due to two primary reasons. First, von Koerber’s 
manifold efforts at promoting the BMW brand locally. Second, MBSA had no equivalent 
competitive offering to the 3 series. The net result was that BMWSA not only gained market share 
at MBSA’s expense but also attracted new customers to the premium segment via its model 
portfolio and competitive pricing.585 However, South African premium car buyers were, just as 
businesses, facing constraints on the amount of currency they could convert and therefore invest 
abroad. Apart from creating new rallies on the JSE, the surplus of cash trapped in the country also 
increased expenditure on luxury goods and vehicles, playing into BMWSA’s favour. As a result, the 
premium vehicle segment in SA made up a far higher share of the total vehicle market than any 
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other country where BMW operated.586 The R100m investment into Rosslyn, praised by Botha as 
foreign commitment to the Republic, had in fact primarily consisted of local capital.587  
Graph 2: BMWSA’s sales growth post-1975 majority ownership indexed against MBSA and 
the total car market588 
 
So far by ensuring it had the ‘best’ people, setting up its subsidiary thoughtfully in terms of model 
structure, key customer base, and target markets had allowed the company to whether all 
turbulences upon entering SA as well as the initial Botha years. Whilst management had proved 
skilful in adjusting to unforeseen developments in the socio-political environment, going forward 
BMWSA, just as other foreign and local firms, would not be spared by the onset of macroeconomic 
malaise. 
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5. Foreign currency woes 
By the early 1980s, the continued drop in the value of the rand vs other major currencies, 
particularly the US$ and German DM saw a flurry of action by BMWSA to counteract the impact 
whilst concurrently receiving sternly worded warnings from Munich.589 Minutes of a 1982 Board 
meeting noted with concern the drop in the Rand/DM exchange rate.590 Given that only 66-67% 
of every vehicle was assembled from locally sourced components, BMWSA was paying BMW AG 
to provide and ship the remaining percentage of parts, particularly engines, to SA. Bernd 
Pischetsrieder, BMWSA’s Director of Sourcing and Production Engineering, explained in an 
interview, that every Pfennig the rand dropped, added another R600.000 to the subsidiary’s import 
bill.591 Considering that locally sourced parts were already 50-100% more expensive than their 
German equivalent due to smaller volumes, increases in the cost of imports only worsened the cost 
fundamentals of the South African business.592 Furthermore, the worsening exchange rate also cut 
the value of any profits that BMWSA sought to remit via dividends to its mother company. 
In addition, the high interest rates that the South African Reserve Bank introduced to fight inflation 
and attract capital to the country were hampering domestic consumption. The Board regarded the 
immediate future as holding a ‘general gloomy outlook for the consumer’ that would affect the 
entire vehicle market.593 The domestic vehicle market contracted by 10.8% but it was the fall in the 
rand’s value that underlined the rationale to increase exports.594 Shipments of BMWs from SA had 
taken a back seat given high domestic demand and the Iranian revolution. Now, with a dip in the 
local market, the FX rate could be turned to the company’s advantage. A cheaper rand meant South 
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African produced BMWs and components, such as upholstery and alloy rims, became more 
attractive as a sourcing option for BMW AG’s various international subsidiaries.595 Chairman von 
Kuenheim successfully lobbied Botha and the Minister for Trade and Industry, de Villiers, to obtain 
the Government’s buy-in on a resumption of an export programme.596 The favourable agreement 
allowed for a concession on import excise tax to be tied to a granted increase in exports.597 Exports 
would go on to provide a bulwark against a challenging South African market for the remainder of 
the decade. Whilst BMWSA primarily exported components to other parts of BMW Group, it did 
make a one-off exception for a special SA-derived car model. 20% of South African production of 
this, the most expensive model the 745i, went to Hong Kong, netting the subsidiary a consistent 
R2m line of revenue.598 Yet, Munich frowned on an enduring export of SA-produced right-hand 
drive models. Notwithstanding a lack of official approval, BMWSA, desperate for contribution 
margin nevertheless went ahead and exported a total of R10-15m of cars to the Far East.599 
The Chairman once again proved his worth by requesting BMWSA’s MD von Koerber to 
investigate whether it was possible to profit by short-term portfolio investment in SA despite the 
loss in the value of the rand.600 For example, a deposit account with three months’ notice before 
access paid 18.25% interest p.a. in the Republic, far higher than equivalent rates in Europe.601 
Although the business did not pursue this idea, it did react by providing South African dealerships 
with a method of holding less stock at high local interest rates by offering them via an associated 
company the ability to access BMW’s far lower European rates of circa 5%.602  
Whilst BMW’s Chairman may have been looking for a way out of the predicament for the 
subsidiary, the Munich Board’s Financial Director, Volker Doppelfeld, was more concerned with 
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BMWSA’s liabilities towards the mother company. He warned von Koerber that the South African 
business faced critical exposure to the R/US$ exchange rate, significant obligations to BMW AG 
remained open and if the rand would not recover according to the South African MD’s projections 
then profitability would be at risk.603 Von Koerber tried to placate his fears; outlining measures 
taken but then ended his note with a bombshell – as a result of the losses, share capital in BMWSA 
was in sustained decline and the subsidiary might require a capital injection from Munich. Even 
with a cut of the dividend to R7m, owner’s equity would fall to 18.4% by 1984.604 Within the 
subsidiary, von Koerber made enquiries on whether the firm could have employed a better hedging 
strategy. BMWSA’s Finance Director, Balfour, explained to his boss that the strengthening of the 
US$ was behind the weakening of the rand and that there was nothing the company could have 
done:  
I am advised that the major Motor companies and Mining Houses in South Africa have also not covered 
the Rand/Dollar leg, forward. (…) I do not believe that we could have foreseen the major fall in the 
Rand.605  
The MD, however, was obviously looking for a scapegoat as Balfour ‘resigned’ barely three weeks 
later. He himself would be promoted to the Board of BMW AG in the following year, despite the 
subsidiary booking its first loss in recent history. That the loss of R8.4m in 1984 was mainly driven 
by the exchange rate can be validated, for von Koerber’s successor, Walter Hasselkus, immediately 
outlined to the BMWSA Board that had the rand recovered to about US$0.6, then the company 
would have achieved break-even.606 BMWSA would eventually return to profitability by 1988 via 
nigh continuous growth in sales, efficiency programmes and exports.607 Nevertheless, the latter 
would require continued lobbying of Botha to raise the volume limit for shipments destined for 
abroad.608 Still, dealing with the NP Government was a known factor; adjusting to the new black 
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trade unions, however, resulted in the company’s behaviour catching the eye of organisations far 
less accommodating than Pretoria. 
6. Union problems foreign and domestic 
There is a kind of credo among those in free enterprise which leads many to scream beneath their breath 
that is good to make a buck under any circumstances, but that to make two bucks under difficult 
circumstances is better. They get some kind of precarious sense of satisfaction by walking along the knife 
edge between government displeasure and black labour displeasure.609 
Prior to the onset of the 1980s, labour and union headaches that came to concern the South African 
business arose not from the land of the king protea, but from social democratic forces in Germany 
which sought to solidarize themselves with black workers’ movements. The 1978 Loderer 
questionnaire was dismissed by von Kuenheim in a letter to the former as being better addressed 
by the business associations: ‘The issues raised contain such a significant political aspect that in our 
opinion they cannot be answered by any individual business’.610 This lack of co-operation would 
come to haunt the company. Loderer’s Zwischenbericht to the press blasted von Kuenheim for 
breaking a verbal agreement not to make recognition of the United Automobile, Rubber and Allied 
Workers’ Union of South Africa (UAW) conditional on a majority of BMWSA’s black workforce 
being members.611 The following day, the German press ran articles with headlines such as 
‘Apartheid bei BMW’. It had a field day repeating a Loderer quote to the German public that 
described BMWSA’s management as being ‘deliberately obstructive’.612  
The company ignored the negative press until opposition SPD MP Brigitte Erler issued a public 
statement a year later. Part of a research team within the German Lutheran Church that analysed 
labour relations in SA, she accused BMW of banning all union activity on its grounds in the 
country.613 Loderer picked up on the Lutheran Church Report to emphasise his existing criticism 
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of the Bavarian automaker and submitted a letter of complaint to the German Minister for 
Economic Affairs, Dr Otto Graf Lambsdorff.614 
Due to this appeal made to the FRG Government, the Chairman of BMW AG could no longer 
ignore the activities of the trade unionist. He clarified to Loderer that BMW did not impede the 
formation of unions but that the existing hundred or so union members at Rosslyn were afraid of 
making themselves known citing fears of dismissal due to militant union activity at other plants. 
The company would gladly negotiate with a black trade union beyond the existing framework of a 
liaison committee, he insisted, if it could legitimise itself as representing most black workers.615 Von 
Kuenheim would meet with Loderer personally should he decide to visit BMWSA.616  
Loderer, however, was not appeased. The Church study had supposedly interviewed black workers. 
These interviewees had indicated that the management of the South African subsidiary were not 
positively disposed towards the formation of a UAW presence in the plant. Furthermore, 
BMWSA’s requirement of a 51% membership of the factory’s workers in the union, prior to being 
granted counterparty negotiation rights, was regarded as simply another excuse. Indeed, such 
conditions were also regarded within the South African labour movement as simply another form 
of anti-union tactic.617 Given a ‘climate of fear’ at the plant within the already difficult South African 
legal and political environment, a 51% membership was unlikely to be achieved according to 
Loderer.618 He accused BMW of engaging in continuous ‘lip service’ and lack of a positive mind-
set. Given that VW was already negotiating with a black trade union without any political fallout 
from Pretoria, BMW was simply coming up with ‘new excuses’ at every turn.619 For the Chairman 
the matter was already closed. In his initial letter he had already noted his disappointment that 
Loderer’s 1978 report had failed to mention BMW’s mixed-race training and its investment in black 
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employee apprenticeships. In a final response to the trade unionist, he attached a pamphlet 
distributed at Rosslyn that stated the company would not impede workers’ rights to form and/or 
join a union and clear recognition of the UAW. He reiterated the above 51% requirement did not 
exist.620 The Chairman, however, was lying as BMW’s internal documents dealing with matters 
arising from a successor union reveal. 
That labour relations were an Achilles heel for the management of BMWSA is illustrated by 
management confidentially describing the circumstance that black workers within the plant were 
solely represented by an Employees’ Council ‘a major potential risk’.621 NAAWU, had steadily been 
increasing its membership at the Rosslyn plant in the early 1980s. It was a new union, founded in 
1980, the result of a merger of three existing unions previously active in the automotive sector, 
including the UAW.622 Following six months of talks, BMWSA agreed to conditionally recognise 
the union in July 1983 as a representative counterparty for the entire plant. However, it only 
accepted their right to negotiate if it could prove that it spoke for at least 50% of the non-white 
workforce.623 50% might not exactly match the 51% dismissed by von Kuenheim as a falsehood 
four years earlier; nevertheless, this is splitting hairs for BMWSA clearly applied conditions 
regarding union membership prior to recognition. Before this agreement, the union had only been 
recognised in a few zones of the plant rather than the entire factory complex. The union, however, 
only represented 38% of the black workforce.  
In January 1984, only a month after passing the 50% membership mark and thereby receiving full 
negotiation rights, NAAWU triggered a series of wildcat strikes. The union sought a higher wage 
increase than that previously agreed between the Employees’ Council and management.624 In the 
eyes of BMWSA’s leadership, the trade union ‘actively pursued a policy of confrontation with a 
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view to embarrassing the Company’.625 BMWSA dropped leaflets by helicopter onto the mass of 
striking workers pointing out the existing agreement to no avail.626 As a result of the strikes, the 
subsidiary dismissed thirty-seven workers for breaking explicit company regulations.627 A great 
majority of these were sacked for intimidating other employees and violent action in line with 
disciplinary procedures established jointly with the union. NAAWU, nevertheless, distributed a 
pamphlet amongst the workforce calling for the reinstatement of staff made redundant despite 
their criminal behaviour. In addition, the leaflet outlined the union’s demands of an immediate 
46% increase in wages with another 5% increase every six months.628 BMWSA was aghast; it 
doubted ‘that there was any genuine desire on their part to work together’.629 It even considered 
ending the still fresh recognition agreement.630 The actions of NAAWU, which went against the 
clauses it itself had agreed to, were not without precedent in SA. The Board noted that in the 
Eastern Cape both Ford and VW had had negative experiences with the same labour union.631  
Given that the black trade unions were still in their infancy, NAAWU’s actions can be forgiven in 
part. In apartheid-era SA they were regarded as only a moderately radical union. When BMWSA 
refused to reinstate the workers it had made redundant, NAAWU appealed to the Minister of 
Manpower du Plessis.632 The application was dismissed by the Minister following the subsidiary 
making its own case explaining the circumstances.633 
Significantly, the entire affair resulted in stupefaction amongst BMWSA’s Board. Steyn felt that 
‘the level of remuneration of black workers in SA had been kept too low for a long time and 
thereafter increased too much. One should aim at a happy medium between increased wages and 
increased productivity’.634 The Afrikaner also requested the company to report the matter of strikes 
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to Pretoria.635 The subsidiary had taken note that once the strike had begun, union membership 
fell. It pondered whether to encourage anti-union movements within the plant as it was beyond 
the business’s control to remove the ‘English system of unionism’.636 The issue would take care of 
itself, however, as union membership peaked just above 70% before declining of its own accord 
to 58% by 1985.637 The close association of the German and international trade union movement 
and the South African black labour unions was noted for future reference. According to von 
Kuenheim, the Geneva-based IMF seemed to not only know more regarding the strike but also far 
earlier than BMW AG in Munich.  
Nevertheless, union relations stabilised after 1984. Given that BMW was widely known for paying 
the highest wages in the South African motor industry and provided generous social benefits, 
including a subsidized bus service and funding for three-bedroom garaged homes for its black 
employees, the workforce understood it had a good thing going.638 The impetus not to rock the 
boat can be seen by the vast number of applications for open positions. For example, 4500 
applicants applied for only 150 jobs at the company - necessitating an intensive selection process. 
With thirty times more applicants than jobs, securing long-term employment in SA was not easy, 
but landing a job at BMWSA represented the zenith of employment prospects in the southern 
Transvaal.  
The company also improved its understanding of the causes of issues stemming from its black 
workforce. It instituted regular indabas between workers and management.639 By training the union’s 
shop stewards in negotiation methods and explaining to them the meaning of the clauses their 
union had signed as part of the agreement with the company, it stepped in to assist in overcoming 
the union’s own failings.640 With respect to new applicants, those shortlisted would be visited by a 
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social worker. The objective was to ensure stable family and/or community obligations existed. If 
no family ties were noted, the applicant was unlikely to succeed.641 When the wages BMWSA paid 
increased the spending power of its black workforce beyond hitherto familiar levels, the result was 
high absenteeism on Mondays due to excessive drinking on weekends. Via disciplinary measures, 
labour was imparted with a message of no tolerance. The result, in the words of Dave Kirby, 
responsible for the subsidiary’s industrial relations, was a pronounced increase in home and car 
ownership.642 It was the total package on offer, including training, bursaries and other social 
benefits that represented the way forward in operating in apartheid-SA. Pierre de la Rey, in charge 
of BMWSA’s public affairs and planning, confirmed: ‘That, we believe, is the way to eliminate 
apartheid, not sanctions, which will destroy the economy and, in the process, make it impossible 
for BMW to remain in this country’.643 Indeed, Kirby would be leading much of the NAAMSA 
charge in formulating industrial policies, whilst the triumvirate of Hasselkus, Kirby and de la Rey 
continued to explore opportunities to promote black welfare throughout the 1980s.644 However, 
criticism and scrutiny would not go away. 
7. The mid-1980s: the disinvestment question 
The company’s FX and labour woes were part and parcel of doing business in SA. A market that 
an increasing number of foreign companies, particularly American, were exiting, albeit many of 
them retained exposure to South African consumers via licensing, franchise agreements and supply 
contracts to their successor companies.645 As in the mid-1970s, BMW once again had to consider 
its commitment to the country, although now it was more explicit on the preconditions. Political 
unrest, international isolation, and public criticism – these were all no concern. In response to an 
enquiry by Professor Wiehahn, von Kuenheim specified that Munich expected the company to 
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remain in SA ‘as long as the South African government would ensure an economic environment 
in which foreign investors could expect to make a reasonable profit’.646 Von Koerber contributed 
‘that AG [Munich] had a long history of success in dealing with political pressure groups’.647 Given 
the above examples of dealing with fallout from trade union and ecumenical reports, this 
competence had already been put into practice vis-à-vis BMWSA. For the car manufacturer, the 
profit rationale remained paramount, regardless of whether it meant continued engagement with 
the apartheid state. Chairman von Kuenheim, in a not-so-subtle message to P.W. Botha to secure 
his approval for a greater number of exports, confirmed this stance in a public interview: ‘The more 
profitable foreign investors become, the less likelihood there is of their withdrawing from SA’.648 
With respect to the political reform progress, the company had made a very minor contribution 
towards it by funding a two-year postgraduate bursary for a South African student to study 
constitutional law at the Universities of Munich and Heidelberg. It hoped ‘that this could positively 
influence the constitutional development in this country’.649 Fundamentally, however, BMWSA was 
more concerned with pressures from abroad and the disinvestment activity of its non-German 
peers. This contrasted with VW whose main concern was domestic politics. No clearer indication 
of profitability being the driving force behind German automobile company decision making could 
exist. BMW, nearly consistently profitable in SA, was anxious about any international pressure or 
sanction that would force it to pull out of the country. VW, unprofitable in SA for a decade, saw 
no path to profitability without significant domestic political change. Their public relations foci 
mirrored their respective internal concerns. Nevertheless, fundamentally, business in apartheid-era 
SA simply adhered to the tenets of business anywhere else – achieve, sustain, and grow profitability. 
In its campaign against disinvestment, management employed the classical argument: To disinvest 
would exacerbate unemployment and undo the positive contribution foreign business was making 
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to the furthering of non-white rights and living standards. Furthermore, it continued that without 
MNCs, SA would not benefit from access to high technology that it needed to develop its economy 
to its full potential.650  
Indeed, BMW operated as one united hierarchy in fighting disinvestment with both BMWSA and 
BMW AG voicing their concern on any political developments that might force their hand. For 
Hasselkus, new MD of BMWSA, long-term prosperity for SA necessitated foreign companies 
remaining in the country. In a 1985 speech he informed the South African attendees:  
The only dark cloud hanging over this scenario, is the American disinvestment campaign. Whereas for a 
company like BMW disinvestment is very much a non-issue, it is nevertheless crucial to all South Africans 
to avoid the formation of an economic environment that plays into the hands of the disinvestment lobby.651 
Leadership, for all intents and purposes the business publication in SA, emphasised what BMW had 
been stating all along. It argued that were foreign firms to withdraw, SA’s ‘political time-warp’ 
would be extended to the economic dimension with the means of production becoming 
increasingly out of date and inefficient. ‘The country will, ineluctably, take on even greater Third 
World complexities’.652 In an interview, von Kuenheim reiterated that for BMW AG disinvestment 
remained solely a politically driven process to be avoided at all costs: 
We can only hope and pray that the South African government will do what it knows it must do. I think 
the State President, Mr Botha, is aware of what he must do, but I do not know how far he and his 
supporters can go in bringing about change without disrupting the entire country. It is more an internal than 
external problem. The danger, of course, is that we can be forced out by political decree. We have always 
been proud of our association with South Africa, but there is little we can do if politicians in Germany and 
elsewhere make it impossible for us to continue.653 
BMW AG’s management, despite its public reaffirmation to the country, was nobody’s fool. It 
commissioned an in-house review and projection of the South African economy and the country’s 
long-term political outlook. As part of this strategic planning process, management for the first 
time drew up calculations on the withdrawal of capital under differing scenarios they had 
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identified.654 BMW might have been the poster child of foreign investment for the NP 
Government, but its leadership was not myopic to socio-political developments. By instigating a 
strategic review, it prepared the groundwork to enable its style of pragmatic, effective management 
to continue no matter what the 1980s held in store. 
 
1985 was the second-worst year for South African GDP growth since the Republic’s foundation.655 
The worst so far had been 1983, the year of the referendum on the Tricameral parliamentary 
system.656 Both black marks had occurred with Botha at the helm. Yet, at a fateful autumn 1985 
BMW AG Board meeting to decide the future of the South African subsidiary, the disinvestment 
option was shunned once again. Three key factors contributed to this outcome. First, continued, 
although, damaged faith in the NP’s reform process, particularly by Chairman von Kuenheim. 
Second, historically intrinsic though patchy profitability of the subsidiary. Finally, the huge amount 
of capital sunk into the plant and related infrastructure, including the 1983 expansion. As a result, 
BMWSA’s importance went far above that of simply another subsidiary; it represented an integral 
part of BMW AG’s production and international sales fulfilment network. When, therefore, the 
internal paper reviewing South African engagement had been completed and was presented to the 
Board in October 1985, it was not simply a question on the future of BMWSA but also on the 
composition of BMW AG.  
 
Though, capital withdrawal was one aspect of the analysis, the bulk of the document focused on 
the rationale behind model mix and production level recommendations in the case of three possible 
scenarios. This emphasis maintained BMW’s consistent rejection of disinvestment even when the 
South African domestic environment was becoming increasingly marked by unrest and recession. 
Pretoria’s obstinacy towards internal and external pressure was explained in part as resting on moral 
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and religious grounds. Domestic agitation, often attributed by Botha to communist meddling, was 
interpreted by BMW’s strategists as a deliberate attempt at undermining the South African 
Gottesstaat (theocracy).657 Unwittingly, the ‘boffins’ in Munich had drawn an inference to what was 
then contemporary historiography on apartheid underpinnings. This school of literature reasoned 
the fundamentals of apartheid ideology stemmed in part on the unique facets of Boer culture and 
history. It elucidated that the Boers were ‘chosen’ by god and that within the Afrikaner population 
there existed a belief that their arrival and expansion across SA formed a journey of historical and 
religious significance.658 
The NP Government, BMW calculated, was not going to consider changes to the favourable 
balance of power until at least 1989. Any partial relinquishment bore the risk of events spinning 
out of control as well as the division of power politics changing irreversibly to the detriment of the 
Afrikaners.659 Similarly, the strategists elaborated, Botha needed another four years to demonstrate 
the success of his reformist approach.660 In hindsight, BMW AG was correct in predicting change 
would come only after 1989, which it did when the Groot Krokodil misguidedly resigned as NP leader 
believing he still had the party faithful behind him and thereby opened up a path for de Klerk 
towards the State Presidency.661 However, where the strategists got it wrong was in expecting 
reform to come from Botha himself. For he had trapped himself into a hopeless political and policy 
stalemate after eliminating ‘peripheral’ apartheid, resulting in a loss of MPs and voters to the KP 
whilst employing the security forces to retain government supremacy but thereby undermining his 
own credibility for effective reform.662 BMW AG envisioned Pretoria would cautiously enter into 
negotiations by the end of the decade but would not discuss any proposition that suggested a 
relinquishment of white dominance or the introduction of ‘one man, one vote’. It did expect a 
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‘visible’ reform of the Group Areas Act.663 The subsidiary meanwhile espoused a different, less 
Botha-centric view. In their personal dealings with the State President, they had found him 
courteous, friendly and charming but remarkably beratungsresistent (not open to counsel).664 Indeed, 
he even complained to BMWSA when Doolan, after learning of Botha’s Rubicon speech, gave a 
critical interview.  
BMWSA correctly grasped that the NP remained the only vehicle for change in SA outside of 
revolutionary upheaval. Still its faith in the party rested on more pro-reform personalities reaching 
the top of the executive hierarchy. Barend du Plessis, now Minister of Finance, F.W. de Klerk or 
Dawie de Villiers were its favoured candidates. Indeed, via multiple contacts with de Klerk, 
Hasselkus had a far earlier indication of the Afrikaner’s progressive leanings than the outside world, 
which only got wise to his ambitions in 1990.665  
For BMW, a step-based dismantling of apartheid was the only viable process to reduce violence 
and division in SA. Contrary to the liberal position it believed this should occur based on human 
rights first and driven by economic reasons second.666 Much of the reasoning behind the strategy 
paper was influenced by Harry Oppenheimer’s public statements. The South African magnate 
represented one of the few recognised and trusted sources of critical thought from the Cape for 
BMW just as he did for the corporate planning department of fellow German car maker VW. The 
strategists deliberately quoted Oppenheimer in the AG Board meeting on future South African 
subsidiary strategy precisely because he was an individual the Directors respected and could relate 
to.667 The ‘Oppenheimer thesis’, which favoured engagement by foreign business with SA to 
eliminate racial discrimination, matched BMW’s own preferred strategy of remaining in the 
 
663 The Group Areas Act in all its versions and reforms since the 1950s principally segregated urban spaces on racial 
lines. It was repealed in 1991; Szenarienrelevante Umfelder und Reaktionsmuster, loc. cit. 
664 Hasselkus, interview, loc. cit. 
665 See F.W. de Klerk, ‘Speech at the opening of Parliament, 2.2.1990,’ O’Malley, 
https://omalley.nelsonmandela.org/omalley/index.php/site/q/03lv02039/04lv02103/05lv02104/06lv02105.htm. 
666 Büchelhofer and Aurich, op.cit., 2. 
667 The specific Oppenheimer quote: ‘Apartheid is currently a significant structural impediment in SA’s transition 
from an emerging market to an industrialised country’; Büchelhofer and Aurich, loc. cit. 
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country. Although the white population, particularly through company car schemes, made up the 
bulk of its customers, the company recognised that nearly 50% of general consumer demand in the 
country was now coming from the black demographic.668  
Business prefers stability and certainty, desiring a step-based approach, therefore, is reasonable. 
Expecting one, however, is optimistic. With reforms coming when and if Botha judged them to be 
appropriate, without any fundamental engagement with ANC demands, an acceptable political 
playing field for all parties, necessary for an evolutionary approach, simply did not exist. By citing 
the composition of purchasing power rather than demographics, the strategists were seeing SA 
through the prism of economics. However, the black population, apart from micro-scale boycotts, 
exercised their power through more confrontational methods rather than commercial acumen. 
Strikes, sabotage, violence, unrest, making SA ‘ungovernable’ were the preferred tools of the trade 
when democratic efforts proved ineffective. Botha, however, had run out of evolutionary steps to 
take, short of putting Afrikaner domination of political might and his own position on the line, an 
impassable impasse. 
Noting that in the case of disinvestment it would abandon the market to Japanese competitors, 
three future scenarios were drawn up. Labelled ‘dictatorship’, ‘reform’ and ‘anarchy and revolution’ 
the scenarios are indicative of forward-thinking by management.669 Furthermore, all scenarios 
predicted BMWSA incurring significant losses, which could not be completely mitigated.670 Which 
scenario would most likely come to pass, was evaluated by Munich as depending on the interplay 
between the various population groups in SA.671 Irrespective of the company’s chosen policy, it 
was concluded that imparting a positive opinion of foreign capital within increasingly politicized 
 
668 Loc. cit.; this figure was confirmed three years later, indicating the excellent quality of data available to BMW’s 
strategists in 1985. For, by 1985 the white demographic only accounted for 55.5% of total spending and the spending 
of non-white South Africans was expected to exceed the white populations’ spending by 1990. See Mary Beale et al., 
Race Relations Survey: 1986 Part 2, (Johannesburg: South African Institute of Race Relations, 1988), 717. 
669 See Appendix XIII. 
670 Ibid, 22. 
671 Szenarienrelevante Umfelder und Reaktionsmuster, op. cit., 1. 
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unions would be absolutely critical in order to maintain a future business presence.672 In that aspect, 
they mirrored the Anglophone South African business community. 
The case for divestment was studied but assessed as too costly to be pursued in 1985. Withdrawal 
meant either incurring a one-time charge in the range of R300m or a sale to a willing local co-
operation partner. Given the plight of the South African economy by then, the sourcing of not 
only a partner but one with sufficient liquidity to take over the operation was determined to be 
virtually nil.673 In addition to the above reasons, the company reasoned disinvestment would also 
cause public outcry in SA, even more pronounced amongst its black workforce, who had few other 
employment opportunities. Illegal occupation of the plant and sabotage were not ruled out should 
the company lean this way.674  
This strategic planning exercise demonstrated that Munich did not expect the political situation to 
normalise within the next five to ten years but did believe that black majority rule and continued 
reform were inevitable.675 For BMW, the vehicle market was projected to indefinitely not return to 
its previous highs. The corporate planning department advocated a shrinkage strategy.676 The 
advantage of shrinkage lay in that it was neither here nor there. It was neither disinvestment nor 
complete engagement. Rather it allowed for a modicum in flexibility should the market recover or 
decline further. An agreement on shrinkage would also mean conceding to a provision to draw up 
plans for a complete market exit by 1988/89.677 As 1985 therefore grew to a close, the Board of 
BMW AG faced one of the most divisive strategic decisions in its history – to stay or not in SA. 
Ultimately, von Kuenheim was the driving force that resulted in the tight decision to remain in the 
country went in favour of remaining. Aurich’s planning department and Hasselkus’s BMWSA both 
 
672 Büchelhofer and Aurich, op. cit., 4. 
673 Ibid, 23. 
674 Ibid, 26. 
675 Ibid, 11. 
676 Ibid, 36. This included measures such as reducing the number and range of models offered, reduce working 
capital tied up in the subsidiary, and delay introduction of model updates to the market. 
677 Ibid, 26. 
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directly reported to the Chairman yet espoused differing positions. Whilst the patriarch had always 
been sympathetic towards SA and the BMW operation in the country, the Board was split: SA was 
‘too complex, too risky’ to warrant further investment.678 Indeed, Golda had previously joked that 
BMWSA had already been written off to ‘1DM’. In the case of any trouble, one simply had to 
write-down ‘the remainder’.679 Notwithstanding the detractors, the Chairman viewed such calls as 
a challenge. He aligned with Hasselkus prior to the Board meeting that it was best to remain in SA 
with progressive policies rather than disinvest. BMWSA was here to stay and would continue to 
receive tooling investment to introduce new models into the SA market, especially the new 7 series. 
It was clear that even were other FRG businesses, such as VW, to ever disinvest, BMWSA would 
remain.680 The overt support of BMWSA by the Chairman himself would be barely noticeable 
outside BMW. For, as he revealed to Hasselkus, on grounds of expediency, i.e. a possible public 
backlash in the FRG, he would always remain a true but silent champion of the subsidiary.681 
Concurrently to BMW AG fermenting a decision on remaining in SA, GM had approached 
BMWSA in the hope of the subsidiary taking over its local operation.682 Whilst, ultimately the deal 
never came to fruition, it shows that even in the ‘worst of times’ German business continued to 
operate against the prevailing wind by forsaking disinvestment. However, a decision to stay also 
meant addressing all the challenges that came with its execution. Hasselkus had had to hit the 
ground running upon taking over the mantle of leadership in BMWSA. Profitability had taken a 
hit, the macroeconomic outlook was poor, the car market in dire straits, pressure from Munich 
immense, and the aura of disinvestment considerations still lingered. The elephant in the room, 
however, was South African politics. And, like his predecessor, he came to realise that running a 
company in SA required an offensive approach to address this issue. 
 
678 Hasselkus, interview, loc. cit. 
679 Loc. cit. 
680 Loc. cit. 
681 Von Kuenheim to Hasselkus, 8.1.1987. Private letter seen by author. 
682 See Appendix XIV. 
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Photograph 5: Dr Walter Hasselkus683 
 
8. Vanguard of a unified political response? 
With disinvestment banished forevermore to the filing cabinet, Hasselkus now had to face 
managing the difficulties of the South African business whilst praying for an economic recovery. 
In contrast to von Koerber, he concluded that political concerns could no longer be ignored. This 
was a notable change in policy. Only a month prior to the climactic 1985 BMW AG Board meeting, 
he had been the BMW representative at a meeting of German industry leaders, the German 
business associations and the FRG Government. The AA noted the BMW MD as having made 
clear he saw no political mandate for German business in SA, its sole obligation in that regard was 
to contribute in reducing social tensions in the country.684 Though, Hasselkus followed von 
Koerber in rejecting calls with respect to the political mandate, he proved far more cooperative 
with both the German state and media, appearing, for example, on a primetime TV debate.685 
Indeed, Fritz Ziefer, Chargé d’affaires at the German Embassy in Pretoria, came to regard 
Hasselkus, alongside the local MD of Bayer, Forstmann, as one of the few executives serious about 
 
683 The BMW Story, op. cit., 31. 
684 Herz (AA), Memo on 3.9.1985 meeting, 10.9.1985, 2 in PA AA PRET 404.21. 
685 ZDF-Magazin, loc. cit. 
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working together with the AA to do all they could to improve the South African socio-political 
environment.686 Hasselkus, however, was driven by being proactive in leveraging all options to avert 
criticism of BMW’s South African business. 
The political issues now furrowing the MD’s brow were not those of SA but rather the scrutiny 
emanating from parties on the left of the political spectrum in Germany. SA had descended ever 
further down the rabbit hole. Notably, it achieved GDP growth of 0.0% in 1986, a clear indicator 
of the socioeconomic and political malaise that had taken hold.687 Visitor volume from the 
Bundestag crept steadily higher. To take the heat off the German parent companies, Hasselkus 
recommended his fellow MDs at the local subsidiaries of BASF, Hoechst, Siemens, DB, and 
Volkswagen join him in taking a public stance on their political position.688 In a personal letter he 
elaborated that this exercise was forced upon them by a ‘new morality’ having taken hold in 
Germany. This was an ethical trend that required German companies to: 
 …whatever the consequences, (…) take a principled stand against South Africa, and in favour of 
sanctions/disinvestment. It is an attitude of principles-without-responsibility, an attitude which has enabled 
the Green movement to flourish beyond expectations, and which implores people to make morally correct 
decisions despite practical pitfalls. One might object but we should not get involved in what is (a) 
German/European domestic perspective.689 
What form the action was to take remained vague and undefined. A suggestion by a visiting 
German politician of a newspaper advertisement declaring opposition to apartheid was likely to be 
viewed by the South African public as ‘phoney’. Hasselkus questioned what room to manoeuvre 
was available to business: ‘What does being against apartheid mean? The world might think you 
are against PW Botha but he repeatedly declared his government is against apartheid’.690 Though 
Botha might be formally against apartheid, he was not in favour of ‘one man, one vote’ in a unitary 
state. Neither would he ever consider relinquishing white primacy via the NP within the executive 
arm of government. On the one hand it is laudable that BMWSA’s MD urged his fellow German 
 
686 Fritz Ziefer (FRG Chargé d'affaires Pretoria 1985-89), interview with author, 4.12.2019. 
687 An improvement on the negative figure of the prior year. World Bank data, loc. cit.  
688 Hasselkus to Searle, 25. 10. 1987 in UVW Z 610, No. 370/1. 
689 Loc. cit. 
690 Loc. cit. 
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industrial compatriots to consider a public statement. Given the backlash South African 
businessmen faced after secretly meeting with the ANC in 1985 and Pretoria not ruling out the 
ultimate weapon of nationalisation, though this would not have been in its own interest in attracting 
further foreign capital, a public relations project of such a nature was not without risk.691 On the 
other hand, continuing to believe in Botha’s commitment to reform by 1987 as well as solely being 
driven by German political scrutiny are respectively naïve and regrettable if not too little, far too 
late. Notwithstanding a lack of definite clarity on the shape of the project, the message to be 
transmitted was clear. Human rights, equal chances, a commitment to advance the black 
population, economic growth and a position against sanctions and disinvestment were to be the 
main themes. BMWSA was prepared to go it alone but felt a joint production would carry more 
weight.692 A professional advert with ‘social responsibility-type pictures representative of various 
companies’, potentially combined with an elaborate book and video were Hasselkus’s own 
preferred formats. Key was having something tangible to distribute amongst politicians and 
opinion makers both in SA and abroad. There was some urgency to the affair. For the BMWSA 
MD ended his appeal pointing out ‘I think we should implement some action before the next wave 
of anti-South African hysteria hits the German media’.693 
The project ultimately never gained traction with each company preferring to forge its own path in 
making quasi-political press statements and/or advertisements. The sole exception was a fallout-
generating 1986 joint statement by German business federations that Pretoria’s reform path would 
not result in peaceful change.694 The press release whilst clearly political was mild mannered as the 
critical sentences were followed by paragraphs arguing against sanctions, more stringent application 
of the discredited codex, and greater company investment into black employee training and 
benefits. As ever, German corporates were careful not to rock the boat; to present no opinion that 
 
691 Sampson, op. cit., 255-264. 
692 Hasselkus, ‘25.10.1987’, op. cit., 2. 
693 Ibid, 3. 
694 BDI/DIHT/BGA/ Bundesverband deutscher Banken, Gemeinsame Erklärung von Spitzenverbänden der deutschen 
Wirtschaft zu Südafrika, press statement, 25.6.1986. 
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could be traced back to an individual business, and to maintain a united front in the face of outside 
scrutiny. The only outlier remained Searle’s article in Leadership calling for business to enter the 
political fray to push for reform. As with the German Business Trust initiative, German industry 
had been unable to proactively unite outside a crisis to further a positive initiative.695 Instead they, 
including BMW, forged their own paths on mitigating apartheid’s effects via social welfare projects. 
Nevertheless, these schemes were always also an attempt at placating German opposition 
politicians and the FRG AAM whilst boosting their image with foreign business peers and the 
public. Via their annual reports, often including a separate social report with ever increasing detail 
on their ‘positive contribution’ in fighting racial inequality, German companies by the late 1980s 
pushed a message of South African engagement as a benefit for all. According to Cron, however, 
German subsidiaries were never significant agents for political transformation; their main 
contribution in combatting apartheid lay precisely in this visibility in the corporate social 
responsibility sphere as ‘cultural change agents’.696 The above example reveals management, at 
heart, never desired to be more than just that.  
That BMWSA significantly benefited from its close relationship to the NP Government, outside 
of remarkable social occasions and management of ever-evolving, politically influenced trade 
restrictions is questionable. But the company was always Pretoria’s darling as illustrated by one 
episode. When the subsidiary’s local content percentage dipped below duty-free levels, du Plessis 
passed a legislative exemption for it to be temporarily excluded from regulations.697 He thereby 
saved BMWSA from paying additional taxes summating to millions of rand; a largesse for a 
subsidiary that had only just returned to profitability in 1988, helped by 4.2% GDP growth. It 
remains the sole example of BMW receiving an explicit favour, despite being simply an NP solution 
to an NP created bureaucratic and regulatory problem. With the recovery of BMWSA’s fortunes, 
 
695 See Appendix V. 
696 Cron, op. cit., 274-275. 
697 Loc. cit. 
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any thoughts of disinvestment were consigned firmly to the past.698 When questioned by the press 
on the subsidiary’s perspective on the country, Hasselkus explained that they were ‘still fairly 
optimistic’.699 In his view, despite increasing economic liberalisation, only a political solution would 
fundamentally address the country’s problems. Nevertheless, the MD described business as 
‘creating a new de facto SA which one day, the politicians will have to recognise’.700 
In a twist of fate, BMW’s use of its exported South African leather and upholstery in its 
automobiles, including those exported to the US after the passing of the Comprehensive Anti-
Apartheid Act of 1986, summarises best this second part of the case study. Fearing possible 
repercussions, von Kuenheim requested Hasselkus to get in touch with the Rupert family. In 
subsequent negotiations, they agreed to take over BMWSA in a caretaker function should BMW 
AG be forced to disinvest due to any potential US pressure. Agreeing not to eviscerate the 
subsidiary for their own profit, Johann Rupert clarified ‘we will do it in the interests of South 
Africa’.701 In their typical efficient fashion, BMW’s management, as ever, had prepared for all 
eventualities arising from the quandary of investing and remaining in SA. 
Conclusion 
Since taking majority ownership of the subsidiary in 1974, the company had never taken its foot of 
the accelerator pedal in SA. It increased the revenue of BMWSA from R2m (1975) to R400m 
(1985), a remarkable growth rate despite the fall in the rand.702 Posting unparalleled sales figures 
and, apart from the South African crisis years, nearly consistent profitability since 1980, the 
business had the leeway to offer generous wages and social benefits that quelled union unrest after 
an initial period of confrontation. By strategic hiring to its Board of Directors, the subsidiary 
maintained professional and personal relationships to not only the corridors of power but also to 
 
698 World bank, loc. cit. 
699 The BMW Story, op. cit., 32. 
700 Loc. cit. 
701 Hasselkus, interview, loc. cit. 
702 BMW South Africa, op. cit., 5; Hasselkus, ‘Speech’, op. cit., 4. 
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the main white political groups, namely the verkramptes and verligtes factions within the NP as well 
as Anglophone liberals. As such it was able to ramp-up an existing strategy to increase exports in 
the crisis years of the 1980s. This allowed it to buffet the sales decline resulting from the downturn 
in the vehicle market during the recession years of 1982, 1983 and 1985. The fall in the value of 
the rand played into this export strategy and allowed it to fund a plant expansion completely out 
of local capital that was trapped in SA. Upon realizing its first loss under majority ownership in 
1983/84, the company quickly commissioned an internal review team in the Munich headquarters 
to prepare recommendations, independent of those of the subsidiary’s management, on the future 
of the South African business with no option being off the table. A subsequent shrinkage strategy 
coupled with the drafting of a disinvestment plan never came to fruition due to the Chairman’s 
intervention and an economic recovery. The abhorrence of disinvestment had been a hallmark of 
BMW’s decade in SA. Citing an independent survey that found 70% of its black workforce opposed 
it, Hasselkus expressed: ‘That leaves me feeling pretty good to be here’.703 Five years earlier, in 
1985, the MD had outlined that one of BMW’s comparative advantages versus its competitors was 
its ‘pragmatic, adaptable and flexible management style’.704 In hindsight, no truer words could have 
ever been spoken on the management of its South African affairs.  
The sober management of the car maker’s South African subsidiary meant that even when the firm 
got its predictions wrong, it remained practical in seeking solutions, the consideration of GM’s 
offer being only one example. Whilst management’s methods were flexible, its commitment to SA 
was consistent. It was inextricably linked to the status quo elite, especially through its products, a 
relationship captured by an Afrikaans punk rock song brought out in the final year of Botha’s 
presidency: 
(…) ons ry ‘n BMW  
ons stem vir die PFP, die KP, die NP 
alles met ‘n P, net nie die ANC, nee! 
ons ry ‘n BMW  
 
703 Loc. cit. 
704 Hasselkus, ‘Speech’, op. cit., 3. 
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(we drive a BMW, we vote for the PFP, the KP, the NP, everything with a P, just not the ANC, 
no!, we drive a BMW)705  
Operating in the Republic did not mean agreeing to or implementing racial discrimination. Rather 
the opposite was very much possible. An assessment of how BMW supported the regime could be 
argued from three positions. First, by remaining in the country rather than disinvesting, it profited 
from the high purchasing power of the white demographic. Salaries would not have been so high, 
had they not been quasi-protected by an apartheid system that kept Bantu education standards low 
and provided protected jobs for Afrikaners within the bureaucracy. A fully open and competitive 
labour market would potentially not have resulted in the record market shares BMW experienced 
vis-à-vis the rest of the world. Second, disinvestment by the company may have resulted in a 
signalling effect that could have broken German corporate unity and thereby encouraged further 
withdrawal. The NP Government would then be faced with its largest foreign investors and 
significant employers of labour turning their back on apartheid-SA until it reformed. Compared to 
US capital and UK portfolio investment withdrawal, German disinvestment would have been even 
more painful. In 1991, BMWSA’s PR Manager mused that had the premium automakers not been 
in SA, the best and brightest would have left under apartheid: ‘For a start, if during the sanctions 
years high-tech cars were not available in SA, the brain drain from this country would at least have 
doubled.’706 This, however, ignores the fact that even without a local subsidiary, SA would have 
simply imported such vehicles, as it had in the 1960s and 1970s. Third, as a profitable company, 
BMWSA was contributing to Pretoria’s coffers via its tax payments. These could then be 
amalgamated with other revenue sources to enforce the government’s strategy of retaining white 
control over the levers of power. These arguments, however, could also be applied to other 
businesses. For BMW AG, BMWSA’s continuation was integral – whilst not the heart, the 
subsidiary was nevertheless a major organ of the carmaker’s body.  
 
705 Johannes Kerkorrel, ‘Ons ry ‘n BMW,’ by Johannes Kerkorrel. Daggadirk Uys and Andre le Toit, recorded 1989, 
track 8 on Eet Kreef!, Shifty Music, Vinyl LP; English translation from O’Meara, op. cit., 369. 




In post-transition SA, BMWs remained the vehicle of choice for the Government of National 
Unity and later the ANC government. In 1996 an order of one-hundred BMWs by the Government 
indicated that the fall of apartheid would not impact the state’s relationship with the company.707 
Indeed, this author’s own family obtained its first vehicle by the manufacturer when the South 
African Embassy sold its existing vehicle fleet to make room for an updated model in the early 
2000s. For the majority of South Africans, BMW remained a symbol of white oppression in the 
1980s, not helped by Botha continuing to drive a BMW after retirement.708 The colloquial 
description of its vehicles had not changed but, as BMW’s former management might say, it had 
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- Chapter 4- 
Hoechst South Africa: South African solutions to South African problems 
Introduction 
‘Arms embargo flouted’710 
The leadership of Hoechst AG, a global company founded in an eponymous Frankfurt suburb in 
the mid-19th century, may have spilt their morning coffee in November 1991. The FR, their local 
paper, had picked up on a prior piece by the South African Weekly Mail that alleged at least thirty-
eight foreign companies had ignored the 1977 UN imposed arms embargo against the Republic, 
and that Hoechst was amongst them. The claim by the South African press was most speculative; 
given the source was conjecture on the Helderberg case. The downing of the Helderberg, a South 
African Airways plane, near Mauritius in 1987, had never been conclusively resolved. Widely 
presumed to be covertly transporting chemicals or explosives from the Far East (Taiwan) for the 
South African parastatal defence procurement company, ARMSCOR, the incident is still subject 
to discussion today.711 Hoechst was named as supplying either raw materials or finished products 
on the airliner downed on its return flight to SA.  
Whilst 1991 may have seen SA under way on the path of reform and conciliation, concurrently the 
secrets of the prior Botha-era were beginning to trickle into the public domain. Time and geography 
appeared to present no obstacle for apartheid’s reach even after its demise. This first chapter within 
the section on the German chemical industry explores Hoechst’s history in SA to gauge the 
credibility of the press accusations. Whilst the case study primarily serves to illustrate wider, 
unknown aspects of running a foreign subsidiary during apartheid, it also supports three of the 
main thesis arguments: Profitability allowed for flexibility and stability from macro-level issues, 
thereby differentiating German businesses; racial discrimination was not institutionalised, rather 
the root cause stemmed from legislation; and that business whilst knowledgeable of politics 
 
710 ‘Waffenembargo mißachtet,’ FR, 9.11.1991. 
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preferred to act behind the scenes via a unified, anonymized response when forced to take action 
in this regard. 
1. Large, larger, Hoechst 
In 1994, the German Hoechst AG was the world’s largest chemical company by revenue. With 
recorded sales of DM49.6bn (R128.8bn), the company had surpassed an earlier milestone when it 
became the biggest pharmaceutical company on the planet by the 1980s.712 When a new CEO, 
Jürgen Dormann, initiated a transformation process involving a series of restructurings, spin-offs, 
and mergers that resulted in Hoechst disappearing forever by 1999 as a household name, the 
German press gave the CEO the moniker ‘Soft Rambo’.713 At the time, the business was 
represented in 120 countries and could trace its history back to 1863. The company’s subsequent 
deliberate ‘destruction’ at the hands of its own executives roughly 130 years later resulted in 
significant upheaval on an international stage. In addition, the abandonment of traditional business 
principles and norms which had underpinned its success over the previous century became the 
focal point for the existing historiography.  
The two most notable studies on the subject are those by Wehnelt (2009), a former journalist, and 
by Seifert (2018), a former Director.714 They tell the story of how a company with annual profit in 
the DM multi-billions needlessly initiated a process of self-dismemberment that saw it enter a death 
spiral within six years of Dormann being handpicked for the top job. Apart from a mention in the 
company’s chronology prior to tackling the above tale, both authors – understandably – do not 
engage with 1980s SA. They were writing a tale of the fall of a giant within German industry aimed 
at a German public attempting to come to terms with an incomprehensible disaster. For the sake 
of completeness, there are four further publications on Hoechst that necessitate mentioning. Two 
 
712 HOSAF History, Company report, 1995, 6 in Hoechst GmbH, Firmenarchiv, D-65926 Frankfurt am Main 
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of these are company commissioned publications. The first, a 1960 book commemorating 
Hoechst’s centenary, precedes the company’s growth in SA due to its age.715 The second, a study 
on Hoechst during the time of the Third Reich as part of the infamous conglomerate I.G. Farben, 
was critically acclaimed but is, in the context of this thesis, irrelevant.716 The third, an essay 
collection of employee recollections of life within the main German plant mourns a company that 
was no more.717 The final publication comes full circle and analyses Hoechst’s 1994 pivot to 
achieving shareholder value above all else as a cultural phenomenon in continental business.718 
The former company’s documents are, given the takeover of its individual parts by differing 
corporate entities, scattered across multiple private business archives as well as local and state 
government collections. Sourcing and accessing applicable records is not an easy task and has in all 
likelihood contributed to the limited research on Hoechst. Furthermore, as a dormant enterprise, 
contemporary scholarship within business history does not come across the company unless 
already working in specialist research. The above issues will only worsen in future, particularly for 
manuscripts relating to former subsidiaries which are mostly held, if at all, outside Germany. 
2. A gateway to Africa 
In terms of revenue, the South African subsidiary had always been a marginal unit within the 
Hoechst business empire. In 1994, its R1.6bn in sales represented less than 1.5% of Hoechst AG’s 
combined turnover.719 Indeed, the company spent globally five times more, R8.8bn, on research.720 
Whilst from a quantitative perspective, Hoechst South Africa (‘HOSAF’) appears to be a relatively 
minor subsidiary compared to those of the manufacturers examined in the preceding section, such 
as BMWSA or VWoSA, such a conclusion is misleading. Even as the 10th largest subsidiary within 
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Hoechst, HOSAF dwarfed the local operations of the company’s international peers such as BASF. 
Furthermore, within the company, the South African business was regarded as not just the end but 
also the strategic means to penetrate new African markets after decolonization.721  
When African decolonization formally began with Ghana’s independence in 1957, Hoechst 
established representative offices in SA. Prior to its sales bureaus opening in CT, PE and Durban, 
the bulk of the company’s product range had been marketed by a subsidiary of the Dutch Hamer 
group. The existing Hoechst business within this ‘Dutch and Overseas Trading Company’ was 
transferred to the new HOSAF that by 1964 had become a wholly owned subsidiary.722 Hoechst 
quickly scaled up its presence and operation. In 1958, only a year after HOSAF’s founding, it 
incorporated a pharmaceutical subsidiary in the country and commissioned its first production 
plant.723 When Kurt Lanz, future Hoechst deputy CEO, visited SA for the first time in 1959, he 
spent three weeks touring the country. HOSAF, at the time headed by the Dutch expatriate Otto 
Schoemaker, remarked to Lanz that racial separation and the creation of the Homelands would be 
the only way to maintain economic prosperity, peace, and South African pre-eminence in Sub-
Saharan Africa.724 Schoemaker, it appeared, had completely bought into the elaborations of the new 
PM Verwoerd, who had only taken office in the prior year. 
The Promotion of Bantu Self-Government Act, 1959 introduced by Verwoerd, was one of the core 
legislative underpinnings of ‘grand apartheid’. By categorising the black majority population 
according to tribal lines to allocate and restrict their residency to specific quasi-autonomous 
territories, the PM desired to maintain an expansive white SA under Afrikaner leadership.725 In 
confidence, Schoemaker told Lanz that grand apartheid was the only way by which the ‘Coloureds’, 
in this case referring to all non-white South Africans, could attain living standards far above those 
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of fellow African countries, apart from Nigeria. In Lanz, the émigré Dutchman found not only a 
receptive audience for his musings but a boss that shared his political and moral outlook. For in 
his subsequent travel report, the German recorded: ‘I agreed with his views’.726 
HOSAF continued to expand at a rapid clip throughout the 1960s and 1970s benefiting from SA’s 
increasing economic isolation and the Government’s fostering of domestic self-reliance. In 1968, 
the South African subsidiary opened a polyester fibre manufacturing plant in Milnerton in the 
Western Cape to provide the regional textile industry with raw material.727 The following year, 1969, 
saw Hoechst solidify its presence in the country when HOSAF established a JV with the partially-
state owned, Afrikaner-led Sentrachem. The offspring of this JV, Safripol, constructed a 
thermoplastic production plant and went on to establish a distribution company, Plastomark, to 
market the plant’s output.728 Though the relationship is noted for orchestrating the construction of 
Africa’s largest polyolefin manufactory, it also indicated that the South African market, despite its 
size, contained a highly sophisticated and dynamic chemicals sector able to foment profitable 
business cases for large-scale capital investment.729 
Constructed in Sasolburg to source feedstock from Sasol’s CTL plants nearby, Safripol’s business, 
similar to the fibre plant, tied into a regional, often vertically integrated chemical and process 
materials industry. Network effects, however, were not the only benefit. Tariffs and import duties 
made sourcing of raw materials on world markets relatively expensive, thereby buffeting margins 
for foreign firms that chose to produce locally. Yet even were SA to have become an economy 
bereft of duties in the apartheid-era, the costs of shipping and storing process inputs would have 
made domestic production a prospect worthy of consideration.  This should not discount from the 
fact that SA’s increasing pariah status also made Safripol, whilst a private venture, a pillar in the 
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state’s strategy to replace imports.730 Indeed, 95% of the plant’s annual output was absorbed into 
the domestic market with the remainder exported to other African countries.731 As such, Safripol 
and its related businesses provided not only stable recurring cash flow to HOSAF, but the venture 
was the revenue and profitability driver for the subsidiary.732 
When the European Council of Ministers passed a resolution in autumn 1986 prohibiting new 
investment by member states in SA, the JV found itself in a quandary.733 Unable to fund its share 
of a proposed 1988 expansion via an increase in investment capital, Hoechst AG was presented an 
alternative method by its partner Sentrachem. At the heart of the scheme lay the leveraging of a 
particularly South African idiosyncrasy, the financial rand. Reintroduced shortly after P.W. Botha’s 
dismal Rubicon speech to stem capital outflow, the financial rand traded at a 25% discount to the 
commercial (official) rand. Sentrachem’s proposal rested on it funding the entire Safripol 
expansion. Hoechst in turn would offer a US$75m currency credit to a European company 
indirectly controlled by Sentrachem.734 This credit was to be made available for a period of seven 
years and to be managed by a newly created trust company located in an unspecified tax haven. As 
new investments into SA were converted at the beneficial financial rand rate, only US$5m were 
required to fund Hoechst’s equity share of R14.3m for the plant’s further development. The 
remaining US$70m were to be used in buying South African government bonds traded in London. 
These paid a coupon rate of 12.5% and given the economic and political risk profile of SA, traded 
at 81% of their value, well below par. With the contemplated seven-year investment period, the 
rate of return equated to roughly 15.43% per annum. 
The plan was ingenious. If approved, the enlargement of the Safripol plant would be fully funded; 
Hoechst would honour its share of the investment; Sentrachem would have a niche operation 
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providing it above-average returns by accessing foreign currency without converting any rand; and 
no government, apart from Pretoria, would be any wiser. Internally, Hoechst’s finance department 
noted that the only risk was political for ‘the Boers could be trusted to honour their debts’.735 This 
was an overly optimistic and perhaps naïve view. For only three years earlier, Pretoria had issued a 
moratorium on the repayment of short-term debt because of the withdrawal of portfolio 
investment by American banks. Whilst the transaction never took place, it provides a glimpse into 
business flexibility into meeting financial obligations even when sanctions were present.736 
3. Putting a price on apartheid 
This case study can answer two enduring, yet markedly different questions by establishing a 
relationship between them. The first considers whether SA was de facto enduring a low-level civil 
war in the 1980s; whilst the second examines to what intents and purposes Lloyd’s of London 
insures absolutely anything given the right price. Surprisingly, the answers can be found in the dusty 
and overlooked records of Hoechst AG’s risk-management department. Due to the interconnected 
infrastructure at Sasolburg, HOSAF relied on a seamless supply of raw materials for its own plant 
from SASOL’s refineries. The geographic proximity also exposed it to potential sabotage activity 
by the armed wing of the ANC, Umkhonto weSizwe (‘MK’). The ANC, a banned, racially inclusive 
political party campaigning for an end to apartheid and majority rule, had turned to violence as a 
method of political leverage, frustrated by Pretoria’s obstinacy in maintaining white political 
supremacy. Attacks on critical infrastructure, including the CTL plant complex, were meant to 
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highlight to the civilian population and the NP Government that targeted guerrilla activity could 
hurt the regime and its economy. According to its own leadership, the party would not shy away 
from destroying SA’s economy if that were required to end apartheid.737  
As the stroke of the midnight hour approached on the night of SA’s former Republic Day, May 
31st, 1980, the MK terrorists, abetted by prior IRA reconnaissance, blew up several fuel tanks at 
SASOL’s petrochemical complex in Sasolburg using limpet mines.738 The NKPA required private 
corporations to secure their facilities if their sites were deemed vital to national security by the 
South African government. Safripol, however, was a JV with Sentrachem, a company part-owned 
by the state via IDC. As such, security concerns were already handled by the government. All 
HOSAF could do was mitigate against any losses from a possible attack. Four days after the 
incident, Hoechst AG’s risk-management division informed HOSAF that it was insured against 
losses arising from unrest and strike activity but not politically motivated terrorism.739 Furthermore, 
within the parent company’s ‘master policy’ which included diverse reinsurance agreements, 
Hoechst had ensured that it, its subsidiaries and its partner companies, including the Safripol JV, 
were covered against ‘political riot and civil commotion’.740 War, however, as well as war-like 
circumstances could, in general, not be insured against. The unanswered question was whether 
sabotage by the ANC was part of a ‘covert war’ and thereby not subject to loss protection, or rather 
a politically motivated act of unrest and therefore covered by existing insurance policies. Given the 
large amount of fixed capital investment HOSAF had in SA, including several smaller plants dotted 
around the country (see Illustration 1), this was not a negligible point. Furthermore, the attack at 
Sasolburg had been an escalation of historic violence. At the onset of the 1980s, businessmen, the 
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insurance industry and the government could consequently not discern whether the remainder of 
the decade would see a return to calm or an escalation in terrorism. 
Illustration 1: Hoechst sites in SA and Namibia, 1995741 
 
The immediate response from Hoechst was twofold. First, to keep Safripol from independently 
sourcing its insurance cover from local South African insurers, who did cover against losses from 
political terrorism, Hoechst had to agree to 40% of the JV Company’s insurance business being 
allocated to South African firms. Second, it sought legal advice on whether the situation was 
deemed a case of political strife or something even more serious. Given that the following years 
saw SA experience continued unrest, interrupted by periods of relative tranquillity, the legal opinion 
it sought required continuous adjustment. Moreover, the wheels of justice turn slowly. The 
outcome of which, was that a definitive answer was only reached by the summer of 1984. 
Based primarily on the issue of whether the damage incurred as part of the 1976 Soweto uprising 
was indemnifiable, the South African judiciary concluded:  
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(…) isolated acts of terrorism not forming part of open resistance with an organized or serious purpose of 
supplanting authority are unlikely to be construed as amounting to “insurrection” and certainly not 
“rebellion or revolution”.742 
The Soweto case was not classified as an insurrection and was ultimately settled out of court.743 For 
Hoechst, the court’s opinion meant any future insurance cover and pay-out in case of terrorism, 
depended on ‘the object and purpose of the rioters’. In practice, this meant it would have to 
establish whether a saboteur was driven by making a one-off political statement or sought to form 
or was part of an organized conspiracy to overthrow the government.744 This was an unenviable 
task that was unique to foreign business with significant fixed investment in apartheid-era SA. 
Discerning the motivation of political actors as well as armed groups and thereby pricing political 
risk has become an established insurance model in contemporary times. It is a little-known fact 
that the unrest in 1980s SA helped establish the ground rules by providing a legal precedent as well 
as quantifiable examples. 
One such example was Hoechst’s efforts to gain equivalent cover to that offered by SASRIA, an 
SOE, unparalleled in history, and set up by the NP after the Soweto massacre to provide state-
backed short-term political risk cover.745 Though Hoechst already had existing cover insuring it 
against losses arising from political riots up to DM150m, it was nevertheless proactively 
approached by SASRIA. The SOE could offer the German company an appealing proposal, 
designed to allay any concerns it had and obstacles it faced by remaining in the country. The 
SASRIA policy may have only provided cover up to R115m but it included insurance against 
insurrection, rebellion, and revolution. Only outright open warfare was not included in the terms.746 
Before jumping ship to SASRIA, Hoechst approached the one insurer it believed could match the 
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extent of the South African insurer’s hitherto globally unprecedented range of coverage: Lloyd’s of 
London. 
Lloyd’s, living up to its reputation of insuring anything if one could stomach the premiums, acceded 
to Hoechst’s request. The industrial giant could have political risk cover, as offered by SASRIA, 
for all markets outside the ‘safe’ countries of Europe, North America, Japan, and Australia. The 
catch was an insurance premium of half a million DM per year, a loss limit of DM200m and a 
DM10m deductible.747 The sum was insultingly astronomical. If there was a company that could 
afford it however, it was multibillion DM Hoechst AG. It instructed Lloyds on July 18th, 1985 to 
begin cover immediately. Two days later, whilst the final terms of the insurance agreement were 
still being put to paper, die Groot Krokodil declared a state of emergency. The price of apartheid had 
just gone up. 
The 1985 state of emergency, whilst limited to only select districts of SA, irrevocably changed the 
numbers game behind Lloyd’s offer. It revised its terms, citing an ‘impact’ on its political risk 
capacity. Its new offer was a loss limit reduced by 75% to DM50m and an increased premium of 
DM525.000 per annum.748 Monitoring developments in SA, whilst urging Hoechst to acquiesce 
and sign on the dotted line, the insurer pointed out that the premium figure may be adjusted 
upwards on a daily basis.749 The global insurance administration sitting in Frankfurt could no 
longer, in good faith, recommend political risk coverage by Lloyd’s for any market apart from SA; 
and for that country a better offer was already on the table. HOSAF was instructed to conclude a 
policy with SASRIA, notwithstanding for certain events this meant double coverage versus the 
Hoechst AG ‘master policy’. As some of Hoechst’s plants were in areas designated by the 
government as falling under state of emergency regulations, paying for double the cover was the 
least of the company’s worries. One drawback of the SASRIA policy was that coverage did not 
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extend to accumulated profits, a key concern for Hoechst. Given capital controls, accumulated 
profits could not be remitted out of the country without incurring significant costs. As a profitable 
enterprise, HOSAF therefore had ‘money in the bank’ that necessitated coverage come what may. 
Hoechst AG resolved the matter by reverting to Lloyd’s for profit coverage. Up to DM50m in 
profits were to be covered by the City firm with the DM150.000 premium to be stemmed by the 
subsidiary responsible, HOSAF.750 In a letter to the HOSAF MD, Arno Leo Baltzer, the insurance 
boffins in Frankfurt informed him that if matters got any worse in the Republic, Lloyd’s may 
decline cover in line with its thirty-day cancellation clause and return the premium. Apartheid-
induced political risk was insurable but even Lloyd’s could not guarantee the same could apply to 
apartheid-era profits. 
4. Black labour 
As a profitable enterprise, HOSAF could, similar to other German subsidiaries, engage in in-plant 
desegregation whilst investing in training and social benefits to counteract socioeconomic 
disadvantages caused by apartheid. A visit by Hoechst AG’s workers’ council to multiple African 
countries in which the firm operated, included a final stopover in the South African subsidiary. 
They left ‘positively surprised’ at the racial harmony and investment in the non-white labour pool 
compared to those observed in countries under majority rule.751 On the one hand, conditions within 
HOSAF were progressive as opposed to the conventional diatribe on exploitation pushed by the 
politicised German media and the UN TNC Commission. On the other hand, no mention was 
made of conditions outside the plant and whether Hoechst as an MNC could leverage its clout to 
exert a positive influence in this regard. 
Nevertheless, the German employers’ confederation, BDA, was convinced that FRG MNCs were 
making a difference in overcoming apartheid outside the business environment. HOSAF’s 82% 
increase in the number of skilled black workers it employed between 1976 and 1980 was cited, 
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amongst other West German subsidiary examples, in a 1982 letter to the ILO warning against 
sanctions which would hit the black population the hardest.752 Indeed, by 1989 HOSAF had over 
a hundred non-white staff deemed either skilled or already inhabiting a managerial position.753 A 
decade earlier it had been less than ten.754 Similarly, the firm had reduced the number of seconded 
staff from Hoechst AG to 19 by 1989 compared to a high of 43 in 1982.755 In the annual codex 
report, the subsidiary all but apologised for the remaining nineteen staff – it simply could not find 
suitable highly skilled technical workers, whether white or black, in all of SA. These were not short-
term, reactive policies but rather part of a long-term commitment against the South African status 
quo. Since the 1970s, the company had recognised that one of the few places the races mixed, was 
at the workplace. It hoped that via its labour practices, the ‘contacts, understanding and creative 
partnerships’ it espoused at its plants would have a spill-over effect not only on experiences 
amongst the races outside the factory gates but also change existing thinking of one another.756 
Photograph 6: Hoechst advertising, Johannesburg, 1979757 
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HOSAF’s success in integrating non-white labour rested on its amicable relationship with the 
unions in the chemical sector and its proactive funding of internal as well as external training. Given 
the complexity in operating a chemical plant and the cost of expatriate labour, it was in HOSAF’s 
own best interest to develop its local labour pool in terms of skills and education for mutual benefit. 
The company, similar to BMW, funded negotiation training for union members, but also financed 
participation in the CATS scheme, invested in black enterprise, and in the development of black 
teachers thereby recognising a socioeconomic deficit in the country that affected the majority 
demographic as well as business.758 To term the subsidiary’s policies as whitewashing to mitigate 
reputational damage from operating profitably in apartheid SA is questionable. The 1977 
introduction of the codex did force many businesses to engage for the first time with the political 
nature of being present in SA and in ensuring a non-discriminatory equal opportunities 
workplace.759 But, continued industrialisation also meant that labour integration was a necessity, as 
per the liberal argument. For Hoechst, proof that aptitude not race mattered is demonstrated by a 
speculative application received in the spring of 1987. This example provides an insight that racial 
factors were not on the mind of management, rather quid pro quos between HOSAF and the 
mother company.   
The unsolicited application from a young black woman for IT-training was viewed by Frankfurt, 
who, duly impressed, pondered on how to create a training programme for ‘Blacks and Coloureds’ 
to gain computing skills.760 Whilst Hoechst AG considered the matter, HOSAF interviewed the 
applicant and recognised an appealing candidate for a position that hitherto did not exist. 
Nevertheless, it informed Head Office that it could not begin training an external candidate in 
computing before training its existing staff. The subsidiary made clear it would hire the candidate 
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but that a training scheme would have to include current staff, which it would delegate to Frankfurt 
for up to two years.761 Whilst the applicant may at first appear to be a pawn in intercompany 
wrangling, this would be a hastily drawn conclusion. First, the woman was hired, despite no job 
being available nor any vacancy notice being published. It was her get-up-and-go mind-set that saw 
her draft the application, gain notice, impress at interview, and land employment, not her race. 
Second, it highlighted to the company that no IT-training scheme existed for non-white workers 
within the company and that these traditionally had little touchpoints with computing in their 
private life and existing education. This skills-gap once recognised was addressed by the 
establishment of a training curriculum. Finally, the fact that the scheme was established in Frankfurt 
and not in SA pushed up the cost of instruction, but this was a negligible issue. For HOSAF the 
main concern was that the trainees, regardless of race, received a cutting-edge education. 
In dealing with politicized issues involving labour and unions that had gained public attention, 
HOSAF resolved these by rigidly presenting facts and pointing out established rules. By sticking 
to this policy, it was able to quickly address two incidents near the beginning of the decade and 
thereby calm affairs for years to come. Its refusal to be drawn into making statements that involved 
anything more than a presentation of facts appears in hindsight to have been a successful strategy 
for its aims. The company thereby avoided any ongoing spotlight on its South African affairs and 
kept its name out of the papers. 
The first incident consisted of a spate of negative press coverage in 1979 following the publication 
of the German Lutheran Church report on working conditions within German subsidiaries in SA. 
Criticised for adhering to racial segregation and institutionalising discrimination within its plants, 
the study triggered the first public response by the firm on its South African operation. It explained 
that the cantina was split based on seniority and earnings; these unfortunately reflected existing 
racial disparities.762 The study also stated that all eighteen of the examined subsidiaries segregated 
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sanitary facilities.763 Though Hoechst AG did not respond to this general accusation, it knew that 
it was false for it had already desegregated its plants by 1978 - a year before the study.764 Indeed, 
the company had gone as far as South African law allowed: ‘We are running in circles. We keep 
arriving at the point where the political element places limitations on us’.765 
Press clipping 1: South African Hoechst advert, 1980766 
 
Later that year, the press had a field day with another morsel of information with respect to how 
HOSAF’s workers decided to spend their festive period. The choice by black workers to opt for a 
food parcel rather than a joint Christmas party alongside white staff played into a media narrative 
of racial division at work and at play.767 This was a decision driven by cultural considerations, 
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particularly the wish by black workers to also share food with extended friends, family, and 
neighbours – an impossibility at a joint, internal employee-only event. As VWoSA’s Chairman had 
concurrently realised, Hoechst too concluded that once the media set the narrative it was 
impossible ‘to win’.768 In future, to get ahead of the story, it established a social report alongside 
the subsidiary’s annual report. Its publication in this regard being subsequently judged by its 
business peers as the ne plus ultra.769 
The second event occurred, not unusually, when the drive for black unionisation was in full swing 
in the early 1980s. Applying a policy of non-interference, Hoechst AG placed its trust in its South 
African subsidiary to better understand and address the situation without unsolicited advice from 
Germany. A strike had broken out in 1983 at Mega Plastic, a part-owned HOSAF JV. The 
underlying cause can be attributed to miscommunication between management and workers, but, 
more importantly, it was a test of the limits of power of organised black labour.770 The strikers’ 
rationale was solidarity with two workers they erroneously believed had been dismissed by the 
company. The respective quality control workers were under review for deliberately marking 
R30.000 of defective ‘Kanaflex’ hose as approved and fit for sale.771 Such action contravened 
company regulation on internal fraud and was a dismissal offense.772 Once the strike began, workers 
that crossed the picket line were threatened by the strikers and informed management that they 
were in fear of their lives.773 The strikers’ intimidating behaviour was something novel for Hoechst 
AG. Commenting on the subsidiary’s report on the incident, the Legal Department remarked: ‘The 
mentality of South Africans has seemingly been an essential driver in inducing this example of 
labour conflict’.774 The underlying, rational cause behind the strike action had been black labour’s 
anticipation of any issue to arise to promote unionisation within the workforce.   
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With increasing union recognition at HOSAF’s various plants, a modicum of peace set in for the 
remainder of the 1980s – especially when compared to the near-militant unrest within the 
automotive industry. Yet, a level of friction would persist until the 1990s, not least in the form of 
strikes and legal action.775 Industrial relations, however, was an aspect management could directly 
influence whilst profitability meant union demands could be met part-way if not outright acceded 
to enable a degree of stability. In contrast, the political environment was a field of battle the 
company was at pains to avoid entering despite waxing lyrically internally and in company 
publications on the situation. 
5. White politics 
Up until the onset of the 1980s, Hoechst had been an advocate of Pretoria. When the 1990s 
approached, little had changed in its commitment, unlike other companies examined in this thesis. 
Its defence of SA rested on perceived unfair singling out of the country. African politicians pointing 
fingers at the Afrikaner government had, similarly to the South African government, not 
distinguished themselves in their racial policies. No independent state on the continent under 
majority rule had ultimately tolerated power-sharing with a white minority. This fact, Lanz mused 
in 1978, should not exclude SA from becoming a positive example in this respect in the future.776 
Pretoria, in the eyes of Hoechst’s senior management, was valiantly attempting to improve the 
lives, schools, education, health care, and social emancipation of the non-white population but 
undermined its efforts through miscommunication and poor execution.  In his memoirs, the deputy 
CEO of Hoechst AG recorded: ‘Unfortunately, Pretoria isn’t always a skilful executor of its own 
intentions. This has done much to contribute to the negative image of SA in the Western world’.777  
In particular, the motivations behind the hypocrisy of SA’s allies in the free world were a bone of 
contention. US leadership in Western condemnation of apartheid was explained as a diversionary 
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tactic from American domestic friction: ‘They probably believe that given their own racial problems 
they need to be especially vocal in proceeding against real or alleged racial discrimination’.778 But 
criticising US policy would neither negate SA’s problems nor the conduct of its leadership, 
behaviour which Hoechst’s management had adequate opportunity to witness first-hand. 
One such opportunity, illustrating the company’s close association with the South African 
Government, was the dinner held between HOSAF management, its executive peers from fellow 
German subsidiaries, and South African Foreign Minister R.F. ‘Pik’ Botha in the spring of 1987. 
The evening gathering was orchestrated by Pretoria’s former Ambassador to Germany, Neil van 
Heerden, at the request of Botha. Botha had a reputation for interfering across government 
ministerial hierarchies and exhibiting extrovert behaviour, bordering at times on the bizarre.779 The 
dinner included the wives of the German managers and was held at the South African government’s 
guest house. The Foreign Minister deliberately ensured no representative of the FRG Embassy was 
invited and issued the invitations so shortly before the event that the MDs had no opportunity to 
consult with it whether meeting Botha in a private capacity without an Embassy representative was 
appropriate. In a disorganised and rambling manner, Botha explained the gathering was to thank 
German industry for remaining in SA. When challenged by one of the managers in attendance that 
significant domestic political change was necessary to ensure no situation arose where German 
business felt it became unavoidable to leave the country, Botha revealed not only his true nature 
but the fundamental position of the NP Cabinet on the role of foreign business. 
Gratitude has its limits. Those limits are breached when non-political actors, whether foreign or 
domestic, provide unwanted advice to the government. A viewpoint shared between Pik Botha and 
P.W. Botha. Abandoning all semblance of facilitating an objective and fact-based discussion, the 
Foreign Minister informed his guests: ‘If you do not agree with the policies of the South African 
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government, then you’ll just have to leave’.780 The most senior manager in attendance by age, 
Hellmut Bischoff, a former president of the Chamber, responded by confirming the loyalty of 
German business to SA and that based on his ‘inside connection’ to the FRG Government, he 
could assure Botha that Bonn felt the same. In a debriefing with Embassy staff, several managers 
summarised this response as unnecessary and inappropriate. German business may have been 
unified in public but its leadership in SA, especially in terms of political leanings, differed greatly in 
private.781 The dinner and Pik Botha’s conduct were summarised by the attendees as coming from 
the heart but also amateurish, dilettante and with regard to the Foreign Minister’s elaborations on 
the future of the country as meagre and unsatisfactory.782 Though the informal meeting was set-up 
with the best of intentions, the South African Government representatives had, once again, shot 
themselves in the foot. It thereby validated Lanz’s statement nine years earlier of Pretoria being its 
own worst enemy. 
Upon hearing of the affair, the FRG Embassy and AA were aghast. Even more taxing than the 
slight of not inviting an Embassy representative, was the AA’s concern that at a future occasion, a 
German manager might see fit to give a similar, utterly inappropriate reply to the musings of NP 
Cabinet Ministers.783 Hans-Günter Sulimma, who had been passed over for the post of Ambassador 
to Pretoria due to coalition party politics, informed Immo Stabreit, who ultimately got the post as 
Ambassador, of the clear and present danger of the current course. Another speech by a German 
businessman, identifying so closely with Pretoria would be detrimental to the long-term interests 
of German industry. The Embassy felt it was in its rights to complain to the South African Foreign 
Ministry, but Bonn countermanded it and instructed the Ambassador to feign ignorance and keep 
quiet if the matter was raised in discussions.784 Notably the German Government appeared to know 
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better what was in the interests of business, than business itself which had demonstrated a certain 
naivety in the political arena. 
Despite the fallout from the first ‘informal’ meeting with Pik Botha, German executives, including 
those of HOSAF were not opposed to continuing the soirées. The dinner had indicated the 
weakening position of the South African Government and its reliance on the continued 
commitment of German capital to offset its international isolation. The timing of the get-together 
stemmed from the wave of American disinvestment immediately before and after the passing of 
the US Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986. The fact that the subsidiary heads agreed to 
continue meeting with Botha can be explained threefold. First as a courtesy obligation to the host 
nation; second to gain first-hand information on the plans and thoughts of the South African 
government; and finally, to validate personal beliefs on their own importance given time and place. 
As the managers represented an eclectic group of companies, egos and political beliefs, this last 
point begets further explanation. For some, their closeness to Pretoria, such as Bischoff who was 
suspected of orchestrating arms shipments, meant any opportunity to bask in gratitude was 
opportune.785 Others acted as information conduits to the Embassy, earning recognition from 
German diplomats. For most, though, it was a fascination of their possible role in the most 
important game in town throughout the 1980s – South African affairs.786 Though the executives 
agreed to further meetings with Pik Botha, they did make one, stereotypical, change. They 
concluded they had to meet 2.5 hrs before the set time to align their approach.787 
Hoechst, confidentially, attempted to counteract Pretoria’s policy measures that would have 
dragged its name once more into the limelight using insights it had gained from engaging with the 
South African politicians from events such as the above – irrespective of any political beliefs its 
managers held. In no case is this more evident than in the matter of rent boycotts. Throughout the 
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1980s, the NP Government had oft announced legislation designed to circumvent black rent 
boycotts. Though the law had never successfully gone past the draft stage, it resurfaced in 
parliament in 1987 because of ongoing unrest and protest action in the country.788 By requiring 
employers to deduct outstanding rent debt directly from employee payslips, Pretoria also touched 
on foreign business that employed large numbers of black labour. Over R300m in rent was in 
arrears, necessitating central government to provide funding from an already stretched budget to 
local municipalities.789 The problem, therefore, was one both financial as well as political. 
The progressive head of the Chamber, Ernst Kahle, whose family had opposed the Nazi Party, 
took it upon himself to draft a letter of protest.790 The final document was only counter-signed by 
a minority of Chamber member companies and submitted confidentially to three government 
ministers, rather than being published as an open letter. By being a private submission, the missive 
lacked efficacy. Furthermore, the public silence did not enhance the image of German business in 
SA. The subsidiaries’ reluctance and passivity were not acceptable to many mother company 
directors sitting in West German boardrooms. 
For Hoechst, politics was best dealt with by using its knowledge to advise and assist behind the 
scenes whilst at all costs avoiding publicity. This position can be illustrated in a letter to the BDI, 
where HOSAF provided guidance on how a second missive was to be drafted, that importantly 
was to be sent by the BDI rather than individual firms.791 The subsidiary advised the German 
business association on directing its draft correspondence to the Minister of Manpower rather than 
Chris Heunis, the Minister of Constitutional Development, given that the impact of the legislation 
would be most felt in the field of industrial relations. Furthermore, it expected the BDI to, similar 
to the missive by the British trade association, emphasise that the legislation would involve MNCs 
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‘directly in the political arena’.792 The South African trade unions would have comparable 
objections; unrest on the shop floor could not be discounted. HOSAF ended its note by advocating 
for great caution in drafting the BDI statement. Aware of the Afrikaner government’s prickliness, 
it advised that the letter should ‘take the format of a recommendation’, it may also express concern 
but under no circumstances was to put to paper any passage that might be misconstrued as a 
threat.793 The rent boycott would go on to persist until 1990 when the successor de Klerk 
government caved in. In the Transvaal alone, it wrote off R1.1bn in rent and electricity arrears, 
thereby laying the groundwork for the precariousness that would become Eskom’s finances in the 
present day.794 
Analogous to BMW, HOSAF too, did not expect much progress towards reform to emanate in the 
latter half of the decade from the NP Government. It noted the slow pace of reform, pondered 
whether black politicians might emerge out of the politicized unions but by 1989 no longer 
expected any decisive political change.795 Privately, the company extended its provision of social 
benefits to black workers and created a Small Business Development department backed by 
company funding.796 After the first year of its operation, management remarked ‘the success seems 
small and disappointments numerous’.797 The same could have been said of the results of Pretoria’s 
reforms of the 1980s. Nonetheless, the subsidiary regarded its work as a long-term contribution to 
addressing the major problems in the country. Its lengthy track record evidenced not least by its 
co-funding of the 1983 South African Race Relations Survey.798 On the whole, however, its efforts 
were commendable albeit negligible in terms of impact.  
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By the end of the P.W. Botha era, the importance and concurrent insignificance of the South 
African business as outlined in the first section of this case study were reconfirmed. As American 
competitors continued to withdraw by selling their operations to South African conglomerates, 
Hoechst considered an increase in its own investment.799 In 1990, HOSAF made its biggest 
investment to date in the country by using local capital to the tune of DM70m to expand a 
production plant that manufactured packaging materials.800 The new MD, Reinhard Traub, 
explained to the press that the investment was based on faith the company had in the economic 
future of the country. A further expansion of Hoechst’s presence in the country in the following 
year was attended by the Finance Minister du Plessis and Minister for Agriculture van Niekerk, 
who honoured the company for remaining in SA.801 This commitment, however, had not meant 
the abandonment of business norms. For example, in 1989/90 it ceased in-house pharmaceutical 
production for economic and strategic reasons.802 Concurrently, to it receiving accolades at the 
Cape, Hoechst AG was receiving letters from legal firms, representing American educational 
institutions, enquiring about the company’s involvement with SA. The crux of the company’s 
engagement with SA was summarised perfectly by one such letter that fell into the lap of the CFO 
Jürgen Dormann, then Head of the North American business and next in line for the CEO 
position. Dormann, mystified at the piece of paper, passed it on to the PR department enquiring 
‘whether anyone knew anything about South Africa’.803 After all the turbulence of the 1980s, SA 
returned to what it had always fundamentally been in the minds of Hoechst’s Board - an 
insignificant market they neither knew nor cared about. 
6. Helderberg 
When the story on the arms embargo broke in the FR in 1991, it was already a day old having been 
covered by a German regional state radio station a day earlier. Citing the Weekly Mail, the paper 
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that had originally broken the story, as a left-leaning, liberal paper, the Johannesburg-based ARD 
correspondent, Klaus Metzler, nevertheless demanded consequences whilst on air.804 Less than 
three hours later, Hoechst AG’s spokeswoman, Dr Felicitas Feick appeared on a sister radio station 
denouncing the accusation as crazy and without merit.805 Taking charge, Feick instructed Traub 
later that day to meet with the editor of the Weekly Mail as well as the SA correspondent of the 
state radio station.806 In this incident Hoechst was unable to nip the negative publicity in the bud 
by presenting facts to the contrary as it had at the beginning of the 1980s. Instead, the company 
pulled out all the stops to kill the story in its tracks evidenced by it sending a senior representative 
on the air within three hours of it breaking. 
The veracity of the narrative that the Helderberg was carrying chemicals for Hoechst is questionable. 
Whilst the full manifest of the Helderberg remains unknown, Taiwan has a notable defence industry. 
Furthermore, the bilateral relationship between apartheid-SA and the ROC, both politically isolated 
nations on the world stage, is not a revelation. Indeed, SA’s bolstering of connections to the Far 
East following increased Western isolation is well-documented.807 Yet, HOSAF’s involvement 
relies purely on conjecture. No record exists of the subsidiary sourcing raw materials from Taiwan, 
let alone transporting these via SAA. Moreover, apart from a single visit in the spring of 1987 by 
representatives of the Taiwanese firm Chang Chun Petrochemicals Taipei to announce their employer’s 
market entry into SA, no relationship to Taiwan can be established.808 Whilst one of the casualties, 
Thomas Barry Osler, was a general manager at IDC, which was the government shareholder in 
Sentrachem that in turn was HOSAF’s JV partner in multiple ventures, this is a tangential fact.809 
In summary, the probability of the FR abandoning journalistic standards of due diligence to push 
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a headline of a large local employer, i.e. Hoechst, being tied to Helderberg is far higher than that of 
the claim itself. Indeed, the claim echoed prior mudslinging against Hoechst. In the 1970s, the 
global AAM had accused the company of operating in SA to produce poison gas.810 To its credit, 
the German AAM revealed the accusation had been without any merit. Yet, it took nearly three 
decades for them to print a half-hearted retraction, long after Hoechst was no more.811 
Conclusion 
HOSAF was a minor revenue cog in the Hoechst chemical and pharmaceutical empire. Despite its 
economic insignificance, the subsidiary experienced business challenges during the P.W. Botha 
years unique to apartheid-era SA. Autarkical measures by the NP Government certainly played 
their part in strengthening business cases for capital investment. Yet, such benefits were 
complemented by international reluctance to insure against any fallout from apartheid policies. 
Similar to the problems, the solutions, too, proved to be particular to SA. JVs with the partially-
state owned Sentrachem, and thereby implicit support of IDC’s pursuit of volkskapitalisme, as well 
as loss-protection from political violence provided by SASRIA are two examples highlighted in this 
chapter. Labour and union issues, the source of much consternation for fellow FRG subsidiaries, 
whilst not nipped in the bud at HOSAF, could be managed without great fanfare, in part due to 
the negotiation leeway provided by underlying profitability. Whilst politically docile, HOSAF used 
its knowledge of the landscape to shape behind the scenes responses when it feared to be dragged 
into the limelight. 
Hoechst did not disinvest from SA for two fundamental reasons. First, it was able to overcome the 
difficulties posed by operating in the country as demonstrated above. Macro-level challenges were 
successfully managed and micro-level difficulties, such as the need for skilled labour, were 
addressed via multiple training and welfare programmes. Second, there was no expected benefit. It 
would have broken solidarity amongst German companies not to be swayed by political affairs in 
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their investment and managerial decisions. Furthermore, in 1981 its margin was 7% on revenues 
of R291m. By 1990 it had increased sales to R952m and doubled margins to 14.2%. Indeed, the 
subsidiary’s profitable growth allowed for its part-float on the JSE in 1995 to access local capital to 
fund further expansion.812 Regardless of whether Botha or Mandela headed the government, 
Hoechst did not abandon a profitable enterprise – no matter how small. Consistent profitability, 
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- Chapter 5 - 
Degussa South Africa: Peer pressure 
Introduction 
The following chapter on Degussa in SA serves two purposes. On the one hand, it presents material 
which supports several of the overarching hypotheses of this thesis. Namely, that business was 
motivated by economic concerns and opted to maintain a distance from political matters until 
backed into a corner. Second, that institutionalised racial discrimination was not the status quo 
within German subsidiaries in the 1980s. Third, that companies orientated themselves on the 
behaviour of their peers rather than outside pressure and fourth, how the established media 
narrative was biased against business, even going so far as to knowingly present falsehooods to 
promote a left-wing agenda. On the other hand, the chapter also acts as a foray into the tapestry 
of eclectic and utterly abnormal business concerns a manager of a foreign subsidiary in 1980s SA 
was presented with. It thereby reveals the high level of political ‘creep’ into every facet of business 
that complicated the day-to-day running of an enterprise in the era of P.W. Botha. 
1. Historiography and history of DSA 
Existing historiography on the Deutsche Gold- und Silberscheideanstalt (‘Degussa’) is limited and 
restricted solely to the company’s involvement with the Nazi regime.813 Given that it was primarily 
involved in two areas, speciality chemicals and metals trading, historical reappraisal of its affairs 
during the Third Reich exposed complicity in the trading of confiscated Jewish gold and production 
of Zyklon B, the gas of choice for the Nazi death camps.814 Three years after the end of the Second 
World War, which had resulted in the virtual destruction of the business and its infrastructure, the 
company resumed trading.815 By the 1950s it began setting up international sales offices. 
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Prior to Degussa formally entering the South African market by founding DSA in 1976, its sales 
representatives had made it aware that such a step would be to willingly grasp a poisoned chalice. 
Ulrich Kunze, Degussa’s delegate to SA between 1963 and 1970, had arrived in the country just in 
time to experience apartheid’s economic and political boom period.816 Fascinated by the country’s 
remarkable economic growth in the 1960s, he championed the potential of a greater investment in 
SA to his superiors in Frankfurt. Yet, he also recognised that SA’s continued adherence to the 
political path of apartheid would eventually result in instability and significant risk for any economic 
investment. Furthermore, he pointed out the company might thereby draw criticism from its 
existing clients in Europe and shut the doors on any Black African export markets.817 Still, 
Verwoerd was pressing forward with an economic policy that promoted South African self-
reliance, thereby opening up a valuable new market for Degussa’s core business. If the company 
did not act quickly, a rival would likely establish themselves in the country and benefit from bumper 
orders. 
The NP Government’s drive for autarky correlated with the country’s isolation resulting from its 
political policies. Indeed, the announcement of arms embargos and other sanctions by African and 
Asian countries throughout the 1960s simply increased the interventionist nature of the South 
African state.818 Despite the small size of the domestic market, heavy industry, in particular metal 
processing and steel production, was growing at an astounding rate; the surge only dampened by a 
lack of skilled labour. By 1963, 92% of steel was provided in-country and supply was barely keeping 
up with demand, an issue about to be exacerbated by impending growth in the defence sector and 
automobile production.819 As such, heavy industry was about to invest heartily into the heat 
treatment of steel to serve these new sectors, including via a technique known as ‘salt bath 
hardening’.820 But to capture a share of this growth market, companies had to be represented in SA 
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and the only representation that mattered was investment, not a sales office.821 Kunze appealed to 
Frankfurt in 1964: 
It is advisable that we enter this segment [heat treatment of steel] as quickly as possible in order to 
secure an appropriate share of the market. The possibility of achieving this ought to absolutely exist. 822 
Head Office, however, perhaps at the time overly busy with the task of managing the construction 
of a large chemical plant in Belgium, did not follow’s its emissary’s appeal to raise its investment 
profile in SA.823 The country, meanwhile, boomed with or without Degussa’s increased 
involvement. In 1964, a new production plant was being opened in SA every single day.824 
Conscious of the threat of sanctions, part of the boom can be attributed to Verwoerd’s economic 
policy: autarky to mitigate any future sanctions.825  
By 1970, the dichotomy between economic growth and apartheid political rigidity had become 
increasingly pronounced, thereby presenting Degussa with the same trade-off concerning 
investment it had faced in the 1960s. This time the stakes were higher. Short-to-medium-term 
profits had to be weighed against inevitable long-term crises. Those crises years could now be just 
around the corner, a fact Kunze recognised. If the government increased its flexibility on job 
reservation, foreign and apartheid policy, and provided the non-white populace some form of 
political rights, then the politics of separate development, he mused, would one day bear fruit. 
Should the country not be prepared over time to create conditions that would enable a fair 
participation of disenfranchised citizens in the economic and political life of SA, then the delegate 
correctly predicted there would be conflict between the races.826 Yet Kunze regarded the potential 
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for violence as coming from abroad. A misreading, considering the ANC had already begun its 
domestic bombing campaign in 1961.827  
That the coming of the crises years would be sooner rather than later was illustrated by the main 
white parties in the 1970 SA election: They only differed by the means in which they wished to 
continue maintaining white political dominance.828 The country’s future depended now so heavily 
on the political element, including the impact of foreign criticism, that Degussa’s envoy found 
himself incapable of offering any predictions beyond a single year.829 The economic case for 
investment still existed but the political risk of that investment had now not only increased but 
could, due to SA’s increasing global isolation, affect Degussa’s existing business in Western Europe. 
Apartheid now directly impacted any future bottom line in the case of market entry by increasing 
the cost of capital due to the risk component. At the root of it all was racial discrimination. A truth 
and concurrent obstacle eloquently captured by Kunze in his explanation of why a revised discount 
rate of 20% applied to any considered investment: ‘[A greater discount rate is necessary] given 
[SA’s] racial problems burden it with an unenviable debt…’.830  
For the immediate future, therefore, SA remained primarily a market from which Degussa AG 
(‘DAG’) sourced platinum rather than engaged in any significant sales activity.831 When the 
company tried to obtain a similar long-term sourcing agreement for gold to be shipped to 
Frankfurt, at equivalent prices offered to those by the South African Reserve Bank in London and 
Zurich, it was rebuffed by the central bankers.832 As a consequence, it notified the Reserve Bank 
that despite Degussa’s ‘loyalty to SA’ it would safeguard its own interests.833 The company thus 
went on to explore procurement options with the Soviets, whilst lambasting South African 
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inflexibility.834 Notwithstanding its choice of words, clearly no loyalty to apartheid-era SA existed 
outside normal business relations, and even these were subject to fundamental economic 
imperatives. Indeed, the cost-factor rather than potential sales growth ultimately drove the 
company to found a wholly-owned subsidiary in 1976. 
2. Market entry 
SA’s political climate presented an obstacle to investment, one that a classical business case of 
growth and profits simply could not overcome for Degussa. Noticeably, the company had rejected 
investment in the 1960s and early 1970s, although this period had represented the golden age of 
South African economic growth. Indeed, the establishment of a permanent office was justified to 
Degussa’s Board on the grounds of cost-effectiveness compared to its historic sales agent model 
of dispatching or nominating an in-country delegate.835 In addition, senior management believed it 
was necessary to establish and retain direct contacts given SA’s importance for the global precious 
metals sector.836 Yet, in a 1976 Board decision paper on formal SA market entry, the political aspect 
and the safety of any investment rather than any sales projections took pride of place. The company 
neither invested because of supposed above-average apartheid profits, nor did it commit funds to 
establish a production plant. Rather its formal entry into the South African market was a banal 
optimisation of the cost position behind its sales infrastructure. 
To alleviate the concerns of the Board regarding the political risk of an investment, management 
employed three main arguments. First - favourite of German industry - namely other companies 
are doing it. In this case, Degussa’s foreign competitors were already present in SA.837 Second, 
belief that the Homelands policy had a decent probability of leading to a peaceful solution to the 
‘racial problem’.838 Hereby, Degussa AG was influenced by DSA’s impression that the Vorster 
 
834 Loc. cit. 
835 Decision paper on founding of DEGUSSA SOUTH AFRICA PTY. LTD for DAG Board, 15.6.1976, 3-4 in 
EICA LIE 01 0056.  
836 Ibid, 8. 
837 Loc. cit. 
838 Ibid, 9. 
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Government was committed to racial harmony.839 The proponents of investment relied on the 
optimism of the current German expatriate in SA, Wiesmann.840 Given the earlier enthusiastic but 
subsequently sceptical stance of Kunze, the change one man and his opinion could have on the 
course of events cannot be underestimated. Whether SA’s black population and the frontier states 
accepted the Homelands policy as a credible solution was placed in doubt, but reasons were 
presented to alleviate worry. For, in this case, the third argument applied. Even in the case of 
violence resulting in political change, history had shown that the investment and wealth of foreign 
investors in the primary industries and resource sector had been spared.841 The Board’s subsequent 
approval of investment could not have been any more ill-timed, for the following day the Soweto 
uprising took place.842 
3. Apartheid business 
By 1978, the political framework of SA represented both boon and burden for Degussa. On the 
one hand, the company was optimistic about the fundamentals of the South African economy, 
despite its high inflation rates, lack of skilled labour and dependence on oil imports.843 On the other 
hand, its local subsidiary feared that Pretoria’s politics and economic interventionism would 
undermine future economic success: 
Against this background it would appear that South Africa has the potential in the 1980s of becoming 
one of the soundest economies in the world and it would be severely detrimental to the Republic’s long term 
future if this possibility were denied to us by lack of flexibility and enlightenment on the part of the fiscal 
and political authorities.844 
Yet, it was precisely the state’s policies of economic independence for key materials that offered 
the first business opportunities for DSA. The fundamental distortion of the apartheid economy 
enabled business cases that under normal circumstances were far from economically viable. By 
 
839 True but not at the cost of granting non-whites citizens political rights in ‘core’ SA thereby undermining any 
tangential pursuit of racial harmony. 
840 Loc. cit. 
841 Ibid, 10. 
842 A culmination of inherent problems in Black education expressed by student protest with a subsequent police 
response resulting in a great number of wounded and dead. See Harrison, op. cit., 176-183.  
843 DSA Annual Report FY 1977/78, 3 in EICA DL 22.4./349.  
844 Ibid, 4. 
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seeking to source critical resources domestically, the NP was reacting to political isolation from its 
treatment of the non-white majority by burdening the white minority with the inflated costs of 
domestic production, a paradox illustrated by the discussions between Sentrachem and DSA. 
The part-government-owned chemical company Sentrachem approached DSA citing its fears of 
economic sanctions by industrialised countries.845 The impetus had been the imposition of a 
mandatory arms embargo by the UN in the previous year, a resolution that marked SA’s traditional 
backers on the Security Council, the US and the UK, joining the votes in favour.846 With discussions 
of an economic boycott now trending in Western corridors of power, particularly in the 
Netherlands and in Denmark, Sentrachem sought to extend its domestic production of key 
chemicals to also cover intermediary products, in this case cyanuric chloride, an organic compound 
used in the production of herbicide. Given the importance of maize to the agricultural sector, 
protecting its growth was not simply a throwback to historical Boer cultural romanticism of a rural 
farming idyll but an economic fundamental. Meeting the ambitions of Sentrachem would require a 
DM34m investment by Degussa to aid in the commissioning of a plant to produce the 
compound.847 The size of both the investment and the plant’s output capacity of 5.000 tons per 
year were judged by the DSA representatives as being utterly overproportioned compared to the 
size of the South African market: ‘(…) it makes no economic sense’.848 Furthermore, delays in 
getting a proposed plant operational might cost the company between DM2m to 4m per year in 
penalty clauses. P.E.J. Kruger, an attendant chemist, pointed out that were the Germans to provide 
a detailed cost-breakdown then the South Africans were sure to find ways and means to reduce the 
size of the required investment. After all, Sentrachem knew how to reduce investment costs in a 
South African environment.849 Another complication was that should SA’s political and economic 
isolation worsen, a proposed DM10.2m budget for spare parts would not suffice. Instead, 
 
845 Dieter Pfeiffer (MD DSA), meeting memo with Sentrachem 19.6.1978, 22.6.1978, 2 in EICA BOD 01 0422. 
846 See Resolution 418 (1977), 4.11.1977. https://undocs.org/S/RES/417(1977). 
847 Pfeiffer, op. cit., 3. 
848 Ibid, 3-4. 
849 Pfeiffer, op. cit., 3. 
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replacement parts would have to be shipped and stockpiled to cover at least two years of 
production.850 With no agreement reached, the South Africans proceeded to put their proposal to 
other foreign chemical companies, only to return to Degussa two years later. 
If P.W. Botha was known for being stubbornly uncompromising, then Sentrachem proved to be 
the same – choosing to walk away from a deal rather than compromise. When the company met 
Degussa representatives once again in 1980, it had no other choice. Contact had been broken off 
with other foreign chemical firms on the proposed venture in cyanuric chloride production.851 The 
South Africans had become obsessed in obtaining maximum independence for the compound 
necessary to produce a triazine-based herbicide. For, in their discussions with the Germans, they 
underscored that no exports of cyanuric chloride would take place should the project go ahead, 
despite the proposed plant’s annual production far surpassing SA’s requirements. Clearly the 
Afrikaner-led Sentrachem was thinking in terms of stockpiles and a siege economy, one of the few 
incontestable examples of Boer ‘laager’ mentality truly taking hold in the 1980s. The project would 
produce one kg of cyanuric chloride at a cost of DM4.80 compared to a global price of DM3.60, 
perplexing Degussa that the South Africans remained willing to pay such a high price for autarky 
for an intermediary chemical.852 Indeed, at a DM1.2 price differential per kilo and production of 
5.000 tonnes per annum, the country would be paying a self-imposed annual apartheid-premium 
of DM6m. This represented a recurring waste of tax-payer money, notwithstanding the sunk costs 
of plant construction, misallocation of limited skilled labour, and the large amount of working 
capital trapped in spare parts. For a foreign partner, such as Degussa, the project could only become 
economically viable if the NP Government maintained tariff barriers versus foreign compound 
imports. Furthermore, it would require costly local, synthetic production of deadly hydrogen 
cyanide to produce an end-product with only a single-customer.853 As such, potential investment 
 
850 Birkenbeil (DAG) to Schue (DSA/DAG Ceramics), 23.10.1978 in EICA BOD 01 0422. 
851 Kegel (DAG), meeting memo with Sentrachem 6.10.1980, 13.10.1980, 1 in EICA BOD 01 0422. 
852 Ibid, 5. 
853 Niels Von Ekesparre (MD DSA) interview with author, 16.1.2020. 
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also carried an unenviable business risk profile. In the end, this second round of negotiations broke 
down. With no alternative but Degussa available, Sentrachem remained unwilling to compromise 
on terms and walked away. The apartheid-economy had thereby presented Degussa with its first 
significant opportunity to grow in SA, one that it had not rejected out of hand despite the 
company’s political anxieties.854 Thus, apart from a minor JV in charcoal production with a family-
owned agricultural business held in trust for another part of DAG, and a small production unit for 
mixing salts, Degussa in SA remained unremarkable and unprofitable. In the mid-1980s this 
picture, however, changed significantly.  
4. The profitable fruit of disinvestment 
So far within this case study collection, the 1980s are demonstrated as not being a period of 
significant if any profitability for German business in apartheid-era SA. It is perhaps therefore 
fitting for a company with hitherto minor involvement in the country, namely Degussa, to provide 
the exception to the rule. That there existed cost as well as opportunity in disinvestment is 
highlighted by the example of Algorax. 
In 1986, Degussa bought the US/Indian Phillips Carbon Black company’s shareholding in a 
Carbon Black production plant in PE for US$3m.855 The plant was the main asset in a JV with IDC, 
which retained its stake after the US/Indian company’s exit. Upon Degussa’s entry as a new partner 
with the parastatal, the venture was renamed Algorax. Crucially, misgivings on political risk were 
overcome by reference to the consistency in revenues and profits of the plant.856 Furthermore, 
Carbon Black had been listed as a strategic product by the NP Government, ensuring favourable 
conditions for domestic production. Degussa would take control/gain full ownership of six further 
 
854 Degussa subsequently was approached by Sentrachem regarding co-operation in the field of hydrogen peroxide. 
In 1991 it confirmed that it had maintained good relations with the parastatal despite politics limiting its room to 
manoeuvre. See Dr Hahn (DAG Chemicals) and Willmann (DAG), Board discussion paper 2.7.1991, 26. 5. 1991, 1-2 
in EICA BOD 01 0422. 
855 Dittrich (DAG) and Wolf (DAG Head of inorganic chemistry), Board decision paper 4.2.1986, 29.1.1986 in 
EICA DL 22.4./257. 
856 Loc. cit. 
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Carbon Black production plants across the US and Europe within two years, in line with its strategic 
global expansion into this segment.857 However, that this growth began in 1986 and in SA via 
Algorax was entirely driven by Philips seeking to be rid of its local equity stake post-haste due to 
the 1986 US Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act. Given Degussa’s planned strategy, this 
opportunity came at the right moment, yet tied it into Pretoria’s strategic economic base. However, 
even without the German company’s plans in the materials segment and its subsequent purchase, 
IDC, possibly in conjunction with a local partner, would have continued operating the plant, 
irrespective of any foreign shareholding. Fundamentally, Degussa benefited from disinvestment 
two-fold: By the cheap purchase price and by acquiring a running business exhibiting remarkable 
profitability.  
Indeed, the profitability of the venture was extraordinary. Shortly before being acquired, the 
business had doubled its exports, including to the FLS and to the Far East.858 Profits were so high 
that even customers benefited. For less than three months after purchasing the business, the JV 
Board reduced prices by 15%.859 Notwithstanding that decision, profits in the second half of 1986 
were 50% higher than that of the first half.860 The proposed dividend of R3.7m was greater than 
300% of the paid-in share capital of R1.2m.861 And the good times were only going to get better, 
for even the German business press expected sanctions to drive up South African domestic 
industrial production and thereby the procurement of Carbon Black.862 
Contrary to other German business interests in SA, Algorax benefitted greatly from SA’s FX woes. 
The weak rand not only boosted sales to the Far East but raised orders by the FLS. In 1986 alone, 
the JV increased it sales to Dunlop in Zambia from 250t to 720t – a 188% increase.863 Similarly, 
the withdrawal of American aid shipments to Zimbabwe in the same year and thereby the historic 
 
857 ‘History,’ Orion Engineered Carbons, https://www.orioncarbons.com/history.  
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provision of commodities below market prices, allowed Algorax to reclaim its position as the 
number one supplier of Carbon Black to the country.864 Neither would sanctions have any impact. 
Asian markets and their respective governments retained friendly relations with SA.865 In addition, 
Algorax continued to receive crude oil from the Gulf of Mexico, the primary raw material in Carbon 
Black production.866 The first year of Degussa’s venture into a production business in SA, therefore, 
ended on a high note. Sales were up 12% and EBIT, even accounting for the fall in the rand, stood 
at DM16m.867  
Considering such figures, putting up with onerous government-imposed security provisions could 
be stomached. As Carbon Black was a strategic product, the plant was surrounded by high, barbed 
wire fencing as well as four permanently manned watch towers.868 Moreover, the complex was 
deemed as falling under Botha’s NKPA. Algorax, therefore, was required to stockpile between 
eight to thirteen months’ worth of production, albeit financed by an interest-free government 
loan.869 A paramilitary-trained security force of sixteen ‘Coloureds’ with access to automatic 
weapons patrolled the grounds at a cost of R300.000 per year to the business.870 Additionally, 
private security contractors acted as a back-up force during periods of anticipated regional unrest.871 
Try as it might, the company could not wriggle its way out of these official requirements. The times, 
just as the profits, were simply abnormal. 
Whereas militant unionism proved a challenge at other German industrial businesses in the country, 
at Algorax the unions never had a chance to gain a foothold as the company pre-emptively 
increased staff wages. For example, citing ‘disturbed social conditions’ and high inflation in the 
 
864 Loc. cit. 
865 Degussa noted the following three countries as not heeding the global call for sanctions: Sri Lanka (large tea 
exports to SA), Taiwan (very friendly relations), and South Korea (no foreign policy ambitions). See Kress (DAG), 
internal minutes of Stopford visit in Frankfurt 18/19.8.1986, 22.9.1986, 5, point b in EICA DL 22.4./257. 
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country, the JV’s leadership took the unusual step of unilaterally implementing a mid-year wage 
and salary increase of 6% in 1986.872 Two months later, the Employee Representation Committee 
voted against joining a union.873 The measure not only worked, but it had also been affordable 
considering the profits and cheap given the cost of labour. When technical solutions to save 
personnel costs were considered, they were dismissed as simply not being worth it with a worker 
costing on average only R14.000 per annum.874 
However, race relations were another matter entirely, and the only one that the company monitored 
with concern. The complete lack of education of non-white labour meant all managerial and senior 
positions had to be filled with white employees.875 The Xhosa workers were regarded as ‘sluggish’.876 
Algorax’s management were not alone in this opinion. Within Cape industry Xhosas were 
considered ‘highly politicised and difficult to manage’, especially compared to Zulus and 
Tswanas.877 This politicisation evidenced by the fact that 71% of ANC volunteers came from the 
Eastern Cape.878 Duncan (1992) warned of the danger that race was used as ‘convenient catchword 
for more complex explanations’.879 However, in this case, managerial opinion likely did rest on 
observed work ethic and political aspects. Nevertheless, such thinking promoted negative racial 
stereotypes. For example, Dr Wolf, the Frankfurt-based Board member, who as head of the 
inorganic chemistry division spearheaded Degussa’s global carbon black strategy, of which Algorax 
was only one part of, noted that it did the Xhosa workers no favours, that their race also constituted 
the bulk of membership for the ‘extreme left’ and the ANC, an organisation Algorax’s Board 
regarded as ‘militant, communist, and ‘“black racist’”.880 Yet, management kept such controversial 
views to itself.  
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As was the case with RBSA, private musings at senior hierarchical levels on racial factors, did not 
translate in effect into operational management decisions on the shop floor – rather the opposite. 
Indeed, the sole debatable action Algorax’s leadership ever executed, was to deduct politically 
driven worker ‘stay-away’ days from the annual holiday allowance.881 But this was in accordance 
with norms followed by most businesses. Concurrently, the institutionalised Sullivan principles 
stemming from the plant’s previous ownership were replaced by the voluntary EEC codex, partially 
due to their less onerous nature.882 The reason behind management’s tiptoeing on labour issues was 
simple; it understood that the workers already had enough troubles, particularly with local and 
central government:  
(…) we cannot, at this stage, afford to lose credibility with the black section of the Port Elizabeth 
population…more non-whites applying for housing loans, housing situation in PE becomes more critical in 
their areas. Admin of loans made very difficult with ridiculous amounts of red tape involved and the 
confusion and inefficiency which exists in the various Departments handling Black, Coloured and Asian 
housing883  
 
Just as management had to deal with Pretoria’s security guidelines and interventionism on running 
the plant, workers had to navigate the cumbersome apartheid-era bureaucracy outside the plant. 
The industrial unrest sweeping the country, therefore, was a factor that neither side had an interest 
in bringing into the local environment. Instead, the JV simply built on its existing success by 
erecting a second plant. 
At first glance, the start of construction of an automotive catalytic convertor plant by Algorax in 
PE in 1988 may appear to be a paradox, for South African fuel was leaded.884 Yet, South African 
government regulation resulted in economic viability where none seemed possible. Constructed at 
the behest of DB, the Algorax plant produced 55.000 convertors per annum.885 That output was 
sold in full to DB and exported to Germany for use in FRG car production. DB thereby obtained 
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a rebate on the onerous South African import duty for automotive components, which it required 
for its South African plants, tied to the volume of exported convertors.886 Whilst SA in time would 
move to unleaded fuel, thereby creating a local market, the plant’s sizing established its credentials 
as serving Daimler’s German operation. Whilst Degussa remained reticent on greater South African 
investment, it could not ignore an opportunity to strengthen its relationship to an existing client in 
Germany via Algorax. 
However, the JV’s success story, was only one-side of the coin, for the actual subsidiary, DSA, of 
which the Algorax venture was not part of, was mired in losses. The issues it faced were systemic 
to foreign subsidiaries during Botha’s tenure and in line with those of the motor industry examined 
in section I, thereby underlining the outlier that Algorax represented. 
5. DSA: problem subsidiary 
Had it not been for Algorax, Degussa AG would have viewed SA solely through the prism of DSA. 
Therefore, at the group-level the market would have been loss-making rather than profitable. DSA 
is not only a textbook case of the unprofitability of running a foreign subsidiary in 1980s SA, but 
also a tale of politics intruding into virtually every aspect of day-to-day business. The underlying 
fault may have lain with Pretoria’s politics, yet it was not always the case of the NP Government 
being the driver of management’s increasing toils, as illustrated by this section. 
Recession and an ongoing drop in the rand proved to be the first significant, politically driven 
challenge DSA had to face – one, insurmountable without a capital injection from Germany. Since 
FY 1983/84, DSA had been loss-making.887 Fundamentally, the business faced cut-throat price-
competition in its market due to recession. The poor economic fundamentals were exacerbated by 
FX losses stemming from the continued drop in the rand versus the DM, a factor that could only 
be hedged against in part and at great cost. Degussa AG watched with trepidation as the rand/DM 
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rate trended increasingly near parity, having traded at 2.6 DM per rand only a few years earlier.888 
With no direct DM/rand hedging available, the company had to hedge via the US$, increasing 
hedging costs by 20%.889 This necessitated the in-house bank, Degussa Bank, being drafted in to 
assist in reissuing the import invoices for DSA from DAG in USD.890 As such, SA had now ceased 
to be a localised and contained problem for DAG. 
With South African inflation at 18% and interest rates at 25%, the drop in the rand’s value far 
exceeded that of economic reason, a phenomenon correctly attributed by management in Frankfurt 
on the political predicament.891 Whilst management realised that given strong price competition in 
the market, it could not increase prices to offset FX losses, it did take several personnel measures. 
All non-essential expatriate staff were recalled driving down the wage bill. Still, this proved 
ineffective. R150.000 exchange rate losses in 1984 alone meant the subsidiary booked a total loss 
of R50.000 for the year, thereby continuing a track record of red ink.892 
With no improvement in sight, and headquarters fearing the worst in case of an economic boycott 
taking place, Degussa’s hand was forced by the South African banks. The weakening rand meant 
that any existing DM in DSA’s balance sheet had to be remitted to Germany post-haste. This, 
however, resulted in a financing gap for the subsidiary - one that left it exposed to the predatory 
schemes of the South African banking system. Standard Bank of South Africa exemplified the new 
regime. It now began charging a 1% readiness commission on all lines of credit not firmly accepted, 
hitherto unprecedented in international banking.893 Financing from Degussa Bank, would have 
meant avoiding this fee but not without increasing the company’s exposure to the South African 
economy. By requiring foreign subsidiaries to have local credit lines, however, the South African 
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Reserve Bank forced DAG to inject capital into DSA to minimise its dependence on these lines.894 
DSA’s share capital thereby increased 114% via this R400.000 capital injection to R750.000.895 Only 
two months later, the rand dropped 50% in value in weeks to achieve parity with the DM. This 
annihilated at a stroke half the value of Degusssa AG’s recent investment.896 Considering the rand 
had vied with the Swiss Franc in the 1960s for the title of strongest currency in the world, its fall 
from grace was just one major sign of an endemic socioeconomic problem resulting from SA’s 
racial politics.897 
The collapse in the rand had shown Degussa AG’s interventions to be ineffective in cost-effectively 
stabilising DSA. However, they did provide the subsidiary to a certain degree with a financial 
breathing space. For when an intervention of a different kind arrived in form of a complaint letter 
to the Chairman by a South African client, its South African subsidiary succeeded in adding to a 
track record of ever-increasing, detrimental attention from more senior personnel as well as other 
divisions within DAG.  
Frustrated at a lack of a response by DSA regarding a problem with a supplied component, the DB 
affiliated South African ADE, escalated the matter to Degussa AG’s Chairman in Germany: 
[We] find this situation totally unacceptable and difficult to understand. We are coming to the belief that Degussa 
are only interested in obtaining contracts but are totally irresponsible when it comes to carrying them out 
particularly with respect to overcoming problems. The lack of response does not solve anything, only delays the 
inevitable. The ultimate consequence of ADE’s total loss of confidence in Degussa as a supplier, is of major 
concern to us and should be to you. Our sentiments will be relayed via our D.B. division to DB Stuttgart for 
their comments.898 
A top-down initiated fact-finding mission immediately began on how the far-off minor South 
African loss-making subsidiary could have created such a situation. Pumping money into a 
struggling business was one thing but to be repaid with a performance that threatened DAG’s 
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historic close ties to DB in its home market was another matter entirely. A month later, the root 
cause had been identified. DSA and DAG had responded multiple times to the customer, but the 
responses had never arrived. Indeed, business had been charged as normal for sent Telexes but no 
one from the postal or telecommunications branch had seen fit to inform Degussa that the South 
African telex network was no longer functional.899 It appears investors that had chosen to stay in 
SA were endangering their German business without any pressure by the AAM; the service culture 
of South African state institutions sufficed. 
Therefore, SA now began to metamorphose into a market necessitating greater understanding, 
involvement, and attention by management than that usually granted to a simple sales subsidiary. 
Oppenheimer speeches began circulating the corridors of Frankfurt.900 R1.000 was donated to 
Communications Corporation SA, a lobby organisation hoping to entice German and Swiss 
investors to increase their existing investments in the country.901 Niels von Ekesparre, MD of DSA, 
joined the Senior Council of the Chamber to increase Degussa’s ties to peers, the FRG and SA 
governments, and to receive advanced and first-hand notice of new developments.902 VHS tapes 
on SA were played in Frankfurt headquarters to raise the country’s profile amongst Degussa’s 
global leaders.903 Yet, Degussa was bucking the trend of business sentiment, one of increasingly 
turning away from greater South African engagement, if not outright disinvestment. 
That disinvestment was the unspoken word on German industry’s lips can be evidenced by two 
examples. The first, was the belief that competitor BASF, which had a sizeable presence in the 
USA, the country that virtually termed the word disinvestment, was considering a withdrawal from 
SA. BASF had a presence as negligible as Degussa in SA, if not more so, for it operated not even 
a single production site. Fearing the disinvestment wave had spread to not only German industry 
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but to the chemical sector specifically, von Ekesparre requested DAG to confirm the validity of 
the hearsay.904 Second, even clients had begun to question whether Degussa would not join the 
increasing number of foreign businesses that had turned their back on the country. Dekro Paints, 
a sizeable client of the company, offered to step in and take over the South African business should 
Frankfurt choose to disinvest.905 In such an environment, statements by the Buthelezi Chief, 
Gatsha Buthelezi, criticizing sanctions and disinvestment for not being in the interests of South 
Africans presented welcome relief.906 These were circulated by middle management up as well as 
down the hierarchy.907 The position by the Zulu leader that German companies were contributing 
to social justice was deemed ‘sehr interessant’ by Degussa’s leadership.908 The German executives 
thereby sought validation for their engagement by the sole black leader also acceptable as a 
negotiation partner to Pretoria but without sway over the non-Zulu black population. This 
illustrated the now characteristic ‘pick and choose’ approach that deliberately overlooked the 
systemic problem that had made market entry and business in SA so controversial in the first place: 
racial discrimination. 
6. Outside attention 
Such controversy, however, could not be avoided even if Degussa’s senior personnel felt it to be 
unwarranted. In the case of enquiries by US shareholders, the company epitomised the nigh-
universal method of German business in dealing with political questions on SA: repeatedly ignore, 
consult with peers, refer to the BDI or existing publications and only respond if in the business 
interest. In other words, they were dictated to by the forces of economics. The 1987 questionnaire 
by Stanford University sent to Degussa and Bayer proved to be one such case.909 Despite Stanford 
 
904 Von Ekesparre to Gerken, 29.1.1987 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
905 Förster (DAG sales co-ordination), meeting report 10.6.1987 with Roy Meaker (Chairman Dekro Paints) and 
Terry Ashmore (MD Dekro Paints), 11.6.1987 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
906 Interview in Albeldas op. cit., 184-192. 
907 Wolf to Becker et al., Letter attached to 20.10.1987 FAZ article ‘Mugabe leiht Lokomotiven aus Südafrika’, 
22.10.1987 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
908 Loc. cit. 
909 Donald Kennedy (President Stanford) to Konrad Henkel (Chairman DAG Supervisory Board), 23.12.87 in EICA 
ZKA 03 0048. 
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being a shareholder, Degussa first consulted with Bayer on its response before considering an 
answer.910 Its contact at Bayer felt that Bayer management would falter and ultimately respond 
because of a joint project between Bayer and Stanford. Whereas Bayer believed the questionnaire 
to be a pre-emptive measure by Stanford management to be ready in the case of future questions 
by staff, students, and the wider public on companies within its share portfolio that had dealings 
with SA, Degussa held a differing opinion.911 It believed any information provided could be used 
to ‘partly or massively disrupt Degussa interests in SA’ - a valid point considering the vocal nature 
of the AAM.912 
Degussa applied the classical method of referring the matter to the BDI and the Chamber after its 
initial consultation with its peer. Both organisations advocated the company ignore the Stanford 
missive.913 In the end, Degussa stuck to the tried and tested approach by sending a one-liner to 
Stanford that outlined its commitment to the codex, which the institution could request from the 
BMWi.914 Similarly, the Board was instructed to stick to the one-liner in case of questions at the 
AGM. If Stanford followed up, then they could be placated with a report on the social status of 
Algorax employees.915 Therein, however, lay another problem. For whether to mention Algorax, 
now or in the future, at all, proved a more pressing issue than the handling of the American inquiry. 
Given that the JV partner in Algorax was IDC, Degussa kept relatively quiet about the venture. In 
this matter, it was pre-empted by the Washington, DC-based Investor Responsibility Research 
Center that subsequently listed Algorax alongside Degussa in a publication on international 
investment in SA.916 The institution had been fobbed-off with a similar one-liner describing 
 
910 Gerken to von Ekesparre, 3.11.1987 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
911 Förster, Board decision paper 17.11.1987, 13.1.1987, 2 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
912 Loc. cit. 
913 Loc. cit.  
914 Loc. cit. 
915 Ibid, 3. 
916 Förster to Hartmann et al., 24.3.1988 in EICA ZKA 03 0048; Lipton worked for this institution. 
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Degussa’s South African engagement as ‘rather small and limited’ but had on their own volition 
discovered Degussa’s stake in Algorax.917 Its appearance on the list was not without consequences. 
Despite the size of its South African engagement being revealed, Degussa opted to deflect attention 
that could tie the business to the German mother company. In its codex submissions it ceased 
naming DAG and only referred to the South African entities.918 Nevertheless, following the 
Investor Responsibility publication, the company’s name was now inextricably linked to SA. In 
1988, the United Church of Christ informed Degussa that it would follow an appeal by South 
African Churches and therefore instruct its 1.7m members to boycott Degussa services and 
products.919 Management was informed to expect similar letters in future, understandable given 
that consumer boycotts had been discovered by the AAM as another tool in their arsenal to 
pressurize business. Economically the impact was negligible; the company primarily sold its 
products to other businesses, and only these clients could influence its decision-making - not the 
AAM. Even had the AAM knowledge of and pressured Degussa’s customers, this would ignore 
the fact that SA’s mineral resources meant that the company had to engage at an existential level 
in some form or another with the country. 
Whilst the AAM wished to force foreign businesses to make decisions based on morality rather 
than on commercial grounds, the presence of DSA helped in establishing racial equality, even if 
restricted to the micro-level. The subsidiary paid on average 233% above MLL and lobbied for 
black and white drivers to be placed in equal insurance categories.920 In addition, it agreed to a 
request by all black staff to take the day off work on the anniversary of the Soweto uprising.921 In 
its dealings with labour, DSA operated on the basis of economics and pragmatism. When a black 
secretary in Johannesburg earned more than a white secretary in CT, this was due to a difference 
 
917 Schöngarth (DAG)and Förster to Alison L. Cooper (Investor Responsibility Research Center), 11.2.1988 in EICA 
ZKA 03 0048. 
918 Förster, loc. cit 
919 Loc. cit. 
920 Von Ekesparre to Schöngarth, 8.10.1987, 1-2 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
921 Von Ekesparre to DAG, 17.6.1986 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
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in living costs between the cities and argued on such grounds.922 Pay reflected economic reality 
irrespective of race. Furthermore, the subsidiary partially financed a house for a black employee in 
the township of Tembisa when it became too dangerous for him to continue living illegally in 
company accommodation in the whites-only suburb of Hillbrow.923 Finally, DSA successfully 
lobbied Head Office to permit it to provide two tax-deductible bursaries for two black students to 
study dentistry at MEDUNSA.924 This was in recognition that in a country with 3.200 dentists only 
18 were black.925 Yet, DSA’s generosity was not divorced from economic reason. For with an 
increasing number of black dentists, market penetration of Degussa’s dental products in the black 
community would increase.926 However, wider social programmes, such as funding black 
entrepreneurship and participation in a training project by the Chamber, despite DSA’s von 
Ekesparre being part of its management, were dismissed as going beyond the reasonable scope of 
business.927 Nevertheless, economic interest aligned with the promotion of non-white equality, 
validating the continued existence of a subsidiary on tangible moral grounds. 
 
7. Commitment over investment 
Despite a climate of sanctions, economic isolation and voluntary curtailment of further investment, 
Degussa continued to persevere in attempting to grow the subsidiary in a political framework that 
made it futile. When DSA opened a ceramics laboratory in Brakpan in 1988, it began its first steps 
towards profitability. It could thereby offer local technical support to customers instead of flying 
in experts from Germany. The previous process had been a significant impediment on profitability 
for a subsidiary that primarily earned its revenue from 3-5% commissions on exports of DAG 
 
922 Von Ekesparre to Schöngarth, 18.8.1988, 1 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
923 Ibid, 3; such illegal living would soon be tolerated, if not unofficially permitted, when Hillbrow was recognised as 
a grey (mixed) area. 
924 Förster to Günter Wohlenberg (DAG Board), 13.7.1988 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
925 Loc. cit., the NP Government funded 78% of the tuition costs, the remaining annual R7.000 shortfall proving 
impossible for black students to stem. 
926 Förster, SA travel report 2-7.10.1988, 31.19.1988, 5 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
927 Förster to von Ekesparre, 18.1.1988 in EICA ZKA 03 0048; Von Ekesparre, 18.8.1988, op. cit., 3. 
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products it passed on to local clients.928 Furthermore, it expanded its sales to other African 
countries and marketed South African catalytic convertor production to Far Eastern businesses. 
Yet, concurrently its PE offices had to be moved to a more secure complex following multiple 
bomb threats.929 On the one hand, Degussa rejected multiple approaches by the NP Government 
and private investors to create significant production sites in the country, especially for hydrogen 
peroxide for which the local market was simply too small.930 The company refused in order to 
maintain unity within German industry on a voluntary curtailment of new investment into SA.931 
Despite the proposed business cases being framed in contractual terms that made them attractive 
on economic grounds and thereby justifying investment, it was the aura of being the outlier of 
German business that forced the company to stay its hand. Yet, on the other hand, when 
approached by the South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (‘CSIR’), officially 
an institution under the aegis of the Ministry of Science but conducting project-based research for 
a variety of government departments including the Ministry of Defence, the company did not 
hesitate in pursuing a deal.932  
That the pick and choose method remained ingrained at Degussa was only exemplified by the CSIR 
case. CSIR desired sinter furnace and injection moulding technology from Degussa without 
specifying their intended usage.933 The company pre-empted a possible rejection of the business on 
political grounds via two methods. First, it would state that the technology could only be used for 
certain uses and would personally install and commence initial operation of any application of the 
technology. Should the first method fail, then Degussa was prepared to run the sale via its UK 
partner Royal Ordnance plc.934 Degussa’s willingness to export to SA, contrasted with its hesitancy 
to invest in a production plant in the country. The favouring of exports from Germany to South 
 
928 Interview von Ekesparre, loc. cit. 
929 Von Ekesparre to Gerken, 26.5.1988 in EICA ZKA 03 0048; von Ekesparre to Gerken, 16.5.1988 in EICA 
Degussa ZKA 03 0048; Förster, SA travel report, op. cit., 3. 
930 SA Market is 2k tons. Economic viability for a plant begins at 25-30k tons. See interview von Ekesparre, loc. cit. 
931 Förster, SA travel report, op. cit., 4. 
932 Raeder (DAG sales co-ordination) to Gerken, 1.6.1989 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
933 Loc. cit.  
934 Loc. cit.  
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African clients also meant the company came dangerously close to skirting the arms embargo. An 
internal review, for example, gave the export of circuit boards for use in the computers of an 
ARMSCOR subsidiary the all-clear. The reasoning had been that the circuit boards were not a 
product that could be misused, but more importantly SA was not suffering from regional conflict 
or unrest approaching that of a civil war.935 DAG thereby demonstrated both a laxity in a direct 
export of technology to the South African arms industry but also an optimistic view of South 
African unrest; one not shared by global insurance companies.936 By not investing in a production 
plant in SA the company left ‘money on the table’, yet it seemed to want to demonstrate its ongoing 
commitment to the country at least by way of exports from the FRG. 
Such pursuit of business with the institutions of the South African Government occurred in a 
context where Degussa was increasingly being referred to by name as a large investor in SA, 
alongside the car industry and its chemical sector peers. A 1988 DER SPIEGEL article listed the 
company alongside other German businesses as unreceptive to Steinkühler’s 14 points initiative.937 
Though the article was full of factual errors to be the first to press, it resulted in DSA’s von 
Ekesparre having to explain to Frankfurt how such a situation could have arisen.938 Yet, the AAM 
lobby, of which both much of the German media and churches were a part of, also hurt its own 
cause by its permanent slandering of business. 
The credibility of the AAM in the eyes of German industry was not only undermined by its tone 
but also by its actions, illustrated in the final months of P.W. Botha’s presidency by a UWC 
delegation touring the FRG. Ostensibly in the country to meet with business and raise awareness, 
German business associations had already suspected that its true goal was to obtain ‘sympathy 
funds’ with no questions asked. Indeed, in one such meeting in the Frankfurt area, which included 
 
935 Raeder, memo, 11.8.1989 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
936 C.f. Hoechst case study. 
937 See Bosch case study for details. Von Ekesparre to Gerken, 14.11.1988 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
938 The lax journalistic standards at DER SPIEGEL appear to be systemic and persistent given the recent Relotius 




prominent activists such as Beyers Naudé, the delegation did not beat about the bush and after 
formalities directly proceeded to request money.939 The audacity of the AAM was astounding and 
two-fold. First, the German Lutheran Church, which hosted the delegation, had closed its accounts 
with German banks that did business in SA but was now, in conjunction with the delegation, asking 
for money from precisely the same financial institutions it had given the cold shoulder to.940 Second, 
the AAM group requested a block grant with no accountability on how the funds were to be spent; 
an unacceptable discretion defying all norms.941 Given that business had in the past been more than 
happy to fund schemes close to its heart, such as training programmes, this was a significant faux-
pas. For Degussa, the call for alms by the delegation was dismissed on the grounds that such grants 
were the purview of DSA and only allocated in co-ordination with the Chamber.942 In private, the 
company had its reservations, stemming not in the least from Archbishop Tutu being Chancellor 
of UWC, for this meant: ‘A co-operation will inevitably lead to conflict’.943 The empty-handed 
departure of the UWC delegation had been a self-inflicted albeit warranted wound. Business could 
not be ‘guilt-tripped’ into providing a blank cheque, even less so German industry: it could make 
up its own mind about the South African situation.  
In contrast to the UWC/AAM delegation, the proposals by the privately organised and more 
coherent UF found a far more receptive audience at Degussa. The UF toured German Board rooms 
in November 1988 requesting on average over R100.000 a year from the companies it 
approached.944 The organisation was concurrently regarded both with suspicion and credibility. On 
the one hand, its Directorate was seen as being too close to Pretoria.945 On the other hand, it had 
come out in public against the Group Areas Act, and thereby against legislation institutionalising 
‘core apartheid’.946 Companies such as AEG remained initially cautious and would let DB respond 
 
939 Braun (DAG) to Gerken, Förster, and von Ekesparre, 16.2.1989 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
940 Loc. cit.  
941 Loc. cit. 
942 Loc. cit. 
943 Loc. cit. 
944 Förster to Dr Mentz (DAG Board member) and Gerken, 11.11.1988, 1 in EICA ZKA 03 0048. 
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to the charity’s request on its behalf.947 Bayer in turn provided funds to the organisation via its 
South African subsidiary to keep its funding secret.948 Degussa, yet again followed the established 
and conventional step-based process. It called its fellow German business peers, referred the 
request to the Chamber and the BDI and would wait and see if it could pool funding rather than 
being forced to go it alone.949 The company’s actions thereby reinforce an argument of this thesis, 
namely that in the case of decisions outside the realm of business and tainted by South African 
politics, German industry was influenced by its peers rather than in any shape or form by the AAM. 
In the end, DSA funded a UF-run child minding project in Alexandra with R8.000 per annum for 
five years, proving that business could be convinced to fund social projects if they were tied to 
employment and based on a thought-out proposal.950 The UWC/AAM delegation could have 
achieved similar success had they talked to business in the language of business, a competency that 
the UF, despite the misgivings of German industry, demonstrated to better effect for the benefit 
of the average South African. 
Conclusion 
In 1990, Degussa upon being informed that its peers in German industry would provide travel 
funds to a BMWSA-initiated proposal for an ANC economic delegation to tour the FRG, threw 
its own R5.000 contribution into the pot.951 The company simply continued a process of political 
alignment with other subsidiaries and their mother companies that had served it well in the prior 
Botha period of rule. On balance, its involvement in SA had little to show for it. Losses, capital 
injections, political fallout in the German press, a compromising impact on its existing European 
client relations, multiple bomb threats and the commitment of a disproportionate amount of senior 
management’s time and attention. Indeed, the only beneficiaries appear to be DSA’s staff, especially 
the non-white employees who found an advocate for equality in the subsidiary’s management. As 
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for the profits from Algorax, these were attributed to the inorganic chemistry division, not the 
South African subsidiary. Nonetheless, Algorax had simply been the case of the right opportunity 
at the right time for the right buyer. An exception, however, that would never have presented itself 
without disinvestment caused by SA’s racial policies and subsequent AAM pressure. Yet, those 
same policies kept Degussa from reaching for the bag of gold repeatedly offered to it by the NP 
Government and the private sector in the case of tangible fixed capital investment. Such an action, 
however, would result in Degussa deciding based on questionable economic rationale and defying 
its German peers. As this chapter has shown, that, for Degussa, was unfathomable. For fellow 
German chemical company, Henkel, the AAM proved even more burdensome, and it is scrutinized 




















- Chapter 7 - 
Henkel South Africa: An obsolescence of facts 
Introduction 
The story of Henkel in SA during Botha’s tenure at the top of the South African state hierarchy 
would have been unremarkable, were it not for two incidents. Both events flabbergasted Henkel’s 
management by the continued audacity of their counterparties’ lax attitude towards the truth and 
to engage in baseless slander. The first incident originated from the FRG. Two studies 
commissioned by the German churches in the first year of Botha’s premiership resulted in 
significant negative press fallout in the FRG. The second case arose out of SA in the early 1980s 
due to the actions of the Chemical Workers Industrial Union (‘CWIU’) which disrupted the ability 
of the South African subsidiary’s leadership to effectively manage the plant. Both examples 
highlight that the AAM movement in Germany as well as the labour movement in SA also regarded 
German business interests in the apartheid-Republic as a tool to further their own, often political, 
influence. An improvement in the lives of black workers appeared to play a limited, secondary role. 
For these organisations demonstrated via their conduct with respect to Henkel that they not only 
served a different audience but had other goals in mind. 
This case study on Henkel may be the shortest and last within Section II but it is certainly not least. 
For it reiterates that even the briefest of examinations of managerial experiences and decision-
making are sufficient to underpin two strands of the thesis. First, that investigating the ignored 
business side of the anti-apartheid debate reveals just as much about the AAM, the governments 
in the FRG and SA as it does about corporate management. Second, irrespective of present and 
future troubles, politically rather than economically driven disinvestment was never an option for 
the German corporate bloc. 
1. 1949-1978: The early years 
By the time die Groot Krokodil took office in 1978, Henkel South Africa (‘HSA’) had a thirty-year 
history in the country to draw on. Entering the South African market in 1949, one year after the 
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NP electoral win in 1948, Henkel established P3 Products in Durban to manufacture and sell 
industrial detergents.952 It would go on to add other products to its line-up, changing the name of 
the business to Southern Chemical Manufacturers before a final rebrand as HSA.953 Its initial foray 
into the market was validated by the reports it received from its subsidiary in the 1960s. These 
highlighted the progress made in accommodation and social care for the ‘Bantu’ population, the 
complete backing of the white electorate of the NP (including by the children of Anglophone 
detractors), and the competency of state institutions and judiciary.954 The UN reports, in the eyes 
of Henkel’s representative in SA, were distorted, for: ‛The Republic of SA outclasses other African 
countries by far’.955 
Thus, the view of senior management was that the vagaries of the South African native worker 
could be tolerated in the face of reasonable profits. For example, black workers with plots of land 
to plough would deliberately damage company property to force their dismissal when a request for 
leave was denied. They would then return after having tended their plot, bearing a chicken as a 
present for management and request reinstatement.956 Yet, the bigger story was that a mere fifteen 
years after market entry, HSA posted DM5.8m in revenue and DM1.3m in profits.957 Thus an 
overall margin of 22.4% illustrated that the 1960s represented the golden age of the South African 




952 Konrad F. Schweiker (MD HSA) to Dr Hans-Otto Wieschermann (Director Finance, Henkel AG), note attaching 
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Photograph 7: Henkel 1970s advert958 
 
However, initial confidence in the South African venture at the beginning of the 1970s was cured 
with a dose of realism by the end of the decade, resulting in Henkel’s Düsseldorf headquarters 
having to provide an emergency loan to HSA. In 1971, Henkel acquired Kwikbrite Group, adding 
further manufacturing plants to its South African portfolio.959 Kwikbrite was the only operation in 
SA that Henkel AG & Co. KGaA (‘HAG’) owned outright - HSA itself was a 50% partnership 
with the South African Rembrandt Group.960 By 1975, Henkel’s South African business could point 
to DM 60m in sales and 750 employees.961 Yet only three years later HSA was in trouble. Facing a 
liquidity shortage and unable to take on further debt in SA after hitting a central bank-imposed 
debt ceiling, HAG was forced to step in.962 The German parent company provided DM3.8m in 
short-term credit and guaranteed any existing debt by HSA up to DM12.2m. SA and HSA were 
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2. The German problem 
Management in Düsseldorf concluded in 1980 that fighting deliberate falsehoods and subsequent 
erroneous reporting on its South African business was a waste of its time, a justified decision. For 
to engage in debate with evidence when the terms of battle are set by an opponent with no regard 
for facts, then there was nothing to be gained but everything to be lost from further publicity. If 
the decision-makers in the FRG government, in particular at the BMWi, were guided by objective 
information and not pronouncements by the AAM or left-wing media publications biased by 
ideology, then business had the leeway to enter into public discourse when it pleased. As this 
section illustrates, when SA became the topic de jour, it was more important for the AAM to gain 
attention, be first to press and dominate public opinion than to be accurate. The best 
counterstrategy for Henkel proved to be to remain silent after initial efforts to realign the discussion 
on an objective, factual basis failed to garner any traction within the German activist landscape. 
Little did the Düsseldorf PR department know that shortly after providing HSA guidelines for 
managing the press in December 1978, it would be the German parent rather than the South 
African subsidiary caught in a maelstrom of media attention.963 Konrad Schweiker, MD of HSA, 
had been advised to avoid live interviews and provide all information solely in the form of a press 
release ‘as long as the question of divestment is unsolved’.964 An interview would only be accepted 
if responses could be provided in written form and HSA could with certainty control the published 
answer.965 Moreover, Düsseldorf sought the counsel of an outside PR agency given the delicacy of 
South African affairs in public discourse. The agency put it to Schweiker in blunt terms: ‘No 
interviews, no statements concerning the investments or divestments of Henkel in South Africa; 
no statements on future developments at least during the next six months’.966 Furthermore, the 
MD was instructed to report back on what Unilever and Colgate were employing as a PR strategy. 
 
963 W. Harich (Detergents-International/ZR-MAG) and Frieauff (PR HAG) to Schweiker, 7.12.1978 in KH Acc. 271 
No. 299. 
964 Ibid, 1. 
965 Loc. cit.  
966 Ibid, 2. 
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Yet, apart from having to run all press releases via Düsseldorf, Schweiker was provided with a 
carrot in the form of a R2.000 bonus should his press releases be published by ‘important papers’.967 
HAG’s caution and misgivings in dealing with the media were not without cause, for only a month 
later the company would have its hands full engaging in damage control of deliberately-propagated 
falsehoods. 
The business-bashing agenda of German media was first illustrated to Henkel in the spring of 1979 
by articles in Stern and DER SPIEGEL. Stern accused Henkel of paying black ‘charge hands’ R600 
less per month than white ‘charge hands’, despite HSA having no black workers in that position.968 
Similarly, DER SPIEGEL informed its readers that HSA was paying Indian drivers R2-3 more per 
week than its black drivers.969 HSA had not a single Indian driver on its payroll leading Schweiker 
to remark to Düsseldorf ‘the stated wage comparison is, therefore nonsense’.970 Indeed, the 
subsidiary was further accused of placing Indian trainees in higher wage categories than black 
foremen and that the cantina was only desegregated when senior management visited from 
Germany.971 The German Trade Union Confederation paper Welt der Arbeit and the SPD party 
paper Vorwärts! proceeded to run similar articles.972 Together with DER SPIEGEL, they made no 
attempt to verify their accuracy with the company prior to publication. The laxity of journalistic 
reporting shocked Henkel’s management: ‘(…) they did not find it necessary to adhere to and 
employ journalistic standards of due diligence to obtain a statement from ‛the accused’.973 Whilst 
Henkel’s management considered a response, the press articles were already creating waves inside 
the company, necessitating the creation of a supplementary internal damage control strategy. 
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Compared to the German press, Henkel’s staff were sufficiently lenient to allow the company to 
respond to the accusations before taking their concerns further. Franz Dieter Fuchs, a member of 
the workers’ council of one of Henkel’s German subsidiaries, informed the editorial board of 
Henkel Blick, an internal company newspaper: ‛I was taken slightly aback to know I was an employee 
of a conglomerate that apparently engages in such practices’.974 Nevertheless, Fuchs gave the 
company the opportunity to respond and requested his letter and the response to be published in 
Henkel Blick.975 He had thereby recognised an issue Henkel’s management were previously not privy 
to – the impact of negative press, no matter its veracity, on employee sentiment. Indeed, a month 
later management pondered a suitable strategy to address the unqualified statements in the press 
digested by the company’s employees. For these reports ‘could undermine morale’.976  
That Henkel decided to counteract the impact of the reports by a response in the internal Henkel 
Blick can be explained twofold.977 First, the publication directly targeted its employees; the audience 
management was most concerned about apart from the German government and its peers and 
clients. Second, it had serious doubts whether an external response would reach a wider audience. 
After all it could either take the slander by DER SPIEGEL without comment, or briefly put out 
an objective statement of facts, in full realisation that:  
The publication of the above sketched statement by the company may not convert a single proponent of the 
codex but it could be viewed positively by those regarding DER SPIEGEL with reservations.978  
 
The biased reporting only worsened the impact of the poor-quality source material. In this case, 
the articles were based on the discredited ‘Dilemma’ by the German Lutheran Church.979 Within 
the report, two sources on the supposed Henkel data had been identified. One was an inflammatory 
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publication by the South African Trade Union Advisory and Coordinating Council (‘TUACC’), a 
body deliberately putting out controversial if not outright false statements in order to promote 
trade union recognition of its favoured unions.980 Indeed, the authors of a later study by the 
Catholic Church would admit that they - and they suspected - the authors behind the ‘Dilemma’ as 
well, had had no time to visit Henkel whilst on a research trip to SA.981 The second source behind 
the initial Lutheran church report was the office of the SPD MP Brigitte Erler, a persona unknown 
to HSA.982  
Whilst the activity of the German ecumenical establishment has been touched upon in earlier 
chapters, it is worth investigating deeper here. For one of this case study’s objectives is to point 
out hypocrisy in the detractors of business and to question whether their underlying motivations 
truly supported their professed interest in the plight of disenfranchised South Africans. In the case 
of the German Lutheran Church, its distaste of FRG business with subsidiaries in SA was not 
uniform. Yet, a mixture of WCC and SACC influence and their respective calls for protest coupled 
with the belief that acting was a method of self-legitimisation to validate their status as true 
proponents of Christ resulted in the Lutheran national synod, for better or worse, becoming one 
of the primary actors within the German AAM by the 1970s; a status quo that also tacitly confirmed 
that the Church had utterly failed during WWII and ought to ‘do better now’. Even Kohl 
confidentially described the German clergy to Thatcher as being ‘very steamed up’ on SA.983 Whilst 
the SACC regarded foreign protest as the last option of non-violent resistance, the WCC called for 
disinvestment coupled with funding for the armed struggle. Both positions were rejected by the 
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Lutheran Church; instead, it sought to exert pressure on companies to improve the position of 
labour.984 Such was the context that had resulted in the commissioning of the ‘Dilemma’. 
In the case of Henkel, the true story of events highlights the lack of serious research conducted by 
its authors. For earlier in 1979 a Mr Sick at the German consulate in Durban contacted Cecil 
Abrams, Technical Director of HSA, informing him that a certain Ms. G. Albrecht, assistant to an 
SPD MP, was in the country and was interested in culture and the arts.985 Surprised at the request 
to host the woman in question, Abrams was told she was also interested in German subsidiaries.986 
He referred her to Schweiker, the MD; instead she proceeded to ask him for a private discussion 
on the mentality of black workers in an industrial company. Subsequently, her report used in the 
‘Dilemma’ attributed quotations to Abrams that were not just surprising because they were implied, 
taken out of context and unreflective of oral statements. They also described them as ‘live answers’ 
despite no notes or recordings being taken.987 In Henkel’s response to the ‘Dilemma’-report, one 
that could only be given post-facto, management rightly described the process as ‘not thoroughly 
researched’, and that the entire publication could ‘only be described as misleading’.988 
That the ‘polemic nature of the statements’ contained within the study were not conducive to 
creating a suitable climate for debate, was a justifiable conclusion drawn by management.989 For 
every detail was twisted to present business in a bad light. For example, the subsidiaries were 
obliged to create pension plans for all employees. To execute this duty, pension contributions were 
automatically deducted from wages. Yet this was presented as ‘pension contributions are 
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mandatory and part of their wages are retained without seeking their approval’.990 Also, normal 
business processes, in the eyes of the AAM were regarded as exploitative, leading Schweiker to 
despair: ‘Certain statements in this paragraph are malicious’.991 Furthermore, the study was 
provided to the media for publication before its authors approached industry with the results, 
demonstrating the attention-seeking nature of the AAM.992 Dominating headlines, setting the tone 
of the debate and tainting the public’s opinion of FRG business was the prima facie goal of the 
study’s commissioners and authors – not the honest assessment of the treatment of non-white 
labour in German subsidiaries. For Henkel’s management this was ‘missionary zeal with malevolent 
intentions’.993 
As has been shown in prior chapters, German industry, in general, aligned to create a unified 
strategy to address political reporting against them for their engagement in SA. Henkel, however, 
pre-empted any possibility of joining such a unified front. By copying the BMWi into its replies to 
the Lutheran Church, the company directly addressed the principal external audience that mattered 
to it - the state.994 In a similar fashion, Henkel directly responded to Dr Walter Sohn, the clergyman 
with overall responsibility for the ‘Dilemma’, without consulting other German businesses.995 When 
Dr Wolfgang Böhme of the AEU invited Henkel to join a small commission together with 
representatives from BASF, Hoechst, DB, Linde and BMW to prepare a response, the company 
was forced to decline, citing it had already written to Sohn two months ago.996 Sohn, meanwhile, 
chided Henkel for accusing the Church of not employing due care in compiling its research. The 
Church report relied on a cross-section of sources that could not be named given the ‘harsh 
measures’ of the South African Government.997 Yet, as the above examples have shown, no 
significant research was undertaken within HSA and the wage differentials cited were a knowing 
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falsification. The response by Sohn must be judged on what it was: an attempt to deflect from the 
fact that the Church had put out a report driven by sentiment and politics rather than facts. Such 
motives had already been identified by Schweiker in a letter to the Chamber:  
…one has the impression that their publication was intended to serve the political purpose of certain groups 
in the FRG, without caring about the real situation of black workers in SA and realistic programmes for 
improvement.998 
Had the Church approached the company in an honest fashion, then they would most probably 
have obtained at least some factual data they ought to have sought. For, in the case of the questions 
by the UN TNC Centre, Henkel was happy to provide information, albeit once amalgamated with 
that of other companies by the BDI. Nevertheless, the poor tone of the Centre, a stalwart 
institution within the global AAM, was judged as being in poor taste: ‘We would welcome, as agreed 
to earlier, that the aggregate report mentions fundamental reservations towards the inquisitorial 
nature of the process’.999 When the subsequent UN publication stated that HSA discouraged union 
membership, Henkel reverted to type and complained to the UN directly, requesting appropriate 
correction of this ‘absolutely incorrect’ fact.1000 
Bashing of business as an acceptable method to garner public attention caught on quickly. The 
Catholic Church proceeded to enter the fray with its own report only a few months later, based in 
large parts on the ‘Dilemma’ by the Lutheran Church and the TUACC publication. Once again, 
shoring up credentials and influence with the German public and political establishment by entering 
the debate on socio-political matters proved to be the underlying motivation, not an objective, fact-
based study of the conduct of German subsidiaries in SA. Whilst the report entitled Bericht zum 
Sozialverhalten von Tochtergesellschaften deutscher Unternehmen in Südafrika by the Catholich Church’s 
‘KAEF’ unit appeared to be more careful and balanced in its wording, it was compiled just as 
haphazardly.1001 As with the ‘Dilemma’, they too first published their report before inviting business 
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to comment. Schweiker was clearly fed up with the conduct by the German Churches: ‘(…) they 
try to build up suspicion and ill feeling amongst all parties concerned’.1002 Indeed, the MD of HSA 
had even invited the Catholic Church for a formal interview and tour of HSA’s facilities – an offer 
not taken up.1003 When the KAEF in turn invited Schweiker to provide information post-
publication, he called it quits on dealing with the various Church offshoots any further: ‘I consider 
the matter closed, [we report to Henkel and the government and] I am not prepared to report to 
any other organization’.1004 Henkel, however, had not yet given up on salvaging some form of an 
amicable relationship with the KAEF. 
Any doubts Henkel’s management had that the KAEF report was solely the work of sloppy 
research were put to bed after engaging with the study’s author. Internally, Düsseldorf viewed the 
KAEF text with disdain: ‘As we could establish, this work was created in a most dubious fashion. 
It contains a series of mistakes, gaps and unqualified statements’.1005 Indeed, whilst the Lutheran 
Church had at least attempted an interview, albeit in a clandestine fashion, the Catholic Church 
‘quotes however they want to’.1006 Despite their misgivings, Düsseldorf not only sent Dr Reinhard 
Hermle, editor of the KAEF study and SPD party member, a list of corrections to be included in 
a second edition but also met him at a public event.1007 In a telex to Schweiker, who sought advice 
whether to agree to Hermle’s request for an interview, Düsseldorf warned him to be careful. 
Hermle was an ‘idealist’ and had to be talked to objectively citing facts wherever possible.1008 
Schweiker was to ensure his counterparty understood the information imparted and was given no 
opportunity to twist words. Above all else, the HSA MD was to stay calm despite all of Hermle’s 
attempts to steer an interview towards ‘ideological discussions’ and the obtainment of ‘credo 
proclamations’ or other expected provocations.1009 The interview would prove to be Henkel’s final 
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attempt at re-establishing a factual baseline for debate on its South African affairs, a noble, yet, 
inevitably hopeless effort. 
That the subsequent interview also presented an opportunity for the KAEF editorial team to regain 
trust and credibility with FRG business appears not to have entered into consideration by Hermle. 
Instead, the meeting with Schweiker, served to only confirm the latter’s stance on the nature of 
such publications:  
We feel that this type of reporting serves no purpose as the people involved are not willing to be objective and 
even if they intend to be objective will sacrifice their intentions if printing deadlines do not allow this. Their 
interest seems to be primarily political and we feel Henkel should not be drawn into what looks to be a 
lengthy and time-consuming debate with organizations who do not or do not wish to give any consideration 
to normal business management principles. (…) we will correct facts but not publish statements or counter-
opinions.1010 
The MD reiterated to HAG that all reporting outside of normal business practices, including 
towards fulfilment of the codex, was voluntary – Düsseldorf could decide what to report further, 
HSA would no longer entertain the ideological flights of fancy of the AAM.1011 And with that, a 
line was drawn on any further in-depth engagement with the anti-apartheid lobby. A year spent 
righting false statements and disproving fabrications had only resulted in consternation and wasted 
effort. Effort that was, it was decided, better spent addressing actual pressing issues for the 
subsidiary, notably the conduct of the CWIU. 
3. The South African problem 
Whilst dealing with negative press and false reports by the media and church organisations had 
occupied management’s time for a year, such considerations were a luxury. Resolving the 
confrontational attitude of the CWIU in SA, however, was a necessity. The CWIU, in line with 
other newly formed South African black trade unions, acted in a quasi-militant and uncooperative 
manner to stand out from the proliferation of new unions dotting the South African labour 
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environment. At Henkel’s Durban plant, its members were veterans of the 1973 strikes and would 
not shy from asserting their demands with industrial action.1012  Similarly, to the press and clergy in 
Germany, the union discredited itself with business leaders. Yet, it was ultimately able to press its 
demands successfully, for it had discovered a tool by which industry could be forced to listen – the 
consumer boycott. Nevertheless, its behaviour sheds light on what FRG subsidiaries had to endure 
and how black workers were once again used only as a means to an end for the detractors of 
business.  
On the eve of the 1980s, HSA desired to establish a racially integrated employees’ council, as existed 
in HAG, to represent black workers’ concerns to management. However, CWIU regarded the 
move as impeding on its natural monopoly of the ‘black voice’.1013 Yet, membership in an 
employees’ council did not conflict with union membership. In 1978, SALB had recognised the 
underlying dilemma that was now affecting HSA. Whilst a German workers’ council system 
operated more effectively in conjunction with union membership, black workers believed such an 
institution undermined their democratic rights to shape their own form of labour representation.1014 
CWIU, therefore, put together pleading reports requesting HAG’s workers’ council to intervene 
on their behalf. For Schweiker, the saga of union, rather than labour woes was about to begin: 
In general, C.W.I.U thinks it serves their purpose to make a lot of noise. They seem to be in addition not 
very confident about themselves, otherwise they would not see a trap or evasive move in everything the company 
does. E.g. C Abrams went on leave but had to [be] recalled early as union saw this as “tactic” against 
them…. only god might know what is going on in their minds…they seem not (to) understand that there is 
more to a company than negotiating with a trade union. They are pestering us continuously. With all sorts 
of requests, where as we have to try amongst other things to run our company.1015  
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The disruption caused by CWIU in this case must in part be attributed to suspicion imparted by 
SALB editorials. Similar to HSA, the journal had been established in Durban.1016 In it, commentary 
by radical academics encouraged labour to question virtually any action taken by management.1017 
It is therefore unsurprising that such advice morphed into something close to paranoia on the shop 
floor, where even mid-level managers could not take a holiday without approval by a black labour 
union.  The result was that rather than a co-operative mindset being fostered between management 
and labour, confrontation increasingly became ingrained as the guiding mantra. 
For HSA, management in Düsseldorf had to make clear to the HAG workers’ council (‘BR’) that 
they were not prepared to discuss their subsidiary’s affairs with the German group-level labour 
council on an ongoing basis otherwise ‘if you do not stop this now, I assure that you shall have a 
lot of work and trouble up your sleeves for the next few years’.1018 The union for its part appealed 
to the BR requesting its support, for it feared the company wished to use the employees’ council 
to weaken the union.1019 This was far from the case, as HSA simply initiated the formation of labour 
representation as existed in other subsidiaries, their racial integration now enabled by the reforms 
triggered by the Wiehahn Commission.1020 
The newly established union, whilst still finding its feet, regarded management as an opponent 
rather than a stakeholder to work with to address labour issues, the latter exemplifying the classical 
German rapport; one that perhaps Schweiker expected to apply to the South African context.1021 
Yet, the relationship between HSA and CWIU continued to deteriorate: 
…we have to conclude that this union is terribly suspicious of any moves which the company takes, and 
frankly speaking, not equipped to cope with the situation adequately. In all decisions and moves of the 
company, they see a threat against their existence, with consequent inappropriate reactions, which are also 
partly reflected by the “reports” which they seem to send regularly to the Industriegewerkschaft Chemie in 
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Germany, respectively to the Betriebsrat of Henkel KGaA. Since we had the opportunity to see one of those 
“reports”, we can firmly assess that their thinking is twisted, and they seem not to be very confident in 
themselves.1022  
Disagreements with the CWIU built on a historic relationship marked by friction at HSA’s Durban 
plant between management and African workers, one not mirrored in progressive peers such as 
Hoechst or within compatriots such as BMW. Indeed, rather than setting progressive standards, 
management appeared to be unreceptive to change not self-instituted; racial discrimination, too, 
continued to exert its trappings. Indeed, CWIU records reveal that management sought to fight 
the implementation of the codex with refence to South African law until overruled by Düsseldorf; 
only stopped hiring scab (non-union) labour following pressure within Germany by the  
Industriegewerkschaft Chemie on HAG; and in actual fact did only temporarily deracialize the cantina 
on the annual visit by a HAG representative.1023 Clearly, HSA was embodying Janus in its 
statements to HAG when compared to the disharmonious fiefdom that constituted the reality of 
the Durban plant. The opinion of the Black labour force is perhaps best expressed by one former 
worker. Sacked for intoxication, he rebuffed CWIU’s attempts to take up his cause for 
reinstatement, stating ‘he had enough of Henkel’.1024 
Three years later, matters came to a head with accusations flying from both sides. The turning point 
had been a debate on wages, resulting in an illegal strike, large-scale dismissals and a subsequent 
boycott of Henkel products in SA.1025 CWIU accused Henkel of not paying 50% above the MLL, 
ignoring that the greater Durban region operated on differing economics to those faced by other 
chemical companies in the CT metropolitan or PWV region.1026 HSA paid between 20-25% above 
the wage rates paid by businesses in the Durban area.1027 Were it to pay 50%, then Düsseldorf 
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noted, they might as well shut up shop in SA and thereby eliminate all employment.1028 Moreover, 
the union demanded a 150% increase in wages, a request that ignored the economic reality of the 
business.1029 When management would not compromise, one worker remarked:  ‘They take us for 
children, they do not know how to negotiate, they only know how to tell us what they are not going 
to do’.1030 Still, HAG, whilst in agreement with HSA that the union demands were ‘unrealistic’, 
urged the subsidiary to consider the ‘global image’ of Henkel in negotiations without compromising 
the ‘valid’ interests of HSA.1031  
To add fuel to the fire, CWIU triggered an illegal strike by over 200 HSA employees and put out a 
pamphlet entitled ‘The Conduct of Henkel South Africa’ criticising the subsidiary at length.1032 A 
co-operative attitude was far from union leadership’s mind. They had found an issue, however 
debatable, to press and would use this as a rallying cry to garner attention and thereby membership 
and political influence, although such an approach neither served to help black workers nor address 
the socio-political failings within the country. Düsseldorf regarded the efforts exerted by CWIU as 
misguided for, by putting ‘pressure on companies that in their own way contribute to the 
development of the less privileged, did not replace the need for reasonable political policies’.1033 In 
this regard, Henkel’s management found an unexpected ally - the Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 
(German Trade Union Confederation). Upon his return after a visit to SA, Heinz Oskar Vetter, 
president of the Confederation, convened a press conference expounding the fact that the 
expatriate German managers were receiving flak from all sides whilst doing all they could to foster 
racial integration: ‘(…) one cannot leave the German managers without support, they are people 
with good intentions’.1034 
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That CWIU escalated matters to such an extent, only one month after beginning formal recognition 
proceedings with the company, illustrates the pent-up political frustration that existed in SA at the 
time.1035 Whilst the union’s long-term goal may have been to improve working conditions and 
attract sufficient membership to exert some form of influence on Pretoria, for now it was simply a 
disruptive organisation. The brunt of its actions were born by the expatriate managers of Henkel’s 
South African subsidiary. In the pamphlet, cited above, CWIU described HSA’s management as 
‘of all multi-nationals with which the CWIU had to deal with so far, Henkel has proved to be one 
of the most unscrupulous and unyielding’.1036 Furthermore, the FOSATU-affiliated union went on 
to dismiss the codex as unsuitable to ‘help them with their struggle’.1037 As noted above, the CWIU 
had previously criticized HSA for delaying local codex implementation. Mentioning the codex now, 
whilst it did have valid failings, smacked of opportunism for it was sure to garner the attention of 
the German AAM, thereby illustrating yet again that this was a political ploy rather than an 
industrial relations dispute. 
Despite Schweiker’s repudiation of CWIU’s claims, and the offers from multiple German 
organisations to facilitate arbitration, it was economic pressure that resulted in the previously stoic 
HSA buckling under pressure. In a sixteen-page statement, Henkel had attempted to refute the 
pamphlet’s allegations, pointing out hypocrisy along the way: 
The maintenance of toilets, showers and change-rooms is a continuous struggle against theft of parts of these 
facilities, and against abuse. It is well known that such facilities are, in general, not used in a responsible 
way by the people concerned and it is interesting to note that the union themselves have similar problems as 
it was noticed by a member of Henkel’s management on the occasion of a visit to their offices that their 
facilities were in an even more deplorable state.1038 
The importance and endurance of sanitary facilities in the debate on the behaviour of South African 
subsidiaries cannot be underestimated. Indeed, on a visit by Steinkühler to BMWSA in 1988, six 
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years after the events at Henkel, he was solely interested in the standard of the toilets; subsequently 
declaring himself satisfied with what he had seen.1039 Toilets, it appeared, were a facet the AAM 
could rally around and could easily be explained to the German public.1040 
Meanwhile, HSA’s MD had come to the correct conclusion that improving labour relations was 
the last thing on CWIU’s mind:  
I may comment that it is amazing to what lengths the CWIU went to distort the facts in order to put 
HSA’s case in a bad light…I am however not very optimistic that all factual problems will be solved with 
such attitude, as the CWIU has opted for a strategy in line with the general union movement in SA to 
make as much noise as possible, in order to establish their “credentials” with their existing and potential 
members and beyond that with national and international organizations sympathetic with their cause, for 
whatever reason…(the) union issue has stretched managerial and other resources to their limits, 
continuation of CWIU present strategy of unreasonableness, maximum demands and lack of conciliation 
will severely curtail any real improvement of industrial relations within the company.1041 
The previous organisations in making normal business difficult for FRG subsidiaries in SA, the 
German Lutheran and Catholic Churches, entered the debate surrounding Henkel once more by 
offering to act as mediators.1042 Their intentions might have been noble, but they had destroyed 
their credibility and any existing good-will with their prior conduct. Whilst HSA and HAG were 
preparing the rebuttal to the union accusations, CWIU had already begun to employ the next tactic 
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Poster 3: Henkel boycott1043 
 
 
By leveraging its membership within the umbrella organisation FOSATU, CWIU called not only 
for a nationwide boycott of Henkel products in SA but also those by Rembrandt tobacco, HSA’s 
part-owner.1044 The stakes had thereby been raised to not only affect the economic viability of the 
South African business but also draw in HSA’s silent partner with negative consequences.1045 
Moreover, the boycott was supported by the International Chemical and Energy Federation, 
opening up the possibility of the boycott encompassing further markets Henkel operated in.1046 As 
a result, in less than a month HSA caved in and agreed to rehire 230 workers it had previously fired 
as a result of the illegal strike earlier in the year.1047  By threatening the lifeblood of HSA, CWIU 
had achieved its first victory against Henkel. Subsequently, the union was able to increase its 
membership by 20% and conclude the recognition agreement it had begun with the company.1048 
 
1043 CWIU, ‘Boycott Henkel Products,’ March 1982 in KH Acc. 271 No. 298. 
1044 ‛Schwarze Arbeiter trotzen dem “Weißen Riesen”,’ Gewerkschaftspost IG Chemie Papier Keramik no. 6, 1982. Copy in 
KH Acc. 271 No. 298; ‘Congress warns Rembrandt,’ FOSATU Worker News, April 1982, 4. Copy in KH. 
1045 CWIU, ‘Report’, loc.cit. 
1046 A History, op. cit., 15. 
1047 Gewerkschaftspost, loc. cit.; CWIU, ‘Report‘, loc.cit. 
1048 A History, op. cit., 12, 15. 
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It could then leverage its existing membership base across several smaller companies, including 
HSA, as a platform to enter larger plants and, under the FOSATU banner, the ‘political struggle’. 
Conclusion 
Concurrent with CWIU’s rise, HSA’s troubles increased. The subsidiary expected a loss of R14.8m 
in 1984 to be followed by another loss of R4.8m in 1985.1049 By 1986 it hoped once more to show 
a slight profit. Yet, despite the subsidiary’s best laid plans to enter and remain in the black, it never 
experienced a level of profitability to allow it to even pay a modest dividend to HAG.1050 Instead, 
via a number of restructurings and disposals it reduced its employee figures in SA by 54% and 
exited the Durban site to concentrate its activities in the PWV-region.1051 Indeed, the perennial 
loss-making consumer detergents business was disposed of, the local trademarks being sold to a 
competitor and the production plant mothballed.1052 In comparison, its similarly Durban-based 
competitor, Unilever, was so profitable, that it forsook disinvestment to maintain high dividend 
remittances from SA, whilst concurrently trying to fly under the radar of the global AAM.1053 Vis-
à-vis BMW AG which considered a shrinkage strategy but did not implement it, Henkel did so.  
Nonetheless, the topic of disinvestment was never raised. The reasons were twofold. On the one 
hand, Rembrandt was a stable and solid partner, providing Düsseldorf with a measure of security 
in remaining in SA.1054 On the other hand, the subsidiary continued to supply a variety of chemicals 
to local subsidiaries of international corporations. Disinvestment, as such, would have had 
repercussions on Henkel’s international standing within the business community as a reliable 
supplier. 
Notwithstanding the righteousness of management’s beliefs, the early years of Botha’s tenure had 
not proven to be a period the subsidiary had escaped unscathed. For all intents and purposes, 
 
1049 Board Meeting minutes 18, 7.5.1985, point 5 in KH 153 77. 
1050 Wieschermann, interview with author 10.1.2020. 
1051 Loc. cit. 
1052 Peter Klews (MD HSA) in e-mail to author, 12.1.2020. 
1053 Jones, Unilever, op. cit., 182. 
1054 Dohr, interview with author 9.1.2020. 
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Henkel failed to influence public opinion in its home country of Germany, consciously 
withdrawing from further engagement with ideologically driven counterparties. Similarly, it had 
‘lost’ in SA by having to reverse a management decision to fire illegal strikers and replace its 
proposed workers’ council by recognising the CWIU. Whilst management may have been naïve in 
applying German standards to SA, the outcome was inevitable. One medium-sized company would 
not be able to shape the debate or affect the tides of history. For HSA, the period might have been 
remarkable and insightful, but it certainly had been far from worthwhile, whether in profits or as 
an appropriate use of management’s time at home and abroad.  
Apart from illustrating core thesis arguments of disinvestment not being an option for German 
business and that abnormal profit was not on the agenda by operating a business in SA, this final 
chapter within ‘The Chemists’ comes full circle by reiterating the actual perception of the AAM by 
business – a key objective of this thesis. Whilst the AAM may have perhaps held the moral high 
ground, its conduct and behaviour demonstrated questionable ethics. It thereby alienated the 
corporate sector in the 1980s - precisely when it sought to maximise its influence on managerial 
decision-making. In the end, their actions only exacerbated German industry’s inherent reluctance 
to enter the realm of politics. Political non-involvement, however, does not preclude progressive 
corporate action. That foreign business could affect enduring positive change amongst SA’s 
disadvantaged by ignoring the AAM’s calls for disinvestment, is exemplified by the following final 








































- Chapter 7 - 
Siemens in South Africa: The Old Guard 
Introduction 
Mr. Minister, ladies and gentlemen, we are in South Africa, we have a position there like Siemens has in 
Germany. We are set and determined to stay, not only to maintain, but to expand our position...I hope 
your visit has convinced you that Siemens is at your and at your country’s disposal.1055 
Of all the major German industrial companies, Siemens had the longest presence in SA. In the 
mid-19th century, it had laid telegraph lines between CT and Simon’s Town for the British Cape 
Colony but also provided Paul Kruger, President of the Transvaal Republic, with a telephone.1056 
The sincerity of Peter von Siemens in the above speech excerpt for the attendant guest of honour, 
F.W. de Klerk, the Minister of Post, Telegraphs and Telecommunication, therefore, could not be 
in doubt. Indeed, as a descendant of the company’s founder and as Chairman of the Supervisory 
Board of Siemens AG, von Siemens, had merely concurred with an earlier proclamation by Dr 
Bernhard Plettner, the CEO, that come rain or shine, the company was committed to SA.1057 
The history of Siemens in SA is dichotomous. The company tolerated no outside interference on 
political grounds in Germany from what senior managers regarded as a morally bankrupt AAM, 
thereby exhibiting exceptional conservatism as well as distrust of actors outside the realms of 
business and government. Concurrently, in SA Siemens was remarkably progressive in the 
operation of its subsidiary, earning rare praise in German newspapers. For the chemical companies 
analysed in the previous section, SA was always a niche market attracting disproportionate 
management attention. Within the Siemens conglomerate the subsidiary’s treatment was similar, 
however, the reasoning differed. Simply put, the South African socio-political framework and the 
global as well as German AAM left the company completely unfazed. Despite the South African 
business being of significant size, it merited no special attention. With a firm commitment to the 
 
1055 Dr Peter von Siemens (Chairmen of the Siemens AG Supervisory Board), speech at Hotel Bayerischer Hof, 
15.10.1978, 4 in Siemens AG Archive (‘SAA’) 4 Li 786. 
1056 ‘Highlights in Southern Africa,’ 1 in SAA 68 Li 194. 
1057 von Siemens, op. cit., 3. 
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country, no qualms existed on the need for management to justify a presence to outside parties and 
the subsidiary was provided with a high degree of independence. This is reflected in the relatively 
little amount of existing archival material in relation to crisis-management. The state of the record 
collection, therefore, is to be expected. After all, on the eve of the 1980s, Siemens executives took 
pains to confirm that their company ‘was not for turning’. 
This case study explores the above premise that outside conservatism and internal progressiveness 
was a hallmark in the management of Siemens’s South African business. It supports the overarching 
thesis argument in three ways. First it shows the reticence of German industry to get drawn into 
politics. Second it reveals that the maintenance of a concord amongst FRG corporates, in treating 
outside politically motivated interference, trumped standalone action. Finally, and most 
importantly, it questions which historic stakeholder truly displayed inherent moral righteousness 
and a long-term commitment to improving SA. Siemens’s decision to ignore the transitory AAM 
benefited the disadvantaged races, demonstrating results even after majority rule. 
The chapter is divided into two main sections. Part one analyses the company’s treatment by the 
German press in the 1970s and its publicly and privately expressed viewpoints with respect to SA. 
Hereby the bulk of source material stems from the records in the Siemens Historical Institute. The 
second part on the 1980s, in contrast, draws on records by Siemens stored in the corporate archives 
of other companies, highlighting the high degree of collaboration on South African matters. It is 
supplemented by oral testimony of a former Executive Director of Siemens in SA. The conclusion 
subsequently takes a stand on whether it was economics, its lengthy history in the country, or a 






PART A   
The 1970s: Riding the tiger 
1. One conglomerate, many political perspectives 
‘It is our task to equally protect and promote the white minority’1058 
By the centenary of Siemens’s first order from the South African market, the Republic could no 
longer be imagined without Siemens, so close were the ties to the Afrikaner business community 
and the state. This entrenchment rested on two pillars. Firstly, the company’s historic and ongoing 
provision of various pieces of electronic, signalling and telecommunications equipment to the 
South African government and its parastatals. Secondly, the make-up of its local subsidiary’s 
ownership in reflecting the rise of Afrikaner-owned and managed corporations. Indeed, Siemens 
AG held only a controlling stake in the subsidiary.1059 The remainder was owned by IDC, Sanlam 
and Federale Volksbelegging – the latter two perhaps the most well-known corporations tied to the 
promotion of Afrikaner interests, i.e. volkskapitalisme. Even when Sanlam disposed of its stake by 
the 1980s, it was simply replaced by General Mining Union (‘Gencor’), another Afrikaner-
controlled corporation.1060 The fact that 49% of Siemens Limited, the South African subsidiary, 
was owned by three conservative companies close to Pretoria indicates a willing acceptance by 
Siemens AG of South African reality at the time, namely the Afrikaner domination of political and, 





1058 Attributed to an unnamed German business representative in Niggl (Siemens AG Press division – business 
press), note on Bad Boll meeting with EKD and companies 17-18.5.1973, 22.5.1973, 5 in SAA 8126. 
1059 Seidman, Outposts, op. cit., 170. 
1060 Embassy Pretoria to AA, BMWi, cable, 29.10.1985 in BArch B 136/23445. 
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Photograph 8: Dr Gerd Tacke (CEO Siemens AG) with Vorster, 19681061 
 
Yet, the significance of the South African subsidiary, which by the 1970s was the 5th largest within 
Siemens AG, is not reflected in the existing historiography.1062 Apart from an examination of 
Siemens in fin de siècle-SA as well as a macro-level chronology on the company’s website and an 
outdated company publication, no review of the company’s engagement with the apartheid-
Republic post-1970 exists.1063 This is a notable shortcoming, since the business was regarded by 
Siemens’s own CEO as ‘the most difficult and headstrong but also the most successful overseas 
enterprise of the Group’.1064 Indeed, Volkswagen was the only German enterprise that came close 
to employing as many thousands as Siemens did in SA.1065 
Whilst the car manufacturer and Siemens shared similar direct access to South African Ministers 
and entertained them both in the FRG and in the Republic, the company went a step further and 
bordered on pushing the NP party line in Germany. The 1970s saw a continuation of historically 
mutual visits by NP Government officials and Siemens executives to each other. The pilgrimages 
by the Germans to Vorster in SA were repaid by sojourns of Diederichs and Muller as well as the 
 
1061 Pretoria, February 1968 in SAA 8126. 
1062 Seidmann, op. cit., 167. 
1063 Dr Ewald Blocher, ‘Departure to South Africa,’ Siemens AG. 
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/company/about/history/news/departure-to-south-africa.html; Dr Franz 
Hebestreit, ‘Gold Rush in South Africa,’ Siemens AG. 
https://new.siemens.com/global/en/company/about/history/news/gold-rush-in-south-africa.html; ‘Our history in 
South Africa,’ Siemens AG. https://new.siemens.com/global/en/company/about/history/countries-and-
regions/south-africa.html; J. Wegner, Geschichte des Hauses Siemens im Ausland. Teil C, Siemens-Gesellschaften in Übersee. 
Band 1, Südafrika (Erlangen: Siemens AG, 1970). 
1064 Berhard Plettner, cited in ‘Siemens investiert in Südafrika,’ Blick durch die Wirtschaft, 22.2.1972. 
1065 Verheugen, op. cit., 91. 
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leadership of Afrikaner-led partner companies, including IDC and Federale to Germany.1066 Even 
the Chancellor of the University of Pretoria and the Vice-Governor of the South African Reserve 
Bank could be encountered in the hallways of the company’s German offices.1067 A close 
relationship, exemplified by Diederichs: ‘Siemens on their part deserve high praise for the way in 
which they have identified themselves for very many years with the pioneering spirit of South 
Africa’.1068 Indeed, it had been the orders by the South African Post Office that had perhaps been 
most pivotal in laying the groundwork for the company’s growth in SA. This growth had resulted 
in Siemens employ 6600 staff, operate eight sites, and source 80% of materials locally.1069 A fly-by-
night operation this was certainly not. 
The company’s statements and actions during this decade with respect to SA’s racial policies could 
be described as fundamentally conservative, anticipatory neutral or morally progressive. This 
categorisation depended on which oral or written statement was currently at hand and from which 
part of the conglomerate they were issued. Peter von Siemens espoused the conservative line, 
approximating the NP position:  
A black majority can only be discussed in terms of race. As a political factor it is, given the current state of 
affairs, not present. The wish to transfer South African executive power to a black majority is, given the 
conditions, solely of an abstract-ideological nature and would, hypothetically considered until the very end, 
lead to the break-up of the country into small, ungovernable Bantustans with subsequent tribal conflict 
resulting in the extensive impoverishment of the black population1070 
Whilst von Siemens was correct in implying that no black majority government lay in wait to grasp 
the reins of power, both the ANC and PAC had drawn appeal irrespective of ‘tribal’ affiliation. 
Furthermore, the Bantustan policy of the NP went against the prevailing trend of South African 
history to unify disparate states. Once the Union of SA with its institutions had been established, 
it is inconceivable that any political faction would wish to revert to only exercising regional power 
 
1066 Diederichs was Minister of Finance, S.L. Muller of Economy; ZVA, Monatsbericht, February, March, and 
December 1972 issues, in SAA 68 Li 194. 
1067 ZVA, Monatsbericht, August 1970 in SAA 68 Li 194. 
1068 Wegner, op. cit., introductory quotation. 
1069 von Siemens, loc. cit. 
1070 Peter von Siemens, ‘Industrielle Aktivitäten in Südafrika,’ Speech at Rotary Club Munich-Mitte, 17.2.1978, 1-2 in 
SAA 4 Li 786. 
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rather than claiming complete control of the country. Whilst regional support bases existed, any 
hypothetical fight would not have been between the ‘Bantustans’ but between the black political 
factions for control over the Union Buildings. 
Meanwhile, the middle management layer of Siemens AG, especially central administrative and 
policy development functions, promoted the liberal theory of economic salvation as a partial cure 
for the apartheid malady. For them, the South African economy was in transition and it was the 
responsibility of business to create ‘sound working conditions for all races.1071 Indeed, the shortage 
of skilled white labour and the ‘poor quality’ of white immigrants to SA had been noted in a travel 
report by Siemens’s PR department and circulated to other German corporates.1072 It argued only 
business could weaken apartheid’s grip on the country and thereby improve the lot of the non-
white population: 
The opponents in the FRG may not accept it lying down but it seems that a softening of apartheid, a 
better level of education of the coloured and black population as well as a harmonisation in the matter 
of wages can only be achieved via the needs and demands of the economy – especially in terms of replacing 
white labour with qualified coloured and black personnel. Already certain companies are approaching 
legal limits.1073 
The liberal argument had firmly taken hold within the rank and file of Siemens and despite political 
setbacks, including the fallout from the tragic killing of teenage protestors at Soweto in 1976.1074 
The decade’s economic data revealed the underlying realities. Between 1970 and 1979, the non-
white share of national income had doubled to 30%.1075 This racial group had also moved into 
increasingly senior positions. The lower pay brackets within industry had been increased at a greater 
rate than those towards the top. From 1970 to 1978, the economy had averaged 3.2% annual 
growth, furthering the integrationist trend.1076 Whilst apartheid persisted, it was now not the 
 
1071 Heyer (MD Siemens South Africa) in ‘Siemens investiert in Südafrika,’ loc. cit.  
1072 B. Niggl, H. Albert and H. Haslauer to executives at Siemens, AEG, Hochtief and others, Travel report 18.6.-
1.7.1972, 27.7.1972, 3 in SAA 8126.  
1073 Ibid, 4. 
1074 Hermann Giliomee, The Last Afrikaner Leaders: A Supreme Test of Power (Cape Town: Tafelberg, 2012), 108-109. 
1075 Sorg (Siemens AG -Wirtschaftspolitik und -verbände/Economic policies and business associations), 
Wirtschaftspolitische Nachrichten No. 3/7930, 1.1979 in SAA 49 Lr 262. 
1076 Loc. cit. 
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elimination of racial discrimination in the workplace that would have a halo effect but the 
emergence of a black middle class:  
The hope seems justified that in SA gradually large parts of the black population can be integrated into a 
consumption-orientated middle class. Thereby the Black-White conflict would lose some of its explosive power 
and would prepare the ground for a socio-political easing of tension through evolutionary development.1077 
Photograph 9: Cover page of Siemens (Pty) Limited Business Review report 1971-21078 
Scan 2: Cover page of the personnel development report of Siemens Limited 1976/71079 
 
Such an anticipatory neutral stance on the demise of apartheid via economic growth established 
progressive realities on the subsidiary’s shop floor; an effort commended by the German press. 
Interviews of Siemens workers across racial lines by a German national paper led to the discovery 
that the employees were full of praise for management: ‘Here they’ve gone so far as the government 
allows’.1080 Indeed, some of the company’s actions were already going beyond what was permissible. 
It employed black workers from Soweto, i.e. those without ‘Section Tens’, in white areas and 
instituted the apprenticeship training of black and coloured staff whilst this was still outlawed.1081 
 
1077 Loc. cit. 
1078 Copy in SAA 68 Li 194.  
1079 Copy in RB, 1 022 567. Notice the improved optics of the cover photo after Wentges became MD with the races 
no longer standing apart. 
1080 Peter Seidlitz, ‘Rassentrennwand in der Montagehalle,’ Süddeutsche Zeitung, 4.4.1975. 
1081 On Section Tens, see Harrison, op. cit., 235-237; Trotskie in e-mail to author, 30.1.2020; indeed, the efforts 
Siemens’s local management made to illegally hire Coloured staff and ensure their welfare was not forgotten by its 
former employees – even more than thirty years later. See Roy Volkwyn, ‘The circumstances that led me to meeting 




Furthermore, Siemens was paying 20% above the going wage rate and 76% above the minimum 
subsistence level.1082 Even the Chairman of Siemens AG workers’ council, Ferdinand Turek noted 
that the company had been doing everything in its power to eliminate racial discrimination, even 
creating one of the first integrated workers’ councils in SA.1083 It went on to establish a further first 
in SA by providing medical aid to all staff irrespective of race.1084  With reference to its initiatives, 
local management was clear on how to tackle the call for disinvestment: ‘We couldn’t abandon the 
country. We are needed here’.1085 Yet it was the underlying commercial viability, including 
government contracts, that enabled forerunning social welfare policies which earned Siemens 
international praise. 
2. Company responses to opposition on policies and politics  
Its progressive policies, however, earned Siemens the ire of two very different groupings. The first 
to decry Siemens’s handling of labour relations were its large South African peers and clients: AAC 
and Barlow Rand. Wilfried Wentges, MD of Siemens Limited from 1973-1982, was verbally 
chastened by AAC’s leadership for bringing Siemens’s social policies to SA and thereby causing 
upheaval to the domestic status quo in industrial relations.1086 Yet, Siemens Limited was merely 
following the company’s global policy as well as acting on trends that were already underway in the 
South African motor industry. Moreover, in their personal capacity, the local subsidiary’s 
management were committed to fair and equal employment practices, anything less would have 
been indefensible.1087 The second voice of opposition came from the white labour unions, 
particularly the Electrical Workers Association and the Boilermakers’ Society.1088 Their protest 
against the elimination of race-based privileges reflected a prevailing trend within white trade 
unionism. Arrie Paulus, the most infamous white trade unionist, perhaps best expressed such 
 
1082 Seidlitz, loc. cit. 
1083 Siemens Mitteilungen (internal newsletter of Siemens AG), March/April 1978 H. 3-4, 24-25 in SAA 68 Li 194. 
1084 Trotskie, op. cit., 21.1.2020. 
1085 Unnamed Siemens Limited Manager, cited in ‘Überlebenstraining,’ Capital 12/1976. 
1086 Trotskie, op. cit., 4.2.2020. 
1087 Loc. cit. 
1088 Trotskie, op. cit., 30.1.2020. 
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sentiment in his election poster as a KP candidate. Indeed, he would describe the Wiehahn-derived 
reforms as the ‘greatest treachery against the white employees of South Africa since 1922’.1089 
Video still 4: KP election poster, 19891090 
 
Siemens, therefore, despite its public position, was remarkably progressive within the South African 
context. Indeed, it benchmarked its pay and social benefits for non-white workers against those 
offered by American corporations to ensure it remained at the forefront in terms of remuneration 
and welfare.1091 In essence, the evidence suggests the conservative-minded statements by its 
leadership in Germany reflected a disdain of biased FRG reporting which they regarded as 
ideologically driven agitation towards SA, rather than reflecting how Siemens operated its 
subsidiary. Whilst multinationals were expected to abstain from interventionism in a host country, 
in SA active confrontation with the government’s policies was encouraged by the AAM on moral 
grounds. In practice, FRG subsidiaries such as Siemens formed a ‘socially progressive avant-garde’ 
despite their shying of publicity.1092 Yet, concurrently management resented that codices on 
corporate behaviour were solely imposed for SA rather than being left up to the discretion of 
 
1089 Cited in Alex Lichtenstein, ‘“We feel that our strength is on the factory floor”: Dualism, shop-floor power, and 
labor law reform in late apartheid South Africa,’ Labor History 60, no. 6 (2019), 606-625, 608. 
1090 Taken by author from unpublished 1989 AP Archive B-roll footage; c.f. with the lyrics of 1978 SA punk rock 
song at Shifty Media Official Channel, ‘CORPORAL PUNISHMENT - Brain Damage,’ YouTube video, 2:18, 
1.9.2015 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LkC-0Y3olPc. 
1091 Dennis Clackworthy (Siemens Limited HR) to Büscher (Exec. Director responsible for manufacturing facilities at 
Siemens Limited), 4.8.1972 in SAA 8126. 




individual businesses: ‘…is one therefore to understand that labour relations and working 
conditions in the remaining 149 countries in the world appear sufficiently acceptable?’1093 In 
Germany, the moralising and political interference by the churches and media illustrated to Siemens 
not the ethical dilemma of a South African presence but rather the reactionary nature of the 
opposition. 
Photograph 10: Siemens 1970s advert1094  
 
The German AAM particularly drew the ire of Siemens management on two issues. One, the 
fostering of the idea that ‘Whites’ had no place in Africa and they as a minority deserved no 
protection on the same footing as that advocated for the disenfranchised non-white population. 
 
1093 Informationen Argumente No. 3 (1978), 2.3.1978 in SAA 68 Li 194; Annual Report Siemens Limited 1976/77, 1. 
Copy in RB, 1 022 567. 
1094 Homelands, loc.cit. 
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For the Left, the former functioned in SA as an unacceptable colonial reminder.1095 And secondly, 
the vocal nature of the anti-apartheid lobby in the FRG served to disguise the historic moral failings 
of its constituents. The churches had led the opposition due to their own guilty conscience 
stemming from lacklustre opposition to Jewish persecution during the Third Reich.1096  Whilst the 
‘silent majority’ regarded South African racism as a far less pressing matter deserving of positioning 
by business and society compared to other issues; under the ecumenical banner, left-wing radicals 
using the guise of Christian indignation had discovered a new home and pastime.1097 Even P.W. 
Botha knew of the German AAM’s origins, remarking: ‘There is an attitude in certain quarters in 
Germany about what the Nazis did and now they are looking for other people to accuse’.1098 
Within the German socio-political landscape, a neutral, fact-derived position was no longer tenable, 
making any response by business increasingly challenging. In an internal memo, the Siemens AG 
business press department informed the global executive strata that German intellectuals proved 
especially reactionary precisely because racial discrimination was taking place in a supposedly 
Western country – SA.1099 Whilst business reporters remained objective, the political reporters and 
the ideologically-driven editorial boards of major German papers were, it argued, a lost cause in 
the battle to return to some form of rationality. The moderate stalwarts had long given up fighting 
the infiltration of the ‘New Left’ in public institutions, universities, and the media. The caution 
expressed by the PR department was warranted. For even in German academic debate on SA, the 
scientific, specialist press such as Afrika-heute and publications by the Vereinigung Deutscher 
Wissenschaftler (especially that of their Developing Countries Study Group) had morphed into radical 
mouth pieces.1100 The situation had become so extreme and removed from reality that even church 
 
1095 Hans Dichgans (MD BDI), Südafrika 1975, 3. Copy in SAA 68 Li 194. 
1096 Niggl, Memo ‘Die Agitation gegen Südafrika in der BR’, 8.8.1972, 1 in SAA 8126; see also Klaus Wiegrefe, ‘Pakt 
zwischen Himmel und Hölle,’ SPIEGEL SPECIAL Geschichte 1/2008, 29.1.2008, 84-87 and Jochen Bölsche, 
‘Hakenkreuz am Altar,’ SPIEGEL SPECIAL Geschichte 1/2008, 29.1.2008, 88-91.  
1097 Loc. cit. 
1098 ‘Gesprek’, op. cit., 9. 
1099 Loc. cit. 
1100 Ibid, 3. 
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leaders were considering cutting funds to certain university church groups.1101 By disrupting AGMs, 
the critics could keep the ‘agitation boiling’.1102 This was the socio-political framework in which 
Siemens AG operated in and one that demanded justification for any engagement with the 
apartheid-state. 
The company’s response was negligible, for its decision-making could never be influenced by 
outside actors, let alone by, what was perceived by management, as a partly hysterical minority that 
time and circumstance had given the opportunity to dominate public debate in the FRG. Indeed, 
Siemens’s senior management had been characterised historically as being concerned ‘with good 
business, not with where their business lay, and largely ignored political repercussions’.1103 Whilst 
the company did consider peripheral measures Pretoria could take to boost its standing in 
Germany, including less restrictive visa practices for political journalists and the taking in of the 
exiled Ugandan Asian population, the executives kept their thoughts private.1104 Apart from 
continuing to monitor the gestations of the AAM, part of day-to-day business for the press 
department, the company’s sole foray into the debate was to send letters of gratitude to those 
journalists it regarded as still upholding some form of objectivity in their reporting, particularly 
towards the South African white minority.1105 A chosen few also received invitations to tour 
Siemens’s South African factories.1106 Yet, part of the reason for shying publicity was the fear that 
if Siemens did manage to convince its opponents of its progressiveness, then the company might 
receive flak from the South African side.1107 
The Geisler case, however, revealed that when push came to shove, German business would 
consider entering the political arena, albeit only after aligning with its corporate peers. It also 
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highlighted how far the apartheid discussion in Germany was driven by those on a moral crusade 
whereby objectivity had become a secondary concern. Nonetheless, a minority of academics still 
unwittingly eschewed the stance that Siemens’s management held in private: 
Support of revolutionary endeavours in SA as desired by left-wing groups and church associations cannot be 
in the interests of the non-white population. It is also not in the interests of the foreign policy of the FRG.1108 
The promotion of a halt to new investment by the WCC is a naïve, hasty, futile, and doomed attempt; the 
WCC thereby did not increase its credibility.1109 
Unfortunately, such warnings were ignored, for the debate was driven and set by crusaders such as 
Dr Wolff Geisler. Geisler, a part-time medical doctor, full-time political activist, SPD party 
member, Green Party member and Green Party delegate to the CPSU held over 200 presentations 
across the FRG criticizing German business for operating in SA.1110 Whilst Siemens’s PR 
department attended one such early presentation, describing it as a ‘train wreck from which even 
the audience could not turn away in morbid fascination’, fourteen years later Geisler was still 
active.1111 He now openly derided the management of German corporates as ‘oath-breaking 
criminals’, including at one such event in Erlangen, a city where Siemens was the largest 
employer.1112 What truly shocked management was that the attendant mayor, Ursula 
Rechtenbacher, did not even let out a squeak as Geisler proceeded to slander the company that 
provided the livelihood and tax base for much of the region.1113 In hindsight, given that the mayor 
was an SPD party member, her lack of action to defend business is not all that surprising. In fact, 
the mayor’s office even received a packet of ANC pamphlets that called for an economic boycott 
for distribution. For the first and only time, Siemens considered a pivotal public response. The 
AAM had literally reached home turf. 
 
1108 Professor Gustav Stein, report on 1973 SA Rand Show visit, 29.5.1973 in SAA 8126. 
1109 Professor Ansprenger (FU Berlin) cited in Hubert Haslauer (Hochtief) to Grossmann, Minutes of 22-24.4.1974 
seminar ‘Investitionen in Südafrika’ of the Evangelische Akademie Loccum, 7.5.1974 in SAA 8126. 
1110 Wolff Geisler, ‘Vita,’ Wolff Geisler. https://wolff-geisler.de/vita/. 
1111 Niggl, Report on 4.6.1973 ‘Siemens und der Krieg im südlichen Afrika’ presentation by Geisler, 30.5.1973 in 
SAA 8126. 
1112 ‘Die Firma Siemens wurde nicht ausgespart,’ Erlanger Nachrichten, 19.5.1987. Copy in SAA 21672. 
1113 Achim Meilenbrock (Siemens AG ZWR) to Clemens (Siemens AG ZFR), 18.5.1987 in SAA 21672. 
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A response, however, never came to fruition. It was precisely the arguments put forth by this thesis 
that stayed the industrial giant’s hand. A proposal to sue Geisler was slapped down, even though 
valid grounds for such action existed. For, were Siemens to sue, other companies might be 
unwittingly drawn into such a case. Furthermore, legal action would provide Geisler with not only 
the publicity he craved but also that which Siemens abhorred. The consequence would be that the 
‘criminals’ comment would take on a secondary role, whilst Siemens’s business with SA would be 
subject to ‘journalistic exploitation’.1114 Wary of being drawn into what could turn into political 
mudslinging and of upsetting FRG corporate harmony, Siemens stood down.1115 It could afford to. 
The company’s reputation was such that even the damage by Geisler’s slander could be taken on 
the chin. Any action to the contrary would have not been to its benefit, there was nothing to be 
gained but further headaches. 
As the 1970s ended, the company’s name would pop up as part of an alleged nuclear conspiracy 
between Bonn and Pretoria.1116 However, the actual importance lay in the practices of Siemens 
Limited. These were far more significant in shedding light on the company’s conduct. It was one 
of the few businesses, alongside VW and Bosch, which was prepared to answer the Loderer 
questionnaire.1117 Indeed, over the past decade it had been visited by more than thirty different 
German parliamentarians.1118 When Botha’s tenure began, Siemens discovered that its brand of 




1114 Grimmer to Meilenbrock, 27.5.1987 in SAA 21672. 
1115 Siemens’s consideration of its peers extended also to other cases of outside political interference. E.g. it 
distributed copies of its response to the UN TNC Centre. See Gösmann to Henkel AG, telex, March 1979 in 
Konzernarchiv Henkel Acc. 271 No. 299. 
1116 See appendix XV. 
1117 Neumann (BKA), memo, 31.5.1979 in BArch B 136/12597. 




The 1980s: Consistency 
3. A progressive commitment reaffirmed 
…a company totally committed to and permanently rooted in South Africa.1119 
The onset of the 1980s saw little change to the methods employed by Siemens’s management in 
the handling of public interest in its South African operation. An enduring distaste for outside, 
politicised interference into its business affairs, especially when objective reporting could not be 
guaranteed, remained the hallmark of management behaviour. Two examples from 1981 underline 
this unwritten rule. First, apart from DB, only Siemens objected at a BDI/DIHT meeting against 
publishing the individual codex reports.1120 Fearing regulatory consequences, misuse of data and no 
control over politicisation of foreign economic activity, the Siemens representatives maintained 
adherence to the rule of non-obligation with respect to publication. Second, when Dr Sohn of ‘das 
Dilemma’-fame, requested an ‘objective’ discussion with representatives of the company after 
publication of the ‘Dilemma’, management could hardly contain their displeasure:  
The utter bias of your report is hardly auspicious, nor conducive to have a retrospective, objective discussion. 
The report has been published and is therefore politically effectual. We are not prepared to give it a belated 
air of legitimacy.1121  
Siemens was particularly aggrieved that Sohn had not taken any steps to reach out to management 
before interviewing two workers with thirty-nine different questions. Furthermore, in the 
subsidiary’s estimation the workers interviewed were most likely unskilled contract labourers not 
operating at any of its main production sites.1122 These individuals, therefore, could least of all 
comment on its racial and industrial relations. Whilst the subsidiary itself had minimal touchpoints 
with the German clergy, a relationship handled by Siemens AG, local management came to regard 
 
1119 Siemens advertisement in Multinationals Survey, op. cit., VI. 
1120 REA to F2 and F40, 6.3.1981 in RB, 1 022 568. 
1121 Peter Jürgen Lüders, HR Manager (Siemens AG) to Dr Walter Sohn (Protestant Church in the Rhineland), 
15.6.1981. Copy in RB, 1 022 568. 
1122 Trotskie, op. cit., 6.2.2020. 
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the inquiry and conduct of the former, on the back of its passivity during the Third Reich, as 
hypocritical.1123 In contrast, a far more appreciative tone could be found coming from Pretoria. 
The familiarity Siemens Limited enjoyed with the NP Government had three roots. The 
government, especially branches involved in infrastructural development of the country, had long 
been established customers of Siemens.1124 Furthermore, Siemens not only had a lengthy track-
record in SA but was also firmly committed to staying as well as continuing its sizeable investment. 
Finally, the role of the individual must not be underestimated. Wentges, always a champion of SA, 
had during his tenure entrenched Siemens Limited as fixture of the South African corporate 
landscape as well as a bridge to the outside world. Indeed, this affinity for SA is perhaps best 
exemplified by his death. Following a fatal accident in the Bavarian Alps, he was buried in SA with 
six NP Cabinet Ministers in attendance.1125  
These good relations with Pretoria allowed for the subsidiary’s Directors to also voice their 
concerns. Particularly in the late 1980s, this channel was used to stress the need for an evolutionary 
process of reform complemented with intensified dialogue with the ANC. Whilst the government’s 
clandestine dialogue with the banned political party through the Minister of Justice, Kobie Coetzee, 
was not public knowledge – it was an effort the business sector, especially the Afrikaans-speaking 
executives, including those of Siemens Limited, were well aware of.1126 In its lobbying of the 
government, the greatest concern for the subsidiary’s leadership, however, was the economy. For, 
just as the bulk of the middle management and functional layer of Siemens AG, it believed in the 
liberal theory. 
By the early 1980s, Siemens Limited was convinced only economic growth and thereby increased 
employment of non-white labour could alleviate and begin to reverse the impact of apartheid as 
 
1123 Loc. cit. 
1124 Key government clients included the Post Office, ESCOM, Telkom, municipalities, and the Health Department. 
1125 Trotskie, op. cit., 30.1.2020. 
1126 Trotskie, op. cit., 24.1.2020. 
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well as the failure of the Homelands policy.1127 Yet, such a theorem would depend on sustained 
above-average growth in mining and manufacturing – the two largest sectors for future-proof 
employment of unskilled and semi-skilled labour. With the 1980s witnessing the economy entering 
multiple periods of recession, the reform process stalling and the Homelands collapsing, the 
subsidiary’s propagation of the Oppenheimer theorem, as did the appeals by multiple South African 
business federations, fell on deaf ears. In contrast, one group that displayed newfound interest in 
the position of Siemens was the ANC. 
The interaction between Siemens and the ANC illustrates the fundamental nature of both parties. 
On one hand was Siemens, the giant that could not be swayed by political pressure. On the other 
hand, the ANC, willing to do whatever it thought necessary to achieve its goals of ending the 
apartheid-state. In 1983, the ANC requested a meeting with Siemens to which the company agreed. 
After a four-hour meeting in Berlin, attended by senior leadership of both Siemens AG and 
Siemens Limited, and ANC representatives, including grandees dispatched from Paris and 
communist East Berlin, no agreement was reached.1128 The topic of discussion had been the 
company’s role as a main contractor on the Cabora Bassa project in Mozambique.1129 Over time 
Siemens had taken on additional contractual work that had become available as the Swedish ASEA 
and British English Electric withdrew from the project. The latter two companies had succumbed 
to pressure from their respective left-wing governments to reconsider involvement in a project 
regarded as ‘extending white rule’.1130 At the meeting, the ANC threatened Siemens with 
consequences were the company not to withdraw. For its part, German business clarified that its 
operation in multiple countries across the globe did not equate to acceptance of the host 
government’s politics. Upon parting ways, Siemens Limited began receiving calls from Botswana 
 
1127 Trotskie, op. cit., 04.2.2020. 
1128 Trotskie, op. cit., 21.1.2020. 
1129 Georg Schreyögg and Horst Steinmann, ‘Moral issues in business: The case of Cabora Bassa,’ Scandinavian Journal 
of Management Studies 2, no. 3–4 (May 1986), 213-229. 
1130 Rainer Tetzlaff, ‘Transnationale Unternehmen, der Staat und der Bürger – Zwerge gegen Giganten: Hat es 
Zweck, gegen „Multis“ zu protestieren?,’ in Siemens, vom Dritten Reich zur Dritten Welt, ed. Entwicklungspolitische 
Korrespondenz (Hamburg: EPK-Drucksache 2, 1983), 107-119, 112. Copy in SAA 38/8. 
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informing its management that bombs had been planted throughout its offices.1131 Whilst ANC 
historiography covers the civilian bombing campaign by MK, little mention is made of the 
organisation’s use of bomb threats against foreign civilian and business targets. Indeed, Siemens was 
not the only FRG business to be targeted.1132 
It could be argued that the ANC’s focus on foreign business to further macro-level political goals 
undermined the actual contribution Siemens Limited was making towards alleviating the trappings 
of NP-rule. Having the backing of Siemens AG allowed the subsidiary to stand firm in the face of 
the ANC’s threats. Concurrently, it obtained mother company buy-in to establish a social fund. 
The fund provided financial assistance to more than a thousand employees to become home-
owners by aiding in house construction.1133 Furthermore, the subsidiary’s management opened 
itself up to domestic criticism when Trotskie, co-MD of the subsidiary, together with AAC’s 
Godsell provided character references for two senior trade union leaders following their arrest after 
an altercation with the police in the mid-1980s.1134 This working knowledge of union leadership 
had been established following an illegal mass strike in 1985 that would see nearly 20% of its South 
African workforce lay down tools.1135  
4. Relations to peers: Divided by politics, united by labour relations 
The strike originated from the South African Post Office’s decision to begin a US$6.25bn 
modernisation programme of telecommunication exchanges.1136 Siemens, alongside CIT Alcatel, 
was one of the chosen suppliers of digital exchange equipment. This change, however, meant that 
the manufacturing process, which included up to 70% of local content, had to be fundamentally 
altered.1137 The new exchanges required less than 50% of the man-hours in assembly than the prior 
 
1131 Trotskie, loc.cit. 
1132 C.f. Degussa chapter. 
1133 Trotskie, loc.cit. 
1134 Jay Naidoo (GenSec COSATU) and Moses Mayekiso (GenSec MAWU/NUMSA). See Trotskie, op. cit., 
10.2.2020. 
1135 ‘Siemens Fires 1,200 Black Workers after Strike,’ AP, 17.7.1985, 
https://apnews.com/71ebb738f2a9a9d4b70ee7f796483721. 
1136 U.S. Department of Commerce, ‘Communications Equipment South Africa,’ Country Market Survey, April 1982, 2. 
1137 Loc. cit. 
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electro-mechanical predecessors.1138 Over one thousand staff had to be made redundant, with 
retrenchment proposals presented to the respective unions, EWU and NUMSA, failing to find 
acceptance. Upon the breakdown in negotiations, a general strike was called.1139 At a plant near 
Pretoria, the issuance of redundancy letters resulted in havoc at the local factory. A shop steward 
together with several NUMSA members began damaging equipment and attacking female coloured 
staff. With the women fearing for their safety, they hid under tables and in the toilets.1140 Eventually 
brought to bear by executive leadership together with security staff, NUMSA would nevertheless 
unsuccessfully sue the subsidiary following the dismissal of the criminal group. Whilst the black 
labour unions may have been in their infancy and exhibiting signs of denied political expressionism, 
occurrences, such as the above, of interracial violence and mob mentality are rarely mentioned in 
contemporary tales of South African union ascendancy. The subsidiary’s leadership, however, was 
aware that the times, marked by politics as they were, required a flexible managerial approach: 
Siemens is totally committed to S.A.. The new constitutional dispensation provides a political voice to 
Coloureds and Indians and leads to polarisation within the Black population. Emerging labour unions are 
maturing. They are bound to use their muscle to fulfil their promises of enhancing the quality of life of their 
members. They may even show a tendency to mix economics with politics. In such a situation, management 
cannot continue to simply insist on legitimate rights and its exclusive responsibility to run the Company. A 
sober approach is needed to find optimal solutions1141 
 
The progressive approach within the company contrasted with the perceived conservatism of the 
subsidiary externally, thereby continuing a precedent established in the 1970s. Much to the 
displeasure of Zieler, MD of Siemens Limited, the Chamber in 1985 took two actions with political 
connotations. First, it published a private appeal made to P.W. Botha, du Plessis and the Minister 
of Trade and Industry Dawie du Villiers.1142 In the letter, ostensibly drafted by the progressive MD 
of the Chamber, Kahle, the socioeconomic malaise was attributed to the stalled political reform 
 
1138 Trotskie, op. cit., 29.1.2020. 
1139 Trotskie, op. cit., 17.02.2020. 
1140 Trotskie, op. cit., 29.1.2020. 
1141 Werner Zieler (MD Siemens Limited) cited in Business Day, June 1985. 
1142 Embassy Pretoria to AA, BMWi, other embassies, cable, 7.10.1985 in BArch B 136/23445. 
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process. Not only did it call for an end to discrimination and black political participation, but it was 
also the first time the Chamber had dared to venture beyond its commercial remit, thereby causing 
much discord amongst its members. Secondly, former Chairman of the Broederbond and NP 
Minister for Education, Gerrit Viljoen, declined at short notice the invitation to be the guest 
speaker at the Chamber’s annual banquet. The consequence was the unprecedented invitation of 
the opposition PFP’s leader, Dr van Zyl Slabbert, rather than, as was tradition, an NP politician.1143 
For Zieler, the invitation of van Zyl Slabbert was the final straw following the Chamber’s public 
statement. Given the subsidiary’s client base and shareholding structure, the break from tradition 
in statement and speech, led Zieler to pull out of any representative attendance by himself and 
other executives of Siemens Limited at the banquet.1144 Whilst the FRG Embassy might have 
recorded Zieler as being successful in ensuring an abstention of the subsidiary’s management, co-
Director Trotskie, who had great respect for van Zyl Slabbert after becoming acquainted at the 
University of Stellenbosch, did attend.1145 Yet, even the German Ambassador noted that the 
Chamber’s members considered its Directorate was gaining too much of a political profile, an 
aspect proscribed by the Chamber’s statutes.1146 
The reluctance to get involved in overt political issues was not a trait restricted to individuals. 
Rather it was a characteristic of Siemens regarding South African matters. The company’s peers 
within German industry, the FRG Embassy, and the German press recorded that Siemens 
Limited’s leadership, in this case exemplified by MD Reinhard Sanne, Zieler’s successor post-1985, 
would be the last to let public concern in Germany result in increased political engagement by the 
subsidiary.1147 Indeed, even Hans-Gerd Neglein, member of the Siemens AG Board reminded the 
BDI in 1987 that business had to stick to its competencies. The Third World problems of SA could 
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only be solved with public money and foreign technical assistance.1148 Citing studies that 
demonstrated the counter-productive effect of sanctions, Neglein urged the BDI to lobby the 
German Government to prepare ‘massive, targeted aid’ rather than fixating on the role of 
business.1149 Whilst Siemens managers may have been seeking to avoid being drawn into the 
political arena, it nevertheless intruded into day-to-day matters, especially industrial relations. 
In 1989, when South African labour unions insisted on the company continuing to pay workers 
after being convicted of political crimes, Siemens shared its ire with its fellow German business 
peers. The unions were growing in strength and flexing their muscles to such an extent that the 
subsidiary’s leadership believed they were attempting to gain a say in all business affairs and a right 
to strike on any matter, thereby giving up the established Industrial Court system.1150 Furthermore, 
whilst the IGM had kicked-off the implementation of the ‘14-points’, management feared they 
were now losing control over the entire process as the South African unions became increasingly 
assertive.1151 As a consequence, Siemens abandoned its tradition of forging its own path irrespective 
of what its German peers were doing. It thereby reverted to a type that was a hallmark of FRG 
business in handling politicised issues stemming from their South African subsidiaries – it sought 
a joint approach. Together with DB, Bosch, and BMW, Siemens agreed to a unified front should 
union demands escalate.1152 Three months later Botha’s presidency unexpectedly ended and with it 
the political and socioeconomic status quo. 
Conclusion 
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, disinvestment neither arose as topic for the Board of Siemens 
Limited nor for the leadership of Siemens AG. Indeed, by the close of the 1980s, Sanne proudly 
remarked that after 125 years in SA, Siemens had recently doubled the value of its assets in the 
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country.1153 The only hint of disinvestment had been when the company surmised, given an 
uncertain future, a South African charity that it was considering setting up, might become the de 
jure owner of the local operation.1154 Nonetheless, both the German and South African union 
movement never pressed the company to consider a withdrawal from SA.1155 The company itself 
believed it could affect positive change by remaining. Yet, its history, relationships, and profitability 
also ensured that Siemens had valid business reasons for continuing to operate in the Republic. 
Apart from the exiled ANC and left-wing elements in FRG society, no pressure was ever exerted 
for Siemens to reconsider its presence. Moreover, as the above chapter has shown, such pressure 
did not factor into how Siemens ran its business. Both its peers as well as its South African 
stakeholders favoured continued engagement with SA. Whilst valid commercial reasons 
supplemented this perspective, on the whole SA was simply another country where Siemens 
operated in that had questionable politics.  
Yet, such perceived ambivalence should not distract from the progressive policies of the 
subsidiary’s management. Two of its non-white trainees would go on to become Executive 
Directors and Board members of Siemens Limited. Furthermore, one of the company’s black 
trainees became Head of the South African Post Office whilst the daughter of one of its workers 
benefited from the company’s financial assistance to qualify as a lawyer and joined the South 
African judiciary.1156 Finally, five of its former staff became MPs post-1994.1157 The wider impact 
of Siemens not disinvesting, therefore, is felt outside the commercial sphere up to the present day. 
The company may have had little tolerance for outside advice on how it was to run its business, 
but the disinvestment decision never tabled, saw enduring positive results to an extent that not 
even its critics could have fathomed. 
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This will lead to suffering among blacks1158 
Between 1985 and P.W. Botha’s exit from the presidency in 1989, over 550 foreign companies 
closed or sold their South African subsidiaries.1159 Whilst 56% of American companies and 19% of 
British firms left, the largest foreign investor, German business, had only seen a negative flux of 
4%.1160 The scale of the departures resulted in mass job losses and the roll-back of social welfare 
programmes by the new South African owners of former subsidiaries. These exhibited a resistance 
both to union activity and political reform. The hasty exit from a politically troublesome market 
was thereby counter-productive. It enabled the exact opportunities for other corporations to 
engage in activities the departees wished to distance themselves of by leaving, including applying 
non-equitable treatment to labour and realising abnormal profits from the apartheid economy. By 
1989, disinvestment was already an economic and social disaster, particularly for African labour; as 
predicted by German business decades earlier.1161 Indeed, even Chris Dlamini, vice-president of 
COSATU and member of the South African Communist Party, urged foreign businesses not to 
engage in knee-jerk reactions to public opinion in their home countries by disinvesting and thereby 
harming black workers.1162 In the Eastern Cape, unemployment caused by disinvestment was 
already leading to increased township violence, thereby undermining concerted grass-roots 
apartheid opposition.1163 That disinvestment had resulted in enduring impoverishment amongst the 
black population, even years after majority rule, was confirmed by Thurow (2000).1164 
 
1158 P.W. Botha on disinvestment. See ‘Transcript of Interview with P.W. Botha on the conversation with Willy 
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As this thesis has shown, the decision-making of the automotive sector, as analysed in Section I, 
revealed heterogenous motives behind their non-conformist rejection of disinvestment. Bosch 
maintained a local subsidiary, despite its unprofitability, to preserve client relationships in other 
markets. Similarly, the maintenance of a corporate accord meant that whilst information was shared 
with peers, it shied outside publicity on its progressive policies to keep German business united on 
South African issues. Despite its minor commercial significance within the Group, executive 
leadership, notably the CEO Merkle, exemplified characteristics of German business culture. Well 
versed on South African political matters by drawing on a range of sources, he defined (albeit 
internally) the company’s political position and with it its attitude to the AAM. Ensuring a principle 
of non-discrimination upon market entry, its practical application was slowed due to local cultural 
attitudes, surprising head office. In the late 1980s, however, optics in Germany became increasingly 
important. This resulted in Stuttgart overruling the subsidiary’s counsel to keep South African 
problems contained.  
Compared to Bosch, VW did not refrain from political statements in public – both in SA and in 
Germany. The necessity of these pronouncements driven solely by Botha’s tenure which had 
resulted in VWoSA being continuously loss-making and rudderless. Its lauded progressiveness in 
treating with unrecognized black unions prior to Wiehahn, came back to haunt it when the balance 
of power in industrial relations swung firmly towards labour. Operations, whilst not racialised, were 
far from normalised. Local challenges in Uitenhage exacerbated those stemming from national 
politics. Despite the political astuteness of the subsidiary’s South African MD, the business was 
taken off-guard by developments. Frustrated at the lack of pace of reform and its impact on the 
commercial viability of the business, the company lost faith in the NP’s leadership and abandoned 
its policy of political neutrality. Concurrently, it set out a new strategy to court black customers. 
Designed to bring new economic impulses to a troubled VWoSA disproportionately taking up 
senior management’s time, VW expressed its commitment to SA in terms of morality. Whilst this 
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assertion is debatable in its veracity, undisputed, however, is that the sole beneficiaries of VW’s 
presence during the Botha period were its black workers and their local communities. 
In contrast to Bosch and VW, BMW was roaring in SA. High white private sector incomes and 
governmental procurement provided a market position not mirrored elsewhere. Underlying 
profitability allowed for appeasement of unions as well as generous social welfare provisions. 
Expansion of local production facilities in the early 1980s went against the countervailing trend of 
scaling back investment. Positive metrics allowed for flexibility in exploring topics beyond business. 
Its management not only debated the political responsibilities of MNCs but was also a frequent 
and welcome visitor at Botha’s office – going so far as to act as an intermediary between Kohl and 
the State President. However, increasing government intervention, taxation, and regulation as well 
the economic shock post-Rubicon called into question the commercial viability of continued South 
African engagement. The dire situation epitomized by BMW being the only German business to 
have a Board-level meeting considering disinvestment. That the knife-edge decision went in favour 
of remaining, was due to neither political sympathy for white minority rule nor sound economics. 
Solely the personal intervention by Chairman von Kuenheim kept BMW from shutting up shop. 
Privately in the know that du Plessis and de Klerk would engage in extensive reform should they 
succeed Botha, discussions with the State President now merely focused on lifting onerous 
restrictions on private enterprise. Disdainful of German AAM pressure, management, nevertheless, 
unsuccessfully tried to launch joint social initiatives. Their failure ultimately revealing that German 
business could not unite proactively - only in crisis. 
Disparity amongst peers was even more pronounced for the chemical companies, as investigated 
in Section II. With SA’s cordon sanitaire of formerly white minority ruled states to the north 
collapsing into economic irrelevancy, HOSAF’s objective of being the springboard subsidiary into 
Black Africa was never achieved. However, by the 1970s its local operation already set precedents 
for MNCs in SA when it advocated an employer’s responsibility was to use the workplace to foment 
change in South African racialised thinking. Anonymity guided it, both in disclosures in Germany 
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on its South African operations, and in inputting on political affairs. The enabler for this situation 
was the successful local containment of SA-derived challenges. With engagement not creating 
waves in Germany, it is unsurprising that Hoechst never considered disinvestment, especially when 
even senior Board members had limited knowledge of the subsidiary. 
For Degussa, South African engagement was far less peaceful despite pronounced risk assessments 
prior to market entry. Unprofitability was compounded by negative fallout in Germany from the 
AAM, media, as well as disgruntled South African clients. Solace and direction only to be found in 
orientating decision-making on peer behaviour, even if that meant rejecting profitable investment 
proposals put forward to it by South African parastatals. Emphatic to the plight of workers facing 
racial discrimination and apartheid bureaucracy, management successfully lobbied for change in 
established South African commercial practices. Economic viability, in a twist of fate, only arose 
when the US AAM forced disinvestment on and thereby the takeover by Degussa of Algorax. 
Whilst never attributed to the South African entity, Algorax’s profitability, combined with income 
from pass-through sales by global functional business units, allowed for the continued tolerance of 
DSA’s existence by head office.  
Tolerance, in turn, was in short supply at Henkel. The tactics and actions by the German AAM 
and the South African CWIU not only alienated the sympathies of local management, but they also 
pulled in different directions regarding the intensity of a subsidiary presence. Initial engagement 
with the AAM backfired when management realised the counterparty solely sought confrontation, 
not discussion. As a result, Henkel in Germany returned to the anonymous unity of the corporate 
bloc. In SA, Rembrandt as a silent partner provided some measure of confidence in overcoming 
further domestic challenges. Yet commercially the business was precarious. Unable to disinvest due 
to the fear of repercussions from the international clients it served locally, HSA could only 
rationalize production and thereby its presence. 
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The companies of the first two Sections justified their continued presence in SA on multiple 
grounds, ranging from indirect profitability to optimism for a post-Botha future. For Siemens, 
examined in Section III a commitment was never in doubt. The conglomerate would never be 
swayed by political factors, least of all when it could reflect on a storied and profitable history in 
the country. Neither the unethical conduct by the German AAM nor ultimatums tied to bomb 
threats by the ANC affected managerial thinking. With local, including black trade union, 
stakeholders in favour of continued company investment, Siemens’s presence benefitted the 
country both before and after majority rule. Morality and profitability in apartheid-SA were 
therefore not mutually exclusive.  
The orthodox view has been that foreign, including German, business provided ‘normalisation’, 
i.e. symbolic support for apartheid, by continuing to operate in SA. However, this dissertation has 
shown that the history is more complex. Apartheid was a morally degrading institutionalised system 
of racial discrimination that endured for too long, undermining both SA’s potential and its 
reputation. The thesis has shown that on apartheid, four assertions can be made for German 
business. First, racial discrimination, including as related to pay and job reservation, was abolished 
as far as possible within company grounds by the 1980s, often going beyond what was permitted 
by South African law. Moreover, the level of scrutiny, both from head office, external stakeholders, 
and employees, was such that it was impossible to adhere to any form of racial policies and escape 
notice. Indeed, the case of Norddeutsche Affinerie proves this case in point. Hereby, non-compliance 
with the voluntary codex by Transvaal Alloys, a South African company in which a German business 
only held a minority stake, was not only widely publicised but subject to parliamentary debate in 
the FRG.1165 However, this conclusion should not discount historic racial discrimination prior to 
the 1980s, any enduring maintenance of discriminatory policies within smaller German SMEs nor 
the fact that the only large German business continuously accused by the AAM of questionable 
conduct, DB, keeps its South African records under lock and key – such silence thereby doing little 
 
1165 Wenzel, op. cit., 166-167.  
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to dispel enduring suspicion. Nonetheless, the thesis serves to initiate critical reflection on multiple 
decades worth of rarely questioned anti-business scholarship on the ‘South African issue’. 
The second assertion on apartheid is that on the whole German corporates, whilst condemning 
apartheid did not engage in outright public criticism of the NP. Whilst this stance was based on 
the apolitical nature of commerce, and the principle of not offending the host country’s 
government, it is only part of the picture. Management, as shown in the chapter on BMW, 
understood that the NP was not only constituted of different factions vying for influence on setting 
policy, but it also represented the only credible vehicle for political transformation. One can accuse 
German business of doing too little, too late but this ignores the fact that this criticism could only 
arise because, unlike American competitors, they remained engaged with the South African issue 
by remaining.  
Third, German business leaders had a far greater understanding of South African stakeholder 
dynamics than they are given credit for. This know-how was not only based on their prior history 
in the country but also their willingness to read and internally debate a wide range of sources, 
including by those critiquing business, such as the AAM, academia, the clergy, or German and 
South African labour movements. Indeed, such data gathering, for example evidenced by an 
analysis of the political ideologies of South African unions, was conducted right up until the end 
of the Botha period and shared amongst German corporates.1166 It thereby provided the platform 
for these businesses to continue to make decisions within the framework of German business 
culture, rather than engaging in ad hoc responses, such as those exhibited by American companies. 
Furthermore, this evidence and hypotheses driven decision-making process, allowed for 
management to subsequently feel a degree a comfort and justify continued South African 
engagement, despite concerted opposition. 
 
1166 See appendix XVI. 
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Finally, and most importantly, this thesis illustrates that by remaining in SA, these companies were 
able to counter-act apartheid-derived disadvantages, both economic and social, for the non-white 
population. Their measures took the form of social welfare and educational programmes ranging 
from housing provision to overseas training. The extent of these projects differing amongst 
companies based on their profitability and size. Tension with black labour, when it did occur, was 
the result of a confrontational Afrikaner middle management layer or a spill over effect from the 
political arena executed by militant unionism. Variations in facility provision, pay and staffing were 
due to cultural differences or operational circumstance rather than institutionalised racism. Whilst 
German industry was a staunch proponent of the liberal theory in overcoming apartheid, their 
efforts were regionally contained: 
We are not willing to allow ourselves to become the henchman for those proponents who via the politics of 
impoverishment, desire to execute their feckless strategy of revolution. We cannot destroy the only force that 
can break up apartheid: the growing economic power of the black and coloured population.1167 
 
Economic success, however, was the needle in a haystack for most German subsidiaries. This puts 
out to pasture the AAM argument of abnormal apartheid-induced profits being the reason for 
industry’s aversion of disinvestment. In fact, South African political policies were the originator of 
the financial difficulties the subsidiaries faced. Initial reticent confrontation with political aspects 
increased precisely due to economic circumstance, as well as due to outside enquiry and 
regulation/legislation. The examined companies increasingly had a dedicated team or executive 
tasked with overseeing South African matters and external scrutiny. Nevertheless, they were often 
caught by surprise by political and economic developments, both outside and inside SA. This 
resulted in post-facto reactions; where possible aligned to other FRG companies and their local 
subsidiaries, rather than proactive endeavours, especially outside the sphere of social benefit 
provision. 
 
1167 Edzard Reuter, CEO DB, Report on DB AGM in FAZ, 29.6.1989. 
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One constant, however, was the desire to co-ordinate with compatriot businesses wherever 
possible – at times out of solidarity, at other times to preserve anonymity. Differences in behaviour 
and actions amongst companies only occurred when three conditions were present – when 
profitability allowed, when size meant visibility, and when local management was not headed by a 
German ex-patriate executive. Even when executing on individual decisions outside the collective, 
German business adhered to a set of guidelines: Disinvestment was a decision to be made on 
commercial, not political grounds and that operational matters remained the preserve of 
management – not the AAM or the unions, irrespective of whether they were South African or 
German.  
Whilst the abolition of apartheid was a mutual goal, majority rule was not. Evolutionary change 
resulting in power sharing was the preferred way forward for business. Whilst some part of this 
rationale goes back to preserving a semblance of stability and protection of the white minority on 
the part of white managers, it was also driven by the behaviour of the ANC at meetings with 
German business. Indeed, at a 1988 meeting orchestrated by German Lutheran Church NGOs and 
hosted by the BDI, Oliver Tambo and the ANC representative in Bonn, Tony Seedat, did not 
convince the attendant businessmen, which ranged from BMW to BASF representatives, that SA 
would be in good hands under their stewardship. In hindsight, the meeting minutes stating that 
belief in the ‘ANC to create a peaceful, stable and economically dynamic SA after revolution was 
an illusion’ have proved accurate in part.1168 SA might be stable, but it is far from ‘economically 
dynamic’. And as for peaceful, post-1994 it has become the ninth most dangerous country globally 
with a warzone-surpassing murder rate.1169  
The failure by the ANC to dispel the view amongst German corporates of it being a radical 
organisation, exacerbated existing managerial fears of majority rule resulting in SA’s abandonment 
 
1168 BDI, notes on the 16.6.1988 meeting with the ANC, 23.6.1988 in RB 1 022 360. 




of capitalism and ties to the West. Whilst the chapters on Bosch and Siemens have shown that 
management at times used terminology that is closely associated with P.W. Botha, such as ‘minority 
protection’, others, such as VW, had seen black rule as inevitable. At heart, German business was 
not opposed to a black government but rather to what it, in their eyes, represented: a radical 
government. Their desire for evolutionary change reflected this worry, as opposed to any thoughts 
of extending racialised government. Capitalism not colour was their main concern. 
Insights on the Botha era 
US President Reagan warned P.W. Botha in 1985 of Abraham Lincoln’s adage that ‘a house divided 
against itself cannot stand’.1170 Yet division would be the hallmark of the State President’s time in 
office as well as the experience of the German business community. As Botha sought to co-opt 
new parties into his reform process, he destabilized historic support bases. Concurrently, new fault 
lines and actors also appeared within the German corporate environment. Friction, previously 
driven by race, was now to be found amongst these new stakeholders. New divisions came to light, 
such as between employed and unemployed black workers; union and scab labour; subsidiary and 
mother company; German MNCs and other foreign corporations, South African businesses, the 
Chamber, and the NP; and finally, even amongst the traditionally unified compatriot MNCs 
themselves. Whilst Botha lamented that he had ‘18 million vice-presidents in South Africa, telling 
me how to do my job’, the external input on German business’s conduct and commitment to SA 
too grew throughout his tenure.1171 Although, this thesis confirms much of the historiographical 
narrative on Botha’s policies, it also expands on the international aspect of the local reform 
programme and its intrinsic link to foreign business. 
The historiographical debate on Botha as defined by Price (1991) concerns itself primarily of 
whether he was pursuing a ‘conscious strategy’ or ‘muddling through’.1172 Whilst I agree with Price 
 
1170 Ronald Reagan to P.W. Botha, 6.9.1985, 1 in JSTOR Primary Sources. 
1171 Meeting minutes, SA Cabinet and SWA Cabinet, 21.5.1986, 24 in JSTOR Primary Sources. 
1172 Robert M. Price, The Apartheid State in Crisis (Oxford: OUP. 1991), 99. 
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that a reform strategy without a blueprint existed as initiated by Botha’s 1979 12-point plan, 
following Rubicon I lean towards Pottinger’s (1988) position of Botha being orientated on 
‘exigency not principle’.1173 This thesis illustrated that German corporates shared many of his 
concerns and initially played an integral part in the execution of the reform programme. However, 
when the backfiring of Botha’s policies impacted their business, it created unwelcome problems at 
an inopportune time, given the foreign and local pressures they were under, and ultimately led to 
irreversible loss of support for the State President, if not the NP as a whole – just when the 
Government needed the foreign private sector the most.  
Four common characteristics can be ascribed to Botha and German MNCs. Both had to overcome 
an intrinsic local conservative culture, were deeply suspicious of the ANC, regarded ‘Western 
interlocutors’ with reservations, and sought to foster stable familial and community links as 
economic buildings blocs.1174 As the largest foreign employers, the actions taken by German 
business in terms of worker housing, education and training, as well as investments as part of 
decentralisation efforts were not insignificant in helping the State President to ‘privatize the 
problem’.1175 They also served the secondary sector’s needs of a residentially ‘stable and educated’ 
type of worker, who would ultimately also become a future respective consumer.1176 Furthermore, 
both sought to win a battle for hearts and minds in favour of free market capitalism as opposed to 
a socialist future espoused by the black trade union movement and the ANC.1177 Whilst Botha 
hoped to thereby co-opt a new black middle-class to shore up a system of white legislative and 
executive dominance, for German MNCs the motivation was to influence prospective economic 
policy under an inevitable black government. The Afrikaner hoped thereby to subsume differences 
 
1173 Deon Geldenhuys, Some foreign policy implications of South Africa’s “Total National Strategy” with particular reference to the 
“12-point plan” (Braamfontein: The South African Institute for International Affairs, 1981); Brian Pottinger The 
Imperial Presidency: P.W. Botha, the first 10 years (Johannesburg: Southern, 1988), 233. 
1174 Pottinger, op. cit., 77, 117, 372; Price, op. cit., 50. 
1175 Pottinger, op. cit., 177. 
1176 Ibid, 167. 
1177 Ibid, 181-2, 317. 
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on race via class, whereas the Germans regarded economic ideology as being the determining factor 
on the make-up of post-apartheid SA.  
Finally, the NP Government and German corporates expected economic growth to be the cure 
for many of their ailments.  The former to fund investment into black housing and education, the 
security forces, and to reduce black unemployment thereby undercutting the spread and influence 
of radical thought.1178 The latter based on the liberal argument that growth would eliminate 
apartheid and thereby German domestic pressure on their South African presence. Integrative 
employment practices in the secondary and tertiary sectors and the subsequent recognition and 
legalisation thereof via Wiehahn, however, belied that Botha would allow politics to become 
subservient to economics. For that, as correctly recognised by Price, would require an inherent 
willingness by the white minority government to relinquish power and with it the abandonment of 
the NP’s adherence to the century-old concept of SA being a Witmansland.1179 
Botha’s initial steps were welcome to a business community oft operating at the limits or in the 
case of labour relations, beyond apartheid legislation. The lifting of restrictions on non-white 
enterprise, such as the opening of CBDs to black entrepreneurs, found favour with German 
subsidiaries that could finally implement long-planned measures, e.g. the hiring of black dealers by 
RBSA and BMWSA.1180 The state’s counter-response to sanctions and disinvestment created viable 
investment cases when these had become increasingly scarce. Inward industrialisation measures, 
including the fostering of domestic production of newly classified ‘strategic products’, directly 
impacted the economic viability of the German chemical subsidiaries. A facet noticeable in the case 
of HOSAF’s stake in Safripol and Degussa’s purchase of Algorax, the latter becoming part of 
‘Pretoria’s strategic planning’.1181 However, political isolation and governmental restrictions, 
particularly via taxation and foreign currency management, reduced export possibilities at a time 
 
1178 Housing investment had been a Riekert recommendation. See Price, op. cit., 112. 
1179 Price, op. cit., 11; Afrikaans: white man’s country. 
1180 Pottinger, op. cit., 231-232. 
1181 Oliver Tambo, ‘Strategic Options For International Companies: The South African Crisis,’ The Black Scholar 18, 
no. 6 (1987), 8-13, 11. 
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when the domestic market was in crisis. The change in fortune illustrated by BMW’s senior 
management having to come cap in hand to Botha in the hope of redress from regulation - 
regulation that was not merely growth-stifling but shrinking existing markets. 
Considerations on necessary economic growth had also been the motive behind Botha’s policy of 
non-interference into the sphere of industrial relations.1182 Initial positivity by German MNCs that 
the status quo of black unions was finally legislatively legalized, turned into frustration when they 
were left to handle ongoing and often militant union caprice virtually alone. The black unions 
thereby achieved not only more rights but also in a shorter period than comparable labour 
organisations in the US and EEC.1183 As the ‘ANC’s battering ram’, as termed by Giliomee, the 
unions provided a vehicle for political mass mobilisation.1184 For the German MNCs, used to a 
consensus driven co-operative workers’ council system, however, they proved an enduring source 
of friction, and at times - violence. 
Neither were German MNCs exempt from the worst excesses of the apartheid-state during Botha’s 
times. Indeed, as this thesis has shown, they were impacted by virtually all the major events 
contributing to their eventual disillusionment with Botha’s governance of SA. The ‘bureaucratic 
drag’ of apartheid that marked workers’ private lives impeded managerial flexibility (c.f. DSA).1185 
The NKPA and the fear of ANC sabotage encumbered Degussa and Hoechst with unwelcome 
security infrastructure and additional costs. Botha’s resettlement policies directly impacted Bosch’s 
workers in Oukasie resulting in repercussions back in Germany. The last thing struggling VWoSA 
needed was to have tensions in the Eastern Cape pushed beyond boiling point. Yet, that is exactly 
what happened when security forces perpetrated the Langa massacre down the road from its 
Uitenhage plant. Whilst stay-aways were manageable, Botha’s disconnect from the interlinkage 
between political and economic reality was not. The post-Rubicon fall in the rand may have had a 
 
1182 Price, op. cit., 46. 
1183 Pottinger, op. cit., 88. 
1184 Hermann Giliomee, ‘The DA, PW Botha and the “awful rise of virtue signalling”,’ Politicsweb, 9.11.2015, 
https://www.politicsweb.co.za/news-and-analysis/pw-botha-taking-the-monster-out-of-the-box.  
1185 Pottinger, op. cit., 242. 
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minor benefit by trapping capital and thereby driving sales of BMWSA’s products, for German 
corporates, however, it was the economic nail in the coffin regarding the South African business. 
Yet the NP Government misread their continued commitment to SA in its crisis years, as a 
commitment to Pretoria. A misreading that resulted in German MNCs being roped in on measures 
to extract outstanding township rent payments via worker wage slips.1186 Such a policy struck at the 
guiding principle of political non-involvement that characterised German business. Their 
disenchantment was complete. When Pretoria’s diplomats stated they had a ‘hard time selling SA 
abroad’, they were right.1187 As the chapter on VW illustrated, they could not even sell themselves 
any longer to the decades-old constituency of German business, aptly summarising Botha’s tenure. 
New observations on apartheid history 
In addition to the Botha era, this thesis contributes to our understanding of apartheid history. 
Particularly regarding disinvestment, the AAM, the ANC, the private sector, and the labour unions 
it increases scholastic understanding. Pottinger, at the time, noted disinvestment truly was a ‘silly, 
naïve yet damaging exercise’ propagated by a vocal minority that desired to monopolise the black 
voice whilst assured of meal ticket, i.e. the ANC, AAM and Tutu.1188 Across the political party 
spectrum, from PFP to Inkatha, as well as from black small enterprise to foreign white-owned 
corporations, South African stakeholders were united in favour of continued economic 
engagement.1189 ‘They have told themselves they know enough about the needs of black people. 
They are experts on the situation and nobody, including a victim of apartheid himself, can tell them 
anything’, the Secretary-General of Inkatha, Oscar Dhlomo, lamented on the AAM.1190 Even 
FOSATU and COSATU with the millions of workers they represented sought Africanisation of 
investment assets by workers rather than disinvestment.1191 The thesis has also shown that whilst 
 
1186 Price, op. cit., 254. 
1187 Pottinger, op. cit., 407. 
1188 Ibid, 362; Tambo, op. cit., 12. 
1189 Firing Line with William F. Buckley Jr, ‘A Firing Line Special: Sanctions and Apartheid,’ YouTube video, 59:40, 
30.6.2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QzpN9SCR8L4;  
1190 Loc. cit. 
1191 Alec Erwin, Extract from a talk at the University of Natal, 8.5.1985 in UW AH1999 - C3.3.  
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trade unions and churches presented the only legal method of black political expressionism in SA, 
in Germany these organisations similarly constituted the vanguard of the AAM. The swift 
formation and dissipation of the German AAM, meant it, and thereby apartheid opposition, also 
served as a vehicle for ‘personal political agendas which had less and less to do with the realities of 
evolving South African circumstances’.1192 Not to mention the AAM’s hypocritical behaviour of 
slating business in public whilst privately requesting discretionary funds. By including the business 
perspective, a re-evaluation of the AAM is due. Given the re-emergence of racial friction within 
the contemporary Zeitgeist, such research could not be more apt.1193 It would be a pity, however, if 
this resulted in another unblemished history of ‘moral activism’. As both Shakespeare and Malcolm 
X cautioned, being loud, does not equate to being right.1194 
On the ANC, the thesis has revealed that its dichotomous tactics of ‘the struggle’ consisting of civil 
and militant action, undermined its trustworthiness in the eyes of management. This was especially 
so when it sought to shore up its credentials in the West as a government-in-waiting and win the 
support of foreign business.1195 Heavy-handed ultimatums presented after prior consultation with 
Soviet advisers to be followed up with threats of violence were not going to win German business 
to its cause, let alone provide the basis for ongoing discussions. That a sounder approach had the 
possibility of gaining corporate attention is certain. For the preceding case studies have shown that 
the business sector was not a monolithic bloc. An avoidance of politics did not mean political 
ignorance. A range of political positions existed not only amongst the companies but also within 
them, notwithstanding the business organisations, particularly the Chamber and its increasing 
political activism. By continuing to dismiss the private sector as a single entity, to be analysed solely 
by a by-line or, at best, a few paragraphs, apartheid histories significantly undermine their own 
 
1192 Pottinger, op. cit., 295. 
1193 ‘The new ideology of race,’ The Economist, 9.7.2020. 
1194 William Shakespeare, Henry V, Act IV, Scene IV, OpenSourceShakespeare, 
https://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/views/plays/play_view.php?WorkID=henry5&Act=4&Scope=act; 
Malcolm X, “Racial separation” (11.10.1963),’ Black Past, 22.1.2013, https://www.blackpast.org/african-american-
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1195 Pottinger, op. cit., 396. 
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explanatory power. Instead, the leverage of economic actors on government continues to be 
overstated, but as this thesis underlined it was always limited, if not non-existent. Indeed, the 
perceived impact is often far greater than the actual impact, a misreading not restricted to apartheid 
history.1196 In SA, P.W. Botha’s lack of receptiveness to corporate counsel extended to his Cabinet, 
as confirmed by Pik Botha’s outburst at the dinner with German managers. 
Finally, this research has underscored that apartheid history is also a history of interracial violence. 
In particular, the attacks and intimidation propagated by black labour unions, as shown in the above 
chapters, was more pernicious than previously thought. Inclusions of their targeted, unpredictable, 
interracial, gender-based violence such as the rampage at Siemens remain conspicuously absent in 
the histories. The death threats to union members to not break stay-aways, to engage in political 
action and clashes with scab labour are tactics reminiscent of the methods employed by the 
‘township Comrades’.1197 
Lessons for business researchers and practitioners 
Contemporary business literature and corporate leadership stand to gain from insights into how 
managers navigated an entire decade’s worth of exceptionally challenging local, national, and 
international issues and pressures on their business with limited tools at their disposal whilst still 
keeping the lights on. Whether in terms of crisis-management strategies, the setting of internal and 
external communication policies, balancing the needs of different stakeholders, overcoming 
restrictive labour laws, addressing severe skills shortages in the workforce, arriving at decisions 
based on extensive research as well as hard evidence, characteristic of German business culture, 
and sticking to these even when they are deemed publicly unfavourable, and finally in the 
contribution companies can make to tackling historic inequality amongst population groups, 
especially when choosing to operate for commercial reasons in politically questionable countries, 
this thesis contains lessons applicable in the modern day well beyond SA. Those companies that 
 
1196 Wilkins, op. cit., 24. 
1197 Ibid, 351. 
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fared relatively better during the period under analysis laid the foundations for their success often 
prior to entering SA proper and in the subsequent set-up of their subsidiary. Academic and non-
academic output on internationalisation strategies profits from the concerns raised by this 
dissertation, which amongst others highlight how size can impede flexibility, location both locally 
and internationally can backfire, and that subsidiary leadership must be more than mere commercial 
managers, instead they need to be able to deal with unexpected situations and parties and be 
required to input on matters far from business and mired in politics.  
Specifically, on MNCs, this thesis reveals multiple insights that question established business 
history narratives. For example, the success of a subsidiary did not depend on it having local 
management, as proposed by Jones on his case study of South African Unilever.1198 Indeed, the 
most effective local MD evaluated in this thesis, BMW’s von Koerber, was a fish out of water. Yet, 
he quickly grasped the nature of underlying domestic currents in SA and formed unrivalled inside 
networks with SA’s most powerful political and economic personalities. Neither did German 
MNCs engage in ‘geopolitical jockeying’ to delegitimize rival MNCs or capitalize on political 
opportunities, a characteristic observed by Lubinski and Wadhwani (2020) outside SA.1199 In fact, 
additional investment in SA was primarily an output of trapped local capital rather than proactive 
goal-orientated displacement of exiting Anglophone MNCs. Degussa’s rejection of Sentrachem’s 
investment proposal illustrates that German business was consciously attempting to decouple from 
further involvement with the NP and Afrikaner-dominated SOEs. Aroused out of political 
dormancy, German MNCs desired a return to the status quo of keeping business matters divorced 
from politics rather than formulating an active political strategy to leverage political and economic 
opportunities presented by competitor disengagement with the pariah state. 
 
1198 Jones, Unilever, op. cit., 184. 
1199 Christina Lubinski and R. Daniel Wadhwani, ‘Geopolitical jockeying: Economic 
nationalism and multinational strategy in historical perspective,’ Strategic Management Journal 41, no. 3 (2020), 400-421. 
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Perhaps most importantly for present-day business, this thesis provides food for thought on 
whether a trade-off between morality, social welfare and economics must be made and even when 
this is not the case that it is still possible to enduringly lose the battle for public perception, 
irrespective of underlying realities. 
Given the country’s post-war development, South African business history output has been 
regarded as an idiosyncratic off-shoot within business history research. This is a disservice. Whilst 
apartheid may have been a distinct political case, businesses operating under apartheid, however, 
reflected broader underlying dynamics. Not only did the challenges they encounter mirror those of 
contemporary enterprise, but their decision-making encompassed a far wider range of stakeholders 
than is the norm and one they are given scant credit for. South African business history, therefore, 
rather than being a tangent only of interest to apartheid and economic history scholars, has perhaps 
the most insights to impart for the study of business history. It deserves a return to the mainstream 
of business history research and underscores the wider value of emerging market business history 
as put forward by Austin et al. (2017).1200 
Future research 
Whether spurring on growth of political risk insurance, providing traction for a nascent Chinese 
motor industry, or facilitating global, bilateral union relationships, this thesis has also pointed out 
that an examination of foreign business in the last decades of NP rule can reveal a trove of secrets 
and interlinkages of interdisciplinary interest. Many of the features in today’s globalised world are 
indirect consequences stemming from MNCs having to navigate the challenges of operating within 
apartheid-SA, something so far overlooked within academia. Furthermore, research on South 
African corporate responses to market entry by and the targeted lobbying of foreign MNCs during 
apartheid by local monoliths such as AAC remains tabula rasa. Future business and historical 
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scholarship would benefit from beginning an analysis via the stakeholder, namely previously side-
lined commerce, rather than continuously revisiting ground already well-covered by existing 
literature on apartheid.1201 Furthermore, post-colonial 20th century foreign business also faced 
challenges in other African markets, which to this day remain understudied, e.g. the impact of 
Nigerianisation ownership policies of the 1970s. For this scholar, however, a certain time and 
geography continue to exert a strong pull. After all, as one former Ambassador put it to me: ‘In 




















1201 Valid reasons present themselves for many seminal texts being over thirty-year-old apartheid-era publications. 
See Dubow, ‘Apartheid’, op. cit., 343-349. 




SA: National Supplies Procurement Act 1970 incl. its 1975 and 1982 Amendments1203 
In short, this Act with its subsequent Amendments allowed the respective Government Minister 
to seize supplies and means of production if deemed vital to national security.   
SA: National Key Points Act 19801204 
Under the NKPA, private businesses, when identified as being sites of strategic importance to the 
economy could be on the receiving end of a government request asking them to ensure the 
implementation of on-site security infrastructure. 
US: 1977 Sullivan principles1205 
1. Non-segregation of the races in all eating, comfort, and work facilities. 
2. Equal and fair employment practices for all employees. 
3. Equal pay for all employees doing equal or comparable work for the same period of time. 
4. Initiation of and development of training programmes that will prepare, in substantial 
numbers, black and other non-white workers for supervisory, administrative, clerical, and 
technical jobs. 
5. Increasing the number of black and other non-white employees in management and 
supervisory positions. 
6. Improving the quality of employees’ lives outside the work environment in such areas as 
housing, transportation, school, recreation, and health facilities. 
7. Working to eliminate laws and customs that impede social, economic, and political 
justice. (added in 1984) 
US: Anti-Apartheid Act Amendments bill of 1989  
The bill foresaw foreign firms that profited from US sanctions against SA receiving a ban on 






1203 ‘Legislation and Business Regulation,’ Department: Trade and Industry, Republic of South Africa, 
http://www.dti.gov.za/business_regulation/legislation.jsp.  
1204 ‘National Key Points Act,’ Staatskoerant van die Republiek van Suid-Afrika, 
https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/201503/act-102-1980.pdf.  





1977 EEC Code of Conduct on the Behaviour of European corporations in South Africa1206  
1) Internal company relations -- All employees without regard to race should be allowed to 
choose an organization to represent them in collective bargaining, following internationally 
accepted principles; all employees should be able to form or affiliate themselves with a 
trade union. 
 
2) Migrant workers -- The companies should contribute as much as possible to freedom of 
workers’ movement and temper the effects of the existing system (whereby black workers 
are segregated in ‘temporary’ ghettos and considered residents of tribal ‘homelands’). 
 
3) Wages -- A non-discriminatory policy should improve poor working and employment 
conditions and should offer salaries not less than 50 per cent above the minimum wage. 
 
4) Wage structure and promotion -- Positions should be open to all workers without 
distinction; a vocational training programme policy should be created to achieve non-
discrimination. 
 
5) Additional benefits -- Companies should extend their non-discriminatory policies to extend 
to workers’ housing, transportation, education and social services. 
 
6) Desegregation at the workplace -- All segregation practices should be eliminated in 
canteens, sport activities and in company clubs. 
 
7) Reporting -- Companies should report annually on these provisions to their national 
government which should review progress made. 
The code was a voluntary measure expected to be applied to those subsidiaries wherein EEC 
companies held the majority shareholding. 
Key revisions made in 1985 
Added to 1) Businesses were encouraged to support the still developing black trade unions and 
recognize them. Business was to negotiate based on internationally accepted social standards with 
black labour unions and inform its workforce at regular intervals that treating with unions was part 
of company policy. 
Added to 2) Employers have a social responsibility towards ensuring migrant workers have the 
possibility of living with their families.  
In addition, employers were meant to explore all means to support black entrepreneurship, e.g. via 
choosing black suppliers and service providers or by supplying start-up loans. Furthermore, the 
social welfare aspect was expanded upon to cover education and training as well as community 
 































1207 Craig Smith, ‘The impact of the EEC code of conduct on the behaviour of European Corporations in South 
Africa’ (paper presented at the International Conference on South Africa in Transition, 




Questions posed by Eugen Loderer to business1208 
I 
1) To what extent is the codex compatible with the OECD code on MNC behaviour and can 
their concurrent application result in conflicting objectives? 
2) Has there been any intervention by South African authorities against German subsidiaries 
due the application of the codex? 
3) Has recent South African legislation or administrative measures facilitated or impeded the 
application of the codex? 
4) Does the reporting, especially for medium-sized companies, create difficulties in the day-
to-day operation of the business? 
5) What possibilities exist for the German parent companies to exert influence on their 
subsidiaries to ensure reporting on application of the codex? 
II 
6) What steps has business taken to support the registration of recognised black 
representation? 
7) Has there been an adjustment of wages in German subsidiaries over the past couple of 
years? 
8) Have training and career development opportunities been created for black employees? 
9) To what extent have social benefits been introduced to mitigate social disadvantages? 
10) Has racial discrimination been eliminated at the workplace? Which obstacles exist against 
the institutionalising of this policy? 
III 
11) Do traditions, habits, and behaviours of social life, even if they are of a religious or ethnic 
nature, impede the realisation of the codex? 
12) Were there any reactions, whether positive or negative, amongst employees upon the 
introduction of the codex? 
IV 
13) What is the impact of codex application on competitiveness and would this mean a change 
in German engagement in SA? 
14) What is the impact of the clauses on wage & wage structure on the employment of ‘Blacks’? 
15) Can codex conformance negatively impact the willingness to invest by business? 
16) Would the investment climate for SA be improved upon if instead of the codex equivalent 
local legislation was passed? 
V 
1) Given your experiences so far, is a change in the codex necessary? 
 




Franz Steinkühler’s/IGM’s ‘14 points’/Minimum Standards1209 
 
 




German Business Trust 
The ‘German Business Trust’ project began with the best of intentions and failed to launch because 
intentions did not equate to commitments. Designed to train employable non-white labour in a 
purpose-built teaching complex, the 1986 initiative was pushed by the Chamber, the BDI and the 
DIHT. Ostensibly this was to counteract the call for sanctions, the lack of social welfare projects 
conducted by German industry compared to American and British companies, and to shore up 
support amongst the non-radicalised black population for capitalism and thereby MNCs remaining 
in SA.1210 It garnered funding support from the automobile and industrial businesses and the 
German government. Pressured to invest because of its clients’ participation, Bosch nevertheless 
only pledged DM200.000 as opposed to the DM millions pledged by its peers citing its limited 
revenues in SA.1211 The chemical industry expressed solidarity, albeit amongst themselves. BASF, 
Bayer Hoechst, and Henkel declined to be involved fearing political attention, preferring instead 
to further develop their own social welfare schemes.1212 With few companies involved in a project, 
which was bound to be in the limelight, RB’s management began having second thoughts.1213 When 
the explicit funding commitment by the FRG Chancellery was delayed multiple times due to 
coalition politics without any hope of resolution, all remaining faith in the project died.1214 The plan 
had always been mired by questions on curriculum design and tax deductibility. Dithering by the 
government and a lack of industry-wide funding meant its failure to launch was inevitable. One 
year after the project was first tabled, Bosch withdrew its support.1215 German business had been 
unable to unite outside a crisis. Pro-active measures not only failed to obtain necessary funding 
pledges but also the support of a broad coalition of companies and sectors.  
 
1210 BDI to RB, 28.4.1987 Meeting minutes, 5.5.1987, 1-2 in RB, 1 022 359. 
1211 Dr Karl Gutbrod (post-1987 Board Member responsible for legal and tax affairs) and Borchers, Decision paper 
for 25.6.1987 Board meeting in RB, 1 017 159. 
1212 Loc. cit. 
1213 Note by Gutbrod on a memo by Borchers to Gutbrod, Manger, Hugo, 29.9.1987 in RB, 1 017 159. 
1214 BDI 24.9.1987 Meeting minutes in RB, 1 022 359. 





The case of Oukasie saw RB go significantly against the recommendations of RBSA for the first 
time. Part of Botha’s attempts to increase NP Government credibility amongst the non-white 
population as well as mitigate historic policy deficiencies was increased investment in housing. One 
such consequence was that Bosch, its employees, the German AAM, NUMSA, and the government 
suddenly became mired in the issue of Oukasie, an informal settlement on the edge of Brits.1216 A 
new alternative settlement of a higher standard was purpose-built 20km away. Nevertheless, local 
resistance to resettlement formed. Moreover, the German Lutheran Church willingly assisted those 
residents that pressurized those inhabitants that had agreed to relocate.1217 Two of RBSA’s workers, 
one a former NUMSA shop steward, were arrested for engaging in ‘illegal political activities’. 
Initially believing such action was due to ANC support, RBSA was surprised that no solidarity was 
expressed by its workforce.1218 It turned out the two individuals were the ringleaders of the agitators 
threatening those who opted for resettlement. The subsidiary explicitly advised RB in Stuttgart not 
to expend any significant efforts in lobbying the FRG Foreign Ministry to bring about their release, 
for this was neither a case of police caprice nor of anti-union measures.1219 But it was too late. Rau 
had already informed the IGM. The follow-up personal appeal by Steinkühler to Bierich resulted 
in the legal department instructing RBSA to negotiate with SA authorities.1220 Whilst the individuals 
were ultimately released without senior leadership intervening, the entire episode saw Bosch 
countermanding internal advice due to the IGM. Also, it underlined that outside factory gates, 
German business had no oversized influence on the apartheid-government, even at a municipal 
level. Furthermore, in an environment marked by bureaucratic discretion and political fluidity, 
ascertaining circumstances and motives behind events were oft the first step down the rabbit hole. 
 
1216 On Oukasie, see Alan Morris, ‘The South African state and the Oukasie removal,’ Transformation 8 (1989), 24-46. 
1217 RB Legal to RB Leadership, 24.3.1988 in RB, 1 022 360. 
1218 Loc. cit. 
1219 Loc. cit. 
1220 RB Legal to RB Leadership, 11.5.1988 in RB, 1 022 360. 
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Finally, local events could not only be driven in part by international stakeholders, but they had 
also reverberating consequences in Germany. In this case, a German Church had supported 
‘agitators’ who upon their arrest found an ally in the IGM which then pressurized Bosch to obtain 



























1989 UAMAWUSA demands to RBSA 
1989 also saw the to-date zenith of union assertiveness. For the onset of de Klerk’s presidency 
marked a watershed that saw businesses’ problems become increasingly localised, especially 
regarding labour relations. Wage negotiations resulted in union demands beyond any rhyme or 
reason. At RBSA, this is revealed by a list of demands (filled with spelling errors), compiled by its 
union counterpart at its Johannesburg site, UAMAWUSA. The demands included calls for a 30 per 
cent increase in wages, a bonus of 40 per cent of annual income, a long service award of R10.000, 
womens’ day to become a paid holiday, interest free housing loans, 20 days paid educational leave, 
20 day paid compassionate leave, 10 days paid parental leave and 25 days paid holiday.1221 NUMSA 
meanwhile pressed for all of RBSA’s sites to ban temporary workers, adjust wages every quarter, 
provide an attendance allowance, increase overtime allowance up to 200 per cent, fund education, 
housing and transport as well as bring in full-time witch doctors.1222 According to many analysts, 
this seeking and maintaining of union privileges has further morphed post-1994 into a toxic level 
of union militancy that blights SA and holds not only the ANC but also the country back from 










1221 Attachment to RBSA to Bensinger, 14.6.1989, 1-2 in RB, 1 022 358. 
1222 Minutes of RBSA Directors’ meeting, 24.8.1989, 2 in RB 1 022 360. 




Overview of the two planning scenarios used in-house by VW going into the 1980s1224 
 
Scenario 1 
• Apartheid stays despite worldwide condemnation  
• South Africa cannot ensure complete autarchy as too integrated into global markets 
• Pretoria will pledge strategic resources as collateral 
• The government will do all it can to maintain the country’s growth potential, demand 
therefore not expected to fall 
• SA to become a ‘rock’ in the face of Africanisation with socialist tendencies of its 
neighbours  
Scenario 2 
• Boers lose their dominance of power, either by coming to their senses (in doubt by many 
managers) or from new boycott measures or new militant clashes 
• War ensues, temporary suspension of economic growth 
• Systems and government regarded as short-term, investment is long-term 
• In the end, the economy and projects will endure just it did in the case of Cabora Bassa (a 
dam project in Mozambique) 
• In the case of Scenario 2 occurring, black purchasing power will rise, even in the Homelands. 
This will be due to the promotion of equality rather than systemic change 
• Nevertheless, markets in neighbouring states will open up 
• By 1985 some form of power sharing to come in some acceptable fashion 
• Total economic embargo will not be effective due to Boer ‘laager’ mentality  
• Selective boycott measures and pressure from Homelands (black general strike) will not 
be able to be resisted indefinitely, plus apartheid costs billions and the Boers can count 
• In VW’s economic interest and traditional obligation of social responsibility to support 













Overview of the Wiehahn commission’s proposals 
The 1979 Wiehahn commission’s recommendations to the South African Labour Relations Act 
and the Industrial Council system included recognising black trade unions albeit only upon 
registration, advocating abolition of job reservation, fostering apprentice training, instituting a 
Manpower Commission and setting up an Industrial Court to deal with industrial relations disputes. 
The government’s adoption of many of the reform proposals allowed black labour unions to be 
firmly established and ultimately become increasingly politicized. Many of Wiehahn’s proposed 
reforms reflected the unofficial status quo. As union membership was only open to black workers 
enjoying permanent residency and employment, the Commission discriminated against the bulk of 
the black workforce – migrant labour. In 1981 Pretoria changed tack and allowed migrant labour 
to apply for union membership. Nevertheless, the damage had been done. The recommendations 
and subsequent reforms were outed for what they were – a method of discretionary control of 












1225 See Schmidt, op. cit., 201; FOSATU, ‘Statement on The Wiehahn Commission Report and its Implications 





Impact of rand decline at BMWSA 
The South African non-executive directors were offered a salivating package, namely R3000 p.a. 
or R1000 p.a. with a 7 series car including all maintenance expenses thrown in.1226 In response to 
an enquiry by Wiehahn, he was informed that he could take a coupe model instead as his grace-
and-favour vehicle but would have to make do with only the R1000 a year salary. The company, 
though, would provide him with a new car every 30,000 km and he was instructed to inform them 
three months in advance of the need of a replacement. This was to ensure a model could be shipped 
from Germany, rather than the Professor making do with a South African built model.1227 
Following a review by Price Waterhouse, non-executive Board member compensation was raised 
to R5000 p.a. or R3000 p.a. plus the 7 series for 1982.1228 A suggestion by the auditor that von 
Kuenheim as Chairman should be given a R15 000 salary for his heavy involvement in the affairs 
of BMWSA was dismissed as unnecessary by the BMW AG CEO.1229 This forfeiture meant that 
the subsidiary would not have to submit its draft letter to the South African Exchange Control 
Authorities. Given that only R4000 could be annually remitted, a proposed remuneration of 
R15.000 necessitated an application for exemption. There is a certain nonchalance in the above 
anecdote with Pretoria’s legislative reaction to the fall in the rand primarily only impacting executive 
pay at BMW, whereas other MNCs were already in dire straits. The key driver behind BMW’s 
weathering of the downturn in the foreign exchange rate was the company’s underlying profitability 





1226 Von Kuenheim, loc.cit. 
1227 German BMWs were of better quality. See Von Koerber to Wiehahn, 21.1.1981 in BMW UA 1987/1.  
1228 D F Balfour (BMWSA Finance Director) to von Koerber, 30.10.1981 in BMW UA 1987/1. 
1229 Von Kuenheim to von Koerber, 1.12.1981 in BMW UA 1987/1. 




Wiehahn lecture to BMW Group, 1981 
1. BMWSA was commended for its ‘liberal’ integration policy towards non-white 
workers.1231 
2. Pretoria’s acceptance of 90 per cent of the Riekert and Wiehahn Commissions’ 
recommendations was described as ‘drastic’ within the South African context.1232 
3. SA was characterized as being at a stage of evolutionary change that naturally results in 
certain problems but that these in no way warranted international attention.1233 
4. Other countries were regarded as having created labour equality by lowering standards 
to accommodate non-white employees. For reasons of maintaining productivity and 
the standards set by qualifications, SA could not afford this compromise. Irreparable 
damage would be done to the image and economy of the country. Black workers were 
regarded as not being in support of such measures because they had ‘reached a relatively 
high work and life quality’. They instead desired equal chances under existing training 
schemes.1234 
5. BMWSA, despite its ‘progressive’ policies was told to expect trouble given black South 
Africans lacked access to any other political outlet. These would remain birthing 
troubles if the company maintained good employee relations as well as dialogue with 





1231 Nicholas Everhardus Wiehahn, ‘Arbeitsbeziehungen und Arbeitsmarkt in Südafrika in den 80er Jahren,’ in  
Erfahrungen Perspektiven Horizonten Vortragsreihe für Obere Führungskräfte des BMW Konzerns 7, 28.4.1981, 1 in BMW UA 
UU 1142/10. 
1232 Ibid, 5; the Riekert Commission examined matters of labour/influx control and residency. See W.J. Vose, 
‘Wiehahn and Riekert Revisited: A Review of Prevailing Black Labour Conditions in South Africa,’ International 
Labour Review 124, no. 4 (August 1985), 451. 
1233 Wiehahn, op. cit., 6. 
1234 Ibid, 8. 


















1985 BMW AG scenarios on future SA 
Scenario one, labelled ‘dictatorship’, forecast the use of the government’s security infrastructure 
and military might to maintain its grip on power, resulting in nigh stagnant economic development 
of 2.4 per cent annual GDP growth.1238 Though the company would maintain its market share in 
the premium car space, the overall market would decline. Scenario two, the reform scenario, 
theorized a maximum GDP growth rate of 3.5 per cent and BMW to maintain its share of sixty per 
cent of the company car segment.1239 The final scenario concerned a SA impacted by anarchy and 
revolution. It was an outcome where the vehicle market was predicted to decline by 3.7 per cent 
p.a. and customers switching to cheaper, smaller cars.1240 In this final scenario, the company 
expected to sell only 4.800 cars by 1991.1241 By comparison it had sold 15.900 vehicles in 1984.1242 
That the strategists still expected to sell luxury cars in a SA that had descended into anarchy may 
seem overly optimistic as well as ruthless. However, it is important to remember that the scenarios 
represented a planning exercise as performed by any business. Each scenario was judged on its 
likelihood and a balanced decision made on how to prepare the company’s organisation, 










1238 Szenarienrelevante Umfelder und Reaktionsmuster, op. cit., Appendix two. 
1239 Büchelhofer and Aurich, op. cit., 9; Szenarienrelevante Umfelder und Reaktionsmuster, op. cit., Appendix three. 
1240 Szenarienrelevante Umfelder und Reaktionsmuster, op. cit., Appendix four. 
1241 Büchelhofer and Aurich, op. cit., 11. 





If Kodak was the photography company of the 1980s, then Project Bosi was the ‘Kodak moment’ 
snapshot of foreign business in 1980s SA. On the one hand, was a company scrambling to get out 
due to politics in its home country. On the other hand, was a business scurrying to regain 
profitability despite the politics of its host nation. One American, one German with two very 
contradictory outcomes thereby illustrating two very different cultures of management, even when 
both were in the same line of business. 
Concurrently to the Munich Board meeting of BMW AG deciding the fate of the South African 
business in 1985, the subsidiary in question was busy weighing up a confidential proposal to profit 
from the market exit of a competitor that had succumbed to pressure from the disinvestment 
lobby. John P. McCormack, Vice-President at GM with responsibility for the South African and 
Latin American markets, was, by the mid-1980s, under instruction from Detroit to explore exit 
opportunities from the Cape.1243 GM, despite pioneering the Sullivan principles that set standards 
on corporate behaviour and policy for South African operations, was facing demands at home to 
disinvest. GM, as the largest U.S. investor in SA, was not only under constant public scrutiny it 
represented a prime corporate target for the American AAM. Coupled with a track record of losses 
in recent years, disinvestment now became defensible on economic grounds. Just as BMW’s 
German strategists had theorized a withdrawal either meant suffering a considerable one-time loss 
or finding a local partner to sell-to; GM too faced a similar predicament. Preferring the latter 
option, McCormack met BMWSA’s Marketing Director Doolan for exploratory talks in October 
1985. 
Tête-à-tête the managers could talk the same language, that of business and economic rationale. 
The theme of the meeting, however, was how to conduct normal business activity, the pursuit of 
 
1243 Alan Cowell, G.M. Sale: American Heads Unit, Alan Cowell, Special to NYT, 4.11.1986, section D, 4. 
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profits, in a climate where morality and politics set the tone.  At the talk, the American clarified 
that he sought to offload GM’s operations in SA to BMW, which at a later stage could find a local 
partner to increase sales volumes.1244 Since GM majority-owned the German car manufacturer Opel 
and held an equity stake in Japanese Isuzu, it drew on parts, including engines being shipped from 
abroad to be integrated into its South African value chain. These relationships would carry over to 
any successor company. McCormack emphasised that the company wished to keep a foothold in 
the South African market to return in better times. It also wanted the impact of any transition to 
be minimal on its workforce as well as dealers and suppliers. Spare parts and maintenance expertise 
would continue to be provided from Detroit to reduce the possibility of the image of its products 
being damaged in the country. Given that the company was preparing to exit the market, which 
would tarnish its reputation with South African consumers, it is odd for the U.S. business to believe 
this aversion would not extend to its product range. This, however, was not total disinvestment. It 
was merely a charade to placate the anti-apartheid lobby. For in the discussion with BMWSA, the 
better times the VP was referring to were those where profitability could be achieved – not the 
days after apartheid.  
Of course, GM was adamant that the outside world should regard the transfer as disinvestment. 
After the meeting Doolan recorded: ‘However, due to extreme political pressure in his home 
country [the USA], he feels the best bet for his company would be to enter into a partnership, or 
joint venture agreement, but not to have any equity’.1245 Such an arrangement was typical of 
numerous examples of American disinvestment. Nominal control and responsibility were sold to 
a local firm, often via a management buy-out, but the former parent retained exposure to the market 
via a multitude of supply contracts or other business agreements. 
 
1244 Vic Doolan, Project Bosi, 4.10.1985, 1 in BMW UA 1994/1. 
1245 Loc. cit. 
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For BMWSA, GM’s initial proposal would mean huge inefficiencies if they had to maintain the 
American firm’s workforce, dealer network and production sites.1246 GM was in the mass market; 
BMW in the premium, government, and corporate segment. Although, BMWSA would benefit 
from revenues from hitherto new customer groups, it was not in a position of size and 
organisational structure to take over all of GM’s South African business. Serving the mass market 
meant competing via price-sensitive volumes whereas the existing portfolio served a relatively price 
inelastic consumer and business segment.1247 It also feared that to take on the entire set-up, 
necessitated constant support from Detroit, unlikely to be guaranteed without a retaining equity 
stake by GM. Instead, BMWSA confidentially prepared a counterproposal. 
In BMWSA’s alternative plan, it would take on board only the choice cuts within the loss-making 
American subsidiary. Production of GM’s Opel Kadett would be moved to BMWSA’s plant at 
Rosslyn to optimise plant capacity usage and the Kadett’s market share target of 9 per cent would 
be adjusted to 6 per cent. Apart from production efficiencies, BMW planned to move the Kadett, 
a mass market vehicle, up the price range to differentiate the vehicle from Japanese competitors, 
especially Honda which had a domestic plant in East London. This strategy necessitated a more 
conservative market share target as previously envisaged by GM. The Isuzu product line, primarily 
pick-up trucks, would also be carved out of GM, with production being contracted out to VW or 
British Leyland, with VW being the preferred partner. Bakkie volumes were determined as being 
sufficient to sustain 240 to 250 dealers; their sales would also support rural BMW dealerships.1248 
By taking on Isuzu, the BMWSA plan would also result in the company gaining additional taxation 
benefits from local Isuzu production, in addition to economies of scale as well as increased 
purchasing power in supplier negotiations. Whether Pretoria would grant the concession that BMW 
could combine its existing local content share with that of Opel and Isuzu to arrive at a total, more 
 
1246 Doolan, op. cit., 2. 
1247 46 per cent of BMWs in SA were company owned (1985). By 1989, 90 per cent of BMWs were used for business 
purposes. See BMW South Africa, op. cit., 17 and The BMW Story, op. cit., 47. 
1248 Doolan, op. cit., 5. 
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favourable, percentage remained in doubt. GM’s heavy truck franchise was to be sold off. The 
speed at which BMWSA came up with the alternative proposal is striking, illustrating not only their 
favourable disposition to the proposed arrangement but the need for immediate options to justify 
continued South African engagement. 
In Doolan’s eyes, the alternative plan was a win-win. They would not have to take over the entire 
GM ‘elephant’ and GM would ‘have no equity and this will eliminate all political pressure in the 
USA’.1249 In addition, GM would continue to benefit from the supply of Opel and Isuzu 
components for assembly in SA. Any adverse impact from GM’s public disinvestment on the Opel 
and Isuzu range would be minimised by the ‘tremendous goodwill BMW will be able to 
generate’.1250 As a South African executive, Doolan also knew that once the new model ranges had 
reached sufficient profitability, it would be easy to invite a local corporation as a partner. Old 
Mutual, Liberty Life, Anton Rupert’s Rembrandt and Tony Bloom’s Premier were noted by the 
businessman as possible future associates.1251 Versus the other German automakers, BMW believed 
it had the best potential for synergies with GM’s model range and operations. The plan foresaw a 
near doubling of BMWSA’s existing market share to 12% by 1986 if GM’s Opel sales were 
added.1252 Critical to success would be in convincing the Americans not only to go with the 
alternative BMWSA case for its disinvestment but also in the Germans being the sole partner. This 
would then give the Bavarian company firm control of whom to contract for Isuzu production. 
Before a response, including the alternative could be discussed with GM, the initial proposal by the 
Detroit automaker had to be presented to the Board of Directors in Germany. 
The present MD of BMWSA, Walter Hasselkus was an old hand at the carmaker having hit the 
ground running in his prior post heading up UK operations. As such, he was conscious that 
 
1249 Ibid, 3. 
1250 Loc. cit. 
1251 Bloom notably left SA only three years later. He had drawn significant flak after secretly meeting with ANC 
leaders in 1985. By 1988 he saw no business opportunities remaining in SA and emigrated to London. See O’Meara, 
op. cit., 361 and Charles Moore, ‘South African Journal,’ The Spectator, 27.2.1988, 24. 
1252 Doolan, op. cit., 5. 
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profitability was imperative in the cut-throat automotive sector. With his superiors about to make 
an imminent decision on the future direction, if not existence of the South African subsidiary based 
on the findings of the independent working group at headquarters, he was busy preparing his own 
list of drastic measures to keep the business viable. Apart from the usual themes of cost cutting, 
investment freezes and capacity optimisation, his scheme included near abandonment of the luxury 
segment to DB and a stop on the introduction of new models for four years.1253 The GM initiative, 
therefore, was an unexpected lifeline. Perhaps mindful that taking on even part of GM’s operations 
would lead to a loss of management focus from profitability in its core BMW operations and a 
reliance on the vagaries of Detroit, the MD was wary of the opportunity: ‘Eine schlechte Idee mit 
dem Elefanten ins Bett zu gehen’ (It’s a bad idea to sleep with an elephant).1254 He thereby followed 
an oft-repeated mantra by the Chairman: ‘Der Adler fliegt in größer Höhe am liebsten allein’ (The 
eagle flies at greatest height alone).1255 And with that Project Bosi was banished to the archives. 
Fourteen months later GM officially left SA having sold its subsidiary to a group led by a former 
American MD of the South African business. Within a year of his return to SA, the American died 
of a heart attack.1256 The unionised workforce, meanwhile, described GM’s conduct and its 
disinvestment decision as worse than NP-initiated apartheid: 
We are sick and tired of American and British companies coming to this country saying they want to help the poor 
black person, but all they do is climb on our backs and ride us worse than the Afrikaner people in this country.1257 
Project Bosi had been an opportunity that had gone just as quickly as it had come. Management’s 
competency in preparing a counterproposal hinted at the difficulties the subsidiary was facing at 
 
1253 Hasselkus, Walter, Untitled paper on future SA strategy prepared for 16.10.1985 Board meeting of BMW AG, 
15.10.1985. 
1254 Hasselkus, interview, loc. cit. 
1255 Loc. cit. 
1256 Bob Price returned from retirement in Detroit solely to take over GM’s former subsidiary. See ‘Bob Price, 
Former General Motors Manager in South Africa, Dead,’ Associated Press, 13.10.1987. 
https://apnews.com/bdbe549a05e9be528cdb62f31f375030. 
1257 Fred Sauls (Gen. Sec. NAAWU), cited in Glenn Adler, What's Good for General Motors?: Black Workers’ 




the time but also revealed an innate ability to adjust to fundamental economic and political changes 





























Siemens and the ‘nuclear conspiracy’ 
Whilst the introduction clarified that exploration of alleged nuclear co-operation are not in scope, 
for this thesis analyses disinvestment, it is worth briefly noting here regarding Siemens.1258 KWU, 
a Siemens JV with AEG, was in economic difficulties in the 1970s and keen on an order from SA 
for its nuclear reactor technology to revive its fortunes.1259 However, Pretoria decided on a 
competitor option resulting in KWU solely supplying parts for an experimental plant 
(Valindaba).1260 It justified the part export based on civilian usage, backed up by the BMWi which 
indicated no total economic embargo against SA existed forbidding such a technology transfer.1261 
Indeed, Siemens would write direct to the Chancellery including articles in foreign media, such as 
in the New Nigerian, and blame the GDR for promoting anti-FRG business campaigns via 
newspapers it funded.1262 In consequence, the then Chancellor Helmut Schmidt twice unwittingly 
denied AAM and GDR accusations of Siemens being involved in nuclear co-operation whilst 
touring Nigeria as a guest of President Obasanjo.1263 However, not only was the order for KWU 
so large that 13% of German export credit guarantees were solely for the Siemens JV, but the local 
subsidiary also supplied communications technology, which at the time was not subject to 





1258 Recently, re-explored in Dennis Romberg Atomgeschäfte: Die Nuklearexportpolitik der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 1970-
1979 (Paderborn: Ferdinand Schöningh, 2020), 227-287. 
1259 Raimo Väyrynen, ‘South Africa: A coming nuclear power?,’ Instant Research on Peace and Violence 7, no. 1 (1977), 
34-47, 40. 
1260 Dr Johannes Koppe, ‘Janusköpfige Atomforschung,’ in Top Spione im Westen, Klaus Eichner and Gotthold 
Schramm, eds. (Berlin: Das neue Berlin, 2016), 160-177, 175; Dan Smith South Africa’s Nuclear Capability (London: 
World Campaign Against Military and Nuclear Collaboration with South Africa in cooperation with UN Centre 
Against Apartheid, 1980), 16. 
1261 Otto Graf Lambsdorff (BMWi BM) to Helmut Schmidt (BK), 8.8.1978 in BArch, B136/12597. 
1262 Gerhard Helke (Siemens) to Peter Kiewitt (AA Diplomat attached to the Chancellery), 9.8.1978 in BArch, 
B136/12597. 
1263 AAM, press release, 6.7.1978 in BArch, B136/12597. 
1264 Morgenrath and Wellmer, op. cit., 49; Väyrynen, op. cit., 41; Roy Mason (UK Sec. State for Defence) in Hansard 




Excerpts from a 1988 briefing pack on the South African labour movement 
These extracts are part of a collated information pack put together by and shared within German 
business. The following excerpts are part of the Bosch version, and include pencil annotations by 
RB managers in Germany, indicating that not only did head office continuously keep abreast of 
South African developments, but sought to understand their historical context and any potential 
impact thereof on their local subsidiary. Whilst in this case, the labour unions are presented, similar 
briefings existed for other stakeholders – whether German, South African, or transnational (e.g. 
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South African archives 
University collections 
• Archives and Special Collections, UNISA  
o Political Posters 
▪ KPC 320; KPC 379 
• Archive for Contemporary Affairs, University of the Free State (UFS) 
o PV 203 – private collection of PW Botha 
▪ A 1/15/1/19 
▪ PS 4/1/10 
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